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President’s Message

President’s Message

By Elissa Clifford

By Elissa Clifford

Here we are, VOCJ time again. This year has been a busy one for
me, and I haven’t spent as much time in the backcountry as I would have
liked. (I really didn’t want to have to write that). Fortunately, not everyone in the club was so busy, or at least they have a better sense of priorities (Thesis? But there’s powder…). Trips went out every weekend and
I’ve heard that people are having a blast, even if the snow’s been somewhat marginal (lots of opportunity to practice tree skiing). On the other
hand, the mild winter has given aid climbers a chance to get out and practice a lot (which you can read about if you haven’t already, because according to Jeremy aid climbers are an exceptionally literate bunch who eagerly
wrote several articles for this year’s journal).
So what exactly did I do with the VOC this year if I wasn’t skiing, climbing, hiking, scrambling, or kayaking? My basic goals were pretty
minimal—the first was to retain the inevitable rush of new members and
enthusiasm that come with the beginning of each school year, and the second to better organize some of the “administrative” aspects of the executive.
This winter the executive (gently prompted by Roland) rewrote
the VOC Constitution. Yeah, there is one. It’s something for future
members (and especially execs) to keep in mind because in the Constitution, amazingly, are the answers to nearly every question pertaining to
how, when, and why the club is run like it is. Hopefully our additions and
deletions this year make it easier to decipher. The VOC also became partners with the Alpine Club of Canada. Now not only do we get ACC benefits such as access to grants and huts, but the partnership should open up
new opportunities in the way of more trips and more potential climbing
(or skiing or paddling or whatever) buddies. Another change we made
was a pledge to the FMCBC (the mountain clubs’ lobby group) to hold
two letter-writing drives each year, making it easy for members to let their
(vitally important) opinions be heard on issues of access, conservation, or
anything else you feel is significant.
Trips came and went this year—I know a lot went out in the fall,
although I can hardly remember back that far. From the sounds of it, a lot
has been happening this winter, too… I know Scott and Roland post trips
nearly every weekend, and Conor’s organizational skills as Trips Coordinator are truly impressive—I don’t think we missed a single school or traditional event. I guess (since I failed to do much outside myself) I’ll find out
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how many people stuck with the VOC at the banquet when I try to recognize faces from way back at Longhike last fall (it’s a long haul, between
school, snow, sun, and social events every day of the week).
Last of all, I’d like to thank all the execs this year (I know I didn’t
mention everyone, but you know who you are)—you guys rocked, and I
know the club benefited from your enthusiasm, time, skills, creativity, and
personality. (Well, if the club didn’t, I certainly did). And big thanks to
the members, people like Ben, whose eagerness to kayak is boundless, despite having to deal with people like myself who know nothing at all about
it; Mike, who was willing to brave the Coast Mountains in January and
wasn’t going to let the lack of any equipment whatsoever get in his way;
and Jaclyn, whose gear has broken on every single trip she’s been on but
still comes back for more (maybe don’t go climbing until your track record
improves). You guys are what it’s all about… see you in the MOUNTAINS!
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Vice President’s Message

Vice President’s Message

By Jan McPhee

By Jan McPhee

Dear Auntie Vera,

Dear Auntie Vera,

I must apologize that I’m terrible at keeping in touch, and there is
really no good excuse for it except that I’ve been busy trying to finish up
my Masters thesis. Oh- and I’ve taken on a few other things this year. I
figure too much school can be quite detrimental to the health anyway.
And good, fresh mountain air is the only real cure. It's really not playing
like you may have heard, it's therapeutic hard work. Really!
I think I told you earlier that last April I somehow became Vice
Prez of UBC’s outdoor club. It’s hard to believe yet another school year
has almost gone by, and seemingly so quickly. After a fantastic summer of
monthly VOC reunion barbeques where we all get together to plot new
adventures, in September, we welcomed about 300 new and returning
members to a year jammed-pack with fun- be it in the form of trips,
courses, slideshows, or the occasional “spontaneous gathering” at a member’s house. Don’t worry, it was always good clean fun, of course. And we
never do anything dangerous- never. These so-called epics you may hear
about are myths.
My memory eludes me, but I think the year may have kicked off
with a potluck at “the Dunbar house”, where all the parties seemed to end
up, one way or another. You see, September is the month of a lot of
birthdays and so we decided to have one huge lump party to celebrate. By
the way, the rumors you’ve heard about these parties there in the past are
simply not true. Why would I have ever been tied to Marsha with a climbing rope down hers and my shirt and pants? Honestly, people will say
anything.
Then, there was glacier school on Mt. Baker where some VOC
members took it upon themselves to teach other members what they
know about traveling across glaciers. Now, again, don’t worry, these
things are just essentially big lumps of ice with an occasional crack or two.
And I’m sure that you, of all people, understand that some people just
can’t seem to get their balance walking on ice without the proper shoes. I
do hope that hip of yours healed well, by the way. Anyway, all went well.
We practiced crevasse rescues and self-arresting techniques. I can just see
you right now wondering if this is dangerous. Well, no, not really. Crevasse is just a fancy term for a big crack in some ice or snow that you can
jump over. And we’re tied to ropes anyway, so usually nothing too terrible
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happens! Self-arresting just means stopping yourself after cruising down a
slope similar to one you took me tobogganing down when I was 5.
There’s just no toboggan this time. And I get to carry an axe to stop meso it’s actually a lot more reliable than rolling the toboggan over to stop
like before. Some guy even went down on a crazy carpet and he was OK
(after picking the rocks out of his teeth)! We stayed on the mountain
overnight and spent a wonderful night socializing with new and old
friends over some hot chocolate and refreshing red drinks with fruit floating in them. I must tell you, the Kool-aid and cocoa out here is much better than at home. For some reason, it made us feel really toasty and giggly
all night! Probably the fresh air got to us.
After Mt. Baker came my big do, our annual stressful, oopspardon me… enjoyable Longhike and Rockschool. Keeping to tradition,
the Saturday morning skies appeared as though they would bestow on us
an offering of mass quantities of moisture, yet, 50+ intrepid VOCers did
not waiver- proving once again that a little rain (and potentially a little lack
of sleep) could not break their spirit of adventure. A few of us followed
Mark Grist up to Petgill Lake where I’m told a wonderful time ensued.
That reminds me, I must really thank him for that- up until then, the traditional Longhike was becoming somewhat non-existent with the popularity
of rock climbing. The rest of the group either instructed or learned tons
of rock climbing skills. Fret not- we used ropes!
Later in the afternoon, the skies gave up their vain attempt to torment and allowed the sun to peek through the clouds- one of the firsts on
record, I believe. It was a very pleasant experience indeed, while I shooed
off hungry pesky critters of both the furry and disheveled climber types as
I chopped veggies for dinner on the Murrin picnic table.
After some entertaining antics of Conor and Kelly standing on
their heads in the parking lot, I nabbed my esteemed colleague Jacqui and
fled to prepare dinner at the Squamish Recreation Centre’s gymnasium,
yet another venue in our aspirations to find the perfect party location. We
were later joined in the kitchen by Elissa, Fern, and a few other brave kindred souls who were eager to help with the usual mass chaos that results
in an attempt to feed 130+ hungry mouths. They really were my saviors!
I now have an enduring respect for both you preparing your phenomenal
Christmas dinner every year for the 30 of us and also for VOC VPs of
years past.
After a rather time-consuming dinner, thanks to an unfortunate
lack of large pots, everyone was fed (phew!) and the party of the year began. There were many highlights of the evening. We had a great DJ, but
whoever he was and wherever he came from still eludes us. He was so
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good, he couldn’t stop dancing and playing music even into the wee hours
of the night! As of last year’s party, we've developed a new tradition. You
see, we all know how it’s sometimes uncomfortable getting to know people and a lot of people get a little hungry late at night. So, we decided to
give some people a candy necklace for a late-night snack- and some people
even shared theirs and so it was a really nice ice breaker activity without all
the uncomfortable small talk! Later in the evening, we even had a 70+
person tug of war with a (hopefully!) worn-out VOC climbing rope. It
was a snapping good time, indeed! I hear a few shelves in a closet were
misplaced but all in all, the evening resulted in nothing else but innocent
fun. Mats were eventually dragged out and eventually in the early hours of
the morning, we all snuggled into sleeping bags in one big lump on the
floor.
The next morning dawned brightly with a breakfast of pancakes,
prepared by more wonderful volunteers, soon following. We even made it
out of the gym before 10 as we set out for more climbing, hiking, or sleeping in Vancouver-bound cars. And, oh, I have lots more pancake mix left,
so let me know if you want me to send you any!
Although the opportunity to listen to music as we fell asleep and
to exchange bedtime stories, snores and other wonderful nighttime antics
with 100 other people is indeed precious, we have decided to revert back
to the ever-popular Pemberton Outdoor School next year. People who
snore want their privacy, you know.
The rest of the fall term included the annual mass climbing trips
to Skaha, Leavenworth (Washington) and Smith Rocks (Oregon). These
were parties in themselves as the groups usually numbered around 40 to
50 people! We always crowded around the campfire, often to sing songs
or simply to refresh ourselves with some more bottled Kool-aid. And this
time, none of us were surprised with an unplanned bivy on a mountain
overnight!
In the winter term, Conor led our annual Winter Longhike that
apparently was a smashing success up near the Red Heather Hut. Can you
imagine sleeping soundly in a snow cave? It's equally, if not more, comfortable then being in a tent in the winter- and they never cave in. They're
really quite impressive, these survival techniques we learn in this club.
Somewhere around this time, we celebrated Jacqui's departure for
New Zealand and my birthday, again at the Dunbar house. Lots of cake,
flowers, and Kool-aid! Someone started a nasty rumor that some girls were
dancing in only their bras, so be prepared not to believe it! It's hogwashall of it!
As yet another great reason to mingle with the masses, we held
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our annual climbing competition, headed up by Jay (after he spent an entire weekend of route-setting essentially while I watched) at our club's
climbing wall. Even with our competitive spirit, we still manage to realize
that the social aspect of things is what's really important.
Overall, the year has been fantastic. We were a little limited on
potlucks and attendance at our weekly slideshows compared to last year,
but the social scene at lunchtime in the clubroom thrived with excited tripplanning and trip-reminiscing members. I believe that almost every weekend a trip or course was advertised, keeping our many members both busy
and happy.
Now, where does this leave me? Oh, yes! The upcoming annual
banquet scheduled at the Kerrisdale Legion Lounge through the most
wonderful caretaker to date! Dave Jones is excited to present a slideshow
on his renowned adventures in the Coast Mountains. Although caterers
have been invited in the past, we are attempting something equally delicious this year: a few fellow members will be the honored cooks. It looks
like this year’s banquet will surely be one to cherish…
But the year is not over yet! Already planned trips and other fun
abound for the summer. We all just have to make a point of getting out
there no matter what! We must live on in the magic of the mountains,
'cause there's just no other way to live...
Speaking of which, I have to run- I’m expected at the top of
Garibaldi. See you soon, Auntie.
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Jan
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Here’s to a wonderful year and many more to come!
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Journal Editor’s Message

Journal Editor’s Message

By Jeremy Frimer

By Jeremy Frimer

Two years ago at the VOC elections, I witnessed for the first time
in my 6-year VOC career someone actually volunteer themselves for Journal editor. In fact, Jeff Martin and Fern Webb were both hooked on the
idea and an actual vote took place (as opposed to the usual victory by default). It occurred to me that maybe editing the journal could be fun. Boy
was I out to lunch! No, really… It’s been a blast.
Last year I spent 6 months in the mountains of South America.
Somewhere in Ecuador, I realized just how many photos and stories Dave
and I had accumulated. Returning to a fresh school year as Journal Editor,
I realized I had a bit of a dilemma. If I submit even a few of Dave and my
stories and (700) slides, deciding on cover shots would put me into an unavoidable conflict of interest. Hm… should I put this shot on the cover or
should I put mine? I searched for advice from friends. Some had suggestions of ways of avoiding the conflict. But what surprised me was that
some thought that it doesn’t matter. “No one cares”. This got me to
thinking…
“No one cares?” Untrue by counterexample: I care! Outdoor pursuits are selfish by nature, for the most part. I mean, who’s really benefiting from me climbing some mountain? But what our sports can do is give
us a chance to totally immerse ourselves in something pure. And the rewards come with the devotion. “You get out of it what you put in”. I’ve
noticed the same when it comes to the VOC. Those who like it, love it. I
think of people like Roland who has to “obtain a permit” from his family
in order to go on a weekend trip. I think of people like Matt and Robert
who can never find time for school in their busy climbing schedule. And
when we come back to the city, we look forward to sharing our experiences with each other. The written form of adventure is sort of an entity
unto itself.
So where does that leave the conflict of interest? Well, I could
justify it as part of BC political culture. I mean, when was the last time a
premier of BC didn’t have to step down due to conflicts of interest? Nah.
Instead, I just figured that I paid my $30 and filled out my membership
form just like everyone else. For the past 3 weeks, I have been thoroughly
into the journal. And for the past year, I have been thoroughly into the
mountains. Let’s jump in with both feet and see where we end up.
And I can see that I’m not alone. This year’s journal is probably
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the biggest in VOCJ’s 43-year history! With 61 articles and close to 200
photos, you (the VOC) really put yourself into it. It’s been really cool editing your stories. Thanks.
Luck would have it that in the two-week period leading up to
printing deadline, I would have 4 assignments, 1 term paper, and 4 midterms. But a very timely bunch of friends stepped in and made this whole
thing possible. I want to thank Roland for editing and doing all those tasks
that nobody else wanted to do. Thank you Cam for helping edit the color
photos in the final hour. Thank you Conor for writing out hand-written
submissions and burning the midnight oil as well. Thank you Kelly for the
way sick slide-scanning sessions. Thank you Matt for sorting through the
millions (and millions) of slides and photos. Thank you Sarah for helping
with advertising and editing. And thank you Dave for helping with the
colour photo selections.
But I would really like to let you in on a secret: all the colour photos in the journal would not be without the work of one individual. I’m
not lying when I say that she even called in sick one day to work on the
advertising campaign. Cheryl, great job! Thank you.
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Journal Awards
You really made it tough to pick out the most superlative articles
from the lot. I think the overall quality was fantastic! Several contributions
do stick out in my mind. Matt Buckle and Conor Reynolds deserve honorable mentions for their excellent contributions. I think the Most Insightful Article was “Am I Meant to Do This?” by Jan Mcphee. Funniest Article goes to Kelly Franz for “To Kill a Climber”. In fact, Kelly deserves
Best Overall Contribution to the Journal but he already got a prize so we
won’t have that one this year. And finally, the prestigious Best Article goes
to Robert Steiner for his article “Out of the Nose”.
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Am I Meant To Do This?

Am I Meant To Do This?

By Jan Mcphee

By Jan Mcphee

North Ridge, Mount Baker on the left hand ski line Jay Burbee
I could feel a buildup of bitterness and jealousy welling up inside
me. It was as if it was molding itself into a tumor pulsating deep inside my
chest. Well, OK, maybe I'm being slightly melodramatic. Anyway, it's a
common belief that grad students are slackers. Too much time off. Not
exactly. I admit, I was blessed with many a day away from harassing sea
lions (for all you animal rights activists, I clarify- I did not really harass
them- or if I did, it was, of course, to "benefit the species as a whole".
And besides, they tormented me in return. Nothing induces nightmares
like a charging wet, smelly, burping, slobbering beast with the weight of a
small car). However, whenever I dared to plan my first jump onto the
flanks of my first real mountain (as opposed to those fake ones back eastno not Alberta, but Nova Scotia!!), my sea lions would request my presence after weeks of ignoring me or weather would set in and turn (albeit)
short day trips into no trips. Plans were cancelled left, right, and centre.
That tumor grew as I succumbed to only being able to listen with envy
and awe, trying hard not to drool, to the fascinating stories of many a
mountaineering trip passing me by.
But wait, a true Nova Scotian never gives up. She maintains and
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nurtures well her determination in spite of the setbacks. She waits, even if
a little desperately, knowing that one day, she WILL triumph.
That one day came late in May, 1999. Well, maybe not. Roland
Burton was planning to slog up the Coleman-Deming route on Mt. Baker.
Perfect. Not only would it be a straightforward introduction to mountaineering, but also like Christmas to one strangely lured by anything volcanic
since childhood (who else would bring home 5 pounds of volcanic rocks
from Hawaii- and in spite of the legendary curse of bad luck in doing sobut that's a whole other story). If my memory serves me correctly, about
2 or 3 cars rolled out of Vancouver on a Saturday morning at a very nonalpine start time. We arrived in Glacier, Washington faced with a heavy
morning fog. We took cover in a little coffee shop and waited for it to
burn off. And we waited. And then we waited some more. I tried hard
to calm that familiar pulsating in my chest. I thought of the team that was
currently on Mt. Logan. How would I ever get to do something that phenomenal when I can't even summit this hill in my back yard?
We decided waiting was not going to accomplish anything; we
were either going to head home or head up in the crappy weather. We
wouldn't make an attempt for the summit until early tomorrow morning
anyway. And if the weather here is anything like back east, the forecast we
were actively ignoring will be terribly wrong.
We chose to head up. After waiting for so long, my enthusiasm
was quickly waning- something I was internally agitated by. I ignored it as
I pulled on the Gortex (knowing full well that with the temperature as
warm as it was, I would be dry for about 5 minutes max), fiddled with my
skis and followed Roland's lead up the road. After skiing across bare
gravel a few times and wrestling up slopes that were too steep and icy, we
threw the skis on our backs, and then continued along trying to avoid
hanging ourselves from trees with our newly acquired "antlers", as Roland
affectionately called them. Sorry for the ski in the face, Jen. We reached
our campsite on the Coleman glacier within about 4 hours, after slogging
up in full-on rain with absolutely no views of the mountain we were going
to tackle. It was on this trip that I began questioning the assumed superiority of Gortex.
At the campsite, we were endlessly pelted with snow. To keep
warm and pass the time, we plowed out pathways between tents, designed
a kitchen, and even a toilet with some measure of privacy. Who knew that
at 24 years of age, I would be doing the same sort of things with snow that
I did when I was 5? Dinner was quick, accompanied with only 3 songs
that Jen Wild, Elissa Clifford, Bec Barber, and I tried to sing in the cold to
cheer ourselves up. We gave up and crawled into our tents.
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At 4, a few of us woke up to check out the scene, realizing that
attempting to summit in the persistent whiteout would be futile. We all
slept longer and got up around 8 for breakfast. Although the snowing had
stopped, we could not see a bloody thing- we decided we'd make a few
tracks and then head home. After a final short but uplifting ski down to
treeline where we were to begin the slog back down to the car, I looked
back where the mountain apparently was supposed to be, and just as I did
so, the sun came out and the clouds cleared. And a very bitter and disgruntled Jan I became.
OK, so even though the trip was fun with great company, I felt
defeated. But that feeling was quickly overridden by the relief I felt when
I heard that the Logan team had made it safely back home after being delayed by 12 bad-weather days. At least I could live vicariously through
them for a little while at least.
September quickly came about after my turning down offers of
snowy adventures, thanks again to my sea lions requiring my attention.
Oh well, at least I can say I had a fulfilling summer of rock climbing. A
second opportunity to give some basic mountaineering another shot came
up when Anton Pitts wanted to try the northwest ridge route up Joffre
peak. Three of us pulled into the parking lot on a beautiful fall morning,
filled with excitement, and, at least for me, a bit of apprehension with the
thought of attempting something completely new with all of us being
complete beginners. Three hours brought us to the end of the trail where
we were bombarded with a majestic view of an amphitheater enclosing the
third and highest of the three Joffre lakes with the toe of Matier glacier
hanging above. I felt elated as I was finally seeing what I was supposed to
see when I slogged up to the alpine; none of this whiteout farce.
We decided to camp at the lake and wait until the next morning to
climb. The rest of the day consisted of dozing in the sun, chatting with
returning climbers about the conditions up above, and preparing a delicious meal complete with fresh veggies and spices. We felt rather spoiled
when we discovered that there was even a real toilet on-site. No, I don't
mean a wooden outhouse-style bench, I mean a real porcelain toilet. The
only thing, however, is that this toilet, set on a pedestal just to the side of
the trail, had no walls and no trees for coverage. So you couldn't help but
feel somewhat exposed and vulnerable sitting on this thing in the middle
of a sea of boulders with a steady stream of people walking by; people
who were trying hard to make you feel as though it was normal to be sitting on a toilet in the middle of the wilderness.
Now, we figured, the key was to wear dark colors for camouflage
and go only at night. Of course, you may find yourself unwittingly infring-
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ing upon someone else's privacy as you tiptoe to the toilet only to find that
that someone is equally well-camouflaged and is already on the toilet. And
so it can be a rather embarrassing encounter when you frighten each other
at the porcelain entity.
Anyway, we fell asleep to visions of a successful climb in our
heads. We awoke early and poked our heads out the door. We couldn't
even see the lake 20 feet away. What? I must be dreaming! You have
GOT to be kidding! Is that wind I hear? And snow I see? What was yesterday? A tease to lure us up here? This is really pissing me off. What a
sick joke.
We decided to wait around for the weather to clear. After all, we
did have four days available to us. I pulled out a book. A fine choice for
the fledgling mountaineer, Joe Simpson's "Touching the Void" (for those
of you not familiar with this book, I'm being facetious- and DON'T let
your mom read it or she will never stop questioning your sanity!). Over
two days in the tent, I became increasingly aware of two sets of eyes
watching me. And I sensed a bit of drool coming from the mouths of the
faces holding those eyes. Adrian and Anton had worn out their makeshift
paper chess game and were tired of arguing over something I can no
longer remember. And now they were envying my book. As it was the
only source of entertainment left to them that could possibly hold off the
inevitable plunge into the realm of bored insanity, it became an obsession
for them to closely eye The Book should there be a time (or memory)
lapse when it became available. And it became an equally stressed struggle
to keep that book in my hands until I was finished with it. If there was
anything I had picked up from my mountain mentors, it was to always
bring a book. Apart from occasionally fearing for your life at the hands of
the bored people surrounding you, it can be advantageous in that you will
have people competing to cook your dinner, boil your water, fluff your
sleeping bag, and arrange from clothing a comfortable pillow for you… all
in hopes of being the lucky soul to be awarded The Book. It's pretty luxurious when you are Keeper of the Book.
Anyway, I think it was on the evening of the third day or the
morning of the fourth that we finally decided to give up in the face of the
bad weather and head home. And as we reached the parking lot, I looked
back and the sun came out and the clouds cleared. And a much more bitter and disgruntled Jan I became. The tumor festered as I feared that
maybe I was not meant to do this. Ever. And my attitude did not improve when our car broke down on the way home and we had to get a
tow. Is it really 8 hours to Vancouver from Joffre??
I continued spending time in the outdoors, be it kayaking, rock
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climbing, skiing, even lava hunting and snorkeling in Hawaii. But something was always missing. There was that degree of satisfaction and
achievement that I just wasn't able to reach. Some part of me was out
there, I knew it, but I just hadn't had a fair chance to finally meet with it
and sit down and chat a bit with it.
OK, before I go off the deep end here, I'll continue. The following May, I approached Roland about another attempt on Baker. He was
immediately game. The weekend finally rolled around. Friday night, the
rain began. And so did the wind. The forecast looked the same as last
May: pretty horrendous, actually. Maybe some clearing in the afternoon
on Sunday. But leaving Sunday was not an option for anyone except grad
students, of course. I struggled with the decision to bother going or not.
After all, I did have some thesis work I could do at home. I decided not
to go. Roland went anyway. From what he told me, the weather was the
same as before when they started out. I felt better about my decision, but
of course, badly for those who did go. But when he continued talking
about the trip and some distant part of my mind was actually hearing how
the sun came out and the clouds cleared and most of them had summited,
I nearly lost it. And a blatantly bitter and disgruntled Jan I remained.
Baker was laughing smugly at me, I'm sure (probably thought I was going
to steal some of its rocks). The tumor was now malignant. This was allout war.
Jay Burbee and I had talked about Baker several times. I only
ever thought about the more commonly climbed Coleman-Deming route
being compatible with my abilities. Jay wanted to try the much more committing north ridge, complete with a technical ice climb. This was the
route Jeff Martin and Jacqui Hudson had recently pulled off and that Jeremy Frimer and David Persson had previously climbed during a winter
season, resulting in a more or less epic trip for them (see 1997 VOC journal). At first, I wondered if I could really pull this off. Jacqui hadn't iceclimbed either before and she was fine. Also, Jay has this incredible ability
to instill confidence in me. He always has and always will. This began
when he essentially introduced me to rock climbing. He has gotten me
through several situations that I perceived as pretty spooky and sketchy
with patience and charm; experiences that I may never have had otherwise, experiences that I am so thankful for now. His drive for adventure
is phenomenally infectious. And I'm grateful that this drive has radiated
to and inspired me. I agreed to join him in the endeavor. I was pretty
anxious and excited to climb something more demanding with him. And
after all, I was in a sort of hurry to jump in with both feet now that I'd had
those previous disappointments.
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after all, I was in a sort of hurry to jump in with both feet now that I'd had
those previous disappointments.
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We left Vancouver one day in late July and made it to the ranger
station around noon on an absolutely stunning day. After getting all our
climbing gear arranged and in our packs, we drove up to the summer parking lot, realized we forgot to pay for a parking pass, turned around and
parked the car on the side of the road about a few hundred metres below.
This time, there were no skis to fight with, so it was a casual jaunt up to
snowline.
Rising out of the tree line, my first complete view of Mt. Baker
while I was standing on its flanks permeated through me. Absolutely
magnificent. I was where and with whom I wanted to be.
As light was fading fast, we continued up the short rocky ridge
where the trail ends and stepped onto the Coleman glacier. We headed
northeast over to the 7000-foot level crevasse field, just below our projected route up the mountain proper, stopping somewhere along the way
to rest, grab a quick bite, and rope up. At first the route-finding across the
severed glacier appeared simple. But as we continued wandering among
the crevasses, we found it increasingly difficult to find narrow-enough crevasses to jump across or sufficient snow bridges to escape dead ends. We
had to turn back several times to search out alternative routes. But looking back now, it was pretty casual and we were lucky. It's not uncommon
for people to turn back, having been defeated by the crevasses.
We camped on a snow slope shortly after successfully negotiating
through the field. After pulling out and settling into our bivy sacks, we
enjoyed a brilliant panoramic sunset. A crimson and amber glow enfolded
itself around us, and with the darkness of the smaller peaks before us, a
sort of surrealistic impression to our surroundings was bestowed upon us.
We could not have picked any better a time to do this. Evenings and experiences like this are what make life worthwhile.
I snuggled into my sleeping bag only to awaken abruptly to a
damn headlamp shining through the bivy sack. I was frustrated with the
rudeness of whomever it was coming up to us like this. I tore out of my
bag and fought with the zipper on the bivy, finally releasing myself from
its confines after a few seconds. I looked straight into the light to immediately feel an instant rush of calm spread through me. It was only the
moon. And if a full moon could ever be thought of as radiating warmth, it
did that night. Blue light illuminated everything. The snow was sparkling
magically. The sky was filled with stars, hiding nothing. The peaks before
us took on astounding shapes. Jay had already been awake, quietly taking
it all in. It was nothing short of incredible. I felt small in the world, but
completely contented. I settled back into a deep sleep.
Our sleep was perhaps a little too deep. We got started a little late
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the next morning. But the weather remained perfect- I could not believe
our good luck. We roped up again and walked over straightforward snow
slopes and through a field of ice blocks that had previously fallen from an
icefall below the north ridge. We spent a bit of time searching for the best
route to gain the ridge. Our first route around the northeast side of the
ridge was a no-go for the icefall was rather foreboding. We backtracked a
bit and Jay broke a trail that traversed a short distance above a huge waveshaped serac and a large gaping crevasse on the northwest side of the
ridge. Then we turned uphill and began slogging straight up a fairly steep
snow slope, the scariness of which was dampened with the deepness of
the snow we were traveling in.
Eventually we made it to the base of the most technical part of
the climb, the ice pitch. For someone who had never ice climbed before,
what lay before us looked spooky. My first impression of it was just a
huge vertical insurmountable wall of rotten ice. And I think even Jay, who
had a fair amount of ice climbing experience yet not in such high places,
was a little overwhelmed by the obstacle in front of us. We were running
on both beta and faith that the left side was where we were to head, although the ice did not look so appealing. He set out on lead, pulling off a
few dinner plates at first, but then got into a rhythm, and pulled it off
beautifully. My turn arrived. He was well out of sight and I couldn't really
hear what he was saying, or if he even had me on belay, so I dismantled
most of the anchor except for one screw and stepped cautiously away
from my somewhat comfortable belay stance, consciously ignoring the
drop below. The rope did not move. Um...Jay? Suddenly, the slack was
taken up and I felt secure in removing the screw I was still anchored to.
The first few kicks with the crampons were solid. And the one ice tool I
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had was bomber. The only problem was the mountaineering axe I had to
use as my other tool. Luckily, at first, the slope was pretty gentle so this
didn't matter, but there were a few times I yelled to Jay that I was slipping,
even though I hadn't. I guess I felt secure in prepping him, in case I did.
At the time, I didn't realize I was really stressing him out, since he could
only get one reasonable screw in for a belay anchor above, and the ice that
it was in was groaning incessantly. I finally came up to the vertical part of
the climb, a little bewildered at how demanding ice climbing really was.
What Jay had climbed before me appeared a little sketchy to me, so I went
more to the left, where there was more snow and it was less vertical. I
didn't know any better at the time that the ice would have been the better
choice. Having not done this before, more snow seemed better then clean
ice. This is where the cliché "live and learn" comes in, I guess. And this is
where I so wanted a real ice tool, not a cumbersome axe that was hard to
swing effectively. I became so irritated with it that I decided to let it dangle on my wrist while I hoisted myself up with the one good tool and my
feet. I must admit, I whimpered and fell a bit on that pitch. I finally made
it to the top with Jay looking a little green. I noticed the awkward belay he
had been at for a while and felt really terrible about it, but thought it was
better not to focus on this since we had so much more of the climb to do.
Jay, I still owe you one.
I think it was early afternoon when I continued breaking trail up a
slope that was quite similar to what we had already been exposed to earlier
that day, except for an added buried crevasse crossing or two. The sun
was beating down hard on us. But we weren't complaining. We exchanged leads. To our left (northeast), the edge of the ridge dropped
abruptly to the glacier 2000 or 3000 feet below, however, making a mistake and falling that way would have been tough. To our right was a less
daunting but still fairly steep snow slope. I chose to focus on the pathway
ahead, except for the occasional glance to the northeast to monitor our
progress using the "Cockscomb" rock feature at the 10,000-foot level on
another ridgeline to the summit. In doing so, it appeared as though we
were not gaining any elevation for hours.
We eventually came over a lip that had been blocking our view of
the summit all afternoon, only to find that it wasn't really blocking the
summit, it was just blocking a heap of seracs that weren't actually on the
summit at all! This mountain seemed never to end! We seemed to have
been traveling up for a lot longer than we should have been. But in the
heat and with my inexperience, time often appeared to stand still. But my
spirit didn't fade. I was going to make it if it took everything out of me.
We followed old tracks heading northeast around the base of the
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seracs. The slope gave way to some flat parts and then rolled upwards
again for a short distance. We rested for a while and re-hydrated and fed
ourselves as we were both running low on stamina. We looked ahead and
figured that what we saw was the final summit. No problem. Just a 20foot snow slope above the huge plateau we were on. I set off for this
slope full-tilt, crawled up it and realized that it wasn't the summit either.
There was another 50-foot bulge a few hundred feet away with a flag on it.
Yeesh.
When we finally managed to drag ourselves up the true summit
(Jay made it slightly ahead of me as I was still puzzled by the false summits), we collapsed onto our packs for some quick summit photos and
munchies. I was exhausted but not so much to not realize what I had just
accomplished after little physical training beforehand. As I looked out at
the beautiful mountain views all around us (complete with Rainier in the
distance), a huge wave of satisfaction and happiness suddenly hit me head
on and washed over me. Again, I felt as though this is where I wanted to
be and was so lucky to be with such a wonderful partner. I could have
stayed there all day, but we still had to get down, preferably before dark.
And it was already around 5.
After replenishing the sunscreen way too late to our fried faces
and lips, we booted it for the Roman wall, the supposedly daunting section
of the Coleman-Deming route. It turned out to be a well-tracked slope a
lot less scary than what we had just faced all day. We dropped the crampons and glissaded down most of the wall. What a blast! Too bad we
ignored digging out the gaitors, something we would pay for further
down.
We reached the saddle between Colfax Peak and the Wall to discover a welcome virtual sidewalk leading down. The decent was long but
glissading helped break it up. Especially when I scored a brand new picket
on one slide! And I'm sure from the sideways smirk I saw appearing on
his face whenever I looked back at him, Jay found my tired, uncontrollable
meanderings off trail rather amusing. With every ten steps or so, I would
fall over, having lost my balance for no other apparent reason than just
general fatigue setting in (I think Sara, Yanik, and Mark know what I'm
talking about now after Sky Pilot).
After rearranging gear and trying to squeeze out some of the water from our boots, we made it back to the trail just as the sun dropped
below the skyline. I don't remember much about the trail down, just that
I was beginning to think that the sloshing in my boots was actually comforting in a demented sort of way. Around 11:30, we collapsed into the
car, completing a 17-hour day.
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Woohoo! The Nova Scotian finally makes it; finally experiences
what this summit fever really is all about. The tumor has, for the time
being, been hushed. I AM meant to do this. The problem will be to keep
myself away from the mountains; away from ceaselessly wanting to visit
with that part of me that I know will always remain there.
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And Yet Another Sleepless Night:
The East Ridge Of Mt. Matier
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September 2000
The most beautiful morning was upon us at 5am; cold, crisp,
frosty... just what an alpine morning should be. We arrived at the Joffre
Lakes parking lot at 7am. All packed, psyched on the West ridge of Mt.
Matier, we discussed the headlamp situation. Planning to be in Vancouver
for dinner, and having to work at 8am the next day, we decided to not
even bring one. Besides, it should be approximately 4 or 5 pitches of 5.6
simulclimbing; at least according to our information source.
The approach is a scenic slog on a well-worn trail with numerous
roots, logs, and a boulder field. The rocks were delicately glazed with ice
and were seriously slick, but it was clear and we were getting more stoked
by the minute!! We made good time to Upper Joffre Lake, and for all of
those who know me when I'm excited can relate to Glen when I say, I
gabbed the entire way. When I started to apologize for the noise Glen replied, "No worries, it's good, I mean we've gained a couple thousand feet
in an hour and you've talked the whole way."
The climb up to the glacier was a bit cumbersome in that it was
steep loose dirt. Trying to avoid the cliffs, we stayed climbers left, keeping
between the glacier and the cliffs. Once on snow we change into our plastics, leaving our leathers at the base of the ice, and took no time to reach
the base of Matier. We saw six people on their way up different routes and
four on the summit.
We reached the base of the West Ridge at 1pm; 2.5hrs behind schedule.
The beta we had was, "if in doubt, go right". We find what looked to be
the easiest way up and Glen takes the first lead. Glen does a few methodical moves and kind of casually asks me to throw him on belay. I throw
him on and wait for an anchor and belay to start up. Wacky start but really
fun, especially with clunky plastic boots. I second up to Glen with a big
grin, "that did not feel like 5.6 to me...more like 5.8". Not knowing that
would be the most repeated statement of the day, we decide to pitch it out
for a bit.
The next lead was mine... my first alpine lead! It definitely wasn't
feeling 5.6, even when considering plastic boots, but it was going well. I
was having an absolute blast! A few moves with some funky mantling on
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weird angles and no feet, always good for a giggle or two.
Did I mention we were on a 35m rope? That decision was based
on our assumption we could simul climb and then walk down the East
Ridge (?). I kept asking how much rope, but considering there was no
place for an anchor I guess I could of minimized the noise pollution. Finally, I'm out of rope. I'm standing on this bomber ledge, but it's sort of
angled and I can't rest hands free. There's a nice flake at shoulders height
so I'm pretty comfortable and casual with the whole situation, but my
mind is working pretty quickly. Glen pretty much HAS to solo up to the
first piece without falling.
I place an incredibly manky nut (manky enough I'm worried it
might just spontaneously fall out) for good karma, and explain the situation to Glen. He's pretty casual taking down the anchor and getting organized.
"Oh ya, Glen...don't fall, there's no anchor or decent gear. I can't
belay you!" "Yep, ok... uhm, Marsha.... is this positive? I mean, should we
be doing this!?!"
"We don't have a choice, I'm not down climbing".
"Right...ok, I'm coming up".
So finally, after about 20 minutes of simlu climbing, a good ledge
is found, an anchor built and I bring Glen up. I'm feeling super stoked on
the leading. We decide to go climbers left to get on the actual ridge (maybe
we're slightly off route?) so Glen scrambles up some easy terrain and finds
some webbing. "We're on route!" I think we all know what finding some
random anchor material on a route really means.
I take the next lead which starts off casually along a moderate
traverse and then "what the....!!!??!?!". I have one decent hand jam, a crimper, no feet and a whole lot of air and ledges under my bum. All I need to
do is a subtle dyno on a directional hand jam to go for what looks like a
good hold. Feeling like it's a little committing, I ponder the whole process
of couple of times while Glen catches some sun. Finally, what the hell, my
last piece isn't too far away and I manage to pull it off. Not so bad, but 5.6
my ass.
Glen does some zigzagging, we both do some thinking on the "if
in doubt go right" info. Both thinking it isn't really working. I do a mellow
traverse then as I'm belaying Glen up, I notice it's after 5pm. I start checking out what the next pitch might be, seeing nothing else but some
smooth vertical slabs under some over hung blocks above us and nothing
to the right.
We decide to go right, justify continuing up by stressing our decent will be considerably easier up and over then trying to rappel down.
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be doing this!?!"
"We don't have a choice, I'm not down climbing".
"Right...ok, I'm coming up".
So finally, after about 20 minutes of simlu climbing, a good ledge
is found, an anchor built and I bring Glen up. I'm feeling super stoked on
the leading. We decide to go climbers left to get on the actual ridge (maybe
we're slightly off route?) so Glen scrambles up some easy terrain and finds
some webbing. "We're on route!" I think we all know what finding some
random anchor material on a route really means.
I take the next lead which starts off casually along a moderate
traverse and then "what the....!!!??!?!". I have one decent hand jam, a crimper, no feet and a whole lot of air and ledges under my bum. All I need to
do is a subtle dyno on a directional hand jam to go for what looks like a
good hold. Feeling like it's a little committing, I ponder the whole process
of couple of times while Glen catches some sun. Finally, what the hell, my
last piece isn't too far away and I manage to pull it off. Not so bad, but 5.6
my ass.
Glen does some zigzagging, we both do some thinking on the "if
in doubt go right" info. Both thinking it isn't really working. I do a mellow
traverse then as I'm belaying Glen up, I notice it's after 5pm. I start checking out what the next pitch might be, seeing nothing else but some
smooth vertical slabs under some over hung blocks above us and nothing
to the right.
We decide to go right, justify continuing up by stressing our decent will be considerably easier up and over then trying to rappel down.
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Glen does this airy traverse, curses for awhile, confirms that going right is
not easier at this point and we both accept that we HAVE TO GO
DOWN NOW. Reluctantly coming back, I point out we'll be late for dinner but can still make it.
Rapping with a 35m rope isn't difficult, just expensive. We reach
the glacier at 8pm with sparks flying, sulfur aromas sifting through the air
as we almost crush each other in some serious rockslides. It was one of
those fully relieved 'thank god we're down' happiness feelings, but it didn't
last long as we acknowledged our next crux.
It was after 8, no moon, no headlamps and a lot of tricky descending once we run out of snow. We hauled across the glacier and discovered some climbers fast asleep. We reluctantly but desperately waked
them up and managed to borrow a headlamp. (Thank you Tom). Onto
our next challenge: finding our boots.
We found them with mild difficulty, as there are only so many
snow patches in the area available to search. Next, was to get off the nicely
ice covered cliffs, which we scrambled up in the morning. We had noticed
some rap anchors earlier on, but couldn't find them in the dark so we rappelled off yet another homemade nerve-racking anchor. It was one of the
most beautiful nights, completely clear with SOOOOOOO many stars,
Glen wasn't too interested or impressed with my enthusiasm. Making not
bad time, noting we'd missed dinner but might be able to meet up with
some people still enjoying the BBQ, we plunged into the moraine for our
biggest decent challenge.
We kept saying, "just stay skiers right" and we'll be ok, anything to
avoid getting cliffed out. Although we also kept saying, "let's keep going
down". The slope was steep and varied between loose dirt and rocks and
unstable boulders. I was becoming more and more nervous by how loud
the waterfall sounded. I couldn't remember it being so loud and I definitely didn't remember being caressed by its cold damp whispers.
Eventually we figured out where we were. We were right above
the cliffs, right where we didn't want to be, where we had tried so hard in
vain to avoid. (Sound familiar?) After some desperate scanning with one
dim headlamp, we had no choice but to accepted the fact we had to go all
the way back up and over the moraine.
We eventually made our way over and continued down and right,
then down and left, then down and right.... until we hit the right hand side
of the moraine, "what the hell, how did we get way over here?" We followed the moraine down, traversing towards the campsites, and after a
few slips and stumbles into the creek we were down with squishy boots.
After a rather loud and slightly aggressive "discussion" on who
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would be more competent in not losing the trail, we tripped over a few
tent guide wires, and started on the trail...the never-ending trail...the never
-ending trail with way too many roots and boulders. At this point, being
well into the early morning, all social events were totally written off with
work wavering between being totally possible and totally ridiculous.
The trail combined with one fading headlamp resulted in quite a
few near misses and some foul language. After getting misplaced in the
boulder field for a significant amount of time, I succumbed and agreed
with Glen that we were not going to make it to work.
We reached the truck at 5:30am (22.5hrs round trip). We wrote a thank
you note on Tom's headlamp and tossed it into his car, gracefully setting
off the car alarm. In our state we panicked and jumped into the truck and
peeled out of the parking lot. (I'm sure none of the numerous parking lot
campers minded too much)!
At this point, we were expected in Vancouver in less then 2 hours
to pick up a rental van and clients to take them on a guided hike through
the Elaho Valley. Being 3.5 hours away from Vancouver combined with
no sleep and bridge closures, we decided canceling was in the best interests of everyone: ourselves, other drivers, the company and the clients. We
left a message with the trips coordinator and went to bed. We later found
out the clients were told their guides were injured in a climbing accident
(making them feel more secure I'm sure) and a new rule was enforced that
no two guides working together were allowed to partake in any activity
together the day before.
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The Tale of Two Approaches
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Prussik Peak above larches and enchantment lake Matt Buckle
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This is a story of two attempted climbs, both tried with Matt
Gunn. Both Matt and I have gone on a number of successful ski trips in
winter months. Although many of them have involved varying degrees of
drunken debauchery (there was that time the four litre box of red wine did
not even make it into Cerise Creek hut, and for the benefit of those that
don't know, the Cerise Creek ski-in is one of the shortest around the Vancouver area), they have all been moderately successful and involved fair
hours of good hard skiing. This said, we expected nothing less for summer
trips, especially our sober ones.
Well October rolled around, and like the rest of you I had seen
little of Matt through the summer months, what with him running off into
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the hills to scramble all available peaks. So safely back at work come October, Matt was again available for weekend expeditions, and having had
limited time to play with ropes over his summer, thought that a day with
such elements would prove fun. Aid climbing was decided upon. So on a
cold night in late October we counted out biners and borrowed pounds of
nuts from Jay. From the warmth of the house we decided that whatever
the weather we were up for it! Perhaps we should have added a clause
about torrential downpours... we left Vancouver and the first drops of rain
began to fall onto the windshield. We arrived at the chief parking lot, University Wall in mind, and the skies opened. We walked up between the
slippery moss boulders towards the Grand Wall and the water fell off the
trees and down our necks. The face of the Grand Wall had the appearance
of one of those art deco inner city statues hewn from granite with a constant cycle of water running over it. We climbed up the little ledge system
to the base of U Wall and the water ran off the rock, over our fingers and
down the sleeves of our jackets. We arrived at the base of the first pitch of
U Wall drenched, and then the sun came out! But given the time in the
season and the north-facing aspect of the corner system of the climb we
figured we were not going to see any of it until perhaps May of next year.
Cold and extremely wet we decided to bail. We rapped off over the art
deco granite fountain to the bottom of the Grand Wall. Instead we aided
two pitches of Exasperator, which was in the sun (for a while) and ended
off descending by head-light. It gets dark early in October. We decided
that even if aid climbing is technically possible in most weather, it should
still be left to hot sunny days, if only for the preservation of the poor belayer.
The second epic approach was made, in early November, in the
granite valleys of Leavenworth. Joining the annual VOC trip to that neck
of the woods, Matt and I decided to try a little alpine diddy. Something
long, something easy, something high, something south facing! We
breezed the guide book for such a climb and settled on a lovely sounding
18 pitch fifth class to 5.8 up a rocky ridge system called Dragon Tail to
the summit of a peak in the (and here I forget the name of the area,I bet
you know where I mean Jer, it is near presic peak, the route is called
Dragon tail, or ask Matt for the name of the mountain, he will remember).
Late Friday night saw us (Matt, Steve and myself) driving my poor old,
over-loaded Honda down the I5. Through rain and drive-through
Wendy’s we went, and eventually pulled into the Leavenworth camp site
about 2:00a.m., after a scenic tour of the Leavenworth main drag, not
once but three times. Here I must mention that the two people with the
least sense of direction were at the helm of both steering wheel and map. I
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was asleep in the back seat, so claim no responsibility. The general cry was
that they believed they would be entering Leavenworth from the north Canada is officially north of Leavenworth – and so little attention was
given to actual road directions.
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that they believed they would be entering Leavenworth from the north Canada is officially north of Leavenworth – and so little attention was
given to actual road directions.

We rose early to get into line for the limited park passes to be issued
from the park office, and narrowly escaped paying the camping fee, (so there is

We rose early to get into line for the limited park passes to be issued
from the park office, and narrowly escaped paying the camping fee, (so there is

something to be said for rising early!). We stood in the cold outside the
ranger’s office for a good hour, but we were not fazed, as we were the
second party in line! After nearly an hour and a half we were informed by
a group of people arriving just before office opening time that the park
passes were issued via a lottery system to whom ever was present at the
time. Shit! But on the bright side we did save the camping fee, which
about covered our coffee and donut bills over the preceding hour and a
half wait. We lucked out and got a pass for the weekend’s camping.
So off we headed. In typical Matt style we had arranged to eat well
on this outing, smoked salmon, fresh pasta, hand crushed pesto sauce,
instant cheese cake… the list goes on. And because of the presence of
Steve on this trip everything was wonderfully in excess... ‘Six eggs? No,
make it twelve’. Upon arrival at the trail-head we again read over the route
description, and it still sounded good. Throwing the food and gear into
our packs we briefly discussed carrying the ice axes with us. But we
thought better of it, as it was late fall, there was no new snow, the route
(to the best of our knowledge) did not involve any snow, and the food was
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bloody well heavy enough. We wandered up to the lake at the base of the
peak and the weather was beautiful, clear and most pleasant. We found
camping sufficiently far enough away from a group of Americans that we
highly suspected to be loud snorers. With binoculars we scanned our route
and idled away the rest of the day by grossly over-eating.
With the intention of a 5:00a.m. start, we hung the bear-inyata at
about paw height, and hit the sacks early. As the route was long and the
hours of light short, Steve offered to let Matt and I attempt the route as a
pair instead of a group of three, thereby saving time. Steve valiantly decided to stay with the food instead to fend off any marauding bears.
5:00a.m. came and with a fair amount of grumbling about ‘who's
bloody idea was this anyway’, we got going. Steve had even offered to help
us lug the gear to the base of the climb, although I'm sure he regretted it at
that moment. The moon was still up and the clear stars hung well in the
cold night sky, we traversed around the lake a little more before ascending
a large scree slope. By six a.m. the first light had appeared in the sky and
we had reached the base of the ridge. As I stared to pull out gear and put
on my harness, Matt re-read the guide book description just to be sure.
Then in a ‘hey guys’ kind of voice he said, ‘Did you read the bit about
“descend 30 degree snow slopes off the summit”?’. I momentarily stopped
unpacking the gear. Here I should point out the weather although nice,
was very cold, and the snow slopes we had passed previously had been
sheets of ice, not a nice business to cross without an ice axe, and in fact
crampons would have been greatly appreciated. We read it again. Yup, it
still said 30 degree snow slopes. As is general in mountain indecision, we
hummed and discussed, and argued and debated, and in the end decided
that we would be pretty foolish to climb the ridge, get stuck, and have to
rappel off several hundred dollars of gear… or attempt an out-of-control
descent on a steep skating rink. We walked back down to the tent to enjoy
a lavish breakfast, but not before throwing huge stones into a frozen river
just because we felt like breaking something. Later that day, after we had
digested, we walked around to the back-side of our ridge route to view the
descent. Yup, steep snow slopes cruzzing on into a cold lake. I'm pleased
we did not learn the hard way, and if there is a lesson to be gleaned about
guide book reading technique it is to read carefully the WHOLE route
description.
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The East Lion Affair
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( I had to answer a question on a job application this year, and this is more
or less my answer).

( I had to answer a question on a job application this year, and this is more
or less my answer).

An adventure during which I learned something about life and
others and myself occurred in this past September, while climbing a rarely
done route in the Coast Mountains of Vancouver. My friend Ken and I
were eager to get outside and climb something, and we figured that the
term was only beginning in school so we could afford to skip the Monday
and head out for the day. We left Vancouver on a Sunday night, drove to
the Lion’s Bay area, about half way to Squamish, and started hiking at
about 9:00 p.m. In our packs we had one climbing rope, a small rack, and
shoes and harnesses, as well as bivy sacks and clothes for the night, plus a
bit of food. We hiked up to the Lions, of which there is an East and a
West Lion. We slept near the base of the West Lion, and in the morning,
while waiting for fog to clear, scrambled up the fourth class tourist route.
After coming down in the fog we decided to have a nap, since it was
warmer in the light, but still foggy. We were awoken about 11:30 by
strange tourists looking at us like we were strange. Sometime in the afternoon, the weather improved, and we could see that the west face of the
East Lion looked feasible, and would probably go in two pitches. The
route is mentioned in Fairley’s guide, although it’s probably only been
done once in winter (we saw one super rusted pin on the route). Legality
and other such concerns set aside, we started up the route. Scrambling up
the bottom on easy ground, the route was either fairly blank, or else more
featured but loose. Ken was eager to lead, and the first pitch looked easy
enough so he set out, and after placing a few pins and running it out a bit,
decided to retreat. Since I was feeling up to it, I set out and completed the
pitch instead, past some moist rock and slabby cracks that wouldn’t take
any pro, and set up a semi-hanging belay (a nut, a tricam, and a hex, all
equalized) just before a difficult looking section in the route. If there wasn’t so much rope drag, I probably would have pushed on and all would be
well today. However, Ken came up to the belay and we discussed the
route possibilities. There was a steep section, with one or two moves of
perhaps easy 5.10 before what looked like easier ground. I pointed out a
gear placement to Ken as he set off, which ended up being a bugaboo piton in a crack behind a flexing block. It looked pretty bad, but the belay
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was good so we were not too worried. The difficult moves went without
incident, and Ken put a medium sized Camalot in a crack before carrying
on up. A few metres above the cam, a dead tree root looked to be the
best alternative to loose rock, and as he grabbed the root it broke, and all
the blocks of rock forming the crack moved. He fell about six metres, a
large enough fall, and the fall was made worse by a ledge below. He
landed directly on his back on the ledge, and was in immediate pain, gasping for air and having difficulty breathing. The cam had ripped out, and
the dubious looking pin held. Now I was in a situation I had always
feared as a climber: my partner was injured, hanging on the rope, and I
was the only one able to do anything. In a state of astonishment or shock,
but mostly just fear, I quickly assessed his state from where I was, and
found out that he was conscious, could taste blood, and had difficulty
speaking louder than a whisper, but seemed to be well enough to go
down. Probably at that point I would have tried to get him down regardless of his state (thinking what else could I do??). I lowered him to a ledge
where a natural anchor took place in the form of a hardy juniper bush, and
barked out instructions as he managed to secure himself with a sling.
Next I rappelled to him, leaving the pin fixed in the route, and lowering
off of the hex and tricam. I then lowered him to the ground in one more
60m go, and rapped down to his aid. There were no external injuries,
though from the difficulty breathing and taste of blood, I suspected a lung
injury. I bundled him up in all the clothes and two bivy sacks and went
for help, judging that he was unable to walk the three hour hike out with
only my help. As an aside, I found it most interesting and frustrating as a
helicopter flew less than a hundred meters above us, Ken lying in pain, me
waving and jumping frantically in the air trying to look like I needed some
goddamn help. Neither Ken nor I were very amused when the only replies we got were smiles and waves. Fortunately, after running as fast as
possible down the trail towards Lion’s Bay, I stumbled across the last
hiker of the day, who happened to have a cellular phone. I used the
phone to call a rescue, and hiked back up to Ken with Alex the cell phone
owner. After what seemed like forever, Alex and I got to Ken. I don’t
think Alex was used to hiking at my pace of maximum adrenalin, though
neither am I usually. Upon reaching Ken it was only a short wait before
the Search and Rescue helicopter showed up. One helicopter was able to
land on a snow patch nearby, while another hovered. The second one was
equipped with long line capabilities in case the first helicopter could not
land. As darkness was quickly approaching it was a hurried rescue operation, but it went about as smoothly as possible. The only humour of the
whole event (except for Ken who had a hard enough time breathing,
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never mind laughing), was when the pilot SAR guy was telling me to wait
for a ride down later, but a second later the on the ground SAR guy told
me I was riding in the chopper. A few times back and forth and I was
finally led by the arm into the helicopter. Poor Alex was left behind
standing out of the way of rotor’s harm, probably thinking he was left all
alone to die in the cold. The other helicopter picked him up, though apparently his nice hiking stick was tossed by an overzealous SAR guy, causing a minor bone of contention. We landed at Capilano Dam (a familiar
site for some VOC aid climbers last year) at dark. Apparently we had
barely made their light window, for if it had been any duskier when we
took off, we wouldn’t have taken off at all, but waited in the dark for an
American military helicopter. Something to do with visual navigation systems on the SAR chopper. Maybe the Americans would have appreciated
the practice and we should have waited, but I’m sort of glad we didn’t.
Ken was delivered to hospital from the landing site, spent a few days there
recovering from his injuries, which included bruising, a collapsed lung, and
3 broken ribs. Luckily, there have been no lasting physical effects from
the accident and he is back climbing. Perhaps the only permanent damage
has been to my mental state, because whenever I climb with Ken, and I
see him being bold and running it out, which is the norm for Ken, I see
him taking a huge whipper and getting all broken up, with me to deal with
the aftermath again. I just push that thought to the back of my mind
though. After all, there’s no way that can happen twice to the same pair of
climbers, right? (Just say no if I ever ask you this).
After all this, what have I learned? About life, I have learned that
accidents can happen, even if you think everything is going according to
the rules or the plan. Some things in life are beyond control, and in living,
there is risk. About others, I learned that they can be kind, helpful, and
there for you in times of need. All you have to do is ask and they will
help, to the best of their abilities and sometimes beyond. About myself
(and Ken) I have learned that I am not indestructible, that death or injury
could happen at any time, and also that without risk at some level, I would
not be living anyhow. I learned that it is important to recognize the risks,
and give them due attention in order to make the correct judgment to stay
within my personal boundaries and capabilities. Perhaps most of all I
have learned that when a bad situation is forced upon me, I can react to it
in a sensible fashion. I can use my strengths and knowledge to overcome
adverse situations, with or without having experienced them before, and I
can exceed my personal limits.
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As a (poor) substitute for a formal thanks, I’d like to say a great big thank-you to
hiker Alex, for the cell phone and a lost hiking stick, and also to all the SAR people
involved, both North Shore and Lion’s Bay. Especially Lion’s Bay, because they gave
me a ride back to the car, and a wagon wheel and a pop.
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I felt the tickle on my tongue, urging me to speak. But I couldn’t.
It was one of those moments when I even forgot I what I was doing;
standing in my favorite crossed legged and lock-knee position, rhythmically tapping my fingers against the glass case holding thrashed gear who’s
sale had probably financed some climber’s return trip home. Even Alfredo
was silent. Dave and I stared searchingly at the photo, trying to find comfort somewhere within the image. But there was none to be had. Daring…
taunting… almost forbidding approach, the southwest flank of Santa Cruz
erupted out of the earth as a slender pyramid. Our eyes migrated to and
fixed upon the numerous hanging seracs threatening nearly the entire face
and our dream, the west ridge. As the initial shock began to fade, in RedSea-splitting fashion, we envisioned a route that could provide passage
through the sea of chaos.
We stepped back into the busy streets of Huaraz, Peru, amidst the
political uncertainty surrounding Fujimori’s fixed elections, laden in questions ourselves… How stable are those seracs? Our thoughts felt clichéd;
questions that plague all committed climbers were right in front of us…
What kind of objective hazard is intrinsic to this kind of climbing? But
with sour fear staling my mouth, my worries felt new and vivid… Is this
climbing thing worth it? Weighing excitement and challenge against fear
and consequence seemed to send me into a loop. It seems unfair that we
often judge whether a risk is warranted by the outcome of taking it. When
we let the end justify the means, scary stuff tends to happen in between.
Does summitting and returning alive erase the memory of all the chances
for disaster? With my way of understanding the past so flawed, assessing
the future felt nearly impossible.
Dave and I spent the evening soul searching. How does a climb
like this fit into our lives, if at all? To attempt the route meant independent
commitment from each of us. Somewhere along the progression from
hiking to climbing, the meaning of commitment mutated from a desire for
fun to a stubborn unwillingness to retreat due to fear and discomfort.
Only true, unacceptably high danger would turn us back if we decided to
set foot on the mountain. The stark contrast between going and not excited me. What pushed me off the ‘fence of uncertainty’ was a youthful
mix of inspiration, sense of destiny, and foolishness. Dave sorted it out in
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his own way and committed too.
Approaching base camp at Yuracocha Lake would be the easy
part. Keeping it fast and light left our packs sitting comfortably. Thankfully, Santa Cruz would remain hidden for nearly the entire approach, allowing our minds to wander from the task at hand. As we finally pulled
over the ultimate shoulder, Santa Cruz presented itself in the grand pro-
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The Southwest Face of Santa Cruz (6259m) of the Cordillera Blanca
(Peru). The West Ridge is on the left.
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portions we had anticipated. I was gradually beginning to feel comfortable
with the sight of the peak; Alfredo’s picture had given me courage. But
fear loomed large within, sending me into a familiar pattern. Reacting to
fear seems to be intimately linked to a person’s character, as the harshness
of a situation brings out your true self. When I’m scared, I become methodical. While that may seem to be the Darwinian reaction, I feel like a
pansy nonetheless. Fixating like a bullet, my eye focussed on a massive
serac blocking the bottom of the ridge. It had been off the edge of Alfredo’s photo. And now, Dave and I were searching for a plan of passage.
Steep sugar snow, serac danger, or vertical ice: we would have to choose
one. Postponing decision for the time being, we labeled it “The Box”, slid
it into the “Scary Stuff” folder, and wandered onwards to a serene and
sunny base camp.
Meandering over
three days towards the col
at the base of the difficulties, we preserved our
strength. Leaving the comfort of the col, we set off
for our date with the Giant’s Beanstalk. Within
minutes, the climbing was
sustained and fascinating.
Weaving under an ice cliff,
we simul-climbed up instantly exposed ground towards The Box. I put us in
position, setting a belay
right up against the vertical
ice wall. Dave left the belay
and immediately began
sorting out a vertical bulge.
He slipped behind a runnel
onto steep ground, as doubt
began seeping into my
head. Had choosing the
steep ice option been the
right call? The rope slid
smoothly but slowly
Reaching the col at the base of the West
through my hands, reRidge. Jeremy Frimer
assuring me. Catching my
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selfishly wandering mind, I tuned into Dave’s struggle above. The rope
stopped. Dave must have been searching but not finding: “I’m below an
overhang! I can’t cross over into the next runnel. I’ll have to lower off!”
I reacted immediately. Standing comfortably at the belay, it was
easy for me to send up bold ideas: “Is there any other option? Can you
tension traverse?”
“I’ll give it a go!” The idea worked and soon, I was pulling apart
my belay. Seconding the pitch was more work than I expected. Steep and
sustained, the ice put the familiar burn into my calves. The security of the
rope from above let me relax and enjoy the climbing… life is so pleasant
on second. The very thought of leading the pitch, however, was more than
my laziness cared for. Reaching the tension traverse, Dave’s desire to
lower off became clear in my mind, where it had seemed counterproductive moments earlier. To cross over the fluting was desperate. Asking for a
little tension myself, I groveled with the crossing, all the while envisioning
the next pitch above. I wanted deeply to dump my lead onto Dave. But,
reaching the belay, I had made up my mind. If we were to do this, we had
to each pull our own weight. Grabbing some screws, I stepped out from
the belay. The rope now dangled below my feet and my tools searched for
purchase in a rotten patch. Reality surged through my neck and into my
temples. But I found my rhythm and soon pounded in a belay atop The
Box. There’s real beauty in climbing with your peer. With similar competence levels, Dave and I would need one another’s best effort. Without a
rope gun to fall back on, we would earn every meter the hard way. The
sun broke the horizon as Dave joined me at the belay. I could sense his
satisfaction resonating with my excitement through our smiles. The crux
of the route was already below us, and we knew it.
Easing off, the terrain became much more manageable. Crossing
left above The Box, we found a ramp through a vertical ice wall and
reached the base of another serac, which startlingly looked like a frog. Still
in the first half of the climbing season, snow conditions were quite variable. I felt the blunt end of this as I struggled to tunnel my way through
bottomless sugar snow on the steep “Frog” head. Above the Frog, I
headed into a bit of an unknown: a dip in the slope not visible from below. To my shock, before me lay a mammoth, crevasse; uncrossable apart
from a ten-meter wide jammed ice block. The top of the ice block lay
badly broken by large holes. Without any other ideas, I settled on trying to
traverse the side of the block. It looked serious—a fixed belay prudent.
But with so much time already spent on the Box, we needed to make
haste. It was time to step up and get it done. After letting Dave know what
we were about to running belay, I focused in and began down climbing,
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traversing, and climbing around broken bulges on steep ice. Between my
feet, I stared down into the void. Something felt so very familiar. Ya, Star
Wars! This was just like Jabba the Hut’s sandy pit! Pulling over an edge, I
made a belay and introduced a curious Dave to “Jabba’s Thriller”.
Late afternoon brought steady progress but deteriorating weather.
Some time later and without visibility, we could only estimate that our position was safe. A hastily constructed bivy cave (dug while on belay) offered me little shelter from the constant flow of spindrift flowing down
the mountain. Every attempt to block the stream away from the entrance
to my bivy sack failed. Soaked and cold, the long equatorial night passed
slowly and my desire to continue upwards dwindled.
The cold morning froze my wet clothes solid and rattled my motivation. I was down in the dumps. Dominating my persistent conscience,
however, was the commitment I had made to Dave and myself to ignore
laziness and discomfort. We climbed swiftly into the morning as the pyramidal silhouette of Santa Cruz projected onto the western horizon in
brilliant hues. Excellent,
steep snow, devoid of crevasses, brought us quickly
to the base of the ice runnels of the route. A berschrund offered several
options, the easiest being a
steep, undercut ice ramp.
Delicately, I crossed and
brought Dave up. Conditions were spot on! In symphonic slow-mo, we leapfrogged in 60 meter hops
up the plastic ice of halfpipe flutings clinging to the
mountain’s side. Rhythm
and courage returned with
every pitch. Growing almost carefree, our mood
swung high as we ascended.
But as the hour ripened and
heavy, dark clouds began an
uncontested siege of our
Jeremy seconding the first runnel pitch.
world, I left Dave’s belay,
Dave Campbell
looking for an escape from
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the runnel. Moving up, I placed a screw and squinted hard at the delicate
sugar blanketing the steep fluting crest to my right. I knew there would be
no hope of protecting that crap. Squamish’s Apron and it’s nauseating run
-outs over delicate ground immediately came to mind.
Reaching the fluting crest, breathing hard, I stared hard again. The
newly revealed runnel to my right swept smooth and steep lines downwards. Above, the runnel was a beanstalk too high. Below, it fell off into
black clouds. Exposed in airy isolation, my position was magnificent and
terrifying at the same time. Tension traversing over steep slabs towards
ice, I set out to cross the runnel to a flat shoulder and respite. Traversing,
calves ablaze, I rounded a bulge to find steep, featureless slabs barring me
from tranquility which now sat so mockingly close. Feeling powerless,
Fear searched for a solution to our predicament as I belayed Dave in. New
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from tranquility which now sat so mockingly close. Feeling powerless,
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to the scene, Dave was all ears to my detailed plan of escape. With fresh
ice blades hanging in the serac above our traverse towards safety, stealth
was key. Clockwork synchronicity, teamwork, and a lot of hanging on the
rope soon had us sipping hot soup in a warm bivy cave just after the fall
of dark.
A rainbow pyramid rose out of the Cordillera Negra to the west
once again. Warm excitement swam in my chest as I absorbed the beauty,
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procrastinating the morning. Soggy but luscious down mummified my
inkling for action while a new belief tugged at the zipper. For the first
time, I believed that we could reach the top… just one more effort and we
would be there! Dave swung open his bivy sackthe race for the summit
was on!
Deep snow and the six-thousand-meter air took the wind from
our sails as well as our lungs. Leaving the security of our bivy cave on a
mound, Dave punched into deep snow under serac danger. Leading up a
short ice slope, he found himself staring across a crevasse cutting clear
across the ridge. Meanwhile, I stood below, shaking and swinging for
warmth. Dave stalled again.
“Come on Dave…” I pleaded quietly to my frozen hands,
“Move…. I’m cold…”
“Um Dave,” I shouted up… “Can you maybe hurry it along up there? I’m
a bit concerned about those fragile seracs above us.” It was true about the
seracs. But to say that I was genuinely concerned for our safety wasn’t.
When warmth is pushed from my body, reason goes with it. For the time
being, the end justified the means… Dave hesitantly skirted the crevasse
with an exposed traverse. Rounding the crevasse, the snow improved
somewhat and we cruised onwards. However, the cold was beating me
and I begged Dave to take another lead. Seeing my state, Dave dug deep
and pulled us through another long slope. My prayers for the earth to rotate quicker so as to bring the sun sooner were not answered but the sun
came over the summit nonetheless. Dave, tired from doing all the trail
breaking, handed me the pickets and told me to put us on top. A few hundred meters of steep snow separated us from the summit horizon. I put
my head down, began kicking, and found my rhythm as my mind began
drifting. An hour later, I was traversing below an ice cliff, which I figured
to be the summit. Pulling around it, I discovered yet another long slope to
the summit. Damn! To put it in perspective, the summit was only a hundred meters away. But, deep snow over 6000m tends warp the sense of
distance. I wanted to give the duties back to Dave. With only one picket
left, I could justify it. No! It was time to grow up and get it done… I
punched on. It was that moment, in rhythm near the top of the beanstalk,
when I knew we would reach the top. Absorbed in the realization, I became overwhelmed with happiness as I stepped off the west face and onto
the summit ridge.
I was calmly dazed sitting on my pack as Dave walked up to me,
panting like a locomotive. For that precious moment, we were in our own
isolated world, floating in the sky. Dave picked me off my feet and hugged
me. It was high noon on a Sunday and we were on the summit. I could
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neither relax nor rejoice. For three days now, we had ignored our feelings
and pushed on regardless. We accepted our just keep on climbing predicament and were now fairly used to it. But it was time to trade that motto
for let’s get the hell outa here one. If we had the choice, we probably
would have kept the old one. But with no more mountain left to climb, we
began our way down.
It’s always comforting to believe that there’s an easy walk-off
route for every mountain. Looking down at what we could see of the
southwest ridge, we hoped that the steeper parts that we couldn’t see
would be okay. Some time later, I found myself attempting a delicate, sugary traverse over an overlapping cornice to regain the ridge we had been
forced from. Edging and balancing, I made my way towards flatter
ground… approaching what looked to be maybe a small, bridged crevasse
– maybe.
Dave had watched me go around the arrete and must have been
shivering at the belay as the rope slowed to a slither. He must have been
daydreaming about hot chocolate or whatnot when, out of nowhere, the
ground beneath him shook. WWHHOOMMFF!!!!! A cloud of snow dust
mushroomed up from around the corner. He locked his belay device but
there was no tension. Standing confused yet very concerned, there was
once again silence.
“TAKE! DAVE TAKE!” I had finally found some words, as
primitive as they were: “TAKE! TAKE!” I unfroze and scrambled back to
the arrete and shook uncontrollably as I set up what sort of looked like a
belay. Dave came over quickly and stared in amazement. A crevasse the
size of a small city block yawned at us from it’s extended dormancy. My
left boot print, which had triggered the catastrophic failure of the entire
bridge, was now somewhere within its depths. I had accidentally awoken
the giant who’s beanstalk had just been invaded. And he was none too
pleased!
By necessity, Dave took charge, testing a bollard to failure before
securing a picket to rap off of. We sat below the crevasse and wondered
what to do next. The ridge was overlapping again while steepening and
falling off in unstable snow towards its rock section; I sensed an epic
brewing. Fear methodically searched and found the answer: a small hole in
the ground… our second bivy cave, a few hundred meters below! To get
there would involve a few rappels followed by a “Frogger traverse” under
a shooting rock cliff topped by a serac resembling a mini Cerro Torre. We
could see the whole thing. As dangerous as it looked, it was a known evil.
We rapped back onto the west face into danger but towards safety. The
Giant had forgiven our foolish deviance.
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Like all descents, ours involved the usual stuff like picket aid traverses across vertical, soft flutings while rappelling (?). My hokey risk assessment criterion was met; our happy ending justified all the risks.
Hmmm….
The moment of realization that we were off and safe is the very
essence of climbing for me. Belonging to a world of such magnificent
challenges is an honor. Putting everything into accomplishing one of them
is a dream. May I never wake up.
Nevado Santa Cruz (6259m): West Ridge
TD (V, AI 3-4, 3 PA)
Dave Campbell, Jeremy Frimer
June 2-5 2000

In the runnels, Day 2.

Dave Campbell
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"Rock!"
Sarah and I both ducked into the wall as a softball sized rock ricocheted down the slab just to our right. As this was the third time the party
a few pitches above us had knocked off a large rock and we were only just
started on the second pitch, I started to wonder what I had gotten us into.
I suppose I knew all along what I was getting into. I had first seen
Yak Peak - a stunning bell shaped granite dome which rises for 2000 feet
above the Coquihalla highway - about 5 years ago, just after I started
climbing. At that point I knew one day I would have to come back and
climb it, but it took a few years before I finally got the chance. During that
time I had talked to 4 parties who had been on the climb, one bailed due
to weather, another due to route finding, the third because of bad rock
and poor gear, and the fourth had completed the climb but ran out of light
and had to bivi on the summit.
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There are two main lines up the prominent south face of Yak.
The original route, Yak Crack, ascends a right trending system of cracks,
chimneys and grooves of variable quality rock consistently in the 5.7-5.8
range. The second route, Reality Check, starts to the right of Yak Crack,
and climbs slabs and corners for 8 long pitches up to 5.10+ of mostly
good rock before intersecting with Yak Crack halfway, then trending left
up cracks and corners to the final summits slabs. I had been advised before getting on the route that the rock on Yak Crack deteriorates from
loose and scary to downright horrifying after the routes cross, so we decided do the initial pitches of that route and finish up Reality Check.
We left Vancouver about 5:45, made a brief stop in Chilliwack for
coffee and bagels, and arrived at the pullout below the peak by 8:30. A
quick gear sort, and we were started on the approach, across a small bog,
then up through a steep forest and across a talus field to the slabs at the
base of the cliff, about 45 minutes total. By this time there was already a
party a few pitches ahead of us, I guess that's the downside to an aesthetic
climb with an easy approach. We started scrambling up the first easy pitch
only to have a shower of small rocks knocked off by the party above, so
we decided to rope up. The pitch went by quickly, up a wide corner followed by some easy slab climbing on solid rock, ending at the base of an
enormous dihedral. I secured myself at the belay as another larger rock
came down, then started belaying Sarah.
In order to save time, we had decided that I would do most of the
leading, at least to start, so I set out on the next pitch, a few face moves up
the side of the dihedral and into a nice hand and fist crack on the other
side. The crack continued up for about 130 metres, which we split into
two long pitches with a bit of simul-climbing, finally ending at a good
ledge. The position here was fantastic, the gray wall rising steeply above
and the slabs dropping away to the green of the glacier carved valley below. As we climbed higher, the sharp, snow covered peaks of the interior
range became visible over the rounded peaks lining the valley.
Up until this point, the rock had been mostly solid, except for
piles of loose rock on the ledges and in the back of the crack, and the
routefinding straightforward. Above the ledge however the climb began to
wander, generally following a vague right trending weakness of cracks,
grooves and huge flakes separated from the main wall by layers of decomposing granite resembling well packed gravel. The first two pitches of this
were fairly easy with decent if sporadic protection, and thankfully the
worst sections of rock seemed to show up at the easier moves. The pitch
above this offered some enjoyable climbing traversing along the base of a
huge flake before pulling over a small roof and into a wide hand crack.
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Although the faces offered
many small edges for holds,
their reliability was highly
suspect, and it was much
more secure to just jam the
slowly deteriorating crack,
which finally petered out into
unstable flakes ending at a
belay at a stunted cedar
shrub.
The next pitch was described
in the guide as a 'runout 5.8
groove'. Above the belay
were two overlaps which
were not too difficult, and
above them a large bulge.
Peering over the bulge it
looked to be a groove above,
but was hard to tell if this
was the correct way. There
were a few flakes on the
bulge for holds, but none
seemed particularly trustworthy. I hit one a couple times
to test it. It sounded hollow,
but no more so than the
Matt leading pitch 6. Sarah Goldin holds I had been using up to
this point. I stepped up on it,
and just as I began to weight it the flake ripped off from the wall. "Rock" I
yelled as it shattered on the slab below and fell harmlessly past Sarah.
Somewhat unnerved, I stepped back down to collect myself, then set back
to surmounting the bulge. It wasn't a particularly difficult move, but after
breaking one foothold I was very cautious as I delicately pulled on the
other hollow flakes into the loose groove above. The climbing above was
easier, though still unnerving with untrustworthy crystally holds, and only
a small wire and hopeless tcu in a flaring pod for pro for the rest of the
pitch. I was relieved when I finally pulled on top of a large pillar separated
from the main wall by a layer of gravel and secured a belay. Although the
technical difficulty had been minor, the pitch was one of the most mentally taxing leads I have done, and I felt completely exhausted at its top. I
belayed Sarah up, then took a short break to eat a bit and enjoy the mag-
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nificent view before continuing on.
Above this point we opted to finish up Reality Check, in hopes of
better rock which would be much appreciated after the last pitch. From
the belay I traversed across some crumbly rock to the base of an enormous, completely hollow flake. The entire pitch involved traversing the
flake, shaped like a huge J that had fallen over on its left. It started out
with about 12 metres of underclinging left along the bottom of the flake
which gradually got thinner until finally it petered out to almost nothing.
The pitch then delicately laybacked the flexing flake (no placing pro behind this one!), before mantelling onto the top of it and traversing back
for 6 or 8 metres. The flake then juts upwards again, more laybacking, until it turns into a huge undercling traverse left before reaching the belay in
a cave formed between the huge flake and the wall.
A couple tricky moves pulling out of the cave and delicately up
the slab above led to a large ledge and an easy traverse to the final corner
system of the climb. It was not so easy to protect the loose ledge however,
which was fine for me on the lead, but left Sarah facing a long pendulum
as she worked her way up the slab. By this time I was feeling much better
than two pitches earlier, spurred on by better rock and a nearing summit.
The pitch above climbed straightforwardly up a slim arcing corner, finishing with some face moves to a belay on a sloping ledge. Form here the
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routefinding seemed inobvious up the thin slab littered with tiny flakes,
but soon we noticed a bolt and I headed towards it. The climbing was
quite enjoyable, crimping on thin flakes before pulling through the crux
overlaps then up a shallow groove to the belay. Sarah quickly followed,
and we started up the final technical pitch on the climb. 25 metres up an
enjoyable though occasionally dirty corner led to the final slab. Although
listed as the crux of the route in the topo, the slab seemed quite moderate.
The bolt at the crux move may have played a role in my state of mind
though. Soon I was clipped into the final anchor, just below the summit,
belaying Sarah up. A few minutes later we were taking our summit shots,
finishing off our food, and then it was time to head down.
We opted to rappel the route, having heard the descent down the
backside was often wet and could be long. Reality Check offered a fairly
direct line of rappel anchors, although we quickly exhausted our supply of
spare webbing backing up the weathered supertape which constituted
many of them. As we lost elevation, the sun gradually set, and we were
treated to a fantastic view of the snow tipped peaks in the fading evening
light. By the time we were two thirds of the way down the 12 double rope
rappels the last light of day was fading, replaced by the full moon rising in
the east. We finished the rappel by moonlight, and I stretched out for a
nap as Sarah finished the final rappel and pulled the ropes down right on
top of me to make sure I didn't fall asleep.
Some routefinding issues ensued through the slabs and gullies at
the base of the cliff, followed by a few wrong turns in the talus below and
we eventually found the trail through the steep forest back to the road.
With the moon hidden by the trees, we relied on our headlamps to guide
us, and slowly made our way down. In our tired state, it took us almost
twice as long to descend as it had to approach by the same route. Soon
enough however we were walking back along the shoulder of the road.
As we looked back up at Yak, it looked incredible - almost phosphorescent - basking in the pale blue glow of the full moon. The fantastic
view was all the more impressive as we picked out our line and thought
that a few hours earlier we had stood at its top. Back to business, we continued plodding back to the car. Eventually we were guzzling the precious
water left in the car and finally driving back, racing exhaustion home to a
soft bed, and only barely winning the race.
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"Hey Mike, how's it going? Say, what are you doing at the end of
July? Are you free for some climbing? Oh, you are eh? Well, have fun.
Give me a call when you get back." I hung up the phone disappointedly.
Yet another failed attempt to find a climbing partner at the last moment
for an extended trip into the hills…
I was looking for something to do with my holidays. I had originally planned to go hiking with another former VOCer, but that trip fell
through a little more than a month before departure. Not wanting to
waste my valuable vacation time sitting around Vancouver, I scrambled to
find something else to do. I phoned and E-mailed everyone I had ever
climbed with and some that I hadn't, but I wasn't having much success. It
seemed that everyone already had other plans or couldn't get the time off
work.
In the end, I only received one tempting but unlikely invitation: A
friend from the Calgary Mountain Club, Callum Galbraith, had replied by
E-mail that he was traveling through Europe, but would be keen to do
something if I would come over and meet him there. He said he was getting tired of looking at churches and museums and wanted a change of
pace. I initially didn’t take Callum’s offer very seriously, but I changed my
mind after speaking to my relatives in Germany. Towards the end of June,
I E-mailed Callum that I would meet him in the Alps at the end of July
after a brief visit with family near Augsburg.
The ensuing days saw several more E-mails flung back and forth
as Callum and I offhandedly discussed possible objectives. We looked at a
number of possibilities from Chamonix on eastward, and finally settled on
doing some snow and mixed climbs in the Berner Oberland in Switzerland. Logistically, it was a bit difficult to plan such a trip on short notice
since Callum only had the most rudimentary climbing gear with him, but
we got it done. I scrounged up some extra gear for him over the next few
weeks, and I was able to get a cheap flight to Munich at the last minute. I
left Vancouver for Grindelwald on the evening of July 21st.
Fifteen hours later and a world away, I found myself groggily trying to give a description of the bag containing my rack, harness and climbing helmet to the Lufthansa lost luggage office in Munich. The agent there
didn't seem to understand the importance of the missing gear, but fortunately, they were able to find it a day later.
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I waited for my missing gear at my Uncle's house where I took a
moment to check with the Swiss weather service for the latest conditions
in the Grindelwald area. The news wasn't good; fifty centimeters of new
snow had fallen above 3000 meters in the past 24 hours, and more snow
was expected in the coming days. Callum and I needed a new plan. My
uncle suggested that the Dolomites in northeast Italy might be a good bet
given the weather. "They're in a bit of a rain shadow, so they tend to be
drier" he said. On this advice, I sat down with a stack of back issues of
Berge magazine and quickly discovered the Sextener Dolomiten. Berge
described the region as a mountain climber's paradise.
The following day saw me searching for Callum in Innsbruck. I'd
written him a frantic E-mail asking him to meet me there after I heard the
bad news about the weather in Switzerland. While I hadn't received any
confirmation that he'd gotten the message by the time that I boarded the
train to Austria, I was certain that he'd agree with me about the change in
plans. Sure enough, we managed to find each other in the Innsbruck train
station later that evening after several near misses and several more E-mail
exchanges.
We boarded a train heading for the Italian town of Sexten on the
morning of July 24th. We had a general idea that we would like to start by
climbing one of the Tre Cime di Laverado, an impressive three-peaked
massif and the centerpiece of the Sextener Dolomiten, but we would need
to do some research first. We quickly found an information centre when
we arrived in Sexten, but were told that the local guide would not be returning until later that evening. We chose to wait for his return, so we purchased a map of the area and sat down for a beer on the terrace of the
little Hotel across the way. The sun shone brightly as we sat there discussing our plans and admiring the view up the valley towards the north face
of the Zwelferkoffel. The sounds of cowbells from the meadow adjacent
to the hotel and of church bells echoing through the valley only occasionally disturbed the calm. The smell of pine forest and freshly mown hay
hung in the warm dry air. I was beginning to understand what Berge
magazine was on about.
The guide at the information center returned soon enough, and
was very helpful to provide us with beta and photocopies from an out-ofprint guidebook for the route we had chosen for ourselves - the Diabona
Kante on Cima Grande. The Diabona route follows the arete between the
east and north faces of Cima Grande and offers spectacular exposure for a
route of its grade. The adjacent route up the overhanging north face is one
of the six “Grand Cours” routes in the Alps. (Other Grand Cours routes
include the north faces of the Eiger, Matterhorn, and the Drus, as well as
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Tre Cime di Levarado – The Diabona route follows the arête separating the sunlit north face and the shaded eastern face of the tallest
peak. The eighteen pitch long route is clearly defined by the edge of
Kevin Wilder
the shadow left of the large light colored patch.
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the Walker Spur on the Grandes Jorasses and the north east face of Piz
Badile.)
We got up early the next morning to catch the bus up to the Rifugio Auronzo, a hut located at the southeastern foot of the Tre Cime massif, and only three kilometers from the base of our planned route. The
innkeeper at the inn where we stayed made us breakfast and accompanied
us to the door as we got up to leave. He seemed puzzled by the size of our
backpacks and asked what we planned on doing when we got to the Refugio Auronzo. I explained that we were going up to climb the Cima
Grande. "You guys are climbers?" he said doubtfully as we turned to go.
"Yes" I answered, feeling a bit hurt. Thanks for the vote of confidence...
The day had dawned overcast, and it was drizzling by the time we
reached Rifugio Auronzo. We left our unneeded gear there and walked
halfheartedly towards the base of the mountain. We had been advised by
the guide back in Sexten that the route finding on the descent down the
south face was complicated, so we decided to climb the peak by that route
first to familiarize ourselves with it. Our motivation increased the higher
we went, and we were in full swing by the time we reached the three 5.5
pitches near the top. We didn’t get much of a view from the summit, but
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the weather was beginning to change for the better as we started down.
We felt lucky to have the whole mountain to ourselves as the first rays of
sun started breaking through the thinning cloud deck. We descended at a
leisurely pace, happy to have finally climbed something, and were treated
to views down to the Rifugio Auronzo 2000 feet below as the mists began
to clear.
We reached the base by late that afternoon and returned to Rifugio Auronzo to pick up our gear. We had a quick break there before heading up the trail towards the Drei Zinnen Hutte, located four kilometers
away from Rifugio Auronzo on the German speaking side of the mountain. Tre Cime di Laverado – or the Drei Zinnen as it’s known in German
– straddles the historical German-Italian language border, which persists
to this day even though the mountain lies well within Italy. Interestingly,
people on either side of the language border seem to speak very little of
each other's language, even though they are separated by no more than
one or two kilometers.
It was clear and cool as the sun rose the following day, perfect for
climbing. We hurriedly
ate the breakfasts that
the hut keeper had laid
out for us the night
before and packed what
we couldn't eat into our
backpacks before setting out. There was a
party already on the
route when we reached
the base at 7:00, but
they were already three
pitches up and seemed
to be moving quickly.
We shouted a quick
greeting up to them to
let them know that we
would be climbing below them - while Dolomite limestone is generally of good quality,
some loose rock is to
be expected - and
Diabona Kante – Callum posing at the top started to climb. As it
Kevin Wilder
of pitch 8.
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turned out, we didn't have too much trouble with rock fall. The modern
Diabona route follows the eastern edge of the North Face in its entirety,
the first 600 feet of which overhang by a total of 60 feet. While none of
the eighteen pitches of our route were beyond vertical, the lower pitches
trend rightwards to stay on the arete and are wonderfully exposed. Anything falling from high on the Dibona Kante will land well away from the
base. The few rocks that did come buzzing down during the day were all
well clear of us and they offered a little bit of extra entertainment as we
watched them spin down into the void and impact far below.
The exposure, the views across the valley and the steep but positive climbing made for an enjoyable day on the mountain. The climbing
difficulty never exceeded 5.8 with most pitches in the range of 5.5 to 5.6.
We made good progress and reached the summit after only seven hours of
climbing, having simu-climbed about a third of the route. On the summit,
we signed the log for the second time in two days and idly commented
that maybe we should try the north face next.
The view from the summit was much better this time. In the distance to the north were the snow covered peaks of the Austrian Alps, and
to the southwest we could see Monte Cristallo behind which lies Cortina
d'Ampezzo. Immediately east of us, we could see the Zwelferkoffel which
had dominated the view from Sexten two days earlier.
July 28th brought overcast skies, heavy rain, high winds and embedded thunderstorms; nobody would be climbing anything that day. Fortunately for us, we didn’t have to make good our summit bravado from
the previous day either. The suggestion that we climb the north face of
Cima Grande was never intended in earnest, but these things have a way
of growing into something more serious when considered in the warm
glow of a pub in the valley...
We left the Sextener Dolomiten behind the next day and made
our way over to the Villnösstal, birthplace of Reinhold Messner and the
site of the impressively sheer limestone walls of the Geisler Gruppe. Unfortunately, the weather didn't improve, and we only managed to climb
one more peak before I had to return home. We spent the last days hiking
among the mountains of Reinhold Messner's childhood, fascinated by the
seemingly simple lifestyle that persists in this remote mountain valley, awestruck by the abundance of aesthetic routes, and enjoying the unending
hospitality of the locals. It’s nice to know that a simpler Europe still exists
away from the churches, museums and hordes of tourists.
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Close Call on the Grandes Jorasses
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By Robert Steiner

First of all, I want to apologize that this article is not as funny as
most articles are. But as everybody knows, alpinism is not always funny
and turns out to be funny only after one is back on the ground and the
adventures turn into a story that may or may not reflect what happened.
This story took place in April 2000 on the Grandes Jorasses, a mountain
near Chamonix, which is as big and probably even more difficult than
Mount Robson in the Rockies.
My French partner (Jean) and I climbed The Shroud, a famous ice
line on the left side of the north wall. We topped out at the summit ridge
in the evening and, as tired as we were, bivied on a ledge a few meters
down from the hirondelles ridge. Nightfall was clear and beautiful, but lots
of cirrus clouds moved in during the night, announcing bad weather. The
storm hit us in the early morning, snowing heavily. With the temperature
around -15ºC, the winds kicked up to a ferocious 100 km/hr (which a
weather stations on a different mountain recorded later). We started rappelling down into the white and snow filled no-man’s-land.
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It turned out to be quite difficult. The ropes were blown sideways
and jammed behind blocks and edges. Sometimes, we had to climb up to
free them. The heavy moisture and the strong wind did not allow us to see
where we were going, and the hard snowdrift was polishing our faces. We
found 4 rappel stations before we got lost and rapped down the incredible,
often overhanging wall, not knowing were we were. Our gear diminished
rapidly as we had to leave one belay station after the other. Jean became
terrified and refused to rap down first. He also had problems seeing due to
his frozen eyebrows so I had to clip him to the belays, get his figure eight
in the rope and help him. I still remember clearly how I began a rap and
looked up to see Jean standing at the belay, exhausted and helplessly exposed to the storm while trying to cover his face. It was his first big alpine
wall so I felt bad that it had to turn out this way.
We did not speak any more - the winds were too loud anyway. It
was strange, because the storm was very near and very far away at the
same moment. As I was covered in all my clothes, my fingers were numb
and hearing even my own breath was impossible. After ten belay stations,
we had to cut down on gear and tried to rap on single pieces - a nut or a
cam. It may have been terrifying doing this in a crag, but as tired as we
were, we didn’t care anymore. Still we were worried about where the raps
would lead us and if we had enough gear to get off the mountain. Finally,
we came to a gully and found an old belay station. This was one of the
gullies leading down from the Col des Hirondelles to the French side of
the mountain. The gully was filled with spindrift and rapping down sometimes felt like drowning in a creek of snow. The rope got stuck several
times. Jean pulled at the stuck rope and shouted. I became angry about the
rope getting stuck so close to the bottom of the wall. I was so angry that I
climbed unroped up the broken 5th class again and free the rope, pulling
off a big block that missed me by 2 feet.
In the late afternoon and after many hours of rappelling, we saw
the snowslope below us, and felt a lot better. We rapped to the 40º snowfield which was loaded by more than a meter of new snow and poised to
avalanche. Trying to trigger avalanches in order to "clear" the slope was
not successful. So we started walking down. Two major avalanches broke
off as we traversed the slope, but luckily, we were not caught because the
avalanches broke off just below our feet. On the glacier, the winds were
weaker, the fog not as dense, and it was warm. I opened my jacket, which
I had closed some three days earlier, and felt the warmth returning. For
over an hour, I sat on my rucksack and thought about why all this had to
happen again, and how much luck it took to get down safely, and that
some day, my luck might run out.
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Four years earlier, I had broken my leg on a different climb there
(McIntyre) and spent two days hanging in a rope to wait for the helicopter.
I later lost all my partners of that climb. Andrej, with whom I climbed,
died later on a mountain called Jongsang in the Himalayas during the descent. He was a professional climber and at the age of 24, had logged several 8000 meter peaks and opened hard climbs all over the world. Nobody
quite understood why his death occurred and all the great Slovenians
(Tomasz Humar, Andrej Stremfelj, and all the others) gathered at his funeral. Igor died in the Slovenian Alps and Emmanuel died while skiing
another steep wall.
I came back later that year to climb again on the Grandes Jorasses, but just when we reached the base, three climbers fell 700m off the
wall and landed right in front of us. They died quickly. All this was too
much. Returning to the valley was a big relief. My old, worn-out plastic
boots knew the way and took me home, faster then ever. I knew I would
not return for a long time–not to the Jorasses and not to Chamonix. Canada awaited and I was curious to see what it had to offer: Vancouver,
Squamish, the Rocky Mountains, the people and the university there. This
is what my way to the VOC was like.
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This trip happened a while ago, so the order of events and details
may be a bit sketchy, but I’ll do my best.
It seems that there is a higher percentage of outdoorsy people in
the department of Geology (now Earth and Ocean Sciences) than most
others at UBC. This is good for me, since I’m in geology and also since I
have a slight yearning for the outdoors, especially after being cooped up
inside for exams in the spring. Sometimes, I don’t even seem to care
about exams, and so I fail a course or two. Its all part of the process I
guess, just my brain telling my body to take it traveling. The wonderful
thing about geology is that after second and third year in May there is a
field school. I just finished my third year of geology so off I went to the
Okanagan Valley, to do the field school near Oliver, where I happened to
go to high school.
Field school went without a hitch, I saw five rattlesnakes in three
days, and my partner followed me around in my exact footsteps, scared to
death of snakes. It’s a good thing that he had thought of that trick first, or
else I would have been right behind him. Anyhow, field school finished
on the 13th of May, and both Ken and I were set to begin jobs with the
Geological Survey of Canada on May 23rd in different areas. That left
about a week to do a trip. For fun, and because he didn’t want to go
home to Sweden yet, Daniel came along too. He was on exchange and in
our class. We had decided to go into the Cathedrals, near Keremeos, to
do some climbing, hiking, and skiing after the field school. We consulted
the Cascade Alpine Guide, and learned of a few routes in the area. I was
eager to get into the mountains near where I was raised, and so was super
excited about the trip. I had been in once before in mid winter, but hadn’t
really done much, so it was all very new to me.
We left on the 14th and hiked in up the jeep road up to the privately owned lodge at Quiniscoe Lake. We took our time with the hike in,
and about a kilometer up the road Ken and I ditched our skis. We
thought it wouldn’t be worth the weight. Daniel kept his snowshoes on
his pack. We even stopped for about an hour to try a boulder problem
alongside the trail about 3 km up, but it proved to be too hard in the
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boots we wore. We carried on, and were delighted to find that the lodge
was not yet open, and that there was an unlocked cabin, complete with
bed, wood stove, and firewood, which we could use. We stayed there
overnight, and the next day did a hike to Lakeview Mountain, which was
some nice forest followed by nicer alpine. We could get views of Haystack, the Boxcar, Denture Ridge, Grimface, and all kinds of stuff. Very
excited, we took it sort of easy, and stayed in the cabin again. We planned
to move about six kilometres further to camp at Goat Lake the next day.
We woke up to beautiful weather and took our time getting breakfast and hanging out in the sun. Daniel was quite worried that we didn’t
have enough food, and that he was already hungry because the portions
were too small. Ken and I were less concerned, but I could see his point.
We were sunning ourselves on the dock and just relaxing. A few minutes
into our serious relaxation time we heard a snowmobile approaching.
Panic struck us, as we were about to be discovered poaching a cabin by
someone that probably owned a gun. We ran into the cabin, packed up as
fast as our hands would let us, and made off into the woods, three fugitives. We could hear the snowmobile on the road, and even dogs barking.
It felt like we were being hunted. It was amazing we didn’t get caught
(though I doubt much would have happened), but it was more amazing
that we didn’t leave anything behind in the cabin as we left. An hour or so
into the hike we were all getting a bit hungry. Since the first day, we had
seen passive grouse that would wait on the trail until you were within spitting distance before moving to a branch maybe a few feet away. Not the
sharpest animals, they were nice to look at. I guess everyone was kind of
looking at them differently lately though, because as we came across a
grouse on the trail, Daniel and Ken got really excited and started talking
about lunch. Ken walked up to it and made a threateningly lethal stab at it
with his pole, but missed. I quickly assessed that my friends were delirious
with hunger and needed to eat, so I dropped my pack. I asked Ken and
Daniel if they would eat it if I got it, and they didn’t even flinch in their
bloodthirsty answer of yes. I walked up to the branch where the bird was
perched a few feet the ground, and swung my pole in its general direction.
I am positive I missed and that the bird dropped dead from fright, but I
felt horrible so I stepped closer to assess its vital functions. I accidentally
stepped on its head three or four times, and then there was no hope. Ken
pronounced it dead, and since we were hungry, and already fugitives, it
wouldn’t matter if we ate the bird, rather than letting it rot. Ken said he
knew a great way to gut a grouse, so, after a warning that he might vomit,
he stepped on its head and pulled on the legs. All that happened was its
head ripped off; all the guts were still inside. I took the reins and held
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onto the body as I pulled
the legs, and that seemed to
do the trick. Having not
butchered much fowl in my
life, I managed to save the
breast meat, and we fried it
immediately in a pan with
dried onions and cumin and
sprinkled with fresh lake
water. I hate to admit it but
it tasted really good (kind of
like chicken I guess…). We
quickly polished off our
three bites each, and disposed of the remains under
a log.
The rest of the day was
comparatively boring, as
Ken and I followed Daniel
as he broke trail in his
snowshoes, and Ken and I
wet our feet, postholing
Kelly “The Ruthless Butcher” Franz con- knee and hip deep for most
suming his prey
Ken Glover of the way into Goat Lake.
Maybe we should have kept
the skis with us; probably snowshoes would have been best though. Anyhow, we made it into our real camp, and set up in a snow free patch of
ground under a few trees, a cozy camp with wonderful views. We were
fugitives on the run, and now we had Murder One tacked on to the bill for
good measure.
The next day we decided that we had had enough of the outlaw
scene, and we climbed up the east face of the Boxcar. I like to think we
did a new route, but who knows. Beckey’s guide is the only one I know
of with routes listed on the Boxcar, and I don’t think we could have followed one if we had tried. We ended up doing four awesome pitches to
the top, with a bit of scrambling thrown in for good measure. We were
mostly wearing rock shoes, which work so well in icy chimneys and kneedeep snow. Mostly it was just solid granite, very abrasive, with good crack
systems and features. I could spend a whole summer there and not get
sick of it. It was mostly fairly easy, and we only placed one or two pins,
the rest was all easily protected. Ken lead the hard pitch, which had a
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move up flaring sloping crack with generally bad holds, maybe a hard 5.9.
I had the pack on and it felt more like 5.10+, though maybe I am just a
wimp. After we topped out, we hiked down on nice snow slopes and
practiced our glissading skills. A perfect day, ten out of ten.
The next day, we decided to go for a route described in the guide,
the Matriarch-Macabre-Grimface traverse, and we did just that. It was
another beautiful day, and aside from the helicopter buzzing around us
and landing on the peak (training flights?), we were all alone, and having a
great time. We started on the SE and moved to the NW, finishing off
with Grimface. Most of the climbing was easy scrambling, except for two
or three short exposed sections that we roped up for, and two rappels.
The rappels were sketchy; one was off a frozen block of rock that we
slung, into a gap filled with snow and a huge chockstone. It went fine
though, and we were atop Grimface in no time. The final scramble up the
snow ramps near the top were awesome, with a huge chockstone to pass
under, and wall of rock on either side; like a great big playground slide on
the side of a mountain. From atop the ridge we could see far to the
South, into the American side of the Cathedrals, including what we
thought was Cathedral peak. Another ten out of ten day.
That night we had a very nasty curried textured vegetable protein
dish that did not sit well with me. I woke up the next morning, and even
though we were going to take it easy and have a semi-rest day, I had to get
out of the sleeping bag due to excessive amounts of very unacceptable gas.
Even going to the bathroom didn’t help. So we eventually got moving,
and decided to explore a notch between two sub-peaks directly NW from
our camp at Goat Lake. We hiked up the snow and eventually soloed
some easy rock to gain the saddle of the notch, and were happy that we
didn’t have to downclimb to get out. We left via the NW, and curved
around so that we were on a ridge that led up to Grimface. We climbed
up onto one of the little peaks, and then came down and went a bit higher
on the ridge. We hiked up to the top of another small peak, and Daniel
showed off his true talent as a trundler. He managed to dislodge a block
the size of about 2 people, and it made a most impressive crash and thud
as it bounced down the cliff and into a snow gully below. We felt this was
a good way to end a lazy day, so after a few aftershock trundles for good
measure, we headed down some snow slopes to camp. A great big dinner
and we were off to sleep before sundown. When the weather is good, it’s
impossible to not have fun out in the mountains.
The next day, we decided it was time to go home, and since we
were feeling in good shape and our packs were nearly empty now, we decided to give the tourist route a go. We rolled up our bivy bags, spread
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the ashes from our campfire out, and hiked up onto the ridge by Smokey
the Bear and Ovis Mountain. The weather was still nice, but was getting
colder and windier, so walking along the ridge was cold unless we kept
moving. Even with my down jacket on, I was still cold unless I was moving at a good pace. We hiked on the ridge until we were North of Red
Mountain, and then to avoid the lodge below, cut down to the road between Scout Lake and Quiniscoe Lake. Then we hiked the final fifteen
kilometres out to Ken’s car. On the way out, we passed the boulder problem that we had tried earlier. Despite being worn out from a long hike, I
decided I had to do it, so tried it and was pleased to nail the dyno to the
top first try. I think Daniel attributes it to weight loss over the week from
a reduced diet. I think I just wanted to do it badly enough.
In any case, we made it out to Ken’s car, and even remembered to
grab our skis where we hid them as we went by. The insurance on Ken’s
car had expired sometime while we were gone, so we drove it into Keremeos (once a criminal, always a criminal) and went for dinner at the only
restaurant open in town. Daniel wore only his socks because he only had
his wet boots, but the waitress didn’t notice. We had a permit for the next
day on the car, so we had to wait until about midnight in Keremeos until
we drove back to the Okanagan. We decided to wait at the local watering
hole, and we were rewarded with much amusement. Daniel had put on
his boots with plastic bags inside, and none of us ordered anything. I
think it was a Friday or Saturday night and the place was hopping, to top it
all off there was a rodeo in town, complete with tight jeans, cowboy hats,
and the odd hells angel (don’t ask me why). We didn’t really fit in but we
didn’t really care either. The waitress walked by and asked us if we needed
anything, I said we were fine thanks. After that, every time she walked by
Daniel would tell her we were fine, and she wasn’t even asking us anymore. This kept Ken and I in stitches until it was late enough to go home.
When we got to my parent’s place we slept for a while and in the morning
Ken and Daniel drove back to Vancouver, and I stayed in the Okanagan.
Ken went to work in the Yukon, I worked in and around the Monashee
Mountains between Vernon and Nakusp, and Daniel soon went home to
Sweden.
I think that a trip like this was the perfect way to start the summer.
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Huaywuash.
The very word moves images of epic efforts, journeys, triumph,
and agony. Beaten to the brink of death, Joe Simpson crawled from the
jaws of Siula. Touching the Void sparked fear and awe into so many. For
me, it was pure, sparkle-in-the-eye inspiration! Out there was a mythical,
magical land of rivers and mountains rising so sharply into the sky.
Roadless valleys winding through the mountains, as they always have,
home to those living the simple life. Huaywuash is legendary, timeless, and
awesome!
Steve Moffat of New Zealand had the same dream. Excitement
had each of us by the throat as we planned and prepared. Juan and Nelly’s
Hostal Churup had been such a warm, friendly place to visit in travels.
Their genuine interest in their visitors brought them cheerfully along as I
was packing up.
“Oh Jerimie. Where are you go?”
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face was a smooth ice sheet. Jeremy Frimer
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“Hola Juan! I’m going to the Huaywuash.”
“Oh, Huaywhuash…very good… trekking?”
“Climbing.”
“Excellente! What you climb?”
“Yerupaja.”
“No Jerimie! Not Yerupaja! Very dangerous…”
I stared once again at the memorial plaque on the wall for Dion
Bretzloff who had died on Yerpaja a year earlier. His baseball cap hung
limply. Lonely. In the cauldron of my mind, Fear and Caution silenced
Excitement. The Huaywuash already had me second-guessing and I was
still in town.
Forty-five kilometers from the nearest road, Solteracocha base
camp on the NW side of the range is probably the most easily accessed
base camp. That said, as much as I tried, I couldn’t visualize packing the
90kg of stuff in on our backs and still being fit to climb. So, as strongly as
I opposed in principle, we hired mule driver “Antonio” and mules “Bo”
and “Luke” in Chiquian to help us with our burden. The cost was ninety
dollars to Antonio and one soul to the devil. Poor form!
Warm and friendly, the people of the Huaywuash frequently offered us niceties such as lunch, storage space, and conversation. Their
dogs, however, needed to see a heavy rock raised threateningly above my
head to offer any form of welcome. Solid weather and taunting ice faces
soon whisked us from the comfort of the valleys to the unknowns above.
Carrying 35kg above 5000m is something I’ll never get used to.
But four months of continuous climbing in the South American Andes
had me feeling strong as we moved towards a high camp. Yerupaja, “The
Butcher” showed it’s blade as we rounded a hill. What was once a clean,
smooth 1000-m ice sheet; the west face had fallen into the disrepair of an
icefall capped by a bus-sized cornice. One glance at one another and Steve
and I were searching the map for an alternate objective. So, let’s see…
Yerupaja’s route was about 50º and 1000m long… Steve and I felt it
would be a very healthy challenge. But it’s a “no go”. So, let’s climb something harder! I’m still young and stupid… and most importantly, alive!
Jirishanca filled the roll nicely.
To reach Jirishanca’s high camp, we ironically ended up downclimbing an icefall near the NW spur of Yerupaja. Dropping chaotically
into Laguna Solteracocha, the glacier draining the West face of Jirishanca
is an icefall not worth tackling. Instead, a more roundabout route is preferable, crossing the col just west of Yerupaja Chico. This gives the safest
access to the W side of Yerupaja Chico, Jirishanca, and Rondoy, as out-ofthe-way as it may be.
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Steve and I stared restlessly at the walls of the tent.
Two a.m. felt like it would never
come. So, under a ceiling of
stars, we crawled out of the tent
at midnight and headed for the
face, just a hundred meters away.
Our plan was to start on the Italian route, move over to the Polish route (which was incidentally
swept to bare ice by a collapsed
cornice) and finish on our own
little variation via the North
Ridge. Simuling in the dark, we
crossed the berschrund, dodged
and ice cliff, and headed for a
rock band. Upon reaching the
rock band, I found some hollow
ice and placed what would only
be considered psychological protection. The rock band was
steep, compact choss so I took
Approaching Jirishanca
to traversing left below it. Thirty
Jeremy Frimer
meters out in steep and deep
snow, I began wondering about pro. Noticing some ice above, I kicked my
way up. As I poked my head over an apex, I realized my position. The
snow ramp I clung to was in fact a very thin wedge, separated from the
near vertical rock band by over a meter! I looked down the hole at my toes
poking through. Careful, now! Ok, forget the screw! When in doubt, run it
out! I downclimbed the ramp, moved left, and pulled a delicate mantle
move over a bergschrund above a cliff before pounding in my only picket
for a belay. Steve joined me, excited as ever with the climbing, and took
the rock band straight on through mixed ground. Perfect 60° firn let us
move swiftly and safely up the first several pitches. As light filled the sky, I
was traversing steep, unconsolidated flutings (the rumors about them are
true) towards an arête to avoid another rock band. Crossing the arête, I
finally found some solid ground and belayed Steve from and old fixed
rope attached by a pin pounded into gravel. Hour after hour of standing in
a contorted stance was wearing on us as Steve regained an arête through
an interesting mixed section. Fun and sustained, I was loving the climbing.
At the same time, however, I was having a real hard time with my tummy.
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The past week had seen my intestinal activity deteriorate. Now on the
face, my bowels were all loosy goosy. By the sixth pitch, although weakening, I was getting the knack for relieving my large intestine without deharnessing.
On the other side of the arête, the climbing as well as my intestinal deterioration remained sustained. It was catchy: while belaying me,
Steve had me pound in a picket while he furnished himself a little relief.
As fun as this all sounds, by the end of the 8th pitch, I was losing my mind.
I remember quite clearly taking some screws off my harness to hand them
to Steve at the belay. And I remember quite clearly watching them accelerating down the face. But I don’t remember anything in between. Steve
assured me that it was ok. “Just down’t dew it agayn… okay mayt?”
Steve climbed the ever-steepening 9th pitch to below a vertical ice
cliff. So, I was supposed to lead that, huh? Did I want to? No. Would I
anyways? If it were a motivational issue, I figured I would give her a go.
But the thought of blacking
out on lead scared me. We
were pretty “out there” on a
big ice face in the middle of
nowhere, Peru. Steve agreed
that I shouldn’t lead. Although just three pitches
below a bivy crevasse, Steve
wasn’t up to leading all three.
The prudent thing was to
retreat..
Rappelling went
smoothly and by nightfall we
were back at home in the
tent. The rush was over. And
with that, my South American climbing trip was over.
Returning to the timeless
valleys, we sluggishly wandered back to Chiquian and
Peruvian civilization.
Steve went on to
climb a difficult new line on
Chacraraju while I headed
south to “see about a girl”. I
Bailing off Jirishanca
ended up finding her someJeremy Frimer
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where near La Paz, Bolivia after several smelly (farty) days on buses. Repulsed by my by incessant farting, my Cornish mistress left me in a series
of lies and excuses. I had held out from visiting a South American
“doctor” for 6 weeks but my fight had to end when my body simply
wouldn’t accept food any more. They tried their best to fix me, they did.
But it wasn’t until I was 17kg lighter, involved in a new romance with the
“girl next door” whom I had met “in the middle of nowhere”, and back in
Vancouver that I learned that I had been culturing Giardia and Salmonella
all along. Climbing internationally is a special kind of fun.
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The 1100-m West Face of Jirishanca from base camp. Dots indicate
60-meter rappels. Jeremy Frimer
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I've been wondering if it's too late to write this, my memorial of
David. Maybe it is to some, but maybe it just took me this long to sort of
my thoughts and feelings enough to put them into words to share with
others. I don't even know where to begin or what method I want, but I'll
just write and see what manifests.
'My David', as I like to say was sort of unique compared with
some other people’s David. That's what makes David so irreplaceable,
there are so many sides to him, only together can we put all the pieces together to get any idea of how beautiful and complex he was. I knew David
on a few different levels, obviously I don't know them all and will never
be able to. But here's my David, as I know in my heart.
I first met David in Leavenworth. It was my first VOC trip and I
knew no one. I had joined three days before the trip and took a lot of grief
from my coach for going. (I was a competitive swimmer focused and
working towards the 2000 Olympics). Climbing was new, exciting and giving me what I was struggling to keep in swimming. I'm sure most of you
know the outcome, I retired my suits and went full swing into the climbing/mountaineering scene, a lot of which David helped contribute to.
Anyway, once there, a little nervous, trying to be outgoing and
chatty which can be a struggle for me, resulted in the first day with me
tagging along with David, Jan, Geoff, Lily, Xing and a few others. It became quite apparent early on that David was our navigator, not too long
after it became apparent that David had no idea where we were going either. But eventually climbs were found and all was good. I think I just
bounced between ropes and partners. The next day, much to my delight,
David asked me if I wanted to climb with him that day. We did some fun
routes, one of which was started at dusk. I agreed to belay, he had proven
his strength all day: why would this route take him any longer? It's only a
few grades harder. Needless to say, he backed off in the dark, then hiked
around and rappelled down to clean his gear. Thankfully Rudy stuck
around for conversation sake and in the end was the only one of us three
with a headlamp.
This being my first midnight decent I had mixed feelings; a little
excited, a little nervous, but for the most part, I was just annoyed. It
started with a nice trail, turned into big cliffs, some backtracking, a lot of
tripping and stumbling and eventually a group of people beginning a
search party. Not too concerned with the whole matter I just wrote it off
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as a memorable experience, but I was rewarded with a great Mexican dinner compliments of David a few days later.
Switching cars with Fred Touche so I could have a few more
hours to climb put me into David's car for the ride home. That's when I
learned of the "Driving and hard rock David". He was good on the clutch,
good on the gas, and damn good at finding those classic rock stations!!
But we always got there...need I say more?
Besides numerous mellow climbing excursions and some midnight free air descents, I soon learned of David's passion for the mountains and skiing. David taught me to telemark ski. That day is another
good story, I wasn't laughing at the time, but I do now. He also took me
on my first alpine climb, Needle peak. That day was good too. Soon after
that, he took me ice climbing for the first time. Having received the
"Freedom of the Hills" for Christmas and reading up on 'how to ice climb'
the night before, I tried desperately hard to laugh when after being gripped
with fear and crawling to the belay David responded, "I just realized, I
never explained to you how to ice climb or remove screws".
But he was impressed and soon after that I was smiling. Making
David happy or impressed always made me feel good. But as some believe, 'all good things come to an end', I broke my wrist while being lowered due to a pendulum and slammed into the ice. I didn't say much, got
some help untying and in David style, hiked over to the next climb. Not
sure I was going to get up, I made David pull a descent line. A party beside us embarked in conversation eventually talked me into climbing. I
made it, but the drive home was rough, I just watched it swell and turn
black while trying to hold a conversation.
All these "firsts" are definitely events I will never forget and am
eternally grateful for, but I think two of my greatest memories with David
don't involve any epic adventures or crazy climbing. The first didn't involve any climbing actually. He only lived a few blocks from me and one
night after doing some map and compass skills, he made a four course
dinner with two types of wine and classical music, no AC/DC. I had no
idea he cooked like that or even was interested in such fine luscious food.
Apparently when he lived with his oldest sister Freda, they used to stay
home and cook an extravagant dinner every Saturday night. I can only
imagine how succulent it must have been those nights. He even walked
left-overs to my house later. Not the typical climbing guru/hardman image he had delightfully obtained.
One night in April, a month before his death, we were climbing at
Lighthouse Park. Being the only ones there it was a blast, bouncing from
any route we liked taking as long or fast as we liked. For those who've
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been there know how beautiful the sunsets can be with the waves crashing
at your feet while belaying. It was definitely a majestic afternoon. Then as
we were packing up, David hauls out this pineapple! Not sure what was on
the go, I just looked at him. "Here's a knife, start cutting it while I coil the
rope". So I cumbersomely sliced the pineapple and we feasted on this delicious juicy pineapple covering ourselves in pineapple juice as the sun set.
All I could do, and did do, was laugh.
A few weeks later, he drove me to the airport as I was heading up
North for a two-week Ecology field course in Kluane National Park.
When I was leaving I gave him a hug goodbye, we all know how shy
David is and nothing was said except lets go climbing when I get back. It
was the first time I hugged David, I had no idea it would be the last time.
He died two days after I got home.
Knowing he was out on a trip when I did return, I went skiing for
a few days with Matt Gunn. All I could think about and talk about was
how excited David would be to hear that I could actually connect some
telemark turns. He always told me that if
I get better here or stronger there I
could go here or do that. New dreams
were forming, new goals being set. I
couldn't wait to phone him.
After each of his trips, I would
get a phone call with all the details and
emotions of his climb. This trip came
with a different phone call though, not
his childishly excited voice, but a formal,
grief stricken voice. I never realized how
much I enjoyed those phone calls. It
took me awhile to stop expecting David
on the end of the line every time the
phone rang, ready to tell me about another epic adventure he nearly escaped
from.
But he never phoned, and I
have accepted that he never will. It’s part
of life. He could not of wanted a better
way to die. To him it was worth it. All of
us here who knew him, knew and accepted that about him. It helped make
David David. It was another color in the
David in his Element
picture of David.
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January 2000
I have time, money, and a plane
ticket to Chile. The Vancouver rains have
arrived so it’s a great time to check out the
South American summer! But where to?
Maybe I’ll start in the south and work my
way north. Let’s see… in the south lies
Patagonia. Cool! I’ve seen pictures and
read stories of hard climbs up Cerro Torre
and the Torres del Paine. But is there
anything easier? Say… one or two day
routes of 5.9 or 5.10? Should I even
bother bringing my gear?
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The answer to those questions is yes! However, I couldn’t
find anyone here in Canada that had
the answers. So, I went there and
found the answers for myself. Here
is a brief look at the major areas and Does all of Patagonia look like
a taste of what Patagonia has to of- this (South Face of St. Exupery?)
fer.
Patagonia is a region covering the south of Chile and Argentina
from 40° south latitude to the southern tip of the continent. Western Patagonia is much like the BC coast: massive glaciers flow off dramatic mountains down into winding fiords. Eastern Patagonia is dry, scrubby-grassed
plains (pampas). Patagonian weather is infamously terrible. Almost always,
a major weather system is plowing through Patagonia from the Pacific.
This makes for cool temperatures (5°C to 15°C), high winds, and frequent
rain. But it’s not as bad as it sounds. By my estimate, the weather is always
good enough to hike in and usually okay for climbing of some nature. In
the 70 days I was there (February and March), I found about 60% of the
days to have dry rock at some point, 60% to have some sun, and 80% to
have some wind and/or rain. The weather is changing constantly and is
exceptionally unpredictable. The best season is the summer, which lasts
from December until March.
To get there, fly to Santiago, Chile ($1600 return) and then make
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plains (pampas). Patagonian weather is infamously terrible. Almost always,
a major weather system is plowing through Patagonia from the Pacific.
This makes for cool temperatures (5°C to 15°C), high winds, and frequent
rain. But it’s not as bad as it sounds. By my estimate, the weather is always
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your way to the south. Bussing is a nice way to see the country and save
money. Two bus rides costing $40 (to Puerto Montt) and then $70 (to
Punta Arenas) take a total of 46 hours on the go. Flights are available in
the $400 range for a return ticket. The Puerto Montt to Punta Arenas bus
gets booked solid for several weeks in February and March. Puerto Natales is an excellent base town and is reached by a short bus from Punta
Arenas. I spent average $25 a day while there. A Lonely Planet or South
America Handbook is essential. Learn enough Spanish to get by as almost
no one knows English (or French) in Patagonia.
The two best-known areas of Patagonia are the Torres del Paine
and the Fitz Roy areas and seem to contain all the accessible granite.
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Torres del Paine
Torres del Paine is part of a national park in Chilean Patagonia.
Reach the park by a short bus from Puerto Natales. There is a $20 entrance fee for hikers and $150 (plus all the bureaucracy) for climbers. The
massif is made up of about 20 peaks, most of which are granite. The rest
of the rock is a scary, black, sedimentary shale. To the west lies the Southern Patagonian Ice Cap (the largest temperate glacier in the world) while
to the east lie plains. Lakes and rivers run to the Pacific to the south, and
more (non-granitic) peaks are found in the north.
There is fantastic hiking in Torres del Paine. The Circuit follows a
trail through a wonderful mix of plains, passes, and mountainous terrain as
it circumnavigates the entire massif in 100km.
For a fit hiker, it takes about 4 good days.
Accessible from The Circuit and from the
road, several other hikes are not to be missed,
including a hike to the Torres and the French
Valley. Take 10 days to really see the park.
There are really three main valleys in the
Paine massif: Ascensio, Frances, and Bader.
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The Ascensio Valley is probably the most
famous, containing the Torres del Paine. The
approach from the bus drop is only 4 hours
to the Torres Camp. From Torres Camp, a
short trail up a terminal moraine brings you
to Torres Lake. The three Torres and the
Nido de Condores (Condor’s Nest) rise
1600m above and offer very difficult climbs.
To the S is the chossy Almirante Nieto which
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offers a one-day mountaineering route up a couloir on its N side. An exception is its NW summit, which is steep, orange, and granitic. Fortunately, the granite intrusion extends into the valley, forming a moderate
rocky spine known as “Rambo’s Teeth” offering excellent class 3 to mid
5th rock. From camp Torres, a faint trail leads further up valley to the Japones Camp at the base of the Silencio Valley (an extension of the Ascensio Valley). Away from the tourist crowds, the Silencio Valley is a gem!
Escudo (The Shield), Fortaleza, and the backside of the Torres create a
humbling amphitheater. A bunch of scree then two low 5th pitches lead to
the col Bich between Torres Central and Norte. From there two routes are
occasionally climbed. First, the Monzino route on Torre Norte leads to
the summit in 7 pitches; most are low or mid 5th with two 5.9/A1 pitches.
Second, the BonnigtonWhillans route up Torre Central
involves 18 pitches up to 5.9/
A2. Also in the Silencio Valley,
the Torre Sur can be climbed
via its N Ridge in about 20
pitches. After the first third of
the route (5.9/A1), the climbing
becomes easier.
The Frances (French)
Valley is my personal favorite.
It contains most of the granite
of the Paine massif and is just a
Entrance to the Frances Valley
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fine setting. The base of the
valley is accessible by 4 means:
(1) A $10 boat ride from the
bus [easiest way] (2) A 6-8 hour
hike from either the base of the
Ascension valley (3) A 6-8 hour
hike over plains to the S or (4)
From the back side via The Circuit. Just a few hours are needed
to reach the upper valley and
Cuerno Norte
the lookout to see all the peaks.
Clockwise, there is
Cuerno Principal: Vertical on the E
side, 45 degrees on the W. The SW
Spur is reported to be 20 pitches or
more of mostly easy 5th with a few 5.7
pitches. Then there’s some “devious
route finding” through the sedimentary surprise.
Cuerno Norte: Vertical walls topped
in sedimentary. The W Buttress looks
to be the longest line and is riddled
with massive huecos visible from kilometers away. From the col with
Cuerno Principal, a 300m 5.7/A2
route exists.
Mascara
Mascara (Mummer): Not as steep as
Cuerno Norte but long and difficult. On the
SW Face, a 700m diedre goes at 5.9/A3.
Hoja (Blade): Potential for some long moderate routes. We tried the slabs leading to the S
col. Most of the climbing was 4th class with
some low to mid 5th on exfoliating slabs. The
flakes were surprisingly solid and protectable
while the ledges were covered in debris. I estimate it would be about 16 rope lengths to the
col and another 8 to the summit over the S
ridge: Daytripable if you simulclimb lots.
Espada (Sword): Very steep, impressive tower.
I met two Swiss guys who had just finished the
first ascent of the N Buttress which was mostly
Espada
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aid for 9 pitches. The S summit
looks to be shorter and less steep:
very interesting. There is some possibility for some moderate climbing
on a dome-like peak between Espada and Torre Sur.
Fortaleza (Fortress): Although only
climbed a few times (once solo),
the 1700-m route on the W side is
a “circuitous scramble” with some
easy mixed climbing and a 50m WI
Fortaleza
3 shaft.
Cabeza del Indio (Indian Head):
Beautiful granite wall tragically trapped by sedimentary stuff.
Aleta de Tiburon (Sharkfin): It
really looks like a shark fin too!
The SW side has atleast 4 one
day routes that all seem to have
5.8 or 5.9 cruxes (with most
pitches in the 5.5 to 5.8 range)
and be 11 to 15 pitches long.
Expect easier flakes and cracks
connected by harder run out
slab. There’s a nice bivy cave at
the base of the screes.
Aleta de Tiburon
Cathedral: Walls on the E side. I
saw the W ridge from the Circuit. It looked to be about 45 degrees in
steepness and maybe 300m long. The approach would take a day from the
French Valley. Several peaks to the right of Cathedral offer excellent granite over moderate angles and elevation gains. Worth checking out!
Castillo (Castle) The rest of the granite from Cathedral south is a long wall
about 300 - 400m high. But a smaller rounded peak in front of Castillo
offers fantastic broken granite over half a dozen pitches. Dave and I did a
climb on the N side which lasted 5 pitches on the best rock I’ve ever
climbed. Pitches were all mid 5th with a crux of 5.8. Pro was fantastic.
Many other lines of greater, lesser, and equal difficulty are available. Beware: the approach over a rock glacier is quite annoying
Paine Grande: I nicknamed it “The Big Hurt”. Paine Grande is the highest
peak in the massif. It has seen but one ascent (W side). The entire massif
is crappy sedimentary rock covered in hanging glaciers that are continuously rumbling off.
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Here’s an insider’s tip: Don’t
camp at camp Britanico. Instead, walk 5 minutes up the
trail towards the lookout.
Just as the trail begins heading uphill to the lookout (in
a burned-out forest bedded
in sand), look for a cairn or a
trail on your left crossing a
small creek and heading into
The Upper French Valley
the upper Frances Valley. An
hour’s hike leads you to one of the most beautiful camp sites I’ve ever
seen. Lush, green meadows are surrounded by the views of almost every
peak in the park. There are innumerable boulders for fun days off. And
unlike Squamish bouldering, the landings are fantastic! The best part of all
is that no one goes there. Don’t miss the upper Frances Valley!
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The Bader Valley is the valley between the Frances and the Ascensio. The E side of Cuerno Norte, Mascara, Hoja, and Espada are accessible from this valley. Almirante Nieto’s W side and a collection of shorter
granitic features at the head of the valley are also accessed here. Almost no
one goes there, including myself (but only because I ran out of time).
There are an assortment of free routes (5.5 – 5.10) up to 7 pitches on
Cuerno Chico and Cuerno Este. Looks really cool.
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Fitz Roy
Across the border
into Argentina and a few hundred kilometers north, is the
other great granite massif of
Patagonia. The Fitz Roy massif lies within Los Glaciares
National Park. To the west,
lies the Southern Patagonian
Icecap. In fact, the Icecap has
spilled into the Fit Roy and
taken Cerro Torre hostage.
Fitz Roy and Poincenot
To the east is pampa while to
the north and south lie other non-granitic peaks.
To get there from Puerto Natales, take a daily bus to Calafate (the
only city that I visited in all of South America that didn’t have a VISA
(Plus) ATM) which takes about 6 hours and is an expensive $35. The next
day, catch the daily bus to El Chalten (another $35 and 4 hours). Huge
granitic spires stand just 15 km from town. Just two or three hours hiking
is needed to reach the base
camp of Fitz Roy or Cerro
Torre. The area is made up of
two divides: that containing Fitz
Roy and that containing Cerro
Torre. An inspiring circumnavigation route around the entire
Fitz Roy and Cerro Torre area
takes about a week.
The Fitz Roy area has a
rich history including the controversial one of Maestri bolting Poincenot, Fitz Roy, Val de Vois,
a ladder up a blank headwall
Mermoz, and Guillamet.
with a compressor to gain the
(disputed) first ascent of the peak. Upon arriving in Chalten, you will have
no doubt as to why the area is so popular and famous amongst the world’s
stronger climbers. While there are less peaks and possibly worse weather
than in Torres del Paine, there seems to be more free routes available. A
“climbers only” camp (Rio Blanco) is the base for the eastern aspects of
Fitz Roy divide climbs where frustrated climbers sit for months on end
waiting for their one day in the sun.
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Fitz Roy: The most popular route is the Franco-Argentinian route
up Fitz Roy. The climbing is about 15 pitches long: 5.9 A2 or 5.10d. Most
pitches are 5.7 or 5.8. It normally takes two days but no climb seems to go
normally in Patagonia.
To the N of Fitz Roy lie Agujas (Spires) Val de Vois, Mermoz,
and Guillamet. They offer more moderate climbing of up to 400m.
Guillamet has an incredible collection of routes on its E Face
ranging from half a dozen pitches of mid-5th with some ice to 16 pitches
of rock with aid and 5.9ish cruxes.
Mermoz: The Yugoslav route on the E face is 400m of 5.7 (on
reportedly magnificent rock) and 75 ° ice.
Val de Vois: 300m of 5.6 and 60 ° ice on the E Face lead to the S
arrete where another 150m of rock up to 5.8/A1 are found.
Meanwhile on the S side of Fitz Roy lie Poincenot, Rafael, St.
Exupery, and de la S
Spires.
Poincenot
impressed me as
much as Cerro Torre.
It’s S Face rises
1300m in a vertical
big wall (it has just
one route: “Bagwall
Bigwall” : VI 5.11+
A3+). Meanwhile,
De la S, St. Exupery, and Rafael
the Whillans Ramp
Route by-passes the
S wall up 7 pitches of 50 ° to 70 ° ice followed by 10 pitches of rock up to
5.9 (mostly 5.7).
To reach St. Exupery, Rafael, and de la S Spires, cross
over to Sucia Lake from Camp Rio Blanco and hike and scramble steeply
up a faint trail on the S side above the lake to a hard-to-find rock cave,
below the glacier and the peaks. All three peaks seem to have 1-2 day free
routes.
Rafael: The easiest route I could find reference to was the 1974 W
Face to S Arrete which is a 450m 14-pitch 5.9 route. I found no record of
any routes on the E side but the E Face to the S col to join up with the
1974 route looks good.
St. Exupery: A beautiful, steep tower with no real moderate routes
on it. The NW Face route is a 19-pitch 5.10b free route. The 30-pitch E
shoulder route is very committed. However, the first handful of pitches
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are mid-5th with minor aid. Above, sustained A1 (up to 5.9/A3) is encountered.
de la S Spire: We tried the E side snow patch to dihedral. After
watching new snow sluff down the ice ramp, Dave and I watched Jeff (our
new climbing partner from Australia who makes his living as a mountain
guide in Bolivia) try to solo
up it. Dave and I roped together and set a belay below
the overhanging bergschrund.
Jeff decided to throw the rope
on for the crossing. It was a
good thing he did because 20
feet out from the belay, he fell
and the belay saved him from
a long crevasse fall. After regrouping, we attempted a
more direct rock start to the
Cerro Torre and friends
left. After a 5.10 pitch and a
5.8/ A2 pitch, we noticed some rather obvious weather coming in and
bailed. Many routes have gone up on de la S spire in the past few years,
mostly in the 10-15 pitch range of 5.7 to 5.10.
Behind the Fitz Roy divide lies the famous Cerro Torre. To reach
the base from Camp Jim Bridwell, one must tyrollean across the river
(there’s one set up) and hike in the forest above a big glacier before dropping down and navigating the broken mess of ice. I hear that you have to
head way up the left side of the glacier then cut over.
Cerro Torre is an implausible tower, standing like a finger 1000m
high. The Compressor Route is supposed to be something like 37 pitches
up to 5.10, some ice, and some aid. And that’s the easiest route!!! Dwarfed
in front of Cerro Torre, El Mocho and Media Luna offer 10 to 15-pitch
5.10 (or harder) routes.
Nearly every route on Cerro Torre, Torre Egger, and Cerro
Standhardt are very difficult.
Cerro Standhardt: While very difficult, “Exocet” on the E Face
has about a dozen traversing mid-5th pitches followed by half a dozen difficult ice pitches (to WI 6) up a chimney. Also, the W Face route offers 10
pitches of 5.7 or less up a ramp before heading straight up the face in sustained 5.10 (and aid) climbing.
Bifida Spire looks small beside its southern neighbors but all
routes are long and difficult. The least difficult route might be the SW
Arette (5.9/A2; 1 bivy).
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routes are long and difficult. The least difficult route might be the SW
Arette (5.9/A2; 1 bivy).
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N of Bifida, there are some more moderate-looking peaks (Domo
Blanco, Pier Giorgio, Cerro Pollone) involving a mix or granite and glacier
climbing. These peaks looks especially appealing because of the incredible
position and their more remote feeling.
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Bonus Beta
Bariloche
Climbing in Patagonia is a tough prospect but if you mix up
climbing with hiking and bouldering, you might walk away happy. Alternatively, if you get too frustrated, head up to San Carlos de Bariloche
(Bariloche for short) in Northern Argentinian Patagonia. There (Refugio
Frey area), you will find an exciting assortment of clean, alpine, granite
towers with approaches from anywhere in 3 to 90 minutes from camp.
The weather is warm, calm, and clear in January and February especially
and the spires are unforgettable. One to six pitches over 5.6 to 5.11 granite
climbing leads to their airy summits. Find a sketchy guidebook at Club
Andino in town.
Cochamo
Rumored to be the new Chilean Yosemite, Cochamo (near Puerto
Montt in northern Chilean Patagonian) boasts some impressive (albeit not
quite the scale of Yosemite) big walls. Few routes exist (although this is
changing rapidly) and the approach is only a day. I heard of some nice 10pitch 5.7 routes as well as the long, difficult wall climbing one might expect. I also saw a great photo of the walls in the Club Andino in Bariloche
so I can confirm that the walls: they are big, steep, and granitic.
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Conceptions of a Mountaineer
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Background
In September of last year I participated in the VOC Glacier
School at the base of Mt. Baker on the Coleman glacier. As a member of
the G2 category (attending the school for the second time), I was entitled
to go through a more advance set of glacier skills taught by Jeremy Frimer,
Kelly Franz, and others. The second day, we would attempt the mighty
Mt. Baker. We had a beautiful day, and an even more beautiful night full
of moonlight, so everybody went to their sleeping bags anticipating a clear
sky and a view from the summit the following day. The weather held up
until around seven the next morning, then a whiteout, and our group
ended up practicing crevasse rescue and other newly acquired skills somewhere between the campsite and the summit. What follows are my reflections about the way our group made the decision to bring the ascent to a
halt.
No doubt we benefited more from the skills we acquired that day
by deciding not to go further and to practice crevasse rescue than to attempt the summit. What I will be reflecting on here is not much about the
outcomes of the decision itself, but rather the assumptions underlying that
decision and to argue that those assumptions reflect the way we conceive
mountaineering and the way we actually do it.
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Mountaineering: the Term
This article is about the outdoors and specifically about a practice,
which with all its variations, is called mountaineering. And it is about the
nature of this practice. What is generally referred to as mountaineering is a
combination of all the activities that result in pursuing some sort of
agenda in the mountain environment. Although not directly, the term generally connotes hardship and overcoming some sort of difficult condition,
be it a harsh blizzard, a rough snow slope, a frozen mixed terrain of rock
and snow, or just a winter climb with a certain degree of potential hazard
to expect. I believe it is fare to say that without mountaineering’s element
of hazard and hardship the term loses a lot of its weight (and grace) and
slips into hard terrain hiking.
Do these statements have a reasonable amount of truth to them?
Is hardship/hazard the essential components of this practice, which later
I’ll argue has a very clear frameset of being more of a social practice than
merely a physical sport? By now the reader might have taken issue with
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some of the statements that I have put forward: Mountaineering does not
necessarily entail danger; with enough equipment, preparation (physical
and technical), and skills, it can be a safe activity. Whereas the reader may
be right, my goal here is not to argue for a definition or a deterministic
approach to the term, rather I would like to present a conceptual framework that has worked for me and from which I have been able to benefit,
and to depict aspects of this magnificent human activity of modern time
which is still unknown to the general public. While I acknowledge that
people do enjoy and benefit from this activity regardless of the status it is
given in their conceptual framework, this is to share my conception of the
practice and the way in which I have come to position it in my life.
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Mountaineering as a Social Practice
Any practice in which humans are involved serves its own -to
some extent unique- purposes. The more these purposes relate to people’s
daily lives, the longer they have stayed with humans and in their repertoire
of practices. Any activity should satisfy a need of some sort to remain on
humans’ inventory of occupations. We have been eating for a long time,
we have been sleeping for a long time; these practices are never old fashioned. We have been listening to pleasant sounds and music for a very
long time, and we hopefully will be for some time to come. We have been
drawing, carving, photographing, loving-including reflecting on it through
literature and poetry- and we have been doing physical work to satisfy our
material needs and to survive.
Physical labor, however, has also satisfied our mental need to accomplish and overcome the forces opposing this accomplishment. And it
is this very need, among other things, that, I believe, has been the basis of
humans’ passionate involvement with different types of sport, where the
physical endeavors are rewarded with the enjoyable sense of triumph and
achievement. In fact, I believe that physical education including a sport is
an indispensable component of any comprehensive education for human
development. I’ve observed that in societies in which physical work is the
main way of life, sport is considered more as a luxurious occupation rather
than a necessity , as it comes to be viewed increasingly in modern societies. This necessity manifests itself in different ways such as medical experts prescription of different physical exercises, the inclusion of physical
activities in school curricula, and national investment on public sport programs and facilities. Whereas in working societies there is very little funds
to be assigned to these kinds of programs and facilities, there is even less
basis for their application, as people have neither the time nor the need for
them. Now that I have tried to establish the social nature of the sport as
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its point of departure, I will try to demonstrate that different assumptions
about the nature of mountaineering are also socially oriented.
What do I mean by “social” in this context? Almost any human activity is
a social practice. Even when somebody does things alone, the presence of
the society and “others” influences and , to some extent, determines the
way those things are done or viewed. Viewing the concept in this way
brings us to realization that any human practice has a social orientation to
it, which I believe is true. By assuming a social orientation to mountaineering, however, my point of reference is the way people’s social views and
beliefs bring the sport into perspective for them. It is in its social sense,
where mountaineering stands out as a distinct type of practice whose social aspects precedes its individual- physical aspects. Highlighted for different people are these different social aspects. My observation is that, depending on people’s view about life, the sport can mean dramatically different things to different people. It is different from some other sports
like golf, for example, where the structure of the activity remains more or
less the same regardless of the social beliefs of those who participate in it.
Different Approaches and Assumptions
When we were steadily and slowly hiking up Mt. Baker, Jeremy,
taking the role of the silent observer, invited us to make the decision as to
continue to proceed or turn around and do what we did. A very interesting
discussion triggered, which for me was a clear indication of how drastically
and fundamentally this sport has come to be viewed under the archiving
term of “mountaineering”. We each presented different arguments for or
against proceeding. We had a long line of climbers ahead of us, and we
were basically following the track. But as anyone insider to mountaineering knows, things can change so drastically and quickly, that predicting
what will happen even in the next hour requires skill and experience. So it
was a difficult decision. What is revealing for our discussion here is how
people’s think- aloud commentaries revealed their assumptions about what
they were doing. By mentioning those comments here, my purpose is not
judging those assumptions or the strength of those arguments, but to observe how varied they are and how different the practice itself would be as
the result of those assumptions.
The comments were more or less along the line of : “It is not fun
anymore.” “There is no view on the summit, so what’s the use of summitting anyway.” “It is too dangerous to proceed.” “I am really tired and cold.
I don’t mind turning around.” “It is enough for me, my boots are not very
comfortable.” There is no doubt that all these comments and/or complaints are legitimate and true. I just want to try to show what these comments do to the practice. The idea of fun, for example, is an interesting
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one to explore. While as an outsider to the culture in which the word is
used, I may not be able to grasp all the connotations associated with the
term, I rely on my pragmatic knowledge of the word for furthering the
argument here, so I call upon the readers’ patience on my dealing with
such a broad-scope term. The expression “having fun” implies a sense of
comfort and relaxation; at least a sense of satisfaction with what goes on at
the occasion. If we assume this as all it is to the term, then, I assert, there
is no fun in mountaineering whatsoever. In its serious terms, mountaineering is far too uncomfortable to be “fun”. But paradoxically mountaineers
have probably the greatest fun that one can ever imagine.
Before I go any further, it is worth pointing out that I come from
a different cultural background from probably most of my readers. People
of different societies have different approaches to different phenomena
including sports. I believe my conception of mountaineering has been influenced by and has the mark of the society I have been born and raised
in. Life has always been a serious business in countries where people have
to rely on their own resourcefulness rather than relying on, for example,
national supports; in a sense, life in these societies is a matter of survival.
The culture of mountaineering as a social practice in Iran has been tightly
connected with what people have been going through in their daily social
lives. Mountaineering has served as a small social arena in which people
have been able to cherish their thirst for a better view on life, for a happy
ending, for a successful ascent. For most of their long history, they have
been denied of having a pleasant hike among the trees, so the ability to
endure hardships has been essential to their survival, as have been eating,
sleeping, dancing, and loving. Interestingly enough, in some of Iranian
subcultures, endurance has turned into an artistic practice. And so, mountaineering has a different status in Iran; it is rather a social class and a distinct discourse. It is safe to say that with a keen social eye and an insider
view, mountaineers can be identified even in the city and without their
boots and crampons.
Reflecting on the distinct characteristics of mountaineering in Iran
is out of the scope of this article, so I will go back to the concept of fun
and its place in mountaineering. For a serious mountaineer, the practice
involves a certain degree of challenge, and that in itself secures the fun
requirement of the game. Mountaineering is not about daring, seemingly
crazy endeavors; it is about each time going a little beyond what one is
capable of, and enjoying the likely hardship and suffering associated with
it. What gives mountaineering its distinct status among other social activities, however, is that subtle; needless to mention that the magnitude of
that subtlety varies for each individual.
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The concept of danger is another interesting point to reflect on. The
whole point about staying safe in nature is about learning the rules and
coming to terms with them. By analogy, it is like learning another language. Mountaineering does not necessarily involve taking risk or dealing
with unnecessary danger. What seems to outsiders as extreme and daring
in mountaineering is again that little extra that each time attracts a mountaineer’s sense of exploration of either the mountain or self. A mountain
can not be challenged, but one’s self can. And that is what gives this sport
most of its appeal. During a lifetime, mountaineers come to understand
the language of the mountains and be receptive to its calls. Since they are
dealing with the most powerful phenomenon, i.e. nature, they also have to
develop physical strength. This is all it takes to be a mountaineer, not doing “crazy” actions as some people considers the sport. In general, without
taking that little extra step beyond what seems to be a completely secure
situation, the sport turns into mere hiking, which is still a great thing to
do, but one misses a lot of the “fun”.
Mountaineering is also distinctive, in the sense that the steps involved in it resemble very much the proceedings of our human lives. One
starts social life and mountaineering, with simplicity and optimism, then
goes ahead and sees that it is not as easy as it looks, starts to prepare for
the challenges that lie ahead, then starts climbing what seems to be a manageable task. It turns out, most of the time, that one is never prepared
enough for what lies ahead, but one has to give it a try. In a lot of times
turning around is the only way, and then, if you are receptive to what life/
mountain has to communicate, you get to the summits more often. Eventually, a lucky and receptive enough person comes to the realization that
one should always be appreciative just to be in the environment, and summiting is not a necessary condition for being happy. One realizes that
mountain/life has a lot to offer just by letting you stay around. Luckier
people even might come to the realization that no serious undertaking in
life looks easily achievable at the beginning, at the base, but with endurance and one step at a time, comes the indescribable, unforgettable happiness of viewing peaks atop one. Although this might seem too metaphoric
and poetic to be considered an argument, I have to say, I have come
across very few things more poetic than mountaineering.
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Waddington - The Highest Bergschrund in BC
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(Or The Mount Shand Expedition)
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All right. We flew in. You’ve got me there. But we bushwhacked
out. For two full days. That’s got to balance things a little bit. And we actually lost elevation on the helicopter flight… Jeff Martin, Dave Dexter
and I spent the month of May on a ski traverse of the Waddington Range.
Jim Herbers and Rob Serrouya accompanied us for ten days, but they were
unable to get an entire month off work. Actually, Jim could only get a
weekend off, but with his roommates running interference, he managed to
get away for two weeks without his thesis supervisor noticing.
Our (ambitious) plan was to climb everything in sight, check out
all the rarely visited corners of the range and ski all the brilliant snow in
between. Of course, we bit off more than we could chew and consequently accomplished very few of our (ill-defined) goals. Nevertheless, we
still had a blast, and now we’ve got the place sussed out for our next trip.
It’s almost as tedious to write a blow-by-blow account of a month
long trip as it is to read one, so I’m not going to do it. Here are some the
highlights and a (very) brief summary. If you want more info, strap on
your skis and check it out yourself. You’ll have the most fun that way –
guaranteed.
Body Surfing: “F*ck!” –Rob Serrouya
If you can get your hands on last years journal, you’ll see that Jeff
and I were caught in an avalanche in the Yukon. This time around we got
an entirely different group of friends in on the action. Apparently, we just
can’t get enough. This stunt occurred on our second day out, while traversing around Mount Shiverick. None of us were fully buried, (although
we were all covered to some extent) and we only ended up losing one ski
pole. Having been caught twice now, I’d say it’s not all it’s cracked up to
be. All that “Riding the White Wave” poetry – don’t fall for it. It’s just a
hassle, probing for packs, washing underwear, etc.
Sleds: “Pulling like idiots” -Fred Touche, Summer ‘98
We used sleds to haul our substantial load of gear around. They
worked well last year, but we were skiing on windswept glaciers with virtually no elevation change then. This year, when we got into deep snow and
steep hills, the sleds weren’t so hot. It certainly would have been easier to
utilize the chopper to its full potential, but that rubs some people the
wrong way. It’s a tough compromise to make. The style in which you execute your plan definitely counts for something. But this style sure slowed
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us down. I think I believe in the way we did it, but I’m still not 100% positive...
Mount Shand: “They do have tops!” -Jay Burbee
We only stood on top of one mountain the entire thirty days.
Mount Shand has an enjoyable snowy scramble up its SW face. We came
darn close to the tops of quite a few others, but never quite pulled it off.
It’s easy to blame the excessive amounts of snow, or the lack/surplus of
technical gear, but we really just weren’t prepared for what we found. If
you want to climb in the Waddington Range (and I recommend it – there’s
some impeccable granite) you should head in later in the season. If you’re
after a brilliant ski tour, May is good, but don’t delude yourself into bringing screws, and a rock rack as well as two technical tools (each). Actually,
don’t listen to me. With a bit more gumption, you could do most of the
routes we tried. Just set your mind and then follow through. That was our
biggest problem – having too many options and too little time!
“Wow - this is for real!” –Jeff Martin
Serra I: “Falling” –Dave Dexter
As was mentioned earlier, snow-covered granite is a bit treacherous. Dave went for a substantial ride while we were trying to climb one of
the spires above the Plummer hut. It was truly horrifying to watch a friend
do the rag doll thing, although watching him come to a stop was probably
worse. A granite horn the size of a toaster caught Dave square in the back
after about eighty feet. His pack (containing his shovel blade and water
bladder) took a lot of the impact, but he had a pretty colourful back and
bottom for another week.
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After a few aborted attempts to climb technical ground
(something about bungee-jumping down a slab really cools the desire) we
decided that it was too early in the season. So we ferried all of our technical gear out on a passing chopper and went into ski touring mode. While
Dave recuperated, Jeff and I saw the sights and had a go at Waddington.
We managed to ski to the Bravo-Spearman Col, where we camped. The
next day we cached our skis just above, and boot packed up. The route to
the true summit looked less than appealing with our minimalist setup. So
we traversed over to the NW summit, but ran into the mother of all
bergschrunds. Overhanging blue ice as far as the eye could see! We waved
our shovels at it for a bit, but it seemed unfazed by our intimidation attempts. We turned around thinking we’d have another shot from the
south side later on the trip.
Crossing the Divide: “Are we there yet?” -Anonymous
The ridge comprised of Waddington and Munday (among others)
forms a pretty impressive barrier between the Northern and Southern
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halves of this range. Our plan was to ski up the North Face of Munday
and then cross again at Fury Gap. Both routes have been done before, but
are rather imposing while examining a map. They’re probably even more
intimidating in person. Munday took us sixteen hours, and we never actually got to the top. By the time we hit the plateau it was getting windy/
cloudy and we were knackered. So we hunkered down, planning to run up
in the morning and then get down onto the South side of the range. But
morning didn’t come for four days! The tent got buried and it was too
windy to dig out. We spent the last night in a snowcave after the tent collapsed. By the time the storm ended the snow level had risen to the height
of the walls we’d built around the tent - blue sky never looked so good!
Compared to that, Fury Gap was a breeze. We were able to ski up
the South side, although a lot of switchbacks were necessary. Going down
the North side was steep, but we had ideal snow conditions and were able
to pick our way down – kicking steps face in for three hours! I don’t think
I’d like to try this route much beyond June though – it’d be possible, but
way scarier when the snow ices up.
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I’ve got to include a bit about show much I enjoy skiing on glaciers. They’re like highways - they allow impressive amounts of terrain to
be covered with relative ease. Trying to classify this trip into a skiing or
climbing one doesn’t make much sense, because we did a lot of both. But
the feeling of moving efficiently once we’d ditched all of our superfluous
gear sure was nice. It almost makes me want to try an absurdly long ski
traverse.
Auctioneers Trip Summary:
Drive East on the Trans-Canada, hang a left at Hope, and then
again at Williams lake. Stop at Whitesaddle Air in Bluff Lake. Fly in
(down) to Cataract Creek, ski up Isolation Glacier, get avalanched, hide.
Back up, cross Malemute and Sunrise Glaciers, climb Shand and end up at
Plummer hut. Try to ski (piss-poor snow!), fall off of Serra I, poke around
on Waddington, and back to hut. Pick up new and improved Dave, blitz
Munday North Face, sit in tent for three days until it collapses, sit in cave
for another day, run down to Mystery Pass then out the Ice Valley and
Corridor Glaciers to the fork in the mighty Franklin. Awake refreshed, zip
up Franklin, over Fury Gap, and down the Scimitar to Pocket Valley. Up
to Bif(v/r)ost Pass (two maps, two spellings) and then down Twist Creek
to the car at Twist Lake – only two (fun packed) days of bush. Drive to
Prince George for a home cooked meal and then back to Vancouver in
time for the VOC summer barbeque.
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La Solitude du Figaro, Leg 3
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By Roberta Holden

By Roberta Holden

The Figaro is a gruelling 1500 mile solo race contested annually in
virtually identical 32 ft sailboats. This third leg of the race was the longest
– 600 miles from St. Nazaire, France, around Fastnet (off the southwest
coast of Ireland) and down to Falmouth, England.
We were down at the boats at the crack of dawn, the morning of
the third start, in order to get through the locks that held us in the harbour. Due to the fear of growing an additional appendage, our shore
crews had boycotted their pre-race bottom-cleaning (of the boats that is)
duties, refusing to enter the less than pristine enclosed waters of this industrial city. So, as the fleet of 49 boats rafted up in the faster moving water outside the lock, the crews donned their scuba tanks and scrubbed the
undersides down to a fast surface. The sun was shining as we sailed out to
the start line followed by a pack of spectator boats.
The first day of the race was an intense battle as the fleet stuck
close together while they beat north along the French coast. We tacked on
every little wind shift like it was a day race. I had managed to hold my position with the top boats and was in my element. The first blow, however,
came late that afternoon when I went to charge my batteries. Seconds after I started the engine, the alarms sounded and I dove below expecting to
find that the problem with the cooling system, which had plagued my last
leg, had resurfaced. Instead, I was surprised to find the engine almost
completely out of oil. I had checked that it was full before the start of leg
1 and it is impossible to lose that quantity of oil in a boat without it turning up in the bilges. However, this should not have been a problem as I
carry a spare container of oil in the engine compartment, but, to my dismay, I discovered that it had been taken by my shore crew to use in the
van and not replaced.
The mystery of the disappearing oil plagues me still, but now I
was faced with a marathon 600 mile race ahead of me and no engine to
charge the batteries. I would soon have no more power to run the electronics or autopilot. I was not about to abandon over something as stupid
as a lack of oil and any outside assistance would result in disqualification.
On the other hand, I didn’t think it was physically possible to hand-steer
the boat for nearly a week and with no navigational equipment (save a battery-operated hand-held GPS), let alone race the boat competitively.
The first night was not a fun one. With no moon visible, no navigation lights except for the flashlight I had hoisted to the top of the mast
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for safety, and no instruments to tell me where I was, I was sailing completely blindfolded and this was a particularly treacherous piece of coastline, strewn with hidden reefs and rocks. This is a race of attrition and the
ones who would come out on top would be those who best managed their
sleep patterns from the start. I was basically handcuffed to the tiller, with
no chance of putting the boat on autopilot for a few minutes of shut-eye;
and this was only day 1.
Late that night we were informed by VHF radio (I turned it on
periodically for safety, although it was sucking up the remainder of my
power) that we were approaching the clean up zone of the Erika, the oil
tanker that had gone down in the big storm last December, leaving an environmental disaster along the French coast, and were restricted from
crossing within the boundaries of this zone. What would have been a simple position check on my chart plotter, had I had power, became an arduous and intricate operation. First there was the matter of trying to get the
boat balanced in order to leave the helm tied off while I went down to the
chart table to plot the Erika’s position on the paper charts, followed by my
own position. As I was down below, I felt the boat heel over with a small
puff of wind and before I was up the ladder, the boat had tacked herself
and was now pinned with the headsail on the wrong side. I soon sorted
the boat out and was back on course, but it took several more attempts
and a few more mad dives into the cockpit before the chore was completed.
Needless to say, by morning I had lost the leaders, however, the
boats were still in sight and we then spent 2 agonizing days becalmed off
the coast of Brittany in a ripping current. Each little gust came from a new
direction and meant another 4 laps of the boat each time: hoist and set the
spinnaker, douse the genoa; wind shift - gybe; wind shift - hoist the genoa,
douse the kite; puff – de-power everything; I think it’s holding – dive below, throw all the gear, tools, sails to the high side, run back on deck, start
pumping water into the ballast tank (7-8 min.); wind dies completely –
ease everything, dump the ballast, gear back to leeward, take the helm, try
to make the boat move; puff from behind - sh*t, kite’s not repacked,
throw it up anyway; hourglass - take it down, untwist, rehoist……
By the third night, we had finally come unglued from the French
coast. A 15knot breeze had filled and we were flying across the Celtic Sea
on a magnificent tight spinnaker reach towards the infamous Fastnet rock.
It was a great ride and I even had some company for the trip! A pair of
dolphins played off my wake for hours. It was another cold and sleepless
night however, this time soaked through from the spray and the rain. The
darkness again was absolute. I was speeding down a deserted freeway with
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the lights off and with heavy eyes, I went off the road on two occasions:
the boat was over on her side, the spinnaker trying to shake itself apart
against the wind. I released the sheet and we were back on our feet again
in seconds and planing down the next wave.
I was disappointed not to be able to use the radio at nights to
tune into the radio program broadcast from the medical boat. It is a great
way to pass the long nights and lift our spirits. The doctors feed us with
music and humour and often lead us in games such as ‘Tri-voile poursuite’. If only the fans could see us with one hand steering the boat, the
other holding the mic, with our thumbs ready to answer the next bit of
trivia first. Unfortunately for me, as it was all in French, the answer was
usually given before I figured out what the question meant (although I did
surprise them a few times!)
On the morning of day 5 the fleet reappeared as we all converged
on our turning-point. The fog lifted and we got a glimpse of the Irish
coast, where I had spent two months training that winter. I had turned on
my hand-held VHF to find out the positions of the boats as we rounded
the mark and heard the news that one of the competitors had hit a rock
and was taking on water. He had evidently fallen asleep at a very inopportune moment - such are the dangers of sleep deprivation for solo sailors (I
think I’ll stick to the offshore route!)
By the end of the fifth day, the wind had picked up to about 25
knots and had swung around to our beam with large seas. That night was
the hardest of my life. Over the six days it took to complete this leg, I had
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accumulated a total of five hours of sleep. On this last night at sea I felt
the affects. The tiller had become, for me, a device of torture. My body
was on the verge of dropping into an all-consuming sleep, but my arm was
chained to the helm, constantly forcing me awake; if I let go, the boat
would either broach or would roll into a crash gybe with the potential for
extensive damage. I periodically shone my headlamp on the compass but
was unable to bring my eyes into focus to read the numbers. I resorted to
steering at a constant angle to the waves, and could only watch helplessly
as the masthead lights of the last boats, which I had managed to hang on
with until now, slowly rolled past me.
The light of the next day miraculously brought me some new
source of energy and strength, or perhaps it was the thought of sighting
land again soon. The wind had swung further aft and after a few near
wipeouts while I prepared the spinnaker for hoist, I got the kite up and we
were now surfing in great form towards England.
This great ride came to an end that afternoon as a squall came
through, and as it hit, I heard a bang and saw my spinnaker pole drop to
the deck. The topping lift had blown and the guy jumped out of the jaws.
The now unsupported spinnaker blew around to leeward sending the boat
into a broach. I got the boat back up and on course, but without an autopilot, I couldn’t run forward to re-attach the pole and the kite had quickly
wrapped itself around the forestay and was cinched so tight that I couldn’t
release the halyard. I tried in vain on alternate gybes to unwrap the sail and
finally had to resort to removing the ‘tuff luff’. I removed the bottom
plate and slid the sail track down the wire forestay hoping that the sail,
which had tied itself around it, would come down with it. Unfortunately it
had jammed at the very top, so that after a good 20 minutes of struggling,
the track came down without the sail. The only option left was to go up
the mast to free it. I did not relish this option as I had a sprained ankle,
which dated back to the first hour of the race over two weeks previously.
I had been on the foredeck completing a sail change as we turned
a corner, still within the Arcachon basin, when I looked up to see a spectator boat right ahead of me who wasn’t keeping clear. I raced back to the
helm and jumped into the cockpit, landing on the outside of my foot. I
managed to pull the helm over and avoid the boat, but I thought my foot
was broken. As the forecast for the next few days was for light wind, I
stayed in the race, but couldn’t stand on the foot for the first two and a
half days of the race and my performance on that leg suffered. I subsequently re-sprained the ankle just before the start of the third leg.
So, without much choice, I headed up the stick. The boat was
crashing around in the waves and this motion was considerably amplified
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at the top of the mast. The movement was irregular, so I couldn’t
anticipate which direction I would
be flung next, although I could always be sure that I would come
back to the same place – hard
against the mast. When I got to the
top, I freed off the jammed spinnaker halyard, but the descent proved
even more challenging. Each time I
un-weighted the t-bloc to extract the
teeth from the rope and slide down,
a wave would jam them back in
place. It was funny to look around
at the empty land and sea and think
of myself being stuck here at the top
of my mast. After a time, I worked
my way down to the top spreader
where
I removed the device and slid
Roberta jugging on ’Zorro’s Last
down
the
mast.
Jeremy Frimer
Ride’
Once down, the adventure was not
quite over. I went forward to clean up the remains of the sail and went
over hard on the weak ankle (the taping was useless after a few days).
Now, I typically take my pain in silence, however, on this particular occasion, I released everything I could find stored in the depths of my lungs with the most perfect pitch! There’s something strangely satisfying about
making a lot of noise when there’s no one around and I found the whole
situation extremely comical at the time. I tied down what I could of the
spinnaker and dragged myself back to the cockpit to take the helm and put
my foot up. The seas were still too big for me to hop on one foot, so I
was unable to get the track back up and hoist the genoa. There were only
ten miles left to the finish, so with the boat and myself in a pitiful condition, we hobbled home under mainsail alone.
As we rounded the Lizard and headed north towards Falmouth,
the wind was now blowing off the land and the air was suddenly filled
with the smell of COWS! After a week of sea air, I couldn’t help but know
I had found England. I crossed the finish line as the full moon was rising
and despite a very disappointing placing, I couldn’t help but feel a great
deal of satisfaction in just getting there. After a bit of champagne, some
stories exchanged and a shower, I had the best sleep of my life!
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The Circus Visits the Rio Orosi
By Cam Shute
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I answered the phone and found myself trying to figure out who
the raving drunk screaming at me on the other end was. "…Costa Rica
dude!!!! get a ticket....wooo hoo...ramble ramble... slurp slurp.... Costa
Rica!!! dude you gotta come..."
Slowly, but surely I pieced together that my friend Jordie was
heading south to go paddling in Central America. I cursed him for a minute or two for telling me about the trip since I wouldn't be able to go (...or
could I?? ...hey, I have a VISA card...hmmm...I’m burnt out on school...
hMmmM... maybe this could work????)
Two weeks later I met the crew in the Houston International airport: Jordie from Edmonton, Mark from Seattle, Patch from England, and
me arriving from Vancouver. After we spent a couple of hours listening to
drunk American hunters reveling in preseason kills and the glory days of
high school football, we decided there were no waterfalls or canyons in
the jungle that would top the fright factor of those guys reproducing.
Later that night we landed in San Jose and blazed to Turrialba a
couple hours east. At midnight we arrived at "Hotel Interamericano"
where we were warmly welcomed with the smell of wet lifa and neoprene
hung in a hallway chocked full of boats. It was the perfect starting point
for the trip. By 2AM we had hooked up with another group, arranged a
shuttle to run the lower
Pacuare in the morning,
and gotten completely
bombed. We arrived at the
put-in early the next morning salivating, hungry to
paddle the warm jungle
river. Eighteen miles later
we were pretty spent, having flatspun, cartwheeled,
wavewheeled, splatted and
generally shredded every
single wave, hole, and rock
on the way down.
Thus began the hectic cycle
Cam running molly's nipple, Slave river, that epitomized the rest of
the trip ... wake up, find
Ft. Smith NWT
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food, find shuttle, paddle, eat, paddle, eat, drink, drink, talk loud (but not
as loud as the Americans), dance, sleep/pass-out, drool, snore, etc... All in
all in our 14 days we paddled 15 sections on 8 rivers, put on a team total
of 630 ft of waterfalls, and spent 2 days lounging at the beach on the Caribbean Sea. We had many epic runs on steep creeks as well as big volume
rivers, and the "gringo" hole on the upper Rio Sarapiqui certainly lived up
to its name. We dubbed it the "7 went in 3 came out" hole after some of
us took a severe pounding in it. Much like the coast rivers around Vancouver, water levels down there fluctuate rapidly with rain, and rivers can dry
up or become swollen, raging monsters in the span of a day or two.
During the middle of the trip things were starting to dry up, so we
decided that the class V upper Rio Orosi in Tapanti national park would
be low enough for us to
run safely and sanely,
so we hooked up a
shuttle with a beginner
group who were being
guided down the middle Orosi. The company guiding them didn't usually run trips
down that run, but the
guide assured them that
it was perfect for beginners. We didn't really
care since we were independent of them and
had our sights set on
the upper bit. That
morning we set out
Cam on ‘Brilliant Wave’ in flood.
with the plan to drop
Kootenay River, Castlegar, BC
us at the top, then the
other group at the middle, and rendezvous at the bottom. Upon reaching our put-in it was painfully apparent that it was too low to paddle, so we decided to join the
other group on the other section that had more water. We were all a little
choked that our hopes of gnar gnar had quickly turned into a float down
what was supposed to be a boney little class II river with very little whitewater.
As we lamented about the lameness of our situation Brian - a
safety kayaker who joined our group - seemed to remember that he pad-
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dled a section of the Orosi the season before and there were two massive
boulder jumbles that are portaged at normal flows. He figured it must
have been the upper section since he remembered it as being a fairly intense day.
We paddled ahead of the others, and the character of the river
remained very tame. After about half hour of being lulled into routine
complacency we rounded a corner where the river changed dramatically. I
heard Jordie blast his whistle, and saw him make a desperate ferry across
the river above a massive sieve that wanted to swallow him up. Our group
was slightly ahead of the guided trip, and as we made our way to safety to
scout the section we signaled the guide to get his group over to where we
were.
Having received the
thumbs up from him
the five of us headed
down to check out the
boulder jumble and
scope out any viable
lines down. Jordie and
I climbed up a massive boulder that gave
us a perfect vantage of
the section. We figured that it was all
runnable, though a
little desperate with
several
undercuts to
Jeff Stollery running ‘Freefall’, bighorn river,
be
avoided
and a 10Cam Shute
David Thompson Country, AB
foot must-boof waterfall at the end of it all.
Just as we decided to downclimb and return to our boats we saw
one of the paddlers from the other group, Ali, miss the eddy at the top
and get pummeled in the hole up there. Jordie and I felt completely useless as we watched her swim out of it haplessly flailing down the run getting pinned and bashed on undercut after undercut. We whistled and signaled "Swimmer!!!" to Patch and Mark who were downstream of the rapids, and they quickly got into rescue mode. Eyes wide, Ali flushed down
towards the waterfall, and plunged over it on the left side right onto a
slightly-submerged rock. Jordie and I cringed at the sight of the rock making short work of Ali's rump, but seconds later Patch and Mark had her
and the gear safe on shore out of the river's grasp.
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We returned up to the boats and asked the guide what happened,
and why this group of beginners was even near this river if he didn't know
where he was going and what was ahead. Unable to give us a sufficient
answer we reorganized their group to portage and started hauling their
boats past the jumble. Our group ran every section to come, and were
genuinely thankful for Ali's unintentional probe of the waterfall landing.
The other group decided to ditch the guide's instructions, and instead
came down the rest of the run with our group reading and running the
solid class IV - V run, negotiating the safest portages and sections for
them to run.
Hours late, many portages later, and in full-on dark we all made it
out to greet the driver and manager of the company that sent the guided
group down. After explaining the situation, and a few four letters words
from Ali and the others, everyone wound up not having to pay for the
shuttle that day, which helped ease tensions a little. That night sore asses
and stressed minds were soothed with plenty of ranting and raving fueled
by Guaro and Imperial which washed away any negativity and replaced it
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Sea to Sky
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The Story of a Dozen Border Crossings
Through the St. Elias Mountains
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By Dave Hildes
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Chris Barnett and I
both clung to the deck as
rough seas tossed us about; in
the cabin below Alun Hubbard and Toby Ross tried to
reconcile sleep with wedging
themselves in their berths.
Conversation drifted in contrast to the gale force winds;
when Chris asked my surname, I reflected on the hastily assembled cast for this
spectacle; most of the crew
was strangers and our lack of
history felt slightly dissociating.
The exception was
our leader Alun, a Welsh-man
with a definite bend towards
manic. Our mutual glaciological musings had landed us
together in the icy places we
studied: the St. Elias mountains, towards which we were
now floating. We had been
part of a group studying the
mechanics of surging glaciers,
which have the odd habit of
episodically increasing their flow rate hundredfold or more. Fieldwork had
progressed into climbing ventures, and our arena widened when we decided to sail from doorstep to climb, disposing of interfering planes and
helicopters. His enthusiasm for adventure can be overwhelming, but is
undoubtedly infectious and had secured financial assistance from Gore's
Shipton/Tilman fund, Malden Mills Polartec Challenge, Mount Everest
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Foundation and the British Mountaineering Council, also equipment discounts from Sierra Designs and Lowe Alpine. Chris and Toby had only
met Alun and I a few weeks prior at a pub where all crucial expedition
planning takes place. With years of blue water sailing experience Chris
became the acting skipper of our vessel sometime during the second
pitcher.
I gulped fresh air as I pondered, trying to relieve the ill effects of
my fresh sea legs. Chris, having processed my answer to his name-query,
interrupted my reverie with further background probing, becoming more
specific: where was I from, did I have siblings it turns out Chris learned
to sail at the hands of my elder brother, some 20 years previous. So much
for the feeling of disconnectedness.
We were planning a marine-alpine marriage: north from Vancouver by sailboat up the fabled Inside Passage, following the sea-steps of
Captain Vancouver himself in his search for the elusive northwest passage.
Our destination was the not-quite-so-fabled town of Yakutat,
Alaska mostly known for its thriving commercial and guided fishing industry. More of interest to us, Yakutat is a community poised on the edge
of the St. Elias mountains, ringed by the massive piedmont Malaspina Glacier, and a number of Canada's highest peaks: Mt. St. Elias, Mt. Augusta,
Mt. Vancouver and Mt. Cook whose namesake was another great British
explorer also seeking the northwest passage. Our goal was to ascend NW
Cook a 3687 meter unclimbed peak from sea level and proceed from
the summit of NW Cook on a new high-level traverse for the second ascent of the 4194 meter Mt. Cook, then return by the original route
climbed by Long, Kelley, McGowan, Miller and Mohling in July 1953.
This particular mountain was chosen because it met all our criteria: NW
cook was among Canada's highest unclimbed peaks, reconnaissance and
research indicated it was an achievable goal and it was close to the coast.
There had been obstacles to our northern odyssey namely the
lack of a vessel. When Alun initially conceived of this scheme with our
potential skipper late one night in Fall of 1998 over a few ales, the newly
found captain's enthusiasm was substantially deeper than his pint glass.
With fighting talk, he certainly wasn't going to be deterred by the imminent arrival of his baby. However when we caught up with him the following March, six weeks of non-stop crying and diapers had dampened his
fervor for two crowded months with a pack of smelly climbers. What's
more he wasn't going to lend us his boat. The rest of the climbing team
was David Persson whom Alun and I had climbed with the previous summer and Bertrand Eynard a colleague of David's. With time running short,
we had pulled every line, lead and shoelace trying to secure a watery pas-
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sage and were on the verge of giving up and driving to Alaska.
Events quite precipitously changed our perception of the task at
hand, which had been to get north quickly before the brief St. Elias summer slipped by. Within days of our planned departure, David tragically fell
to his death while attempting a telemark descent of Liberty Ridge, Mt.
Rainier. He had been a good friend, our strongest climber and an integral
part of this project since it's inception. We were left reeling short of wits,
short of an expedition member and unsure on which tack to proceed; we
needed time to sort it through. For myself, it only took a few days to decide action was the appropriate course; I wanted to continue with the expedition. It wasn't as much a decision than a growing feeling that, strange
as was to continue in the wake of David's absence, even stranger was to
remain at home and do nothing. After a few weeks we had all reached
similar verdicts: to continue with the climb was to honour David's memory.
The boat shortage ended abruptly as Gambo, the perfect vessel
for our purposes, quite literally materialized in front of us all because of
the large Welsh Dragon painted on her bow. Our new 46-foot steel ketch
was ready and we enlisted Greg Brown, another climber whose zeal for
the project was inspiring and much needed. He had been home less than a
week from a 31-day Mt. Logan Mt. Augusta expedition, but was easily
convinced to quit a job (moreover a decent paying one!) and meet the
Gambo crew in Prince Rupert. Cassinova (Bertrand) needed to attend to
his complicated love life and opted to fly to Yakutat. It was June 15th and
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Gambo most un-quietly and un-promptly slipped her moorings under her
new guise as climber-transportation at the crack of noon with a fine southerly wind blowing.
Our first leg was short as a stop was necessary at Quadra Island
to wait for suitable tides. Timing is crucial in these waters tidal currents
reach up to 16 knots in Seymour Narrows where warships have been destroyed in the maws of the whirlpools. These were tamed somewhat in
1953 when the largest non-nuclear man-made blast at the time (1375 tons
of dynamite) was detonated inside “Ripple Rock” to make Seymour Narrows a safer passage, but we still opted to wait for slack tide. We then
made for open water with a gale at our stern to test the boat, which handled superbly, cruising at 8 to 9 knots and our sea legs, which were not
so reliable in the sloppy seas. There were magical images from Queen
Charlotte Sound and Hecate Strait walls of phosphorescence with green
lines carved Zorro-style by a school of fish zipping close to the surface; we
never discovered what type despite Alun spending much of the witching
hours with a crazed grin on his face and a reel in his hands. Greg met us at
the fuel dock in Prince Rupert in the early morning of June 20th; we
loaded up with more bags, skis, ice axes, another guitar and then we were
five.
Frederick Sound treated us to an hour-long feeding frenzy of
approximately 70 dolphins around the boat followed by visitations of
whale upon whale. Then swinging north around the corner into Chatham
Strait, we dipped our bodies into the wonderfully misnomered Baranoff
“Warm” Springs. Steam rose from a natural granite scoop in the midst of a
coastal rainforest and when the heat threatened to overcome consciousness, meters away a cold glacially-fed waterfall offered opportunities for
personal thermo-regulation. After turning west into Icy Strait and finally
past Glacier Bay (where tide-water glaciers sometimes retreat at several
kilometers per year) we were finished with the Inside Passage and out in
the open Pacific. On June 27th, 270 kilometers north of Icy Strait we arrived in Yakutat only one day after Bertrand had flown in; the team was
reunited.
We continued to the head of Disenchantment Bay where the Valerie and Hubbard Glaciers spew out their ice through a long, large calving
front; the Valerie was our chosen route into the ice fields. Praising our
steel-hulled boat often and liberally, we pushed through the thick brash
directed by a crewmember in the rigging seeking the path of least resistance. Activity was high on the chaotic calving front with rumblings,
grumblings and bergs breaking off every few minutes.
We were all safely ashore by 0830, with Chris and Toby sailing
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Gambo back to her berth at Yakutat. Lack of sleep combined with carrying the rubber zodiac, motor and fuel to a suitable burying place shifted
the entire team into low gear. It was a scene reminiscent of the poppy
fields in the Wizard of Oz: half full backpacks spitting up gear with the
packers strewn about the beach snoring away. I wasn't having any of it
though after recently seeing the movie a childhood flashback of those
damn flying monkeys scared the living daylights out of me and I continued
to bury the zodiac thinking `Lions and Tigers and Bears ... Oh My!'. I had
just avoided trodding in fresh Grizzly scat so bears were on my mind and
I wondered about their cursed taste for rubber.
The poppy effect wore off by midday and soon we were trudging
with our packs along the water. There couldn't have been more sublime
approach sun shining on a pleasant beach with the active toe of the Hubbard immediately to our right; its jumbled calving front had an ice-cube
texture akin only to ice I had seen in ice-falls or glaciers in active surge.
The next morning, two weeks after leaving Vancouver, the first
day of an expedition's effects were felt. Breakfast conversation was as follows:
Alun: “Bertrand, could you grab that piton?”
Bertrand (defiantly): “In exchange for what?”
But there was no need for bickering; as the sun passed the yardarm we had reached continuous snow and could get out our crazy-carpet
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sleds while we worked up a corridor of gentle snow between a Little Ice
Age moraine to our left and an angry crevassed margin to our right.
Under clear blue skies we eventually gained the Valerie through a
crevasse maze at midday, June 30th. The upper valley was stunningly gorgeous the sides of the Valerie basin are near vertical and this end of the
St. Elias receives a ton of precipitation; no make that bucket-loads of
precipitation (I fail to find an appropriate superlative perhaps numbers
say it all? There was still a meter of snow remaining at sea level in May).
That quantity of snow results in a continuous corridor of hanging glaciers
and icefalls through which we were traveling. Tumbling tributary glaciers
assaulted us one after the other from both sides, disturbing the smooth
flow of the Valerie and creating crevasse conundrums to contend with.
Through each mosaic of slots we tiptoed across the one sketchy snowbridge that would deliver us through it felt as if we were threading a needle through many of these crevasse fields. Fortunate and exhilarated, we
reached the divide at the head of the Valerie late in the afternoon of July
2nd also apprehensive about what a few weeks of melt would do to our
return route. We skied across the USA-Canada border (duty free!) to set
up a base camp at 1780 meters close to the proposed ridge. Spirits were
high; we had made 25 kilometers of challenging ground in three days and
had finally reached the base of the climb.
As we prepared for the upcoming escapade, thoughts turned to
David. His accident and subsequent absence invited more introspection
than average on an expedition: when a friend dies, questions of how it
could have been avoided float near the surface, especially as these questions relate to your own life. Some aspects were easy for me I don't like
skiing extreme slopes and so it is easy to say “Avoid extreme skiing”. On
the other hand, I was actively disregarding the obvious solution of “Avoid
mountaineering”. This wasn't an intellectual decision there was no weighing of pros and cons: it's because mountaineering isn't an intellectual endeavor, herein lies the difficulty in answering that fundamental mountaineering question “Why?” and Mallory's somewhat evasive response
“Because it was there.” The notion of climbing mountains is absurd; part
of the appeal is that it is outside the bounds of normalcy and authority. It
is a philosophical journey and the reasons to pursue it are elusive.
Long mid-summer Yukon days make night laughably bright so
we moved during twilight to take advantage of harder snow conditions.
After a few days of rest, route eyeballing and procrastination, we pared
down our weight and began the climb midnight, July 5th. The conditions
were tiring and protection was dodgy the snow had a thin breakable crust
over a thick sugary powder layer; the penetration varied from shin to thigh
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deep. We camped at the base of a rocky ridge at 2100 meters and after
lunch (quickly followed by dinner), snoozed in the sun. The following day
Bertrand's gut was giving him grief and he curled into fetal position at
every opportunity; impatient tugs on the rope elicited moans of “Please
say we have the Immodium with us.” Despite gastro-intestinal difficulties
and even though the rock was no firmer than the snow, Alun and Greg
led us up 600 meters where we enjoyed dinner as the warm sun started it's
daily routine on July 6th at 2700 meters. It was another 900 meters to the
summit for the third night but the snow became much harder so progress
was quick. Bertrand led around, through and bellied his way over three
sets of crevasses to reach the summit of NW Cook (3687 meters) at 0545
on July 7th with clear skies and an excellent view of Mt. Cook, beckoning
us from beyond the five kilometer narrow ridge in between. We had
dubbed this un-climbed route “Two Sphinx Ridge” because of some distinctly shaped cornices on the far end; we descended 100 meters and set
up camp to wait out the day.
Traveling at night through mountains is always a magical
time the subtleties of snow-reflected moonlight brings out gentle aspects
of the landscape that the harsh brightness of the sun washes out. While
moving in and out of the cornices along Two Sphinx Ridge at the start of
the fourth night, that gentleness juxtaposed with the sharp realities of the
ridge struck a surreal chord within me. We made good time and got to the
start of the crux while it was still dark and cold early in the morning of
July 8th, two factors that did not lend us any confidence in the face of the
upcoming difficulties. This was a turning point; continuing would make
return via the ascent route difficult with the amount of food we had. We
had achieved our main goal, which was NW Cook; this ridge to Mt. Cook
was gravy and stretched our food budget.
Deciding to continue we inched our way to a rocky notch using
fixed belays then rappelled down and set up a belay for Bertrand as he
vacillated between going up the rock ridge or low around the corner. He
changed his mind so often it kept him in the middle of the 65$^\circ$ ice
slope until he placed a screw at the bifurcation point, shouted that he was
going down, then proceeded straight up. It was a bold rock lead through
loose and steep blocks, but he managed it and banged in a solid piton anchor at the top of the steep rock where our ridge continued along with a
saner gradient. The rest of us came across with peace of mind, and had
lunch at the top of the notch. It was fairly late, we had been moving for 15
hours, so we camped with 800 meters left to the summit of Mt. Cook. The
earlier view we had had of two nunutaks sticking out of the mist on the
Pacific side had been washed away by the rising clouds and we wondered
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whether our good climbing weather was coming to an end.
With the increased elevation and temperature drop we switched
to a daytime climbing routine and slept the fifth night. The morning saw
us finish Two Sphinx Ridge with a few hundred meters of elevation gained
by climbing over the backs of the sphinx-cornices in lessening visibility.
There were 500 meters left to the summit and it appeared as if the technical difficulties were over and done with; this was fortunate as a whiteout
quickly descended upon us. We nevertheless continued and found ourselves immediately below the summit at 1045 July 9th however exactly
which direction to the summit wasn't clear. We pressed on towards the
nearest local maximum and the going became quite difficult; it was too
cold and windy to be flailing about with no visibility so we descended off
the summit ridge to plan our next move.
This was the end of day 5, food was low, and an unknown descent lay ahead of us.
Alun strongly wanted to set up the tent
where we were and wait it out. His argument prevailed, weighted heavily
by the knowledge that we hadn't managed to summit yet. And we were
\emph{so close}! As we set up the tent a far-away look came into Alun's
eyes and he began to reminisce about his recent Patagonia expedition “Ah,
this reminds me of the summit of Cerro Pared Norte. The storm lasted six
days, and we had no food...” he spouted dreamily. The rest of us thought
of reconsidering the decision to stay, but it was too late. Alun was excit-
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edly unfolding tent poles in the screaming wind. “That was the storm
when the tent got flattened by our collapsed wall!” he chirped. Nostalgia is
a very powerful emotion.
After fifteen hours of being buffeted by severe winds on the
summit ridge, at 0230 a clear patch appeared in the sky. We celebrated by
making a full dinner ration at the end of our 6th night and emerged from
the tent at 0400, just before sunrise. Indeed, we had not been heading in
quite the correct direction the previous day; the true summit was 200 meters the opposite way via an easy snow slope, so we jaunted up to a glorious sunrise on the summit of Mt. Cook (4196 meters) on July 10th and
stepped into the USA once again. We had traveled more than 2000 kilometers over water and climbed 4200 meters over ice for the past three and
half weeks to be honoured with incredible (although cold) views of Augusta, St. Elias, Logan and Vancouver. There is no epiphany upon reaching the goal of a long, committed climb simply a quiet sense of awe and
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The Route up NW Cook (right) and down Cook (left) Dave Hildes
accomplishment at being part of the grandeur that surrounds a peak. The
sun rising behind Mount Vancouver shed it's light on the vista as we had a
celebratory shiver on the summit.
“Whumpf!” Never a good sound in the mountains; in this case it
heralded the collapse of a crevasse lip now a receding crack of light. A
backwards tumble until I was plunging head-first looking up past my toes
completely disoriented, then the climbing rope went taught against my
harness, stretching to take some force from the fall. I was still disoriented;
the first conscious thought made itself heard: I am OK, no piercing from
flailing ice axes. Still disoriented; then I realize that I was hanging upside
down righting myself put my surroundings into perspective and I ensured that adrenaline was not masking injury. Strangely my most immediate concern was my camera, the light being quite interesting. Gathering my
wits, I dismissed the camera and began to extract myself from the crevasse
to join the rest of the team above.
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Our descent was frustrated for 3 days by poor weather, hunger
and the above-mentioned crevasse. Nevertheless by 0500 on July 13th we
had crossed the border three more times and were off the mountain only a
few kilometers from our base camp. We had spent 9 and a half days
climbing NW Cook, Two Sphinx Ridge to Mt. Cook and descending via
the previously climbed north ridge.
With the release of tension from the climb, conversation passed
to David and musings about our reasons for climbing. Tilman, in Adventures Under Sail, has the following motivation for sailing:
Each voyage had a purpose, frivolous though to many that purpose may seem. Rather than escaping from anything we were facing up to
reality. As Belloc said “Everywhere the sea is a teacher of truth. I am not
sure that the best thing I find in sailing is not this salt of reality ... There,
sailing the sea, we play every part of life; control, direction, effort, fate;
and there we can test ourselves and know our state.”
Self-reliance within the bounds of forces larger than oneself is a
common thread between ocean passage making and mountaineering. Ultimately I believe that the “it” within Mallory's “Because it was there” is the
paradoxical combination of freedom and constraint that the mountains
(and the sea) offer freedom to follow a self-determined course, to explore magnificent areas of this earth where none have been before, to reduce life to the basics. That freedom is tightly constrained by factors completely and utterly out of our control such as the stability of a snow slope
or a storm.
David once wrote “I do not know my motivation for climbing.
But one thing I do know: having finished a good day of climbing, particularly ice or alpine, I feel happy as a trouble-free child, smiling from hair to
toe. It could be that you are just happy still being alive, but I think it is
more than that.” This is most telling. Mountaineering is not simply about
scraping through a dangerous situation it is not a game of Russian roulette. There is deeper satisfaction involved that is difficult to elucidate,
perhaps even defies words. It is about living, about living fully and completely and no one knew this better than David. Safety is of course a concern, but living in complete safety does not lead to a complete life; most
extreme sports exist despite, not because, of their extreme nature. In
memory of David and his love for the mountains, we decided to apply to
have NW Cook renamed “Mt. Persson”.
To name a Canadian geographic feature, an application must be
made to the senior topynomist at the permanent committee on geographical names, which has been in existence in various guises since 1897. There
are now guiding principles in accordance with international naming stan-
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perhaps even defies words. It is about living, about living fully and completely and no one knew this better than David. Safety is of course a concern, but living in complete safety does not lead to a complete life; most
extreme sports exist despite, not because, of their extreme nature. In
memory of David and his love for the mountains, we decided to apply to
have NW Cook renamed “Mt. Persson”.
To name a Canadian geographic feature, an application must be
made to the senior topynomist at the permanent committee on geographical names, which has been in existence in various guises since 1897. There
are now guiding principles in accordance with international naming stan-
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dards; gone are the days where commemorative names are bestowed by
climbing parties unless it is in the public interest to honour a person by
applying their name to a geographical feature. Of course we knew this beforehand and as expected the name was not accepted. Yet it was important for us to commemorate David on this climb and to us the act of applying gave the name substance; in the end that's all we really needed.
We returned to the Valerie Glacier at daybreak of July 14th
(crossing the border) but unfortunately the tenuous snow bridges which
we had ascended the Valerie on were much worse for wear due to two
weeks of melt. Reluctantly we formed a new plan we suspected radio
contact was possible with planes en route from Yakutat to a logging camp
in Icy Bay from Point Glorious where the Seward and Malaspina Glaciers
join 50 kilometers away. Bertrand was in pain from some relict frostbite
on his feet and wasn't looking forward to a long march, therefore we split
with Alun, Greg and I going to Point Glorious (cross-border, crossborder, cross-border) carrying a two-day supply of food and only bivouac
gear.
Greg, coming from a cross-country ski background, is a certified
wax-head. With the thought of a 50 kilometer flattish ski he began to salivate heavily, lost no time in getting out his gear and began layering Swix
Special Red vigorously on everyone's skis; Alun observed, somewhat anxiously, having a neophyte's suspicion of the art of waxing, but there is no
stopping a frenzied Nordic skier armed with a cork. Greg was off at loppet race-pace with Alun and I breathlessly trying to catch up and Bertrand
waving good-bye, keeping guard over most of the gear and food, a selection of books and comfortable booties. The next morning we surprised
ourselves by making radio contact immediately upon climbing Point Glorious (i.e. the plan worked!) and by the end of the day we were all back on
Gambo celebrating with drinks and fresh Halibut, compliments of some
friendly fishermen.
Bertrand was flying back to Vancouver, and we had arranged for
another crewmember, Armel Castellan, to meet us in Yakutat; he had been
awaiting our arrival. On July 16th, with a quick change of personnel, Armel, Alun, Greg and I retrieved the dingy, then sailed to outside waters
where Poseidon treated us well with favorable winds and by July 20th we
were coming into Dixon Entrance, crossing the border one last time into
Canadian waters. We stopped for a dip on Hot Springs Island in the
Queen Charlottes, our first bath since the pit stop at Baranoff Warm
Springs weeks and weeks before. This is part of the motivation to engage
in expeditions: to expel yourself from everyday life and its set of rituals like bathing; by ridding life of habits an appreciation for those which
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really matter arises like bathing.
Sailing to and from a climb offers an intermediary avenue connecting urban and mountain life where existence is still focused on safely
getting to where you want to go. July 26th: a clear, hot and unfortunately
still day marked our return to Vancouver. After a quick pit stop at Wreck
Beach, the clothing optional Vancouver landmark, to pick up some friends
(and a beer-vender who hitched a ride) we were moored safely again to a
dock. The cycle was complete: Gambo had ushered our return to all the
follies and wonders of an urban existence.
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Bertrand, Greg, Alun, and Dave on Cook with Mt. Logan behind
(Warbler and Hummingbird Ridges)
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Pedal & Paddle

Pedal & Paddle

(a.k.a. Piddle & Puddle)
By Elissa Clifford
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By Elissa Clifford

On the computer screen flashed an exciting e-mail:
“Come along, and bike and boat and see whales!
A weekend away—what fun!
A weekend of play in the sun!
Who wants to go?” Oh, we shall!
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Pedaling and paddling, what a glorious trip—
I’ve got a bike, and Jen, a sea-worthy ship.
Jaclyn makes three,
What a great crew we’ll be!
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Rebecca Spit, Quadra Island, B.C. Francesca Setiach
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Excitement has got us in its grip
Discussing the adventure with Roj on the phone…
He’s coming, but he won’t be alone!
The new girl along?
What more can go wrong?
My excitement about the trip is blown.
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Discussing the adventure with Roj on the phone…
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My excitement about the trip is blown.

The morning of our departure is wet
How much unluckier can you get?
We sulk and we pout,
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But still we head out,
Telling fate, “Oh, you haven’t stopped us yet!”

But still we head out,
Telling fate, “Oh, you haven’t stopped us yet!”

Jac and I arrive at Jen’s in our truck,
A fancy Forerunner with style and pluck.
We put the boat on the roof,
Our knots are foolproof!
We’re determined this weekend won’t suck.
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Driving along in the truck from work,
We’re startled by a crash, a bang, and a jerk.
The ropes have gone slack!
The boat’s sliding back!
Jen examines the canoe and goes berserk.
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We’re startled by a crash, a bang, and a jerk.
The ropes have gone slack!
The boat’s sliding back!
Jen examines the canoe and goes berserk.

In a rainy parking lot we investigate the loss—
Cracked canoe, damaged truck (can’t tell the boss)
The truck is a rental!
I start to go mental!
We ought to go home, rent some movies, and hit the sauce.

In a rainy parking lot we investigate the loss—
Cracked canoe, damaged truck (can’t tell the boss)
The truck is a rental!
I start to go mental!
We ought to go home, rent some movies, and hit the sauce.

In the lot, we have a hasty debate—
For the appointed rendezvous, we’re already late.
We’ll let the others know
We’re not going to go,
Then head back to Jac’s to mope and inebriate.
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We’re not going to go,
Then head back to Jac’s to mope and inebriate.

The original meeting place was in Deep Cove,
So it was to there we solemnly drove.
With the others we’d share
Our thoughts of despair,
And into the details of the dilemma we dove.
After patiently listening for a quite some while,
The others said cunningly with a smile,
“How ‘bout plan B?
It’ll work—you’ll see!
Don’t give up, you can still go in style!”

The original meeting place was in Deep Cove,
So it was to there we solemnly drove.
With the others we’d share
Our thoughts of despair,
And into the details of the dilemma we dove.
After patiently listening for a quite some while,
The others said cunningly with a smile,
“How ‘bout plan B?
It’ll work—you’ll see!
Don’t give up, you can still go in style!”

So another plan was invented
And even though our truck, boat, and spirits were dented,
We rallied, we persevered

So another plan was invented
And even though our truck, boat, and spirits were dented,
We rallied, we persevered
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Sure, it was a little weird,
But Roger, Jen, and I took Lucy and abandoned the truck I’d rented.

Sure, it was a little weird,
But Roger, Jen, and I took Lucy and abandoned the truck I’d rented.

Around Vancouver we drove like persons deranged
Fred’s warped canoe for Jen’s cracked one we exchanged.
Meanwhile Jac joined Mark and Dawn,
And when we returned, they had gone.
Quickly, we followed them to the place we’d arranged.
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Fred’s warped canoe for Jen’s cracked one we exchanged.
Meanwhile Jac joined Mark and Dawn,
And when we returned, they had gone.
Quickly, we followed them to the place we’d arranged.

The paddle up Indian Arm is long
But seems shorter, thanks to tea, beer, and song.
The rain kept coming down,
And a smile replaced my frown—
It’s hard to be upset with good friends, good food, and good scenery
along.
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along.

When we got to the dock where the bikers would meet us,
Only Mark’s empty canoe was there to greet us
Darkness was falling,
There was no time for stalling,
But some men aboard another boat invited us in to re-heat us.
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Darkness was falling,
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But some men aboard another boat invited us in to re-heat us.

Cozy inside with these men and their doggy,
Jen, Roj, and I left the others to the rain and the foggy.
The radiator was glowing,
The tequila was flowing,
Who cared if outside it was soggy?
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Jen, Roj, and I left the others to the rain and the foggy.
The radiator was glowing,
The tequila was flowing,
Who cared if outside it was soggy?

When Anne-Marie and Jac came to retrieve us,
We told them we were coming (but they didn’t believe us).
They stayed for a round
With the men and the hound,
Then we all left, sloshing up to the campsite in our boots and our Tevas.

When Anne-Marie and Jac came to retrieve us,
We told them we were coming (but they didn’t believe us).
They stayed for a round
With the men and the hound,
Then we all left, sloshing up to the campsite in our boots and our Tevas.

Our friends had set camp in a space dry and warm,
An abandoned garage, which was safe from the storm.
As we sat down to sup,
The rain wouldn’t let up
But comfy and full, we were in fine form.
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The rain wouldn’t let up
But comfy and full, we were in fine form.

The party continued well into the night

The party continued well into the night
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With plenty of laughter and hardly a fight.
Cheese that talked,
Muffins that walked…
Nonsense and silliness to most everyone’s delight!
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Nonsense and silliness to most everyone’s delight!

We slept late in morning through the rooster’s crowing.
(It was well after ten before anyone got going).
In the morning we made
The prearranged trade—
The boaters were wheeling and the bikers were rowing!

We slept late in morning through the rooster’s crowing.
(It was well after ten before anyone got going).
In the morning we made
The prearranged trade—
The boaters were wheeling and the bikers were rowing!

On Mike’s borrowed bike I pedaled the track,
Keeping company with my dear friends Jen and Jac.
The others went ahead
(At their pace I’d be dead),
Finally the clouds had broken, and the sun was at my back!

On Mike’s borrowed bike I pedaled the track,
Keeping company with my dear friends Jen and Jac.
The others went ahead
(At their pace I’d be dead),
Finally the clouds had broken, and the sun was at my back!

Up and up and up the path went—
Jac’s bike was too big and she was totally spent.
She and Jen spent time afoot,
I moseyed along, feeling good.
We enjoyed a mellower pace than the one on which the others were bent.

Up and up and up the path went—
Jac’s bike was too big and she was totally spent.
She and Jen spent time afoot,
I moseyed along, feeling good.
We enjoyed a mellower pace than the one on which the others were bent.

After hours and ages we reached the top of the hill
(We had to cross a river into which Jen fell).
The downhill was so fast,
We were in Squamish before any time passed!
After so much biking, it was nice to sit and drive for a spell.

After hours and ages we reached the top of the hill
(We had to cross a river into which Jen fell).
The downhill was so fast,
We were in Squamish before any time passed!
After so much biking, it was nice to sit and drive for a spell.

The others waited at Fred’s eating pizza pie
To meet up, gather gear, and get dry.
The weekend was done,
And it’d been pretty fun,
I thought as I went to sleep with a sigh.
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To meet up, gather gear, and get dry.
The weekend was done,
And it’d been pretty fun,
I thought as I went to sleep with a sigh.

Three girls, three bikes, and a Canadian dory,
Gone off for sun, adventure and glory.
That’s not what we got,
But we gave it a shot.
And hey, it makes a really good story!
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June 11, 2000

Windy

Windy

By Roberta Holden

By Roberta Holden

Estartit, Spain

June 11, 2000

Estartit, Spain

Now that I’m clean, dry and fed, I can’t help but feel a bit blasé
about my day of sailing solo in up to 65 knots, although, it was definitely
beyond anything I’d ever sailed in before, even with a crew. The forecast
didn’t look good, but it looked even worse for the following day and I had
to get my boat from Port Vendres, France down to Estartit, Spain by tomorrow in time for measurement for the Porquerolles race. So with this as
an incentive, I headed out for the forty-mile sail down the coast.
I was ready for a day that would seek out those all-elusive limits,
but I have to admit, that leaving that harbour this afternoon, I had my
doubts. As I turned onto my course the boat started surfing at 8 knots
with nothing but bare poles exposed. With 50-60 knots of wind screeching
through the rigging and gusts to 65 kts (hurricane force) it took a bit of
effort to convince myself to put some sail up. I put the boat on autopilot,
not entirely convinced that it would hold in these seas, and hoisted the
ORC (small sail forward of the mast). Once I took the helm again things
seemed to settle down. I imagined myself just surfing a small dinghy on a
windy day. I even found myself instinctively hopping back, as if to pop the
bow up and prevent the boat from nose-diving into the trough of the
wave - like that’s really going to help here! I was starting to feel a bit
cocky: “65 knots - piece of cake!” but after a knockdown and then another, I was reminded that sailing downwind was one thing, but there was
no turning back and trying to beat into this storm.
It was a grey, rainy day full of foam and spray. If I’d taken a picture off to the left I could have told anyone it was the Southern Ocean.
The next warm wave in the face quickly reminded me it was still the Med,
though, with the spectacular Pyrenees foothills off to the right. It was a
great day and you couldn’t have wiped the grin off my face. The next challenge, though, was to gybe the boat as we passed the all-fearsome Cabo
Creuz, a peninsula, which the locals warned me, caused the wind to funnel
around and intensify. The gybe went off without a hitch as I didn’t have a
mainsail up to deal with and the headsail was already sheeted hard on both
sides. The tricky part was to unclip and reattach myself to the high side
while steering the boat and trying to keep it on the wave and myself on the
boat.
I was almost disappointed to sight the Spanish port. Surely I
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couldn’t have just sailed in this much breeze without some disaster story
to show for it! Even docking the boat in the squally harbour went off
without a hitch, thanks to some of the sailors who had arrived before me
plus a few of the locals who were there to lend a hand. Oh well, at least
I’ve moved my ladder a little higher and can now see over to the next challenge...
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In the Footsteps of the Wolf
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A Story of the First Single Season Wilderness
Traverse of Western Canada
By Martin J. Maines

A Story of the First Single Season Wilderness
Traverse of Western Canada
By Martin J. Maines

On the morning of October 22,nd of 2000, I stumbled into a small
town located in the high arctic of Canada’s North West Territories. I was at the
brink of collapse from sheer exhaustion and exposure to the arctic weather. A
storm had battered me all night, and the temperatures had dropped well below
–20 C, to a point where I had to abandon the option of stopping at any point,
for fear of freezing. With only a down jacket, a litre of water and a small bag of
food, I had travelled 100 km by foot across the winter stricken land. In the preceding 20 hours, I had pushed myself farther and harder than at any other time
in my life.
The town of Inuvik lies alongside the Mackenzie River at its confluence with the Arctic Ocean. It is a town of less than 4,000 people, and it was
here that I ended an adventure that lasted over 186 days and encompassed half
a year of my life. The town itself was a hodge podge of wind battered houses
and aluminium sheds scattered about on a treeless hilltop and enveloped in a sea
of white, lifeless silence. And as I staggered into that desolate town, that morning, a silent but distinct sense of relief and accomplishment filled me. Inuvik
offered no “pot of gold”, or even much of a climax to the expedition, but during this journey, it was not really the destination that mattered so much as the
amazing journey I had endured over the last 6 months. I had travelled for over
5,200 kilometres through what is known as the heart of North America’s greatest wilderness. I had crossed thousands of streams, creeks and rivers. I had
made my way cross-country through the wilderness, through hundreds of valleys, river systems, and mountain passes. I had encountered hundreds of wild
animals - grizzly bear, elk, caribou, lynx, wolverine, and many others, and paddled along 4 rivers, travelling over 2000 kilometres of waterways. Through all of
this, I came to know the spirit of the most beautiful land I have ever known.
Two years of university had done me good, my understanding of the
world around me had been focused ever so slightly. But, like a helium balloon
inflated with knowledge, I rose until the balloon sagged and slowly drifted back
to earth. Knowledge without a deeper meaning had brought me back, and
around January 2000 I found myself floundering through textbooks, lectures,
and exams, trying to find meaning in it all.
The trip’s concept began, I suppose, one January evening in 2000,
when I was eagerly looking over a map of North America, looking for places to
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go and things to see. I had done a few long distance hiking trips before, one of
which was the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT), which runs from Mexico to Canada
through Washington, Oregon, and California. I had been thinking about the
idea of pioneering a long wilderness route through western Canada. Only one
person had hiked the entire Canadian Rockies in one season. Many had canoed
the Mackenzie River, but no one had done a single season wilderness traverse
across the entire country. Before long, I started looking at ways to tackle this
endeavour. By mid March I was headlong into planning, logistics, sponsorship,
and setting up resupplies, which would vary from 4 to 14 days apart. Just before
May, the layout of the trip went as follows. I would begin on the 8th of May,
2000, in Waterton National Park at the US - Canada border, and from there I
would hike/snow-shoe north through the Canadian Rockies for four months
covering ~2700 km. I would traverse through the wilderness on trails and cross
-country, but would avoid roads as much as possible. By mid June, I would
have left my snowshoes and hiked trails north through Banff and Jasper National Parks. From Jasper northward, I would be without trails, and would
travel another two months through the wilderness to Stone Mountain Provincial Park on the Alaska Highway. I would then meet a friend who was equipped
with a canoe and foul weather gear. On September 5th we would push off from
the shores of the Muskwa River and travel six weeks north down several rivers,
the largest of which would be the Liard and Mackenzie. From research, I found
that the river usually froze less than a week after my arrival date in Inuvik, so we
were equipped to deal with the possibility of a frozen river but we were hoping
that we would make it just in the nick of time.
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I have been doing trips out into the mountains in Alaska and around
BC for four years now. Last spring I came to a point in my life where I realised
that it was no longer enough for me to go out into the wild and take with me so
may incredible experiences without giving something back. I began to feel a
personal responsibility to give back in some way to the places I had been exploring. While planning for my trip I saw a slide show about a progressive new conservation initiative in the Rockies.
The Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative (Y2Y) began several years back when Dr. Paul Paquet, a wildlife biologist of the World Wildlife
Fund, and member of the Conservation Biology Institute, in Oregon, pioneered
new research on wolves in western Canada. It was Paquet’s research along with
others that has begun to redefine our concept of wildlife conservation. Paquet’s
team spent years radio-collaring wolves and found that these large carnivores
were travelling huge distances in search of food, mates and adequate habitat,
and that these distances far exceeded the area of any of our National Parks. In
the past, it was thought that we could preserve populations of Grizzly Bear,
Wolf, Wolverine, and Lynx by designating reserves, and parks that would have
all necessities the animals needed in order to live. Because the habitat these animals require is larger than the parks, they are travelling outside preserves and are
getting hunted, run over, or limited in habitat due to urban sprawl. Another
major concern is that when populations become isolated there is less genetic
dispersal; this usually leads to inbreeding depression weakening the population
as a whole. In order to save these creatures a new plan has been developed to
allow the survival of wildlife like the wolf and other large carnivores that depend
upon large areas in order to survive. I was able to set up a pledge project with
the Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative and collect donations for
every kilometre that I travelled.
The Y2Y initiative’s plan is designed by scientists, researchers,
and ecologists, and is now actively supported by over 120 non-profit organisations. Y2Y intends to conserve the beauty, health, and natural diversity of the
Rocky Mountains from the Yellowstone Park to the Mackenzie Mountains, in
the Northwest Territories. Y2Y proposes to restore and maintain landscape
and habitat connectivity by establishing a system of core protected wildlife reserves, transition zones, and wildlife movement corridors which will allow large
carnivores to travel from safe haven to safe haven. In many rural areas including Western Canada, industries like forestry and mining provide jobs and well
being for many people. Unlike some bull-headed conservation proposals, the
Yellowstone to Yukon Initiative understands this. It is an integrated land management plan that honours industries’ needs and at the same time recognises
and preserves key areas that are important for a healthy ecosystem.
After four months of tedious planning and logistics, I completed the
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last of my spring exams and headed for Waterton Park, and, as planned, I set
out from the US border. During the first three weeks my partner, Crystal
Huscroft and I hiked with ease along the foothills of the southern Rockies. We
stayed to the east of the divide, where there was less snow-pack. But before long
we ended up in thy deep isothermal snow-pack south of Banff. After an epic
three-day “postholing fest”, while going over Pullisitilla Pass, we reached the
town of Banff. There we heard from locals, that during the previous month a
meter of snow had accumulated on the Continental Divide! From there we
used snow-shoes, and I must admit, I questioned if summer would ever come
to the Rockies.
In the weeks that followed, warmer days came, rain fell instead of
snow, and from time to time the sun would warm us, and bake down upon the
shrinking snow-pack. Sometimes I could almost visualise all that snow melting
away in the valleys around us, knowing that soon the day would come when the
mountains would be free of winter’s grip.
One process had escaped my mind during all this; when snow melts it
doesn’t just disappear. In reality when it melts, it turns into water, and floods
every valley, swamp, river, and stream. So to make a drastic understatement,
“yes, we got our feet wet.” Jeremy, my brother, hiked with me for two months
of my journey. For the most part, we travelled cross-country without trails, this
meant we had no bridges. Some streams were no deeper than your waist and
we would just wade across them. But others, like the Murray, Muskwa, Jackpine, and the Narrway, were too deep to wade. In this case we would just plastic bag our clothes, maps, sleeping bags, etc, jump in the river, and swim across.
Usually, the river would catch us and pull us down stream a few hundred metres
and then spit us out on the other side. But there is something extra-exciting
about being at the whim of a wild river, knowing fully that you’re not in total
control of the situation, and that to some degree it is the river that will decide if
it’s going to let you go or not.
Other than the tourist-based towns of Banff and Jasper, and a handfull of other small mining and logging towns, not too many people make there
home in the Rockies. Much of the land I hiked through had little or absolutely
no human development. Because of this, the Rocky Mountain corridor is still
home to thousands of unique wild animals, including elk, caribou, moose, wolf,
bear, sheep, and wolverine. For many of these creatures the Rocky Mountains
represents the animal’s last strong hold. In southern Jasper Park I spotted 37
Mountain Sheep together on one hillside. In some places we would hike game
trails, where we could count up to four separate bear prints in one spot on the
trail. In fact during the four months that I hiked, I saw fresh bear prints almost
every single day. We hiked along elk trails near Kakwa Lake that were wider
than an ATV track, with hundreds and hundreds of hoof tracks that had pulver-
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ised the vegetation and left a
wide swath of dirt and mud. In
the Northern Rockies we
passed through areas that have
been described as the
‘Serengeti” of North America,
and having seen the density of
wildlife in these areas, I can’t
disagree. Western Canada is,
without a doubt, rich in wildlife,
and it was amazing to have the
chance to immerse myself in
such a rich diversity of life.
My brother and I were
making our way across a large
alpine meadow just north of
Moose Pass in Mount. Robson
Provincial Park when we came
upon a Grizzly. We noticed the
bear and immediately started
walking away from it, but within
a few moments he had seen us
and decided to find out what we were by running towards us. Neither of us
were comfortable with our situation, actually I don’t know of anyone who
would be all to comfortable when 350 pounds of muscle, claws, and three inch
canines comes barrelling towards them. We both yelled aloud, and the bear
stopped his forward approach just 30 yards from us and stood upon his hind
legs to catch our scent. He rose like the monarch that he is, until he stood over
8 feet off the ground. And though we were able to leave his “turf” without
anything too drastic happening, one can’t go unaffected by an encounter with
such a powerful animal.
Over the years I have developed a great respect for this animal. It is a
combination of the fear I have of it, and the awe of its power, grace, and adaptability. It is one of my favourite creatures for these reasons. I walked and canoed through Grizzly bear habitat my entire trip. So being aware of these fearless critters was very important. We would yell to warn them of our presence,
and we had bear spray and bangers for protection, but I question their effectiveness. We noted their presence almost every day of the trip, whether it was fresh
tracks, diggings, scat, or rub trees. Often we could smell their scent when they
were nearby. In fact, sometimes we could even feel their presence, as a slight
tension in the air when they were just out of view of us. Out of months and
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months of being around them, they never threatened or harmed us, mostly I
think they just noticed our presence and stayed away. Often the bear is regarded as a monster, his actions are unpredictable and because of this, everyone
fears him. I may have been just plain lucky during my trip, but instead I like to
think that the Grizzly deserves a little more credit than we often give it, and that
it understands some things that even humans haven’t come to understand.
On July 1st my brother and I left the town of Jasper. From that point
north we entered into a section of wilderness that very few have ever traversed.
For 32 consecutive days, the only existence of humans we ever saw were two
ranger cabins, and a few old hunting trails. We saw no roads, no cars, no planes,
and only a hand-full of people near our two resupply points. Sometimes it felt
as though the world around us had never known that humans even existed, as
though we were ghosts wandering through a world that was oblivious to our
existence. We travelled almost the entire time way up in the hinterlands, bobbing in and out of the treeline, making our way through the upper headwaters
of the rivers along the continental divide. In some upper valleys that we passed
through and on obscure peaks that we scrambled to the top of, it was wild to
fancy the probability that maybe no other human had stepped foot there before.
But often I find it hard to describe what felt like to be surrounded by such a vast
untouched wilderness. I do know that it was something that has changed my life
forever.
I remember climbing up over a ridge crest and looking down upon the
upper Killmore Valley, as far as I could see to the west there were no roads, no
clear-cuts, just one beautiful vibrant dark green blanket of trees, and at the valleys centre a gentle meandering river. The upper Killmore is not protected in
any way, but for reasons of geography it is totally intact. It is good to know that
there are still places on this planet where the cycles of nature continue as they
have for thousands of years. I yelled out across the huge expanse of space in
front if me, “long live the Killmore!” And as I looked out over the valley I
couldn’t help but smile just knowing that it was there, and that it was still
healthy.
By July, most of the snow was gone in the mountains, and warm sunny
days brought life to the valleys. I could remember hearing stories of the Lewis
and Clark expedition across what is now the central and western US. They described crossing the central plains, and how their team would walk through endless fields of wildflowers that extended as far as the eye could see. During the
month of July when my brother and I were hiking north from Jasper, wild flowers filled the mountains, covered huge, open, alpine meadows, and lined every
pond, stream, and bog for miles around. Day after day we waded through
amazing fields of brilliant yellow, red, pink, and purple.
After 32 days of being in the wilderness we dropped down off of the
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continental divide and travelled east in order to pick up a resupply in the town
of Chetwynd, and to get around the Peace Reach. In Chetwynd, my brother
decided to head back south to be with his girlfriend. A few days later I met up
with Jeff Martin, a friend from University. Jeff and I got to know each other
during the spring of ‘99 when we were both part of a team that climbed the
East Ridge of Mt. Logan. On the 5th of August, we left the town of Hudson
Hope to traverse the Northern Rockies to the Alaskan Hwy. For 25 days and
about 450 km we crossed no roads and saw no towns. The Northern Rockies
is British Columbia’s hidden treasure. Just to the north of the Peace River the
mountains are small and forested but further to the north they grow larger until
there are thousands of massive 10,000-foot peaks. Throughout the northern
Rockies the forests are dry, which makes bush whacking almost obsolete. Now
that it was August the rivers were no longer flooding which made them easy to
cross.
We had been following tracks for three hours up a muddy outfitter
trail, north of the Muskwa River in the Northern Rockies. I counted three separate fresh wolf tracks, and they were all heading up into the same alpine bowl
we were heading to. As we climbed, the trees grew shorter and shorter, until we
breached the tree line and we could see our pass at the head of the valley. The
trail ended and we began to pick our way up through the high willow bushes.
Just as we did this, we started to hear the wolves howl. First just one of them
started, and then several more joined in until we could hear five of six separate
howls, yips and hoots. The howls scrambled together into one single deep chaotic melody that bellowed out across the barren valley. It struck the dark craggy
mountainsides and echoed back and forth until the entire valley was filled with a
living sound, the likes of which I have never heard before. Later we found
other tracks and we speculated that two packs had reunited there and were having a celebration.
The wolf has all but disappeared from most of the lower US. It was
hunted and pushed out by development, and now in North America it exists
only in small pocket in Mexico and in much of Canada. Just recently in the
lower 48 states, reintroduction programs have taken place because people now
understand the ill effects of removing such a dominant predator from the ecosystem. This leads us to believe we have learned our lesson with the wolf, but in
truth have we? In the Northern Rockies and much of northern BC the government leaves the responsibility of game management up to big game hunting
outfits that control large tracks of wildlife habitat. Hunters see the wolf as a pest
that reduces the population of their prize trophies like, sheep, elk, caribou, and
moose. Although this argument runs into serious criticism by ecologists, hunters have been dealing with the issue by exterminating the wolf. While reading
over a hunting regulation booklet put out by the Ministry of Environment, I
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found that in some places in BC, one is allowed to hunt up to 10 Wolves per
trip. On top of that there is no compulsory report needed for hunting the species, meaning hunters don’t have to report to the government the number of
wolves they kill. I talked to a local from Fort Nelson BC who said that hunting
outfitters will often hire people to go into their hunting area during the winter
and exterminate as many wolves as possible. This raw abuse of such a beautiful
creature is absolutely appalling to me, its amazing that in Canada we would let
such a genocide occur, in light of the fact that we know well the consequences
we will be faced with if the wolf is hunted out.
On the 2nd of September Jeff and I reached the Alaska Hwy and celebrated. But the celebration didn’t last long, after four months of hiking I had
finished the first leg of my journey, but I still had over 2000 km of rivers to the
north. Verena Blasy, a friend
from UBC, was driving north
from Vancouver with a canoe.
Two days after reaching the
Alaska Hwy, I said farewell to
Jeff, and Verena and I pushed
of from the muddy shores of
the Muskwa River.
We were both well aware of
the onset of winter that would
soon come. It was now the 5th
of September. We talked to
people that assured us we
would never make it to the
Arctic Ocean, and that the river
would freeze long before we
would reach our destination.
Other locals told us that we
had a chance of making it if we
paddled really hard. Like fools,
we ignored both of the suggestions. Instead we spent most
of our days basking in the fall
sunshine, eating chocolate
cookies, and pondering the
meaning of it all, while the river sent us drifting slowly downstream. For the
entire month of September we enjoyed an amazingly warm “Indian Summer.”
We camped on sandbars every night, fished, and even swam in the river a few
times.
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meaning of it all, while the river sent us drifting slowly downstream. For the
entire month of September we enjoyed an amazingly warm “Indian Summer.”
We camped on sandbars every night, fished, and even swam in the river a few
times.
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One evening we stopped to camp for the night on a small island, we
were about to go to sleep when we saw a flock of migrating birds moving south
across the dim blue sky. Just before we zipped the tent Verena realised that the
flock had turned and was flying back north. We watched the flocks move in a
broad circular motion above us, and as they did, they called out making a chattering noise. Just a few moments later we saw three more flocks appear from
the north, they joined up with the first flock, and slowly began descending over
the island. Countless more flocks arrived and followed suit, until there were
more than a thousand birds circling above our tent. The whole show lasted for
at least 30 minutes, until one by on the flocks touched down on the sand bar
within 200 feet of out tent. We later found that they were Sandhill Cranes, and
just by chance we camped on the island that they use as a stop-over point during their migration south. I can remember lying in the tent hearing them all
around and just thinking of how lucky we were to experience such an incredible
display of natural history.
Eventually Verena and I started realising how far we had to go. We did
some math and realised we needed to pick up the pace a bit if we wanted to
reach Inuvik before the river froze. One day Verena and I rounded a large bend
in the river, where we saw two small white canvas tents on the opposite riverbank. Since we had not seen people in over a week, we decided to stop and
visit. At first we were greeted by a middle aged native woman and her child, she
invited us up to the tent and offered us tea. Just a few minuets later the rest of
the family showed up, they had been off moose hunting. A larger man named
Henry introduced himself to us. He told us his family was of Slavey descent,
and that each fall they come out to this spot on the river for their traditional fall
hunt. The camp itself was like a living museum; there were animal hides
stretched out over wooden frames. Meat had been hung by crudely fashioned
hooks over an open fireplace to dry. Historically the fall hunt was important for
storing dried meat and fish, rations that would last the people during the long
winter months. Because not many vegetables can grow in the far north, the
traditional Slavey diet was about 95% meat. Just before leaving Henry offered
us some fresh moose meat. He was incredibly generous, and before we had a
chance to decline, he had given us practically a quarter of a moose, and a large
chunk of moose fat. I was vegetarian before this trip but as it got colder we
both started craving the meat fat. And by the end of the trip we were eating
moose steaks almost exclusively. We met many more native families during our
trip, they were all great people and having a chance to get a glimpse into their
lifestyle was amazing.
On the 3rd of October our warm weather ended, when a huge storm
the strength of which I have never seen before hit us. We were camped out on a
large treeless sand bar when it hit. For five entire days we were stuck while
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winds and snow relentlessly pounded against the tent. I remember going out
into the storm to get food from under the canoe. The wind almost blew me off
my feet it was so strong, and when I reached the canoe I found it barred under
two feet of snow. As I dug under it to find the food I couldn’t help but question if our journey to Inuvik was over. On the evening of the fifth day of the
storm the clouds broke up and the wind began to die. We set off from the is-
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land the next morning and travelled north. From then on the weather was good
to us, but the temperature remained cold.
Two more snowstorms had fallen leaving the land blanketed in white,
and the temperatures had begun to plummet to –20 C at night and only –5 C
during the day. Every night we would go to sleep praying that the river would
not be frozen the next morning, thus stranding us hundreds of kilometres from
the closest road. On the 18th of October we reached the village of Tsiigehtchic,
where we got news that the river to the north of us was frozen. Within two
days of reaching the village, massive ice sheets started filling the river around the
village, and within a week it was frozen solid. We would paddle no longer, but
in making it to the town of Tsiigehtchic we had reached the road system, and
just 125 km north was the town of Inuvik, our final destination. We were able
to sell our canoe, and borrow some rucksacks. We packed five days of food,
and started walking down the dirt road towards Inuvik. We walked two days,
until a local stopped in his truck to tell us that the roads were closing in 24
hours, and that if we wanted to get out of the Arctic before then we had better
hurry up.
At that time our only economically viable option for leaving the north was to
hitch-hike south along the Dempster Hwy that cuts its way 600 km though the
Mackenzie Mountains to Dawson City, from there roads could take us south to
White Horse, and eventually to Vancouver. But, for two months during the fall
and spring the roads are closed during a period when ferries can’t cross the frozen river, and the ice hadn’t formed thick enough to create an ice road. Within
24 hours the road system would be closed and we would be stuck in the high
arctic for over a month. Suddenly, I realised that I had less than 24 hours to
complete my journey to Inuvik, but the town was still over 100 km to the north.
In a last ditch effort I abandoned all my over-night gear and attempted a committing non-stop push to the end. Verena stayed with the tent and the rest of
my gear and hitched-hiked south the next day, where, whether I succeeded or
not, I would hitch back and meet her and proceed south together. At 10:00pm,
after a full day of hiking I packed up only the essentials I needed and trekked
north through the darkness. Over 100 km and 20 hours later I stumbled into
the town of Inuvik, my body trembled with exhaustion, and my feet were frozen and pulverised from the distance I had come. I had reached the end of my
journey, but I had little energy to celebrate. Instead we celebrated over 1,000
km to the south at Liard Hot Springs, where Verena and I stopped and spent
one and a half days soaking in the hot thermal waters, and thawing that “arctic
chill” out of our bones.
For me this journey had a lot to do with gaining a sense of place. I set
out to gain a better understanding, and develop a better kinship with the natural
world around me. And through this came a sense of peace, a sense of whole-
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ness, and a better understanding of my own role amongst the cosmos. Western
Canada is amazingly beautiful, more so than I could possibly describe in this
article. Its beauty is something that doesn’t often go unnoticed, but from time
to time all of us need to be reminded of how special this wilderness is on a
global scale. Canada is the second largest county on the earth, and yet it has
fewer people living in it than do some cities around the world. Globally, there
aren’t a lot of areas that have not been effected by humans. Most people on
this earth live in places where the forests were decimated years ago, the wildlife
crippled by development and hunting, and pollution a major concern for the
well-being of people and the ecosystem. We in Canada have been blessed with
the fact that we still have wilderness, abundant wildlife, and clean streams and
air. At the same rate we are drastically reducing this “natural wealth”. Gas and
oil exploration, mining, clear-cutting, and unsustainable hunting practices, are
taking a major toll on these wild lands. In short time, if these practices go unchallenged we will lose this natural beauty forever.
This leaves us all with the obvious question, what can we do to protect
our wild lands, and all the critters that make there homes there? Right now, all
across BC and Alberta there are local conservation initiatives that are working to
save and protect what is left of the last great mountain ecosystems in the world.
We need to start supporting these groups. If you don’t know of the conservation group in your area, then contact the Land Conservancy of BC, CPAWS,
the BC Environment Network, or contact Y2Y at (403) 609-2666 or at
www.rockies.ca/y2y.
Because most of us are not CEOs or land managers, it is easy to feel as
though this whole situation is largely out of our hands, I declare that this is not
so. All industry, no matter its product, ultimately needs consumers in order to
operate, make profits, etc. Without them the industry would not exist. We are
all consumers. In fact North Americans are the strongest consumer group in
the world. With each dollar that we spend we support industry, we also support
the method that the industry uses to create its products. If we value Western
Canada’s wilderness, then on a personal level we need to begin to think about
the products we are consuming. We need to begin to think about where our
products come from, and begin to use our consumption as a tool by which we
assign moral and social obligation, then we can begin to reshape the industries
that are destroying our wilderness. In Canada, this means choosing “certified”
wood, questioning if we really need that gas guzzling SUV, or challenging the
industry that we work in to be more responsible. We must also realise that
North Americans live very gluttonous lives. It is said that 50% of the world’s
resources are consumed by only 6% of world’s population, that 6% includes
Canadians. We could all do much less harm to the whole biosphere if we just
used a little less. If every one of us could eliminate even just one thing that we
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Lessons From a Man Who Knows
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By Luke Zimmerman

By Luke Zimmerman

It was the winter of 98/99 and the skiing in the bowls above
Whitetooth was amazing. This is typically the case. For those who don’t
know, Whitetooth is, or should I say was, a small ski hill in the Selkirks
owned by the town of Golden. Within an hour from the top of the lift
you could be dropping perfect untouched shoots off the sides of beautiful
mountain ridges. Recently Whitetooth has become Kicking Horse Mountain Resort and those bowls can now be accessed be high speed quads
making for one kick ass ski hill. Of course Whitetooth will never be the
same but change will come and one should enjoy it if they can. But I have
already digressed and before I have even begun. The true subject of this
article is a particular incident that occurred that winter, and a character
that was involved. As I said the backcountry was great and some friends
and I were keen as ever. We were also becoming quite ambitious and the
ever steeper and wilder lines were beckoning. A few sensible mothers
decided it was time for a little avalanche awareness. We enrolled in a
weekend course. A local mountain guide named Ron had agreed to teach
us. Now, Ron is a very interesting fellow; he’s an excellent telemark skier
and knows it. Ron wears dark shades that suit his almost sly manner. Ron
tries to be cool. Perhaps most importantly, Ron is a mountain guide and
was our all-knowing leader.
After a piep search and classroom session we were ready to hit
the backcountry. Ron informed us that the avalanche hazard was quite
severe and we would have to be very careful. On the ski up he told us a
joke that went like this: What do you call a gay dinosaur? Megasoreass.
What do you call a lesbian dinosaur? Lickalotapuss. Quite funny really. We
dug a few pits and Ron was turning out to be very informative. He really
knew his stuff. We didn’t begin to wonder about his judgment until we
started up the final treed slope that would gain the ridge above us. Ron
proclaimed quite confidently that the snow we were skiing on was solid
and that it was the other aspect that was dangerous. As he finished his
sentence we felt the slope below us shift and drop several inches. Ron
told us not to worry about it.
On top of the ridge the view was beautiful and the sun was shining. On a good day one could ski any number of perfect open shoots that
descend into the bowl below. That day was not a good day. This Ron
made perfectly clear. I don’t know what prompted Ron to do what he did
next. Maybe in a fit of stupidity he decided that it would be educational
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for us, or perhaps he was showing off his knowledge and his confidence.
Ron proclaimed that he could make the 20-meter wide, 300-meter long
chute we stood above slide. Carefully, he stepped down towards a small
cornice as we watched spellbound. He hopped up and down several times
and even kicked a small chunk of cornice off but the slope would not
slide. It was obvious that he would have to go lower and this he did.
Meanwhile I began to wonder what would happen if it actually does slide.
Ron was now several meters below the lip and would surely be taken with
it. I shrugged it off thinking that this guy must know a hell of a lot more
about it than I do. And besides, Ron was having no luck and gave up.
Ron returned to the ridge disappointed and as he was about to crack a
joke that, I don’t doubt, would have been quite witty, a helicopter cruised
over: heli-skiers on their way to the ridge across the bowl. Now not to
claim that I am an expert but I understand that it is quite rare for a helicopter to trigger an avalanche… definitely much more unlikely than a
skier hopping up and down directly on the loaded slope itself. I guess the
helicopter kind of acted like the straw that broke the camel’s back. A fracture about 10 meters down slope from us shot across the chute. The meter
and a half deep snow pack completely gave way exposing the coarse scree
beneath it. Instantly the snow above the crack gave way as the slide rushed
up well above our fortunate friend’s tracks. All of our hearts skipped a
beat when the snow below our feet shifted and cracks snaked under our
skis. One quick glance at the slide path and the huge piles accumulated
below and it was hard to imagine surviving an avalanche like that one.
Ron made no attempt to hide the fact that he just brushed closer
to death then any man should. His face was white as a ghost and he didn’t
crack another joke all day. He apologized to us for his stupidity. Needless
to say, we stuck to the trees on the way down.
In the end it was definitely a good course. I learned a lot about
digging pits, and reading the features. And I gained a very strong appreciation for just what snow can do. As for Rob, I think he probably looked at
life in a new way for at least a day or two. His ego probably dropped a
notch or two as well.
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Early in the new millennium, I found myself wandering around Argentinean Patagonia with my long-time friend, Dave Campbell. Every mountaineer
on earth knows the name and legend of Cerro Torre. For Dave and I, it was not
to be missed. On a beautiful day in February, we took to frolicking around on
the Torre Glacier. The sights were… well, let’s just say that I highly recommend
going there. Above us loomed the massive granitic finger of Cerro Torre; its
South Face, vertical and some 1300m high, sanctifying its summit. The easiest
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route is rated a very difficult ULMTAN (standing for “Um, Let Me Think
About… No!”). But that’s ok. What I could take from standing below this
tower was the simple pleasure of being in a magical place. On top of that, I
gained instant respect for those that have climbed the peak.
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While heading back to camp, something caught my eye in the bottom of a shallow closed crevasse. Dave investigated, finding a 1m by 1m
mangled chunk of aluminum sheet. It all clicked instantly. In 1995, a team
of three Italians (R. Manni, E. Salvaterra, and P. Vidi) climbed a new route
on the South Face called “Infinite South”. Undoubtedly the route was
really hard, rated at 5.11+ / A4 / 70° ice for 36 pitches (alternatively rated
ULMTAN). The team made the ‘interesting’ decision to use an Aluminum
box as a bivy. After climbing a few pitches and setting ropes, the team
would spend endless arduous hours hauling the multiple-hundred-pound
beast up the wall. The thing was so heavy that they resorted to using a
ratcheting, lever-based pulley. So, with every difficult push of the lever,
they gained an impressive 2cm with the box. Hauling a 50m pitch would
take 2500 pumps of the handle!
Upon reaching the top of the wall, they realized that rappelling
with this box would not prove easy. Besides, they wanted to summit. So
they fitted the box with a parachute and prepared it for “touch down”.
Considering that the area gets some of the world’s fiercest winds (eddies
upwards of 70 kmph), you might think this was a doomed experiment.
Within a few hundred meters, the parachute collapsed and the box free fell
the height of a 300-storey building until making solid contact with the
ground. A few days later, the team reported that they went to the base and
found no trace of the box: all they found was a haul bag. What would you
rather find: 200kg of mangled Aluminum or a haulbag? So, five years later,
Dave and I found a big chunk of the above-mentioned box… 5 km away!
I smell a rat.
After carrying the scrap back to Cerro Torre base camp, I erected
a monument with the metal entitled “Fly It In, Chuck It Off”. Not more
than half an hour later, I heard the monument being disassembled. As it
turns out, a group of Germans were outraged by my monument; a heated
argument ensued. After agreeing to keep the monument down for the sake
of the tourists, we carried the scrap out and offered it to the rangers. How
interesting that the 1995 climb received international recognition yet the
rangers had no idea of how the aluminum got there nor had they ever
heard of our Italian champions.
Thus, the Kitchen Sink Award comes into being: dedicated to the
Italian champions for bringing way too much stuff. The Kitchen Sink
Award shall be given to that VOC member who knowingly or unknowingly overloads his or her pack with superfluous devices.
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Korea
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By Dave Campbell

By Dave Campbell

“Dong-san, dong-san” the middle-age man calls to me. He’s picked
up that it’s my birthday and has called me over to his table of friends for a
round of so-ju and a bout of arm-wrestling. He keeps calling me his “little
brother” and is thrilled that I’m calling him my big brother, or hyoung, in
turn. I join then for a few rounds and the arm-wrestle. Of course the
match lasts far longer than it needs to. We gathered quite a crowd and
need to put on a show. The man has forearms that are about as big as my
thighs and seems to relish in the drawn out competition. We go back and
forth, holding the opponents hand desperately close to table while the onlookers yell cheers. We’re both bright red in the face. My arm is dead and
finally he shows some mercy and lets me lose. We have another round of
so-ju, I thank my brother and eventually return to my table of friends. It’s
sometime about now that I clue into the fact that I really am in Korea.
South Korea. A modern technological society steeped in intense
tradition. A country of sky-scapers and temples, subways and footpaths.
Cell phones and business suits, bicycles and Confucians. A country whose
turbulent past is ever present. Military bases, soldiers, torn families,
guarded borders and rebuilt cities. Despite this there are places of serenity,
spirituality, and tranquility within this country of incredible natural beauty.
I found myself in Korea through a number of odd coincidences.
My friend and climbing partner Ross Sturgeon was teaching English for
the year in a city just north of Seoul. He had been sending me all sorts of
letters ranting and raving about all these mountains that were out of his
back door. I was hooked and really wanted to get over for a visit. A job
posting came up on the UBC job bank calling for a camp counselor/ski
instructor just outside of Seoul for the month of January. After a few interviews and jumping through the hoops of getting visas I had my plane
ticket and was off.
Now, in truth, most of my time spent in Korea was spent chasing
after little kids on a ski hill. I did, however, manage to get a bit of tromping in around the hills out of Ross’s back door. Seoul, a city of over 14
million people, has a fantastically efficient subway system. Ross was living
in a city called Uijungbu, which was at the far north end of the subway
system, and near the border with North Korea. From Uijungbu it was
only a 10-minute subway ride (and about 50 cents) to the hiking Mecca for
Seoul-ites, Pukansan National Park. Pukansan has all sorts of granitic
ridges to run along and footpaths leading everywhere. The area is also a
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hit with rock-climber types and has been dubbed the Yosemite of Asia.
The great thing is that it’s easy to get to a subway station from different
parts of the park so it is really well suited to doing traverses. Given that I
only had 1 day off work a week, Pukansan seemed like the perfect place to
go.
My first foray into the park was really just an “exploratory” trip. I
hopped the subway down to the northern entrance of the park and stumbled around most of the day just trying to find the entrance. There was a
whole slough of wrong-turn one could take in the search for the park. I
ended up at a US military base or two, a few schools, a sports field, and
finally made my way to a small temple. I spent the day wondering around
some footpaths that followed alongside of a lovely creek and spent some
time sketching the countryside. Despite being so close to such a big city,
there was a real detached feeling within the forest and trails. It was the
first time since I had been in Korea that I hadn’t felt like I was in a line of
wall-to-wall people. For the first time I was by myself.
For the second excursion to Pukansan, Ross joined in and managed to rope in a tour guide. Ross had developed a good relationship with
the director of his school, Mr. Kim. We spent a lot of time chatting to him
about our love of the mountains and about mountains back in Canada. He
talked to us about his feeling of connection with mountains. To him,
mountains symbolized his spirituality. Mountains are where he went to
reflect, where he went to pray. He had talked of taking us to his mountains and helping show us his connection with them.
Now, it seems as if all good mountain trips in Korea start and end
with food and drink. On a Saturday evening in late January, Ross and I
were amidst a typical evening of exploring so-ju tents (little stalls set up in
the streets) and karaoke rooms. Half way through the evening we got a
call from Mr. Kim, “Tomorrow we climb mountains”. It wasn’t so much
of an invitation rather a declaration that the following day we would go to
the mountains with Mr. Kim.
It seemed we had just gone to bed when Mr. Kim showed up at
the door for the day’s adventure. This time we started off at the park
gates proper. The whole strip is lined with all sorts of vendors selling
wares for the mountains. It seems there is a dress code of sorts in the
hills, which involves brightly colored knee socks and golfing hats. I tried
to fit in by tucking my pants into my woolies like I was heading off on a
bike trip on a wet Vancouver day. The vendors had nailed the concept of
trail food down too. You could pick up all sort of nutty type bars and
snack that were just perfect for a ramble.
We headed off on the trail rising steeply up from the valley floor.
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Mr. Kim explained how a trip to the mountains invariably incorporated a
trip to a temple. He was a devout Buddhist and wanted to take us the
temple he prayed at that was in the mountains here. After an hour or so
we crested out of the steep trail and perched on top of the mountain ridge
was the temple he had talked about. The whole area was amazing. We
spent some time talking about life and paying respect to Buddha.
From the temple the true mountain part of the trip started. It was
a good winter day and a nice layer of snow and ice had built up on the
rocks. We traversed over ridge top to ridge top. First over Tobongsan,
then Insubong. It was a lovely knife-edge ridge, which provided some
lovely winter scrambling. The approaching evening brought us down
from the ridge earlier than we wanted, but we were all really happy to be
up in the mountains. It was neat to be up above Seoul. The city lay below
in a grid-like pattern of housing, high-rise blocks, and roads. Similar to
suburb condominium complexes in Canada, there are whole communities
of high-rises in Seoul. Often 20 or 30 cookie-cuttered 20-storey buildings
are evenly spaced out to form a neighborhood.
We wound our way down the trail back to the city fringes, stopping in for some noodles and the requisite liquor (this time a crazy fermented mix called makoli). To wrap up the trip, we headed to the local hot
springs to have a soak, then over to Mr. Kim’s place for some dinner. I
was really a great treat to have someone like Mr. Kim take us under his
wing. He was a great to us and it gave us a really unique opportunity to
learn more about customs and traditions in Korea.
In my last couple of weeks in Korea I managed another trip out
to Tobongsan by myself. Just before I left, Mr. Kim took Ross and I as
well as another bunch from his school on a trip to the south of the country. We spent some time roaming the hills there and getting a feel for the
countryside of Korea.
While I was in Korea some of my friends gave me a Korean name
to go by. It was Sung San, and it meant “mountain spirit”. During my time
there I got to experience some of the spirit in people there, and their connections with the mountains. Perhaps I took a bit of that with me.
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Chilli and Chocolate Fondu
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By Rebecca Goulding

By Rebecca Goulding

Has anyone seen the film Chocolat? With Juliette Binoche? Great
film, but the main message is this: Chilli and chocolate go together, marry
well - whatever you like. It is a great discovery for me and after seeing the
film, Conor and I decided to test out the theory, chocolate chilli sauce
with crepes and fruit, mmmmm. It works a treat. It gives you a sweet
buzz, a lift, a warm fuzzy feeling. So I got to thinking - well how about
this recipe for fondu?
It's so simple:
You take enough chocolate chips or other type of chocolate 3 cups
A bit of milk
2/3 cup
A wee bit of butter
½ tbsp
A smidgeonn of honey
2 tsp
A smattering of chilli powder - to taste...
Some alcohol: Whiskey, Brandy or even Baileys
2 tbsp
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If this is too thin - add more chocolate! If too thick add more milk.
Use as a fondu base and dip with dried fruit, nuts other candy etc. I find
that crystallized pineapple (you can by this at New Apple Farm on Broadway and MacDonald) to be the best!
It would be a great idea for ski trips or hikes!
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Winter Long Hike, February 3rd, 4th 2001
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In early February of this year an eclectic score and a half of intrepid skiers banded together for an introduction to winter camping. Destination: the snow banks of Red Heather for a lesson in snow cave construction! Conor Renolds, Cam Shute and I were the organisers and the
idea for this year’s Long Hike was simple and went something like this:
Get as many enthused people on sticks with sticky skins, or snow shoes,
pieces of carpet, whatever, get them off the slopes and expose them to
camping in snow and perhaps the joys of telemarking, à la backcountry.
Phew! We had a bit more up our sleeves than that though...
So most people attending were new to the game, indeed some had
their first ever experiences on slippery sticks. A good proportion of the
contingent consisted of international variety, like myself, who haven’t been
exposed to very much off-pisteness. The skin-up was really enjoyable. I
am still so unused to snow; I really get excited seeing the stuff, and a fluffy
white world. Patches of azure blue framing drooping, dark green trees,
heavy with the last dump. Serene and clean, all surrounding. It was a gorgeous day.
Once we got to the Red Heather Hut, we paused a while to eat
lunch and re-group. There was an expectant atmosphere, a great deal of
well warmed up smiling faces. Whiskey jacks hovered, swooped and dived
for food, perching on ski poles, skis, heads, and out-stretched hands. They
were pretty smart, quite cute and not surprisingly related to the crow family. Not a speck of food escaped their little eyes-bigger-than-tummies.
So onwards (just a little uphill) to the snow cave building and adventure. I have to say I was stunned at the level of enthusiasm for the project at hand. Note to self: By Jove, these guys are mad! I think around 10 snow
caves were dug in a few hours. The most impressive of these dwellings
was ginormous* - one in which you could fully stand up in with a raised platform for sleep. Mighty fine job guys! Another one had a urinal,
hmmmmm, and yet another had wee* alcoves for boots and stuff.
Some of the group headed over to Garibaldi Park to ski, but only
those with avalanche beacons. There was some room for tele turns on the
gentle slopes above our cave dwellers. Damn tele skiing is ARD! I mean,
especially in heavy snow and leather boots. Turrrrrrnnnn argh mumph
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sigh, turrrrrrnnnn argh mumph sigh, turrrrrrnnnn argh mumph, shag this
is hard. But I am keen to get back on them, perhaps not this season, but
with a vengeance next November.
The afternoon waned, and the blue sky fell to pinky dusk. Dinner
was held as a collective event. The enthusiasm for digging obviously hadn’t petered out, as before you could say – Jaysus* where’s me snow shovel, three
snow tables suddenly materialised before my very eyes!
A bit of a mad dance of stoves began, a milieu of food was cooked, and I
grazed everyone’s yummy dishes (he he!). Then Mark Huscroft hailed the
brewing of the mulled wine. Nine litres of the stuff later, a couple of bot-
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tles of baileys hot chocolate and we were all a lot warmer.
Dow-en Jacka, who de hell needs won when yes have birrah da good stuff*? Elissa and
Jacqui had some delicious strawberry pie to indulge. Oh damn, isn’t good
food in the cold the best treat ever!
Some time passed before people ventured into their snow shelters. I slept Okay, but I kept dreaming of the thing would collapse. No
worries, we woke up intact to a not so sunny day, dry and rested. So some
people parted early in the morning, and the rest of us skinned around and
did a little skiing. The highlight of the day was when Cam, Mark H, Paul
MacBeth, and Mark Tinholt demonstrated a Rutch block test to some of
us less guru-like skiers. This type of test is designed to assess the avi conditions on a safe representative slope with an escape route. Basically a
large block is cut after layers quantified for stability. The aim is to determine the weak layers where a slab might shift. Then a skier positions himself, carefully on the block. A series of knee bends and then more severe
jumps are carried out. It was quite cool to see one work so well - it slid on
the first jump. Every time you ski in a different area, this type of test (and
others) must be done. This might mean doing a few tests in one day. It is
part of back-country skiing, and if you don’t do it you’re a damn fool. The
best and only way to be truly safer out there is to do an avalanche awareness course and practise what you learn each and every time you’re out.
So the day ended relatively early with a lovely fun run on the narrow track down to the car park. I think our objective for the weekend was
met. We had lots to drink and had a big party in the mountains away from
the city. More importantly I think the trip provided a positive experience
for those not necessarily used to being out in the cold and wet. Hopefully
this will encourage more VOCers to be active in back-country terrain, because after all it’s not so bad sleeping in snow if you’ve got a belly filled
with Baileys, ears filled with laughter and a head filled with dreams of the
untouched slopes to be skied.
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So the day ended relatively early with a lovely fun run on the narrow track down to the car park. I think our objective for the weekend was
met. We had lots to drink and had a big party in the mountains away from
the city. More importantly I think the trip provided a positive experience
for those not necessarily used to being out in the cold and wet. Hopefully
this will encourage more VOCers to be active in back-country terrain, because after all it’s not so bad sleeping in snow if you’ve got a belly filled
with Baileys, ears filled with laughter and a head filled with dreams of the
untouched slopes to be skied.
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Ginormous = Really huge, dude.
Jaysus = Jesus! Oh my gosh! Oh Dear etc.
Dow-en Jacka, who de hell needs won when yes have birrah da good stuff? = Downjacket, who at all needs one when one has a lovely alcoholic beverage?
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Rocky Horror Show—Part 3
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By Roland Burton

Now I’ve got your attention, here’s how it really went.
Why go to the Rockies when there’s all the good Coast snow to
play in? Partly it’s a cultural thing, getting to meet the serious and fiscally
responsible Albertans is a change from the socially and politically responsible BC citizens. But mainly, the weather tends to be sunny, dry and cold,
or cool as they say in Alberta. And the powder in the Rockies is very
wonderful, though sometimes a little sparse. Did I mention scenery?
This year we spent four nights over Reading Week at the Bow
Hut, operated by the Alpine Club of Canada (ACC), on the road N of
Lake Louise. At an elevation of just under 8000 feet, heated by wood, and
with propane provided for cooking and lighting, it has about everything
you would desire except solitude (it sleeps 30), and economy (it costs $30
per night, when you include the Park Backcountry Fee).
Getting there is a challenge, not the 4 hours ski into the Hut, but
the totally mind-numbing drive of 1½ days from Vancouver, the same
tape played four times, scary icy mountain passes, huge transport trucks
jackknifed across the road, or spraying your windshield with gravel as you
pass. There is always the option of driving all night, and possibly falling
asleep driving and getting killed, or at least making the next day miserable,
versus staying at one of the many motels on the way at off-season rates.
We drove from Vancouver to Golden as usual, arrived at dusk, which is
pretty slack, and picked our motel. We got beds for everybody, but not
necessarily one person per bed.
The next day we were all rested up and after a breakfast of eggs
and GMP (Greasy Meat Product), drove to Bow Lake and skied up to the
Hut. For the first two nights we had the Hut to ourselves, then on the
third night a group from Calgary University came through on an outdoor
course.
Gear, technique, what works, what doesn’t. To promote group
dynamics, it is good if everybody has similar gear and capabilities. This
didn’t happen. I had AT gear, five of us had Tele, and one had a snowboard and snowshoes. Skills ranged a lot, though this was not a problem.
You might wonder, “did the snowboard work”? Our answer is “sort of”.
The knuckle dragger spent a lot of time dragging when it was not steep
enough, and tended to want to go through the crevassed areas rather than
around them because the route around was too flat. Boarding was not
optimum, but maybe better than staying home. Some VOC Tele gear was
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on the trip and it performed ok. One pair of VOC boots had no tongue
in one boot, so we cut the tongue out of the other one, to promote symmetry. We all got in many excellent turns in the powder, but towards the
end, the wind crust, higher up, was annoying.
Weather. Skies were incredibly blue. One day there was serious
wind, and we had to work at not freezing our faces. This year, an especially low snow year, there were 59 official centimeters of snow at the Bow
Summit, but we mostly skied on the glaciers, so we didn’t care. Something
interesting happened with the creek flowing into Bow Lake. Normally it
freezes over and keeps running beneath the snow, but this year there was
no insulating snow, so it froze solidly to the ground, then overflowed,
forming a sloping lake with cracked dome-shaped thingies, like what happens in the Arctic. These were weird to cross, besides giving the scary
option of falling through to the intermediate water layer, (take skins off),
they provided zero traction, were impenetrable for poling, and at least one
of the party had the experience of snowplowing backwards terrified on a
surface that didn’t even appear to be sloping.
How to be Cheap in an Expensive world. The driver always subsidizes the trip to some extent. Passengers share the cost of tolls, gas, oil,
and windshield washer fluid. But the driver will probably want to buy a
couple of tires before the trip, some new chains, and a front-end alignment might be a good idea. Every two Rockies trips, a new windshield
will have to be purchased. So figure on paying $300 extra if you are the
driver. It’s no surprise that it’s hard to get drivers. Taking the Big Grey
Dog isn’t a cheap alternative. Food up there is not expensive, maybe $20
for the trip, and if you bring lots of tasty goodies in the car, you won’t
spend a bundle in greasy restaurants along the way. Motels on the way in
and out can be a killer, but if you drive through town looking for the very
cheapest during the off-season, and don’t demand that everybody gets a
bed, you can do ok. At the Hut, the ACC flies in propane, and firewood,
and flies out the poop, and we have to pay for this. You can save a little
by buying an ACC Facility Upgrade, if you intend to use enough ACC
Huts to make this worthwhile. The ACC may allow you to be Custodian if
you ask, and custodian stays free at the Hut. The park passes are an annoying part of the total, but we do want to support our Parks, don’t we?
Gear need not be elaborate, and can usually be borrowed, unless you want
good stuff that fits.
Style generally, sleeping in, studying, food. Day one, after a late
start, we skied (6 km) to Peyto Hut, doing a few turns on Rhondda South
along the way. Not many crevasses were noted, but they were there. Day
two after an even later start, we skied up to the Nicholas-Olive col for
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lunch, and then skied back. Lots of scary crevasses were avoided, mostly.
Day three we broke up into three parties to climb Rhondda South, to
climb Thompson (10,200 feet and very pretty), and to go back to the
Peyto Hut to retrieve a camera which we had left there on day one. In the
evenings after our communal meal (whoops, one vegetarian) there was
time to study, and this was done a bit. The Calgary group brought up a
very heavy book on Cardiac Physiology and took turns power studying
with earplugs in, but we mainly read aloud from an article called “The Sex
Olympics” that wasn’t very profound.
Personnel we have known, and Past Rockies trips. This is the
third of a series of Rockies Reading Break trips that I have organized. The
first went into Assiniboine and stayed at the Naiset Huts, and last year we
went to the Little Yoho Valley, the Stanley Mitchell Hut. They all shared
certain features. They were open to all regardless of experience or ability,
but you had to be keen, and they did discriminate against people who are
totally broke. Even Australians who had never skied, had a good time.
Both these previous trips were to an area that was much more gentle and
friendly, being below or on the tree line; the glaciers above the Bow Hut
are rather bleak, like deserts, but spectacular. I found that most of the
people on these trips were not even in the country a year later; continuity
is lacking in the Club. Here’s Some People: Asa and Ann-Marie are two
Swedish girls who went to Assiniboine, they did tele very well. I remember Asa throwing herself down the mountain, expecting it to continue below the bluff we were on, but not really worrying about it much. That’s
the year it snowed every night from a clear sky, a Rockies specialty. Last
year there was Carys from Australia, who talked about rock climbing all
the time she was there, forgot her wallet and had to go back for it, and did
not seem to be having a good time. Elise from France, who talked Japanese with Emily, also from Australia, both happy and huggy people. This
year we had two Scots and two Andreas. One Scot and one Andrea met
on our Assiniboine trip and they are planning to get married soon, but
that’s not my problem. The other Scot mentioned to us that he is a carrier
of Pakistani antibiotic resistant giardia, so we’d better wash our hands a
lot. Sarah and Guillaume took turns being knuckle draggers, and mostly
talked French to each other.
What about next year? Right now I’m tired of driving, and I still
have to replace my windshield, but next fall we’ll ask around and see if
there’s interest. Maybe the Wheeler Hut (Rogers Pass)? Lots of snow,
good stuff, but avalanche danger is bad there, and the Hut’s too near the
road for the group dynamics we seek.
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High Route from Bralorne to
Pemberton on Skis
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By Robin McKillop

By Robin McKillop

There’s something different about trips I go on with Fred. I’m
not referring to the lightning pace we maintain (who ever thought it was
possible to draft off a skier on their up-track!), nor the constant ability to
accurately pinpoint our position with a GPS (hey, it’s important to know
your location in the middle of nowhere to the nearest centimeter, isn’t
it?!), and not even the meticulous snow-flattening ritual performed each
evening before one even thinks of pitching a tent (someone needs to buy
this guy a lightweight portable level to go along with the two thermometers he brings!). I’m referring to the amazing weather we have every time
we do a trip together. I like to explain it in mathematical terms. That is,
two negatives make a positive. Fred is apparently accustomed to multiple
storm days in a claustrophobic tent, whether due to snow, fog, or a combination of the two. I am notorious for doing multiple day traverses in the
most inadmissible weather (e.g. Pemberton Icefield in December – See
VOCJ 1997). One can therefore conclude that the unity of two perpetually weather-unlucky backcountry enthusiasts creates an atmosphere
(literally) of positive ideal weather conditions. When this trip was just in
the planning process, I was sure to include Fred in my party roster!
Before discussing the most obvious topic of skiing, I feel the
drive must receive some attention. Holy shit! I have never driven west
past Lilloet in either summer or winter, but it was quite the experience. I
think part of it was due to the absolutely ideal weather conditions for
roadside rockfall and avalanches: +5oC in the day, and -15oC at night.
First of all, for those of you who haven’t driven along Bridge River and
Carpenter Lake, it is a pot-holed dirt road with no guardrails, and a drop
of several hundred meters down to the ice-choked water below. However,
as if this weren’t enough, the road itself provides a landing pad for cascading rock off the upslope mountainside. Any ditch that is present to catch
falling rock (from the size of small gravel to small house!) is full to the
brim of rock and snow debris. You would think that ski mountaineering
is dangerous, but I felt much more at ease at the top of some large snowslope than in my truck driving along a road for which there are annual
statistics for the number of vehicles that drive off (or are knocked off) the
edge!
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As we drive along this treacherous stretch of engineering, we were
forced to look both at the road and at the raveling cliffs ahead. A poof of
dust around the corner indicated that rocks had just avalanched off the
slope and we must tip-toe (in an automobile) around the cobbles and
boulders with caution (but not so much caution that we were to get struck
by the next rockfall). In places, there was also just enough dirty ice and
snow compacted on the roads that traction was lost momentarily. Aside
from the inherent danger of building a road through a canyon with two
kilometers of relief, the scenery was spectacular, and the regional geography and geology was of great interest to me.
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Fred Touche sussing it out. Robin McKillop
Okay, onto the actual trip. After dropping off one vehicle at the
Tenquille Lake trailhead, which starts about 20km west of Pemberton at
the Lilloet River Bridge, we (Fred, Stefan, and I) drove 250km to Bralorne
(as opposed to the quick 40km journey made possible when the Hurley
River Road is open in summer). Upon arriving in the town of Bralorne at
around 4:30pm, all was quiet, except for the screaming whine of snowmobiles. With an hour or so of daylight still left, we decided to start skiing.
Once all our gear was organized and packed, we began skiing along a
road/snowmobile-runway into the evening twilight. Shortly, we stumbled
upon a single snowmobile track which ended in the pine tree forest from
which our expedition began. We continued for about an hour-and-a-half
up this old unmarked trail, and decided to camp in the middle of a dense
thicket of trees at about 4000’, on the ridge between Carl Creek and Mason Creek (see Bralorne map).
The next morning we awoke to about a centimeter of fresh snow
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and broken cloud (the only less-than-perfect weather we were to have the
entire trip!). Carefully bashing our way through second growth forest and
clearcuts with hollow sugary snow conditions, we eventually emerged at
the base of a steep sparsely forested ridge, which led directly to the alpine.
In the hot afternoon sun, it provided a good training ground for practicing
making steep switchbacks with heavy packs on, especially for Stefan, the
keen and strong 16 year-old Fred had been to Mt. Columbia with a year
before. After catching dazzling views of the old mining town of Bralorne
and the surrounding wind swept ridges, we skied along a broad alpine
ridge, kicked steps up a short but steep snowslope, and descended onto a
nearly snow-free plateau in the middle of the mellow basin to the northwest of Mt. Noel. It was a cold clear night, with a windchill that penetrated through our layers of polypro, fleece, down, and Gore-Tex.
“Day 2⅓” began clear and crisp, at around –18oC. Unfortunately,
we chose the one campsite in the entire basin that probably did not receive sun until noon! As a result, we shivered into our already icy boots
and stuffed the tent into its bag with an additional couple of pounds of
frost. The almost cloudless day provided astounding views north to the
Chilcotin Mountains, east to Joffre and Matier, south all the way to Wedge
Mountain, and west to prominent Mt. Sampson. With few difficulties, we
were able to ski all the way to a flat-topped ridge the size of twenty football fields, where we set up camp with a 360o view. I, of course, cannot
neglect mentioning the “skin-free” turns I linked dropping into the headwaters of Waterfalls Creek. With silky smooth south-facing snow, interspersed with jagged death crust (!), it was a most enjoyable experience.
Because of our wise selection for a campsite, we awoke the next
morning to warm golden rays of sun on the tent walls. Inch long surface
hoar twinkled in the early morning sun, but shuddered with the knowledge
of its short life. Immediately after breaking camp, we had a thousand foot
descent into a beautiful subalpine basin at the headwaters of Noel Creek.
John Baldwin writes that there is “good skiing” in these headwaters.
However, he does not mention that there is also “good snowmobiling!”
Let me just step aside and rant for a bit, okay?! When you introduce snowmobiling into the alpine, you introduce a whole different kind
of environment. You introduce thick, oil-rich exhaust into the otherwise
pristine air, you introduce disruptive noise pollution to both animals and
other backcountry users (we heard the snowmobiles in this basin from
several kilometers away), and you introduce a new kind of seed into the
mountain ecosystem: the beer can. Why do people who obviously enjoy
the outdoors just as much as us have to throw empty beer cans
(undoubtedly consumed while driving) throughout fragile mountain envi-
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several kilometers away), and you introduce a new kind of seed into the
mountain ecosystem: the beer can. Why do people who obviously enjoy
the outdoors just as much as us have to throw empty beer cans
(undoubtedly consumed while driving) throughout fragile mountain envi-
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ronments? I am convinced it is due to the ease with which they can access
such areas, and the resulting lack of appreciation for the natural state they
are in. Of course they don’t limit their “high-pointing” to one slope in the
bowl either; they have to massacre every last meter of meadow, just to
prove that their machine is the most powerful, and that they are the best!
Well, I’m not convinced, and until they show the necessary respect for the
mountains, I think they should restrict their pervasive recreation to the
streets around the bars where beer cans are regularly collected! Sorry,
back to the trip.
The next section of the trip, along the northeast-trending ridge
system from Chipmunk Mountain (improperly placed on the Birkenhead
Lake map), was part of my 3-day autumn traverse from Tenquille Lake to
Phelix Creek. Therefore, I knew where the difficulties were, and the character of the terrain – in summer. While cornices provided a small portion
of the danger along the ridge tops, the shear steep-sided slopes, in combination with iced up rock bands, provided the real entertainment. I guess I
was a little optimistic of the ridge conditions in winter, and honestly didn’t
recall any difficulties in summer, but there were definitely a few places
where an ice axe and even short rope would come in handy. Luckily, I did
think to bring about 10m of prussic cord (for situations exactly as we encountered). The crater-like rim leading around to Chipmunk Mountain
had one or two “airy” steps, and some highly inconsistent snow conditions (that’s the polite way of saying a mixture of ice crust and sugar). But
this is why we brought Fred along, right? What initially looked perilous on
both sides of the ridge, turned out, thanks to Fred’s makeshift prussic anchor, to be simply an extremely exposed staircase through the snow.
Ahh…we breathed a sigh of relief at the top.
From the ridge immediately west of “true” Chipmunk Mountain,
we looked across the valley to Finch Ridge, Tenquille Mountain, and Goat
Mountain, where “oodles of noodles” had been lain down on the glacier
between Tenquille and Goat by heli-skiers the day before. The more timid
of the heli-skiers had obviously opted for the more gentle terrain found in
the bowl to the north of Finch Ridge. Oh well, they pay up to $6000/
week; we ski for next to nothing. They are limited to x number of vertical
feet in a day; we are limited only by desire. For the record, I think heliskiing is a small yet significant step above snowmobiling.
After descending the long sun-baked slope to Opal Lake (swish…
swoosh…), we traversed into the ski-track-filled shady bowl north of
Finch Ridge and Tenquille Mountain. A short uphill ski later, we were
gazing down at Tenquille Lake. Wanting to spend as little time as possible
on these potentially hazardous slopes, I “survival-skied” with skins still on
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as fast as possible through the ugly sun crust. When I arrived at the hut,
there was no sign that anyone had been there all winter. There were no
tracks, no frequented “pee trees,” and no records in the hut log book. We
had the mouse poo smelling cabin all to ourselves! After chowing down
on Fred’s enormous bags of fruit and chocolate bars, we hung all our food
and settled down for our final night. Warning: The beds in the hut consist
of 4-inch foam and a thin sheet of plywood on an old bedspring frame.
Those with sensitive backs use caution!
In the morning, the skies were crystal clear, as usual. Once we
had broken trail up to the pass at the headwaters of Wolverine Creek, we
enjoyed a gradual, yet precarious, descent into the Pemberton valley. For
the most part, the trail is easy to follow, but take note of the following: 1)
find the trail at 5000’ on the southeast side of Wolverine Creek, immediately upon entering the tall forest, and 2) at 2100’, make sure to take the
west fork of the trail, not the old overgrown east fork.
This is a highly recommended ski trip with potential for long safe
ski runs, both north- and south-facing. Although our vehicle shuttling
system involved a 12 hour drive to get home, we did not require a committed friend or relative to drop us off in Bralorne, and we provided the
Lilloet Subway with a lot of service.
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(or How Not to Go Ski Touring)
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By Roger Linnington and his Usual Unidentified Accomplice
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Six day McBrides ski traverse in a long weekend.
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whilst lounging by the tent during the sunny days.
Fall in the water at the edge of the lake and have freezing
water run down leg into tele-boot.
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First in, last out.
Overtaken by:
• Man from Ecuador with no skis, no snowshoes and
no map.
• Party of four in jeans.
• Six members of the over-sixties hiking club of China.
• Most of the population of Kits on snowshoes.
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The Reality:

+4°C at 4am with 12” of 7-11 slurpee on the surface.
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The Reality:

Fail to even get onto the first map.

+4°C at 4am with 12” of 7-11 slurpee on the surface.
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Turbulent Times in the Coast Mountains
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Reflections of a Backcountry Skier

Reflections of a Backcountry Skier

By Debbie Higgins

By Debbie Higgins

My time at UBC is fast coming to a close. It’s been five years since
I first came here, and looking back fondly at all the time I’ve spent in the
Coast Mountains, there are some thoughts and reflections that I’d like to
share:
I came to Vancouver in January, 1996. Having grown up in Quebec with the beautiful but small Gatineau hills as my main outdoor playground, the prospect of living in such close proximity to the magnificent
Coast Mountains was exciting to me. I had heard that people living in Vancouver could, on a day trip, reach the snowy summit of a 7000ft peak on
skis, and be back home that same night for a hot shower! Or better, embark
on a ski traverse of spectacularly beautiful, glaciated mountains, within only
a few hours drive from home. Indeed, it was with giddy excitement that I
arrived on the west coast, eagerly anticipating my acquaintance with the
Coast Mountains.
My first ski season out here was nothing if not memorable. It
never ceased to amaze me how, living in Vancouver, one could go skiing
every weekend of the winter in beautiful mountains, without ever going to
the same place twice. If the weather was clear, we’d go for a peak, or if it
was socked in, then practice turns! Getting out skiing most weekends of
my first two years allowed me not only to improve my skiing and become
familiar with the mountains around here, but also to develop a real fondness and sense of appreciation for them.
As my time at school progressed, getting out skiing or hiking only
became more important to me. When faced with a term paper to write,
nothing could give me more clarity, perspective and ability to concentrate
than time spent in the mountains. It was also during the latter part of my
time at UBC that I experienced a major personal loss, which made my
weekends in the mountains increasingly valuable to me. My sister, Jen,
died in a car accident in July of 1998. Some of the best moments we had
shared were in the mountains – hiking, skiing, and climbing – and so in
the months (and now years) following her death, the Coast Mountains
have become an important place for me to remember her, and to miss her.
What I’m trying to say is that over the five years that I’ve spent
here, the Coast Mountains have been an integral, and enriching part of my
experience. A sad reality though, is that they are now under increasing
pressure from recreational snowmobilers and commercial operations. I’m
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Spearhead Traverse. Debbie Higgins
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sure many of you are familiar with the inevitable disappointment and aggravation when, upon reaching a pristine alpine basin, the offensive noise,
sight and smell of a two-stroke snowmobile engine assaults your senses. In
the relatively short time I’ve been here, the number of snowmobilers has
veritably exploded, and this experience has become far too common. As a
direct result there are a dwindling number of day and weekend trips available to backcountry skiers, not to mention the impacts this increased motorized activity may be having on wildlife.
As the day I leave Vancouver is fast approaching, I feel very appreciative for the wonderful experiences I’ve had in the Coast Mountains,
but I’m also increasingly apprehensive about their future. I feel some
amount of regret in not having gotten involved sooner in the issues affecting our mountains, and I believe this relates directly to one of the main
challenges facing student groups like the VOC. The member population
is relatively transient, and therefore often lacks a vested interest in preserving the local mountains. This is only an explanation, however, not a justification, for previous lack of involvement by the VOC and its members.
As the issues affecting the Coast Mountains continue to escalate in scale
and importance the VOC should make it a defining part of their mandate
to protect the mountain environment they so enjoy. Fostering a sense of
mountain stewardship as part of the VOC’s culture is also important, and
will go a long way towards establishing a member population that is willingly active in protecting the Coast Mountains.
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Alcoholic Traverse

Alcoholic Traverse

By Roland Burton

By Roland Burton

September 02-04, 2000

September 02-04, 2000

The Alcoholic Traverse joins all the peaks that are at the head of
Brandywine River. We were looking at this last Fall from the Brew Hut,
and decided we should do it. Jeremy Frimer did it a few years ago and
offered terse, useful suggestions. This seemed to be the best time of year
for it. We decided that unlike Jeremy’s trip, ours should do it all, and take
the high route past Fee. We also decided to do it counterclockwise, from
Brandywine to Brew, so we wouldn’t get soaked from the Brew Brush
until the end, and with luck we could spend one night at the Brew Hut.
For navigation, we brought the GPS, but mostly we traveled by map. The
weather was unsettled, but adequate.
Saturday, parked the cars at the point in Brandywine Valley where
the logging road forks into three, with the left fork going to our beloved
and neglected Brew Hut, the middle fork going to the Brandywine Meadows trail, and the right fork going to the Snowmobiler’s Hut. Planning to
take the middle fork, we blew it and ended up on the right fork. On the
way up, a 4wd took our packs for a couple of km, which was nice. The
whole area is a vast Snowmobile Heaven in the winter, but pretty quiet in
the summer. We had the satisfaction of seeing an ATV (one of a pack of
eight) go off the road and over the side, flying through the air for a long
distance, without its driver.
From the Snowmobiler’s Hut, it is only a short distance to Brandywine Meadows. The haul over Brandywine was long and arduous but
not especially interesting. We had a good view of the whole traverse,
through intermittent clouds. It began to hail and hailed on us gently for
about three hours. Things that looked like thunderheads went by on both
sides of us, but in the middle of these, we often had blue sky. Down the
other side of Brandywine at one spot it was a little too steep to glissade
even with our ice axes so we had to climb down the rock, which worked
fine. The spot we had picked on the map as a campsite turned out to be
covered with a large snowfield, so we ended up rearranging a lot of little
rocks to make a flat spot for Randy’s big tent. Then we melted gallons of
snow and cooked lots of tasty stuff until we decided we had used up almost all our fuel, so we went to bed. The sunset behind the Vulcan’s
Thumb and Mt. Cayley was spectacular.
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During the night it snowed two inches on us, but then fortunately
it rained so by morning the snow was all gone except for the stuff that had
slid off the roof of the tent. We decided a cold breakfast would be a good
idea seeing as we had used up most of our fuel the night before.
We weren’t sure at this point whether to do the low route around Fee or
the high route (preferable), or retreat home down Jeremy’s route, because
the clouds were billowing about looking like it might rain all day, but we
set off for the high route and it proved to be excellent. While crossing the
large snowfield where we had planned to camp, we found a snowmobiler’s
day pack with two moldy snowmobile gloves, two burst cans of 0.5%
beer, and beside this, about 10 liters of snowmobile fuel, which my stove
burns just fine. So we weren’t short of fuel any more. Krzys drank the
beer. Much to our surprise the high route around Fee went very easily.
There was no steep snow, no crevasses, and the main challenge was to
keep track of the numerous ridges and bumps to figure out which ones we
had to go over and which ones to go around, so we didn’t climb Fee by
mistake.
Around 1300 we stopped for a water-melting session, a serious
lunch, a rest, and to avoid arriving too unfashionably early at the Brew
Hut. After this, the traverse got a little tedious. The excellent view to
the South did not occur, due to clouds. We went over bumps, around
bumps, across valleys, up the bumps on the other side, across hills covered
with beautiful (but slippery) alpine flowers, and through shrubberies laden
with moisture. So around suppertime we arrived at the Brew Hut, somewhat trashed, and took off our boots. At the exact instant we arrived, our
friends in the backup party, who had just come up for the night and had
not done the traverse, arrived at the Hut. So we ate and drank lots, told
stories, dried our socks on the kerosene heater, and eventually went to
bed.
Monday was pretty slack. On the way down, it rained. The bush
between the Hut and the road was exquisite, over our heads in places, absolutely soaking wet, and very slippery. It was like having waves break
over your head. In Squamish we did MacDonalds, as usual.
We were: Randy Clark, Adrian Post, Anne Lise Hestvik, Krzys
Majewski, Martin Berka, and Roland Burton. Backup party was Scott
Prager, Andrea Wilson, and Andrea Macdonald.
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By Adrienne Rombough

By Adrienne Rombough

November 3-5

November 3-5

When last Friday arrived, about 15 of us diligent students decided
to escape the monotony of memorizing the Krebb cycle or Descartes
meditations or whatever and head for the mountains. Our destination was
the Brian Waddington hut found at the beginning of the Phelix Creek. It
was a wet and foggy night and as we crawled our way through the congested arteries of the city, we were glad that our driver was a seasoned
Vancouverite. It turned out that there were very few Canadians in our
party and thus most of us were unfamiliar with off-campus territory. Our
merry party then stopped for a mandatory break at the McDonalds in
Squamish. Here your foolish narrator ingested two cheeseburgers (hey, at
67 cents how can you resist?) and regretted this move for the next two
twisty hours. The combination of burgers and a winding, dark road proved
nauseating. Upon arriving at Birkenhead Provincial Park we promptly set
up camp in the traditional VOC spot beside the gravel road at the base of
the mountain. Most of us were soon lulled to sleep by the sound of raindrops on the tent fly.
A few crazed members of our party had other ideas; a night hike
was in progress. (The details concerning names get a little foggy here) The
dude from Montreal and the two Ozzie guys made some very good progress up to the hut despite the miserable conditions. At one point they
abandoned all hope of following the trail and splashed their way up the
creek for a few kilometers. They ended up getting to the hut after four
hours of aggressive hiking. However, things were quite different for
Adrianna and her two conscientious guides (Andrea and sorry I've forgotten your name!). It was Adrianna's first real hiking experience and what
and experience it was! Hiking the whole way through the rain on an almost non-existent trail illuminated by only a bicycle light, Adrianna felt
she was on her final death march. The good news is that they did reach
the hut, 10 hours later.
The next morning, down at base camp, feeling bushy tailed with
fried eggs in our bellies, the rest of us started out ascent. Roland regaled us
with tales of the building and transport of the Waddington hut. For those
of you who don't know, the hut is a post-and-beam construction built by
the Workers Compensation Board and donated to the VOC. The club,
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the hut up to its current location on a nameless lake. The hut actually had
to be flown up in four pieces because it was too heavy for a single helicopter. It's a beautiful building and is named after an ex-VOC member, Brian
Waddington, who was killed in an avalanche in 1995. The only problem, in
my mind, with the hut is that it does not have a wood-burning stove. The
"no wood stove" requirement was a condition under which MEC donated
to the project. I suggest that you lug up some kerosene if you want to stay
warm (and watch for carbon monoxide poisoning!).
After about two hours of invigorating hiking, snow started to enter our landscape and the sun came out. We could not help but to stop
and gasp at the amazing view as we scrambled over boulders. (Let me
know when you get your pics developed Amy, Celia or Silka!) Distracted
by the beauty around us, we arrived at the lake in what seemed like no
time. There was about a foot and a bit of snow up there. The lake was on
the verge of freezing and so our feet got a little damp as we trudged
around it to the hut.
We then hung out/studied/cooked/played cards for the rest of
the day. Some ambitious folks tried to fix the kerosene heaters and the
roof, which is starting to buckle under snow pressure. Still others discovered another nameless lake nearby. I can't emphasize what a perfect location the hut is! My most memorable moment was when I arose in the wee
hours (no pun intended) of the night to answer the call of nature. The intense card games had come to an end the hut was warm with the musical
sounds of snoring and smelly boy farts (what did you guys eat?). Outside
of the hut the sky had cleared, revealing a million stars. The only perceptible sound was a waterfall on a distant mountain. Incidentally, the surrounding peaks are named after Tolkien characters: Gandalf, Shaddowfax,
Aragorn etc. This serves to add to the feeling of enchantment that the lake
has. I stood outside and watched the stars until my long johns froze to my
body.
The trip down was beautiful and uneventful except for a chance
encounter with some hunters. We were full of energy and hopped down
the trail like mountain goats with ADHD. My knees are still killing me! We
then tried to stay awake for the driver as we regretfully drove back to the
city. I must admit though, there's nothing like a hot shower after a weekend of hiking. I think that I can accurately conclude that a good time was
had by all. I can't wait to go back for some skiing action!
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Thanksgiving Weekend 2000
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I had the civilization shower - good. I am washing my stinky
socks - excellent. Time to write a note about this marvelous trip I went on.
Tenquille Lake was our destination. We were initially Katie, Monica, Roland and Holger from the VOC. But, soon we were joined by Tiffany, her
doggie dog and Roberto who started hiking at the same time that we did.
So two hiking groups formed: doggie dog first with the fast hikers, and
second the new amigo hiking group. At regular pit stops we exchanged the
dog, water, granola bars and words of encouragement to the "newbe"
hiker. Without setting any new marks on the GPS, other then the car position, we arrived at Tenquille Lake - lots of other parties thought of this
site as a long weekend partyground: even plastic backyard chairs were present.
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During those two days, we were exposed to new methods on how
to convince people to get up: first the protecting tarp was removed, leaving us exposed to the drizzling rain. This method is not applicable when
the protecting shelter is a solid wood cabin. Despite the gentle attempts to
get people motivated with a choice of hot chocolate or oatmeal (which did
not work) some lightning flashes exploded in the dark cabin. Well, five
minutes later everyone was out of bed.
Were we on a suicidal tour? These concerns were expressed while
scrambling up the southeast side of the Tenquille Lake valley. On top of
the saddle we oversaw the Pemberton Valley and the Coast Mountains
and had a luxurious hot soup. The weather gods were undecided how they
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would turn the weather so we did not attempt the obvious mountain summit, and instead met the expectation of scariness for the "newbe" mountaineer while using our four limbs for descent. We arrived well and sound
at the lake and were welcomed by the barking doggie dog together with
Tiffany and Roberto. We made some more friends including a Hungarian
fellow living for four months in Pemberton who hardly spoke a word of
English. Around the campfire we met three other Canadian fellows, who
were sharing some amazing camping cooking techniques - which are waiting to be tested.
Wildlife. The big game was hunted big time, as indicated by the
Conservation Officer checkpoint. The small game in the lake was not safe
either, as indicated by a proud fisherman who caught some fish. Well, the
marmots were obviously in hibernation already. No squeaking sounds echoed in the valley. Some weird looking little creature was still awake and
crossed our way. Very active were half a dozen Whiskey Jacks around our
tarp. Somehow they discovered the existence of some leftover cereal on
the ground and took even the shortcut under our tarp to get to the site. I
am not sure if a mouse in the house (in our case the cabin) counts as wildlife or as a domestic pet.
The weather gods were with us and were dumping rain and snow
only during non hiking rest periods. It was still possible to take a bath in
the lake as demonstrated by Holger on a daily basis. Taking everything
into account, I think it was a marvelous adventure at which end some of
us were jogging down the logging road with our packs on in order to say
good bye to Tiffany, her doggie dog and Roberto.
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Rocky Mountains. The name in itself implies big peaks and rugged adventure. Our plan: spend reading week basking in its Wapta glacier
traversing, fault-bend fold1 geological beauty. The idea started with a
group buzzed on mulled wine that was tired from a day at Cerise and was
egged on by a Frenchie who wanted to see the Rocky Mountains. After
more wine it was decided that we would do the Wapta traverse. Three
weeks later, and one week before leaving we decided to actually plan the
trip. In retrospect this was not a good idea seeing as by this time it was
realized that every single avalanche transceiver in Vancouver was rented
by a high school group heading to red heather hut to built snow caves.
After many people had decided that they were coming and then dropped
out at the last moment the group was a perfect size: Jean Bouichou, Jasmin Caton, Mike Kubic, Julien Stoddart, Trent Burgiss, and myself Mike
Davis. The day before the trip Jean, Julien, and I finally found pieps in
Squamish for $20 per day; a small price to pay for a week in the Rockies I
guess.
On Sunday morning, Julien, Mike and I climbed into Jean’s FUCS
-mobile (Forestry Undergrad Climbing and Skiing). For those of you who
have never driven anywhere with Jean before, you have not seen French
driving at its best. As the windows splashed solid with slush and road salt,
Jean pressed his foot hard against the gas pedal and pulled blindly into the
oncoming lane to pass a semi truck. I tightened my seatbelt and tried to
close my eyes and get some sleep.
Finally we made it to the Husky station in Golden, well before
our 8:00 rendezvous time. This is where we saw the note to Jasmin on the
gas station counter. Upon asking to look at the note to Jasmin, the cashier
promptly said “You’re not Jasmin” and took it upon herself as her god
given duty to protect the note and give it to its rightful owner. Luckily,
Mike outsmarted the cashier by asking to add to the note. The note gave
the whereabouts of Trent, who was in town doing laundry from the previous week spent in Roger’s Pass (tough life eh?). Eventually the whole
group found each other, crammed into a cheap motel room, tried to decide weather or not automotive gas would solve the problem of forgetting
to buy camp fuel, and went to the pub.
Early the next morning (not 10:00 like Julien and I had hoped) we
got up, found some camp fuel, and headed off. This drive was fairly uneventful other than the jackknifed semi in the middle of the road and the
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constant making fun of yours truly for pronouncing bagel, “bag-al”. At
West Louise Lodge we dumped Jasmin’s car, loaded into Trents pick-up
and the FUCS-mobile, and headed for Peyto Lake.
Finally we were off, skinning across Peyto Lake under a cloudless
blue sky. While everyone seemed perfectly happy, I’m sure they were all
thinking “It sure better get to -30°C sometime on this trip so that I use
this 600lbs of extra cloths I was forced to bring along.” When we reached
the moraine at the end of the lake, things started to get dicey. Thin snowpack forced us to put our skis on our packs and posthole. This wasn’t
much fun, but when we finally did put our skis on we found we were skiing on rocks. Eventually we made it on to the glacier. Those with new skis
whined bitterly about our bases. Those with older skis told us to suck it
up. One of my skins fell off in a righteous head over heels telemark style
bail, forcing me to make it up the Peyto Glacier on one skin. Eventually,
after a good slog we made it to the Peter Whyte Hut.
Wait did I say hut? This was more like a five star backcountry
hotel. It had propane, big comfortable bunks, a wonderful view, and the
fanciest cheese grater I’ve ever used. A couple hours later a group from
the University of Calgary outdoor pursuits program showed up. Oh well,
the more the merrier, there’s plenty of room. The evening focused around
playing many games of asshole. This ended after a couple of hours when
Jasmin finally increased her status to vice-asshole. With all of the people in
the hut it got real warm. I wonder how many people realized that they
were sleeping next to a butt naked Frenchman.
The next morning we awoke to find Jean had come down with the
symptoms of killer death virus. Trent and Jasmin took off early and were kind
enough to break trail for the rest of us. The rest of the group took it easy climbing the gentle slope of the wapta glacier and took in the magnificent view. Most
the morning’s conversation revolved around Julien chanting “bag-al, bag-al, bag
-al, bag-al…” and me responding “Shut up Julien, I swear I’m gonna kill you if
you don’t shut your fat face.”
“Hey Mike can I have a bag-al, would you like some of this bag-al? bag-al,
bag-al, bag-al, etc.”
“If you don’t shut up I’m gonna throw you in a crevasse.”
“Harsh2 dude, bag-al, bag-al…”
To spite his mocking of my dyslexia, Julien’s skins fell off and he was
forced to travel via the one skin method just as it started to get steep.
Eventually we made it to the day’s high point at Vulture Col where Jean
decided that he was feeling well enough not to bail out to the Bow hut.
The other side of the col saw excellent skiing out of a steep chute. Balfour
Hut was conveniently located at the bottom of this downhill eliminating
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the need to reapply our skins. Lunch was eaten at the hut and some yo-yo
runs were had on excellent snow back towards vulture col.
That evening we retired to the hut and watched in awe as Mike
created his coveted curry inahurri. No one, especially those who had their
asses kicked night before, felt like playing more asshole. However, we
were able to pass the time by telling jokes, making fun of the French, Jean
making fun of everybody but the French, reading the Maxim magazine
that some other party had gratefully left in the hut, and trying to keep the
curry inahurri down.
Wednesday morning was the crux of the traverse. The route took
a crevassed line that crosses underneath seracs on the way up to Mt. Balfour. A predawn start was suggested by the guidebook, but the person
who mentioned it the night before was sacked and it was never spoken of
again. The route was fairly straightforward overtop of stable crevasse
bridges. Finally as the last major crevasse was crossed, we belayed each
over one at a time. Mike was the last over and as he got to about mid
bridge, a large chunk broke off. It fell into the depths of the hole, causing
a large cloud of snow to come shooting out of the mouth of the crevasse.
I guess this was nature’s way of reminding us why we rope up.
Upon reaching the top of the icefall section, it was an easy downhill down the Fairy Glacier almost all the way to the Scott Duncan Hut.
After reaching the hut and eating, some good skiing was found around
Lilliput Mountain. The Scott Duncan Hut, while being the smallest of the
huts on the traverse was definitely the nicest, due to its amazing location.
Located on a bench at the end of the north ridge of Mt. Daly, the hut has
a panoramic view extending from Mt. Niles and the President range in the
west, to Mt. Balfour and Lilliput Mountain in the east. The evening was
spent gazing at the topo dreaming up plans of climbing Mt. Balfour or
making a ski descent of Mt. Daly’s big, steep east face.
Unfortunately, the next morning we awoke to a cold, windy
weather with clouds racing across the horizon and upper atmosphere. It
looked like a weather system was on its way in. Plans for an ascent were
canceled on the premise that it would be better to ski out and end our trip
on a nice day rather than finding our way by GPS in a whiteout the next.
Trent, Jasmine, and Jean left early to get the cars from Peyto Lake, while
Mike, Julien, and I went for a couple of runs. Mike pulled some perfect
short snappy tele turns, Julien cranked out wide knuckle dragging turns on
his fat AT skis, and I slid down the hill on by backpack after attempting
wide knuckle dragging turns on my tele skis.
After a couple of runs, it too was our turn to head back down do
the car. This was no problem until we ran into tracks heading down the
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wrong descent gully which then disappeared completely. After picking our
way through a series of cliff bands hoping that we wouldn’t have to rappel, we entered the worst avalanche gully I’ve ever seen. The fact that the
top layer of snow sunk as you stepped on it, did nothing to make us feel
better about the cornice loaded cliffs on either side of us. After getting out
of the gully as quickly as possible we ended up at Niles Creek. Skis ended
up on our packs, with us post holing downstream. Mike managed to fill
his bridge-breaking quota for the day and end up in the creek. However,
we eventually did make our way downstream to Sherbrooke Lake and regained our commrade’s trail which led to the car. By this time, neither
Mike or Julien had both skins on. This turned out to be faster going
downhill, but I was way too lazy and tired to take mine off and at this
point didn’t care too much about being left behind.
Finally, we reached the scream of trucks on the highway. With my
mind clouded under visions of beer, and wearing the clean clothes that
were sitting 200m ahead in the car, my legs decided to stop working while
in the middle of a steep downhill. I ended up doing the tele topple and left
my mark right where my face hit the hard trail leaving good pool of nose
blood. I managed to make it to the end of the trial and lay down to die
while everyone used up the rest of their film taking pictures of my ugly
bleeding face.
Overall the trip was a definite success with a great group of people. However, there are two lessons that I learned from the Wapta traverse:
1.Upon reading the guidebook back at the car, it clearly stated that it is a
bad idea to descend via Niles Creek. It is not a good idea to draw out your
proposed route while at the pit.
2. The extra-unused weight that I carried the entire way included: first aid
kit, shovel, probe, pieps, and crevasse rescue gear.3
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Author takes no responsibility for incorrectness of geological facts.
Julien likes to say harsh.
3 Author does not actually believe that it is a good idea not to bring a first
aid kit, shovel, probe, and crevasse rescue gear. Hopefully these items will
remain useless dead weight for years to come.
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Marriot Moonshine

Marriot Moonshine

By Shawn Taylor

By Shawn Taylor

The weather on the way in to Marriot Basin, past Pemberton, was
clear and unexpectedly warm for February. Warm enough for the five of
us to tour the short three hours under forest canopy to the back basin in
ragged and sexy long underwear and T’s. On these jaunts, I always like to
watch for wildlife signs. Trying to re-create images of creatures making
their living in the forest adds a little more to the overall feeling of wilderness for me. I like imagining their adventures on the way in to our own.
We toured by the tracks of several pine marten (an animal that
likes to squeeze its way into cabins and cause unparalleled mayhem), and
short-tailed weasels (referred to as ermine with their pure white winter
coats). The ermine tracks leaped from the base of one young balsam to
another as if searching for the scent of the forest’s Big Mac – the snowshoe hare. An older set of tracks cutting a straight path above the lake in
the distance looked like those of a wolverine on an endless quest for carrion. The final sign of these forest creatures’ adventures was a little more
evident. Climbing up a creek bed, I followed a trail of feathers to a pair of
scrawny legs jutting from the snow. Some aerial predator (maybe a goshawk) had sat on an old snag and neatly picked clean the carcass of a
rough grouse.
We passed beyond and above the basin lake, and set camp in what
would be an open meadow in late spring. After recharging with food, excited to search for powder or peaks, we set out to climb the nearest col.
Climbing to the ridge top, we found a great view looking out to
Mt. Cayoosh and numerous other coastal peaks. It hadn't snowed for a
while so on the way up we were moderately stoked to find a field of hero
snow on the north-facing slope. Twenty minutes later, we were skiing
down an icefield of consistent extended pitch, carving turn after turn. The
base was solid and secure, the slope favorable, and the powder light and
forgiving enough to compensate for any sloppy turns. I managed to stay
vertical for five long smooth runs – unprecedented in my modest tele career. This broke with my philosophy that if you haven’t crashed hard,
stuffing your face with powder, you haven’t committed to full turns.
I skinned up for another run solo. Reaching the top, alpenglow
surrounded the basin peaks. I had been daydreaming of running a smooth,
long run suspiciously similar to this, so as I started to descend, I committed to non-stop turns. It was a sweet run of powder carving that lasted
long enough to test my unseasoned legs. My tele turns, tight and even for
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Indeed, the powder. Shawn Taylor
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most of the slope, widened lazily after breaking into an unseen change of
pitch just as my quads were starting to grinningly cramp, complain and
exhaust.
The highlight of the weekend was the amazingly clear sky that
night, when two of us took advantage of some great nightlight exposure
and ambiance given by the nearly full moon. As we climbed the pitch we’d
skied earlier, snow crystals were throwing sparks of light, and amazing
shadows made for a seemingly unseen and surreal landscape. After pulling
off skins, our turns descended through moon shadow into the fully lit
snow. Just before the rush of the moonlight, wisps of powder– sent skyward from my friend’s tracks– caught bright rays, and set a wicked contrast to the shadow we were skiing through.
It was definitely another mountain adventure that inspired. The
weekend’s moonlight, snow, critters and company made for a muchneeded escape from the city.
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By Krzys Majewski
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With the Canada Day long weekend being a popular time for outings,
we decided to limit participation in the Harrison Hut bushwhack to a select and
exclusive few. When the dust settled, only two men remained. We climbed
aboard a silver Dodge Caravan and drove bravely into the sunrise, past
Pemberton and up the Meager Creek road. (In Roland's words: "Though we
pass through the valley of the shadow of death we shall fear no evil, 'cause we're
the meanest sonsabitches in the valley.")
As Capricorn Creek is prone to flooding which washes out culvert and
strands cars on the wrong side, Roland prudently inquired about the state of the
road before leaving. The authorities assured us that the last 10km were closed,
so we decided to bring bikes, which we would ride (with packs) after leaving the
car.
Indeed, at the Lillooet River Bridge we were confronted by a Forest
Service Gatekeeper who was not too keen on letting us through. Eventually he
let us drop off our packs at the end of the road provided we wouldn't leave the
car there overnight. But then when we got back to the gate, we were told another car had just come through, also going to the hut! Since he'd let them park
overnight, the Gatekeeper took pity on us as well. So we never did get to ride
the bikes, but that's OK.
On the SW side of Mad Horse Creek, there is a good logging road,
which saved us a few hundred metres of climbing. The bushwhack which
starts at the top of the cutblock was rough but not overly exciting thanks to a
GPS which Roland brought. Given that we knew the coordinates of the Hut,
getting there was a question of taking way-points every half hour or so, and
plotting the resulting trajectory (also we found the other party's tracks once we
reached snow...). So it looks like a GPS is a useful thing to bring on a bushwhack. They make it harder to get lost and are fun to play with, though you
have to be careful not to trip if you're looking at the little screen while walking.
It took roughly four hours from the bottom of the logging road to the
hut. The weather was reasonably good, though Mad Horse Creek was quite
high and we had to climb an extra 300m or so before finding a dubious but
successful crossing. If the water is any higher it might be necessary to make a
bigger detour and cross just below the glacier.
We found Harrison Hut to be in great shape, with a wood heater, a
Coleman stove, and a decent selection of reading material (notably almost every
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VOC journal published since the late 60's). The Hut sleeps 10 and is next to a
creek and a forest with abundant firewood. We also found a logbook dating from 1983 (when the Hut was built), full to the brim but, sadly, with some
of the pages torn out as the result of a dispute between heli-skiers and anti-heliskiers. Some of the entries were fascinating, some illegible because they'd been
written in what Roland referred to as "9H pencil". (We endeavored to retrieve
the logbook for archival purposes. There should now be a new log book there,
with a short history of the Hut, some background on its namesake, and a summary of the routes described in the original logbook.) Kids, if you write in the
logbook (which you should), be legible and don't tear out other people's stuff,
coz that's lame.
On the second day the weather wasn't great, so we mostly stayed in,
compared gear with the other party (a couple with two shaggy dogs), improvised a bridge across the creek, collected firewood, and heard Roland tell tales of
past VOC glories and defeats.
On the way back we followed Mad Horse Creek up until it split
enough ways to be easily crossed. We then climbed the ridge parallel to the
creek just below the summit of Gnarly Knob, aka Mt Anders Ourom, which is
just below Pine Knoll. The peak was spared because we got into a cloud, our
feet were wet, and hey, there's too much snow up there. We then followed the
ridge down to the logging road. We reached the bottom of the logging road
about six hours after leaving the hut.
If you attempt this or a similar route, you may find the bureaucracy to
be your biggest obstacle. The main attraction in the area is Meager Hot Springs,
which currently cost $5 a head to
see. We ran into two BC Forest employees devoted solely to the collection and enforcement of this fee.
Neither of them had heard of the
Harrison Hut and we had to convince them that we weren't just another bunch of jokers trying to skip
out on the $5. Once you get past the
Springs though, it should be smooth
sailing.

Oops! Wrong hut. This one is the
Phelix Creek one. Jeremy Frimer
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By Sandra Nicol

By Sandra Nicol

The amount of planning that goes into hiking, climbing and skiing trips
varies from weeks to hours to minutes. In this case, there was no planning at
all, apart from grabbing my boots and sprinting to get in the car before it left.
It was a gorgeously sunny coastal day at Bamfield, BC. I had done as
much reading as my lazy procrastinating self deemed necessary for the day, and
was casually wandering from the cafeteria to the main building when I was suddenly accosted and informed that there was an expedition leaving promptly for
Keeha beach, and that I was coming. So I went.
I’d heard stories that this hike was long, difficult, and muddy, and
my main concern was getting back to the station before dinner was over.
As it turned out, I needn’t have worried.
Upon reaching the trailhead, about 10 minutes by car from the
marine station, all twelve of us (I was the only UBCer; the rest of the participants were from UVic, U of A, U of C, and SFU) leapt out of the cars
and posed for pictures. Someone decided we should all have sticks, so we
found appropriate weaponry and posed again. We posed again, pretending to stab one of the guys with our sticks, and so on, until we decided
that if we wanted to get back before dinner we should start moving.
Off I went with Laurie and Nikki, chatting about Laurie’s adventures in Costa Rica, Nikki’s hikes on Vancouver Island, and my trips
around southern BC and Alberta, having a grand time. We paused occasionally to wait for others in the group, to take pictures, etc. We jumped
over relatively dry mud puddles, watched a cute little baby banana slug
crawl up a tree, and rambled on. Just as I was starting to get into a
rhythm, the trail ended. One and a half hours after starting, we got to the
beach (so much for the ‘long difficult hike’ theory).
Keeha Beach is purely breathtaking. It is right on the West Coast
of Vancouver Island; any farther west and the next stop is Japan. The
water that day was light green-blue and sparkling in the sun. On the horizon we could see whales spouting (I a whale’s back that trip while out on a
larger sampling boat, but I did not see one up close. Seeing the spouts is
pretty amazing, though). The beach is a kilometer or two of fine, light
sand. But the waves were most impressive. They sucked back from the
beach, getting higher and higher, before flying forward and crashing on
the sand with an almost frightening noise. I stood at the edge and let the
water run over my calves, and even from there I could feel the water pulling at me. No way was I going swimming (like I said, next stop is Japan).
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Laurie and I looked around, a bit dazzled after emerging from the
woods onto such a scene. Down the beach was a huge flock of sea gulls,
several hundred at least. We promptly started off towards them. When
your goal is to sneak up on then scare a bunch of birds, you have to be
sneaky, so we put loose feathers from the sand in our hair. When we were
at the edge of the flock we yelled as loud as we could and ran into the
birds, waving our arms. What a result! It was like being inside of one of
those snow-balls that you shake up to make a blizzard. Incredibly, both of
us got away without being shat upon.
I only got to spend another hour or so lounging at Keeha. We
had to be back in time for dinner, after all. I will be back though. The
whales might be closer this time.
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And a few others (I’m very sorry to those whose names I have forgotten)
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By Roland Burton

By Roland Burton

I bought a GPS a couple of years ago, after listening to all the warnings, “It will ruin your sense of direction” or “only wimps use GPS”. My reasons were as follows. I have a wife and kids and an employer who all expect me
to punch the clock on a regular basis. They all get upset if I don’t. And I lead
lots of trips where I am called upon to provide navigation. If you’ve ever been
good and lost on a trip, this pales to insignificance compared with getting a
whole bunch of beginners lost.
The first thing I had to learn is how to use it. I set out on the
Spearhead Traverse with about 20 waypoints laboriously typed into the
machine ahead of time. The trip was vastly simplified by this as I merely
had to connect the dots to do the trip. The fact that the weather was gloriously fine and I didn’t need the GPS, didn’t upset me at all.
Since then I have actually used the machine on several occasions,
meaning I wouldn’t have gone, and definitely wouldn’t have arrived, without it. For
instance, going to Russet Lake in a blizzard, there’s a certain place you
want to be to end up at the lake instead of at a similar lake that doesn’t
have a cabin beside it. Easy with a GPS. I have traveled to the Harrison
Hut, the Phelix Hut, and the Brew Hut by GPS. With the latter two, visibility was well under 100m; so you’d have to be really close to find the hut
by visual navigation. I set off in a blizzard across the Wapta Traverse with
a small bunch of orienteering (compass-operating) people who were very
skeptical of the whole GPS idea. I got sick and left them with the GPS,
they completed the traverse with it, and when they got back to Vancouver,
they bought one.
Have I lost my inherent sense of direction by relying on this machine? No, my sense of direction has actually improved, I think. Of
course you have to look up from the little screen some times or you may
walk into a tree, or over a cliff by mistake.
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By Scott Nelson

By Scott Nelson

January 27-28 2001
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Like most trips to the Duffey Lake area, this one started out with a
long drive up from Vancouver. Fortunately there isn’t much traffic on highway
99 at 6:30 am; I wish I could say the same about the drive home on Sunday.
Shortly after Chris, Richard and I finally arrived at the parking lot, we were
greeted by a large crowd of ~15 ACC members. Fortunately, they were headed
to Mt. Rohr, and we were going the other way to Marriot Basin and the brand
new Wendy Thomson Hut. We left the parking lot at 9:22am, and leapfrogged
the ACC group on our way up the logging road.
We reached the end of the road in half an hour and started up the
trail with limited snow cover. The pace was quick and we reached the
open meadow at 5500ft an hour later. Stopping for lunch, we contemplated the 100m wide avalanche track directly above the meadow. We felt
pretty safe crossing below it given the moderate avalanche hazard forecast
by the CAA. Later, I learned that a large climax avalanche ran down this
slope in April 1999, but the snowpack was so thick that the 5m tall trees
were not affected.
We skied up past the creek to the lower lake, expecting to find the
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hut close by. Following a skin track that ran up along a creek from the
northeast corner of the lake, we arrived at the Wendy Thomson Hut just
before noon. Here we met up with Rich, who was on a solo ski tour that
day. We invited him to ski with us up to the col, as he was not about to
venture into avalanche terrain alone. I was somewhat shocked to find two
armchairs and a matching footrest inside. Of particular interest was the
‘Stop Work Order’ nailed to the wall in defiance. Apparently it is illegal to
construct ‘Large Gothic Arch Structures’ in the Municipality of Whistler
unless you are a sufficiently greedy real estate company.
Ditching our sleeping bags, stove, unnecessary food and clothing
we headed south from the hut with light packs. As we approached the
bottom of the bowl, we noticed a group of six skiers doing a snow pit at
the top. We waited for them to descend and got the low down on the
snowpack: all clear. The other party had misjudged the steepness of the
bowl, and toured for 2.5 hours around to the east to reach the top. We
climbed the bowl directly up an existing skin track that had escaped their
notice, passing an old class 2 avalanche that had come down the west side
of the upper bowl. The crown was about 30cm, and it appeared that the
avalanche ran during the previous weekend's storm. We were encouraged
to see that the slide hadn't stepped down to the deeply buried facets in the
lower snowpack. Upon reaching the col, we took of our skis and ridge
walked up to a minor summit to the west to admire the view. It's too bad I
don't own a camera, but it’s a good thing that Chris did.
We started our descent at 2:30pm on firm wind packed snow with
a modest 5cm of dry Cayoosh powder on top. Turns were fast and predictable, making for a lovely ski down. We continued all the way down to
the lower lake, having to negotiate some snow covered (but not yet
smooth) boulder fields. We skinned back up to the hut following an easier
route this time, heading due east up the main creek above the lake, and
then turning north to the hut.
A small creek was being kept open by the hut's visitors, so there
was no need to melt snow for water. We used our extra fuel in the Coleman lantern, which (along with our bodies) warmed the hut to 7°C.
Cloudy skies greeted us Sunday morning, and it began to snow as
we skied up towards the same col. The ceiling started to drop, so we confined our skiing to the lower half of the bowl where visibility was better.
We managed to locate some deeper powder in the small gullies that frame
the west side of the bowl. After several runs, we headed back to the hut
by skiing up over a flat bench at GR36662. (I don’t know why this grid
reference is 5 digits. ed.) The descent from here down to the hut was a
nice 500ft run over buried boulder fields with good snow.
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Back at the hut, a couple of ACCers were just heading out. They
had opened the secret locked cupboard (which is only accessible to ACC
club members) and produced a stove. The solar powered Jacuzzi rumored
to be locked in the closet was nowhere to be found. On the table was a
small tile bearing the inscription “Take only pictures and leave only footprints”. Feeling somewhat cynical (perhaps because of the deteriorating
weather) I neatly appended the centerpiece: “Take only pictures, leave only
footprints and large gothic arch structures.” We packed our gear up
quickly, not wanting to be around when the ACC people returned.
We ate lunch, packed up and headed for the car at 2:45. The ski
out was somewhat treacherous where the snow pack thinned out below
5000ft. Wet, gloppy snow made dodging the bushes and uncovered deadfall difficult, and tele turns were nearly impossible. Another meter of
snow was still needed here to bury all the logs and small trees. We
reached the cars just before 4:30, and headed back home after a great
weekend.
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www.alpineclubofcanada.ca/vancouver
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The Alpine Club of Canada (ACC) was founded in 1906 as Canada’s national
mountaineering club. It consists of 17 sections across the country, from Victoria to
Montreal, in addition to the National Office and Clubhouse located in Canmore, Alberta. The Vancouver Section was founded in 1918 in the early years of the exploration
of the Coast Range. It currently has over 500 members who share a great enthusiasm for
the outdoors.
Each year hundreds of people enjoy ACC adventures. The National Club
offers reasonably priced trips, courses, and camps across Canada and internationally. The
Vancouver Section publishes a comprehensive schedule of local activities ranging from
easy day and backpacking trips to more strenuous mountaineering, backcountry skiing,
snowshoeing, ice climbing, and rock climbing trips. We also offer numerous weeklong
ski and climbing camps, and a variety of skills workshops. Everyone is welcome to attend our monthly meetings and slideshows, starting at 7:30pm in the Floral Hall of Van
Dusen Gardens (37th Avenue and Oak Street in Vancouver) on the fourth Tuesday of
each month (except July, August and December).
Come explore the wilderness on Vancouver’s doorstep with the ACC
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Sunny Places 2001
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(or, Whining Aussies)
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By Matt Buckle

By Matt Buckle

Despite an uncharacteristically dry winter locally, by mid February
I was ready for a change from aid climbing on cold Squamish granite and
it was time to get on the road in search of warm and sunny desert rocks.
And so we stuffed our cars full of people and gear and set off from sunny
Vancouver.
Rain and snow ensued, but it didn’t matter because I was sound
asleep in the passenger seat, leaving Chris to battle the elements. By 9 the
next morning, we were in Reno for breakfast, then driving through the
snow covered Nevadan desert. The bleak snow covered hills and dunes
fled effortlessly and endlessly by, the monotony pierced only by an occasional town or car traveling in the opposite direction. Hmm, watch for
those ones with the lights on top… gotta stop passing those cops at
90mph. At least here they seem to just carry on unfazed.
By dusk the otherworldly glow of Las Vegas came into view.
Then a sprawling suburbia revealed itself, and soon we were nearing its
heart - The Strip. We avoided the Casino’s siren lure for now, opting instead for the temporary home of the 13 Mile campground for a dinner of
smoked salmon and fresh pasta and good wine before hitting the sack to
rest up for the big days ahead.
The next day dawned cold and almost clear and for some reason
we were all awake at an ungodly hour. Hot and strong coffee coaxed Ben
and me into cold morning to rack up and head off for the day’s objective,
Black Orpheus. And invigorating drive around the Loop Road, followed
by 45 minutes hiking up the wash of Oak Creek, and we were debating
which big left leaning corner the route took. Soon it was settled and we
began the slog up the slabs to the base. By now we were in the sun and
beginning to warm up, but the corner was still shady and cold.
We started up the climb, the soft and featured desert sandstone
seeming somehow foreign after spending most of the winter aiding on
smooth and solid granite. As Ben started climbing, he was complaining
about cold toes and numb fingers, and muttering about how nuts we were
to be climbing in these temperatures and that back in Australia they
wouldn’t think of climbing in anything less than 35 degree weather. Despite the inhuman (or at least in Australian) conditions, Ben persevered
and soon enough was leading the next pitch. Despite a propensity for
dropping nuts and other gear (more on that later) Ben was soon up into
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the warm sunshine. Above, the climbing got easier and the route finding
more difficult but less important, as we simulclimbed 3 or 4 pitches of
mostly 4th class to the base of the enormous right facing corner that is the
top half of the route
A short exposed traverse led to the corner proper, with a delightful crack and featured walls. The crack was amazingly consistent in size,
and soon our meager supply of 1.5 friends was exhausted. Fantastic stemming up the airy corner eventually led into a chimney and some steep
moves to the belay. I took the next pitch as well, a short 5.9+ thin seam
with two redundant bolts to a big loose block – hmm… better put that
back where I found it before I drop it on my belayer – then a beautiful
sharp crack to the belay. Or at least it should have been. For some reason
I skipped the obvious crack in favor of the broken and loose corner, but it
all worked out anyway. Ben took the next pitch, up the dihedral again, the
walls now smooth and varnished with a fantastic Indian Creek style crack
offering great finger locks. Better not blow the feet, those fingers would
probably stay in the crack as the rest of you went sailing down! Eventually
the pitch ended with a traverse through hollow flakes to the first bolted
belay on the entire route, 9 pitches up.
I took the last pitch, spending more time testing hollow flakes
than climbing, but eventually we were both sitting in the sun on the summit slabs. A bit of exploring and we found the 2 raps for the descent,
then endless slabs to the wash, and an hour of boulder-hopping returned
us to the car from our first big day.
The next day we took it easy, sleeping in until 7am, then off to
Calico Basin for some trad cragging. The rock quality ranged from questionable to appalling – there’s nothing quite like RP’s in soft sandstone or
cracks full of 100kg loose flakes to make you think. But there was some
good climbing too, most notably the roof fist crack of Skallawag, and the
delightful bomber jams of Valentines Day. Oh, and Ben – true to form –
dropped his belay device which became forever lost in the talus.
Monday was another late start, but we were still on the road by
9am in search of Black Velvet Canyon. We managed to find it without
incident, and my car took the abuse of the rough dirt back roads quite admirably. A brisk 45 minute hike led us to the base of the impeccable 500
metre wall (most routes only go just over half way up). Our original plan
was to hop on Prince of Darkness or maybe Dream of Wild Turkeys, but
as we arrived at the wall there were two parties just starting up, one on
each of our planned routes. Instead of sitting in the cold at the base, we
decided to hop on the first pitch of Gobbler and wait to see which party
was faster.
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Ben Carrick on ‘Meister’s Edge’, second pullout.
Matt Buckle
Red Rocks, Nevada
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As we finished that pitch the other parties were both still low, so
we decided to do the next pitch as well. Ben brought up a light rack, and
just as he started the party above on DoWT bailed. Ok, let’s do this pitch
and link it into DoWT! Do you have the topo? Uh, no. Know what gear
we need? Not sure, a light rack should be fine. Where does it go? I don’t
know, somewhere over there I guess? So Ben started out making good
progress through the delightful jamcrack at the bottom, and slowing to a
crawl as he wormed his way into the flaring offwidth crack. Much grunting and squirming ensued, before a devilish grin crossed his face and some
final thrashing brought him up and into the chimney. After much hemming and hawing about which bolts to follow on the face above and if we
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had enough rope, Ben belayed from the top of the chimney. Soon enough
it was my turn to suffer through the off-width, and the devilish grin returned to Ben’s face. What are you smiling about? Oh just thinking about
some magazine article, how off-widths are great because you get to watch
the look of agony on your seconds face as he struggles up it!
Above we made an educated guess at which line of bolts was the
right one, and I started out on the delightful crimpy wall. Steep, solid,
always a reasonably good hold, but never a jug, the climbing was fantastic.
Turns out we made the right choice, and soon we were in the big corner
of DoWT, thankfully protected from the cold wind now funneling down
the valley. Ben quickly dispatched the next pitch, running out the last half
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as we didn’t have much gear. For the pitch above, I opted for a thin face
crack on the right instead of the wide groove in the corner. Grab the jug
and pull, and repeat… and repeat, wow, 10 metres up, better get some
gear! After the choss we had been climbing on the day before, it felt great
to just grab and pull with wild abandon. At the top of the corner, a mess
of stupidly placed bolts signaled a balancy traverse to a hanging belay. By
the time Ben reached me, he was muttering about the cold again, so I took
the next pitch as well. Thanks Ben! More debate about which bolts to
follow, then pick a line and go. A full 60 metre pitch, no move harder
than 5.9, but every move requiring thought and trust in the small crimps
which littered the wall, with no good rests. Bolts had seemed to have
sprung up everywhere, old ¼ inchers, some on the face, some beside perfect nuts placements in the crack. At one point I had to take an ethical
stand and skipped the bolts in favour of placing gear. Ben started up the
final pitch, the same crack as in the previous pitch, but for some reason
this time devoid of bolts. On the bolted face above he ran out of draws
and had to borrow some from the party rapping Prince of Darkness. And
then we were on top, enjoying a granola bar and a good ledge to sit on
before contemplating the raps. Wind blown ropes kept getting stuck on
the featured wall as we made our way from one cramped hanging belay
station to the next, but finally we were pulling the ropes for the last time,
and they managed to land in the only puddle visible in the entire canyon.
At the car just after dark, then camp, dinner, sleep, and repeat.
Well, sort of. The next day was our quasi-rest day, so we headed
to the Second Pullout for pictures and hard sport routes. We posed and
flailed our way up The Meister’s Edge, resorting to all manor or devious
tactics like pulling on draws and stepping in slings before finally admitting
that we had met our match. We redeemed ourselves by climbing similarly
graded but much easier generic sport routes before heading in to town for
showers and beers and a new belay device for Ben. Back at camp, we
lived it up into the wee hours of the night – about 11pm, before finally
exhausting our supplies of cheap wine and hitting the sack in preparation
for an early start the next day.
Yet again I was awake an hour before the alarm went off, probably because the tent was too squished and Ben kept elbowing me in the
face. But at least it made it easier to be up and on the road early, into the
loop road at 6:02, Pine Creek parking lot at 6:18, only one other vehicle in
the parking lot! Hmm, will they be on our route (Chrimson Crysalis) or
Chris and Aili’s (Cat in the Hat)? Ahh, but there written in the dirt on the
side of the truck it says Black Dagger, perhaps we are both in the clear! So
we settled into relaxed mode finishing sorting gear and were on the trail by
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quarter to seven. Despite a fine trail, we managed to get lost a couple
times on the approach, reaching the base in just under an hour.
Just as we reached the top of the approach ramp our hopes of
being first on the route were dashed as there was another party just starting to rack up. Well, maybe they’ll be fast. We sat down to wait while
they organized themselves and eventually started on the route. The leader,
Em, a woman probably in her late fifties, made steady (in the most glacial
sense of the word) progress, stopping regularly to fiddle with big bros and
extra large camalots. It kind of made me wonder weather our light rack of
a few mid size cams and some nuts would be enough, but hey, the first
pitch was Ben’s, and it was the widest one. So what did I have to worry
about? At least I didn’t have to carry all that extra weight up on the approach! We sat around enjoying the warm sunshine at the base. Meanwhile, Em continued up the pitch, at one point getting sketched in an awkward chimneyish bit a ways above her last piece and launching into far
away the most impressive display of profanity I’ve ever heard from a
woman of her age. “WATCHMESHIT FUCKFUCKI’MGONNAFALLFUCKJESUSCHRISTFUCKINGFUCKWATCHMEFUCKINGSHITF
UCKFUCKFUCKFUCK”. It seemed to work though and soon enough
she was safely above.
By a bit after 10 we
got started on the route,
giving the party above a 2
pitch head start. Ben took
his time on the first pitch
occasionally wandering
onto the face in search of
cracks which would take is
small gear, and I took the
pitch above. Ignoring the
wide crack in the back of
the chimney (as we had no
wide gear) I stemmed and
face climbed my way up,
only to end up at a hanging
belay waiting for the party
above yet again. We let
them get another good head
start before I set off again,
this time on a mission. I Knarly-Bird Chris Michalik, bouldering.
had to show them that we
J-Tree.
Matt Buckle
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were climbing fast enough for them to let us pass. The steep wall was
littered with jugs, most being solid, and had occasional well spaced bolts
to supplement the crack. I settled into a steady rhythm as I linked the
next two pitches: hit the hold once to see if it was solid, grab it, yard up,
and repeat. Stopping every 7 or 8 metres to clip a bolt or fiddle some
gear, the pitch flew by. Soon I reached a small ledge where Em and Bruce
had decided to wait to let us through, and had even built us an anchor so
we could be faster and not in each other’s way. Much appreciated!
Above, more beautiful featured rock. Overhanging hand cracks
hundreds of feet off the deck – and they are only 5.8! We swapped leads
as the angle decreased, and the cracks were replaced with wandering bolt
line. Then only real excitement came as something started falling from up
high. Rock! I yelled to warn the party below, then looked closer and realized it was Ben’s belay device, the very on he bought the night before!
Soon we had reached the dark rock at the top of the formation. I
had heard this section described as chocolate granite, and it is an apt description. The dark brown rock is so solid that it is like nothing else at red
rocks I have seen, split by delightful curving cracks and littered with small
crimps. We linked the last two pitches and pulled over the top into glorious warm sunshine and a fantastic view in all directions. 2.30 and we were
at the top. Not bad for a 1000’ route. And kind of nice to be able to enjoy the summit without being rushed to descend.
We decided to hang out in the sunshine, as Em and Bruce were
only a couple pitches below and we didn’t want to make a mess rapping
through. After half an hour though sun had slipped behind Rainbow
Mountain and the wind picked up. By quarter to four we decided to rap
anyway, as it was getting a bit too cold. Everything went well for the first
7 raps, despite Ben’s improvised setup twisting the rope horribly. Just as
we finished pulling the rope for the second last rap however, it caught on
something. We both started pulling, flicking it, whatever, nothing seemed
to move it. Well, we could climb back up there… or we could just wait
for Em and Bruce to come down and free it.
After waiting in the cold for nearly an hour, Bruce reached the
station above us. “Wow!”. “Wow!”. “That’s amazing!” “ Your rope’s tied
itself in a figure eight through the rap rings!” Apparently the horribly
twisted rope had so much twist in it that as it flipped through the ring in
tied itself in a knot. But that was soon remedied, and we were coiling
ropes and drinking water and started on the descent. More wrong turns
on the way down, and by the time we reached the car it was 7pm and
there was a nice ticket waiting on my windshield. Oh well, that can go in
the glove compartment beside the speeding ticket.
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Back to camp, pack up, pack up, pack up. 10pm, on the road.
Stop for dinner, back on the road. Fight the exhaustion, gotta get to
Joshua Tree! No traffic, fun roads, just have to make sure I don’t fall
asleep. Or how about you drive, Chris. That takes care of the problem.
Hidden Valley Campground, 2am. Perfect, one spot left. Next
day, lazy morning, into town for food, gas, water. Back at camp, good
lunch. Then off to the Old Woman. Someone’s on Double Cross, so
howsabout Dogleg. Hmm, can’t get off the ground. That’s right, 5.8 in
JT is not the same as 5.8 at Red Rocks! Some more casual cragging and
basking in the sun (and out of the wind), then time for dinner and the end
of another day.
Next day dawns sort of cloudy and a tad brisk. Or in Ben’s
words, fucking ridiculous, much too cold to climb. Ignoring his complaints, we head off to Outhouse Rock. Seeking out routes in the sun, I
hop on Strawberry Jams while Chris does the chimney. I hang out up top
and take pictures as Ben leads Strawberry Jams. But first I have to wait
for Chris and Aili to finish their route. A bit windy up top, refreshingly
cool. Ben meanwhile is still complaining about the cold down below.
Eventually everything is sorted and Ben starts up the route, whining about
numb hands and he can’t feel the holds and what are we doing here anyway. It’s not that bad, really. Ben reaches the top, we rap down, Chris
cleans the route, and it begins to snow. Ok, maybe it was a bit cold. The
snow chases us off the big rocks, so we find some good bouldering instead, then head back to camp for lunch as the weather improves. After
lunch, some climbing and posing on the rocks just behind the campsite,
then off to flail our way up Hot Rocks, a fantastic steep and thin finger
crack. A bit out of my league, so we drop a top rope on it. Fantastic justbarely-fingerlocks lead to the most incredible hand jam ever. Slightly
overhanging, full bodyweight jams. Unable to resist, I cut the feet loose
and dangle by one arm off the jam. Ben then gets on and makes a mess of
the climb, leaving bits and pieces of his fingers which are falling apart
(because of the cold, he says). Next day maybe we’ll come back and lead it
But the next day is completely void of ambition, so we leave it be
and pack up, then off to Indian Cove. Maybe it will be warmer there. But
no, still cold and cloudy and windy. Only difference is that it is swarming
with guides and top roping clients and the rock is really sharp and painful
and the routes are short and anyway we decide to call it a trip. Stop for
pizza in 29 Palms, then on the road for the long haul home.
Back home, it is warm and sunny. Warmer even than Joshua Tree
maybe. At least Ben should be happy here.
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Out of the Nose
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By Robert Steiner

By Robert Steiner

On the 28th of December 2000, Kelly, Ken, Mark and I drove
down to Yosemite to climb Zodiac, a classic and steep A3 wall. It was a
good experience, because we made every mistake one can possibly make.
We climbed slow, we cleaned even slower and the hauling of the gear was
probably one of the slowest things El Cap has ever seen. The bags were
overfilled with stuff we never needed, like down over-boots, Thermarests,
a Gameboy-like entertaining game and I guess a bottle of Shampoo and a
towel as well. Our climbing was a serious struggle with organization. Nobody knew in which bag his belongings were. Nobody knew either how
much water was left, only, that we did not take enough. For food, we
hauled about 25 kg of cans with such useless contents as chili con carne,
which makes you thirsty all night.
One evening Kelly and I were sitting on the Portaledge when suddenly a buckle broke and the ledge collapsed. Kelly was tied into the rope,
but fell two meters onto the double ledge below. I held onto a sling but
shock-loading my fully stretched arm wasn't good and my elbow hurt a
lot. We finally bailed after 8 pitches. None of us had climbed a Yosemitestyle Big Wall before. I remember somebody saying: "Nobody told me
that I am not having fun". Actually, it was not too bad, but we all were
happy to get back on the ground. We slept tightly through the New Years
Night at Camp 4. The others had to drive home early so I prepared for
another mission.
On the 2nd of January, I started climbing the Nose, more or less
on my own. I took 16 Liters of water all in all and a Powerbar, two soups,
some chocolate and some tuna per day. No portaledge and no extras, in
order to make the hauling as easy as possible. The first pitches went by
fairly quickly. The climbing is easy, the rock beautiful, the protection good
and the hauling not too bad.
By noon, I came to Sickle Ledge. Some fixed ropes were hanging
down to the ground and a guy was just jugging up. Coming up to me, he
introduced himself rather fast. “I'm Jimmy Dunn. I made the first ascent
of Cosmos, solo. I did the second ascent of the heart route, I …” He was
a really nice guy, though. He was fixing lines with his girl friend to start for
a final push the next day. “I've climbed the Nose with every one of my girl
friends", he explained, and laughed loudly: "I guess I’ve climbed the Nose
way too many times...".
Jimmy was in his late fifties, but really strong. He helped me haul-
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ing the bag over the awful broken 4th class on Sickle Ledge and he gave
me some water. I liked him.
I climbed on and as the night fell, I began the pitch with the big
pendulum to the stoveleg cracks. The pendulum is impressive. About 15
meters below the pendulum point, you have to run to the left as far as
possible, then swing back to the right, always jumping over a frightening
diedre. It was exciting doing all this in the night by the light of the headlamp. I finally managed to grab the crack and jam my hand. But unfortunately, my headlamp died temporarily so I tried to find the right cam in
the dark. After a lot of incorrect guesses, my hand was just about to slip
out of the crack (which would mean I would be swinging back across the
pendulum) when I clipped into the cam.
In the following pitches, everything that could go wrong did.
Murphy's Law surrounded me like a thick cloud. I dropped some biners
including a biner with five wires. My haul line got stuck behind an old
bong which had fallen deep into the stoveleg cracks. I rappelled down to
free it, but it was so stuck I finally had to chop it off with the hammer. My
lead line, a rope I had borrowed from the VOC, partially disintegrated in a
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spot and I had to shorten it as well to a mere 35 meters. On the next
pitch, my brand new headlamp battery died, leaving me in total darkness. I
put in all the cams that I had in a crack and made a belay without really
seeing what I had made. I then rappelled to the haulbag to get a new battery, which became a story in itself as the battery was at the very bottom
of the bag. As I climbed on, both the ropes and the haulbag got stuck. I
had to rap down twice to free them. It was already midnight and I was
very tired. I tried to sit on the haulbag to relax. I even thought about
sleeping on the haulbag, but as I wouldn't be able to fall asleep, the better
choice was climbing on. I finally came to Dolt Tower, at about 2 o'clock in
the morning. I was desperate. Everything went wrong. I was so slow. I
was super-tired. My fingers hurt. It was Chaos. I hated it. I thought about
giving up.
Sleeping on Dolt Tower, I first had some nightmares about stuck
haulbags, endless cracks, useless headlamps and so on. But then, my
dreams were getting better. I dreamed I had rappelled down to the ground
and was going to Camp 4, a big bottle of coke in my hand. No more thirst.
What a perfect dream. It felt so good.
In the morning, I barely managed to stand up. Everything hurt.
My fingers were sore and I had problems tying my shoes and opening the
haulbag. On Dolt Tower, I found about 20 Meters of old static rope. This
helped me to extend my lead line to a usable length. I climbed on, aiding
along the cracks on cams and came to El Cap Tower by noon. El Cap
Tower offers a big bivy spot and I took a break, even sweating in the
shadow of the haulbag. It was so hot that I put away my clothes and
climbed in my underwear (no t-shirt) for the rest of the day. On El Cap
Tower, I slipped out of my harness as well and enjoyed walking around
(well, it is only 3 by 1 meters, so I couldn’t really walk far). I was able to
see Chongo on Sea of Dreams. He’s a crazy guy, living on a portaledge 400
meters off the ground on this climb. He’s been there for more than a year,
people tell me. In fact, John Millar, who cruised Sea of Dreams two years
ago, told me Chongo was sitting on his ledge even then. I saw Chongo
rappelling down and jugging up several times while I was in Yosemite. In
fact, he never climbed, and when I finally met him, he told me that his
cams were so rusty he would have to take them down and oil them before
they could be used. Most of the time, Chongo is just sitting on his ledge,
making crazy noises and writing on his 800 page book on big wall climbing. Sometimes he rappels to his second camp 100 meter below his ledge
where he “explores everything man has ever thought about big wall climbing”. Chongo writes books about astrophysics as well. Maybe one day
somebody will climb up the Sea of Dreams and find some bones (I mean,
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Chongo's bones) on a portaledge and a book showing mankind that the
only zero dimensional singularity in the universe is the stupid American
wall climber. This is one of his major theories. You see, Chongo is really
interesting, and even if you laugh about all this now, you will see that he is
a really impressive man. If you are ever down in The Valley and you have
some time, then jug up the fixed lines on the Sea and chill out on one of
the garden chairs that Chongo has hauled up and talk with him about the
world.
From El Cap Tower, I climbed up Texas Flake. You have to do
some very nasty 5.8 chimney climbing between the Flake and the main
wall. It was cool in the chimney and I enjoyed being there. My underwear
got some holes from the chimney climbing, and I was glad to manage this
challenging free climbing section. I rapped down (like in every pitch),
jugged back up (like in every pitch as well) and hauled the bag (like in the
34 other pitches). Solo aiding is really a lot of work. You have to scale up
every pitch twice and haul the bag all on you own as well.
My relationship to the haulbag was somehow ambiguous. I normally called it "Frau Muller". Frau Muller had rented a room to me back
home in Germany and she had a whole lot in common with the haulbag.
She was big and fat as well and had the same unidentifiable colour. She did
not do anything herself. Her main purpose was to do everything I hated.
She tried to annoy me whenever she could. Of course I called the haulbag
asshole, dirtbag, bastard and so on, too, like everybody does. Sometimes,
our relationship was not too bad. In the evenings, I found a warm sleeping
bag, food and water in the bag. He could be quite generous. Frau Mueller
had a good heart hidden somewhere.
I slept on Boot Flake. The place is just big enough for a grown
man. Of course, when you lie down, you discover that you can choose
whether your feet will be in the air or your head. I chose my feet. The
night was beautiful. Millions of stars were above me and I dreamed of all
the beautiful girls I met in my life and that they probably would not even
speak to me because I was not rich nor beautiful and looked shitty like a
wall rat does. On the other hand, if they spoke to me, I would probably
not consider them to be beautiful girls anymore. Life is really complicated... Of course I wasn’t thinking about anything like this at all. I
thought a lot about the wonders of the cold beer, which every climber in
Germany knows better than any climb, and about the food my mother
cooks.
In the morning I munched some Powerbars before I rapped for
the "King Swing". The Swing is amazing. You have to do a big pendulum
and run over the wall like a madman - just imagine running with a full wall
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load of gear on your harness.
The gear begins to make crazy
noises and it sounds like an
earthquake in a hardware shop.
After I reached the first anchor
(A barely stuck Lost Arrow), I
lowered off another ten meters
and swung again to the left and
right, until I could grab a crack
and climb up to the belay.
The day went by pretty fast. As
some of the pitches were quite
long, I had to tie my lead line
and the haul line together to be
able to climb a full 50 meters.
There is a long traverse to a bivy
called Camp 4 and the haulbag
got jammed on a needle below.
On the pitch below the well
known "Great Roof", I lost a Camalot. I don't know why it fell down. The
only thing I remember is that I had it in my hand, and the next thing I
remember is that I saw it falling down. It got smaller and smaller and finally just disappeared - the wall is really high. There is a fundamental difference between the climbs in Squamish, where you can just rap down in
the evening and collect all the gear you dropped, and Yosemite. On the
Nose, this is nearly impossible. Loosing gear became a constant joke of
life (although a really bad joke...). But more about this later.
The Great Roof offers good and easy aiding. Although the first
placement is flary (and I did well testing it because it popped), the following moves are really beautiful. There is a lot of fixed gear and the traverse
below the roof is quite airy. I honestly can't imagine how Lynn Hill freeclimbed it. The crack was just the size of a Lost Arrow. Do you know anyone whose fingers are as small as a lost Arrow? Well, I know somebody,
and that is Lynn Hill, I guess.
Night fell as I climbed the big roof and I made two more pitches
to Camp 5. Before scaling the Pancake flake, I opened the haulbag to find
a spare battery for the headlamp. It is quite a mess to open a haulbag at a
hanging belay and to get out something at the bottom, like my spare battery. You have to clip all the things to the belay in order not to loose
them. However, I slung my fleece jacket around my neck because I could
not find a free biner. I found the battery, got all the things in the bag again
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and climbed on. In the middle of the pitch, hanging on a stuck cam that
probably dated back to the early 1980s, I remembered that I had slung my
fleece jacket around my neck. Well it was not there any more and it was
not in the bag either, so I figured I had dropped it. This made me quite
angry. It was a nice blue fleece jacket, self-sewn, and in its pocket was my
spoon and worse, the copies of the route description. From now on, I
would have to guess where the climb went. I got quite angry about all this.
If I had had a partner up there, I probably would have rid my anger in
accusing him of being slow, incompetent, untalented, of drinking too
much water and having a disgusting personality. So thank god I was on my
own up there. The only thing I could do was kick Frau Mueller, but she
even seemed to enjoy watching me spend my energy so uselessly kicking a
haulbag and getting hurting toes.
After aiding up an awkward deep slot, I came to Camp 5 at about
10 o'clock. The final move is a mantle on a terrace. I prepared for the
mantle, got up onto the terrace and realized that something was caught
below and was dragging me back down (probably one of the aiders or a
daisy chain). I got anxious about falling, because I was just high enough to
have my elbows on the terrace and just in the middle of the mantle. Reversing the mantle was awful and I only could guess where there would be
something for my feet, it was pitch dark. I finally managed to get up to the
terrace, rapped down, cleaned the pitch and hauled Frau Muller. Camp 5 is
really smelly. People leave everything there, rubbish, especially shit and
piss. Behind a big flake are
about 8 gallon-bottles full of
human feces. It stank like hell. I
had to vomit twice in the night,
luckily, there was not much in
my stomach, and the bivy did
not get worse than it was.
The next day saw a
tired and barely-organized
climber (Me) aiding up to Camp
6. Camp 6 is as smelly as Camp
5 and you’re lucky when you
can leave it. The changing corners offered nice aiding on little
wires, although I dropped another Cam in the cracks below
and only one cam remained in
the size of a #1 Camalot. This Robert leading pitch 4 on Zodiac Kelly
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meant a lot of leapfrogging on not very well fitting cams and sometimes I
could not leave any pro for 10 or 15 meters. Frau Muller slimmed down
quite a bit as I drank more and more water. She got pretty light for hauling
and I did not have to bodyhaul her any more. I hooked over some free
climbing on the second last pitch. It was already 10 pm and the full moon
was standing over the Sierra Nevada, shining right on the Nose. The last
pitch is a long bolt ladder through an overhang. The bolts were brand new
and I back-cleaned the whole pitch. I moved really slow. I was tired, tired
of climbing, clipping biners and feeding the rope through the Grigri. I
smelled pretty bad. It was time to finish the climb.
Topping out was beautiful. I scrambled up the last meters just in
time. I dropped my harness and ran for the some bushes. I had told a
friend that I did not need a poop tube because I only have to shit every
4th day when I am climbing. Nobody believed me, but I made it true. The
last time I had been to the bathroom was in the forest below The Nose,
and now I was on top. Shitting was a big relief. Really. One of the best
moments I can remember.
Topping out while solo aiding is somehow not ideal. You have to
rap back down, free the haulbag and jug up again. Going down again
when you are already on top is something I hate. Rappelling was super,
though. There were 34 pitches below me in the full moon light, I could
see every meter of the nose, and it was really overhanging. I freed Frau
Muller and she swung out under the overhang, dangling in mid air. Then I
prepared to swing out myself, only to realize I would crash into Frau Muller. The crash was quite soft and I jugged up, really tired, taking a break
every five meters. On top, I dragged Frau Mueller to some bushes and a
tree, found a nice spot and fell asleep, still thirsty. It was midnight. My
ropes were still hanging down the overhang, in case a bear came and attacked me, I thought. However, I smelled so bad no bear would have even
thought about something like that.
Descending the next day was brutal. I went up to the top of El
Cap and followed tracks in the snow. It was beautiful up there. Sunrays
danced between the old trees and the snow in deep silence. Walking with
the heavy bag was hard work and the snow was deep and my socks were
quite wet. I was getting slower and slower. At some point, there were bear
tracks in the snow. The tracks were big. I mean, I always try to think of
Black Bears as little, cozy animals that run away when they see humans.
But the tracks did not fit in this image. I could stand in one of the holes
with both my feet. And the tracks were quite fresh, as well. I then sped up.
Well, only after I was able to get the bag lifted from the ground. Never
make the mistake of putting a haulbag in the snow. It is really hard to lift,
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and during my first attempt, I lost balance and fell into the snow, head
first. The heavy haulbag piledrove my head into the snow. It was funny
seeing the hole my head had made beside the holes of the bear tracks.
The hike never ended. It led through forests and meadows and
scaled higher and higher up. Something was very wrong, the direction I
was walking was somehow not very calming as well. After many hours, I
came to a valley and saw cars 2000 feet below me. The trail got less and
less visible and finally was covered by a landslide. It was already late afternoon and I decided to climb down the landslide. It took a long time and I
was scared with Frau Mueller on my back. I finally came down to the road,
having hiked about 30 km on a trail that was completely wrong. I hitchhiked to Camp 4. When a car stopped, I first told the driver where I
wanted to go to and then told him that I smelt. We drove some miles until
El Cap was visible. My whole body was sore. The pulse of my heart hurt
in my fingertips. I was thirsty. What a huge piece of work to climb up a
big wall!
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I want to thank all the great people of the VOC for the good times we’ve had together
here in Vancouver. I’m so far away from the Alps but still at home, because "home" is
anywhere one can find rock, ice, and somebody to share dreams with. Soon I will go
back in Europe and the majestic north walls of the Alps, where I’ve spent so many
unforgettable moments and where I found and lost some of my best friends.
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By VOC Correspondent Kenny Frazz
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The University of British Columbia campus, a small city in its
own right, accreted onto the edge of the city of Vancouver. By day, all I
can see all over the place is people rushing between classes. If you go outside during classes, when most students are engrossed in paying attention
to their lecturer, or (as would be more my case) in the people and things
around them, the campus is relatively dead, but still there are people
about. Come now to school at night, say after nine or ten, and it is very
much a different story. Isolated groups radiate from and concentrate on
the bus loop and the Student Union Building, and libraries are variably
packed or deserted, depending on exams, but most other areas are void of
life. All that is left are dimly lit shadowy corners and arêtes, and endless
faces and slabs of concrete and glass. To break the monotony of this
landscape throw in the occasional drainpipe and stairwell, and that could
sum up the night life on the majority of the campus.
Now meet Arvin Kavinchuck, a former engineering student with
a craving for bad Chinese food from the Village food court, and a bag of
white chalk which he likes to sprinkle about the place. Picture a tallish
gaunt lad, dressed in black sweatshirt and ragged skateboard shoes, with
alternatively dreadlocked or close cropped hair, depending on the dread
destroying power of the surf in Hawaii at the time. For Arvin and friend
Kenny Frazz, a short, stocky, and much less interesting character, the preferred method of transport on campus is a few old skateboards for easy
stashing in bushes while they get out and about on campus on a nice dry
night. More often than not it’s a little cool out, but this seems only to
heighten their energy, and encourages them to move with more determination and concentrate harder on their after hours campus tours.
First stop on the tour is more often than not the Administration
Building, composed of the classic UBC grey concrete, which must be produced en masse and shipped to boring grey places worldwide. This material by far dominates the UBC landscape, with the only thing able to penetrate this depressing barrier being the overwhelming flow of pink and
white blossoms in spring, which for a short time mask the monotone of
campus which is the color grey. But for these two at least, the grey concrete of this building turns into a playground. Granted there are no slides,
swings, or teeter-totters but there is a crude and hard form of the familiar
monkey bars, seemingly built for the some purpose by a twisted and senile
designer who has finally had it with the standard, and dares to express
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those deep down desires for years repressed. It is upon this demented
monkey bar that Arvin and Kenny release their energy and at last begin to
play.
First up Kenny pulls his feet off the ground while pulling mostly
down on a ledge that seems to totally be facing the other way. Since Frazz
is a little slow, he doesn’t notice this apparent flaw of physics, and so uses
his brutish strength to propel himself dynamically upward further, launching feet and one hand into air, and finally he grasps the good edge of the
top of the wall. Kenny seems none too graceful, but doesn’t seem to
mind. Next up, Arvin takes the spotlight. It is obvious that Arvin possesses strength as well, though he seems more to use the faint corners and
edges of the arête he is climbing in total harmony with his hands and feet,
rather than just bullheaded strength. He completes the problem as if it
were nothing, and shyly lets Frazz at it. There is a word these climbers use
which very well describes Kenny on the arête well, the word being flail.
Kenny steps up, climbs the first part with some difficulty, and proceeds to
fall off numerous times before scraping off a line of skin going from his
spleen to his shoulder. This only seems to fuel him further, and finally,
after another brutish dynamic move (where Kavinchuk moved statically)
Kenny finally does the problem, but only just. He then proceeds to say
how “hairball” the problem is (as these short climbs are called) then recants the statement, and finally settles on the conclusion that it was “balls
to the wall” instead. Where this pea-brained individual came up with the
terms remains a mystery, but Arvin just laughs in politeness and they carry
on to the next spot on the tour.
The Student Recreation Building was built a few years ago, and
though it had recreation in mind, it is doubtful whether or not it was designed to be scaled in such a way as it was by the two lads in this article.
The East facing side of the building was built in such a way that it is
slabby, or at least less than vertical, and this, coupled with the fact that
there are pipes running vertically most of the length of the building, allows
the duo to scale the building in a matter of a minute or less. Upon climbing back down, Arvin proceeds to explain how they could have and probably should have used a rope like real rock climbers, but that the difficulty
was not great, and as long as you stayed calm, you would not fall. Just
then an airborne Kenny Frazz lands nearby on the ground with a thud, he
had been climbing down more slowly than Kavinchuk, and when still five
or eight metres up, managed to “get sketched” and somehow lose his grip.
Amazed that Kenny had just fallen off the easiest route at UBC, coupled
with the fact that he was now fine and trying to tie his shoelace, (to prevent further incident, informed Kenny), Arvin suggested shorter routes. A
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The East facing side of the building was built in such a way that it is
slabby, or at least less than vertical, and this, coupled with the fact that
there are pipes running vertically most of the length of the building, allows
the duo to scale the building in a matter of a minute or less. Upon climbing back down, Arvin proceeds to explain how they could have and probably should have used a rope like real rock climbers, but that the difficulty
was not great, and as long as you stayed calm, you would not fall. Just
then an airborne Kenny Frazz lands nearby on the ground with a thud, he
had been climbing down more slowly than Kavinchuk, and when still five
or eight metres up, managed to “get sketched” and somehow lose his grip.
Amazed that Kenny had just fallen off the easiest route at UBC, coupled
with the fact that he was now fine and trying to tie his shoelace, (to prevent further incident, informed Kenny), Arvin suggested shorter routes. A
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wise move considering the limited capacity for rational thought in Frazz.
A quick skate around the building and they were at the next problem.
Arvin was quick to inform that this was one of the finest on campus, and
proceeded to pull his sweatshirt down over his elbows and climb up onto
a cement beam under a walkway. Then he traversed out, both hands on
the lip of a higher edge, while one heel trailed in the path of his hands, and
the other swung wildly in midair. Then both feet were swinging, they
swung through a bush (all part of the problem) and finally Arvin pulled up
and onto a higher beam, measuring maybe 40cm square on top, with an
overhang just above, and ended up facing outwards. “Now’s the hard
part”, says he, as he gracefully (as much as one can be graceful in the situation), manages to turn himself around so that he is riding au cheval again,
this time facing in to the wall in a careful balance with muscles tense. To
finish, Kavinchuk deftly places his knee and toe between the block he is
on and the bottom of the overhang, relaxes a bit, and manages to raise his
upper body enough to top out on the wall. Amazing to watch. Kenny, by
this time through thrashing up the bottom side of a hanging stairway to
the top, is ready and jumps at it next. He does it in the same fashion as
Arvin, though the bush doesn’t look quite the same afterward.
Growing sick of the current tour venue, the boys head to the
Oceanography wing of the Biology Building to some problems Frazz discovered while lost trying to find the Bookstore the week before final exams. He justifies another failed math course by these two problems, and it
is evident that they are of high quality. The first is a cement pillar up to a
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ceiling, with a lip just in reach of the top of the pillar. Once at the lip, a
“mantle” move is required to summit onto the concrete platform. Since
one has to hang by both arms at the lip of the platform, the problem of
getting on top is a difficult one. Kavinchuk manages to do the move by
first putting a leg over, then rolling onto the platform. Frazz prefers the
direct method, and does a pseudo-heimlich manouver, barely avoiding
vomiting, to gain the same position. To the right of the pillar is an
unlikely looking line that ends the same way as the pillar problem, but
starts a few meters away on a wall with vertically aligned parallel grooves.
The grooves are climbed up to an edge, then the edge is traversed over to
the corner of the building. Once here things get tricky. An overhanging
façade reveals a crack, which can be grabbed and pinched in an
“undercling” move, and once this crack is gained, it can be traversed, with
only feet smearing on a blank concrete wall. Arvin understands that there
are forces working in opposition to his advantage and does the problem.
Frazz doesn’t understand what the hell Kavinchuk is talking about, and
does the problem.
Excited over the last set of problems, the boys head over to the
new Forestry Building. They are looking for new problems, and they
aren’t disappointed. They fool around down low, around the outside of
the building, doing numerous variations, climbing various cracks and window panes and edges. Eventually they make their way in to the central
courtyard, in a location where there are stacks of plywood and boards
ready for testing in the facilities within the building. Arvin spots a ladder
heading up onto a low two story roof and the boys climb up, probably
feeling similar to early explorers on high mountain peaks in remote parts
of the world. Atop the roof, they climb up and over a partially disassembled fan (the reason for the ladder), and on to a larger roof. Their eyes
grow wide when they see three or four metre high wooden beams under
the overhang of the next roof up. Arvin is dubious whether or not they
can be climbed, but Kenny jumps right at it, not thinking about the now
cold and late night, and not thinking about the frost on the sheet metal
edge which must be surmounted to gain the roof. Kenny may be strong,
but nobody said he was a real thinker. In any case, up he goes, Arvin
standing below to act as a crash pad in the event that Kenny peels off and
plummets to the hard flat roof below. He does just that upon grabbing
the frosty metal edge and nearly crushes Arvin’s foot. A swearing Kavinchuk below, Frazz goes for a second attempt as much to escape the
Wrath of Arvin as to complete the final roof. By some unlikely miracle of
science or the supernatural, Kenny seems to have learned something from
his previous attempt, and instead of wildly fling at the lip and letting his
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feet swing off the instant his hand grasps the edge of the higher, the highest, roof, something inside him sparks, and he controls himself for a small
part of a second. Perhaps he can taste the summit. Perhaps he is inspired
by his level-headed friend, and perhaps he is scared shitless and doesn’t
want to fall off again. Whatever the case, Frazz sticks the move, gets his
other hand on, gently swings his feet, and pulls up onto the roof. Arvin,
swollen foot and all, not surprisingly feels he can do the problem after
seeing it could be done, and with Kenny ready to grab his shirt from
above him should he slip, he pulls over onto the Summit Roof to join his
friend. Somewhere along the way, the Wrath of Arvin dissipated into the
air, and after sliding around on the frosty metal roof for kicks, the two
characters hung by their hands over the edge, dropped the two metres
between feet and roof below, and headed back down to solid ground.
Another successful night on campus for Kavinchuk and Frazz. As Kim
Mitchell would say “might as well go for a soda, nobody hurts, and nobody cries”. As Arvin and Kenny say, “might as well go buildering”.
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*real names may not have been used to protect the identity of the individual.
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Ice Climbing—Not that ARD !
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Mid-January, and the ice ribboning down rock, though not as fat
as it can be. Climbing of frozen waterfalls is bloody brilliant fun, I found
that out at the end of last year, when Conor and I spent a couple of days
in Marble Canyon, south of Lillooet. Here we were in Lillooet again, this
time to attend the 1st Annual Lillooet Ice Climbing Festival, held at the
Royal Canadian Legion, Br 66 Hall. Nearly 200 registered for the festival.
The reception was packed on Friday the 19th, anticipation clearly electric.
There was quite a lot of information available about the area, including an
impressive newly put together
map encompassing most of
the climbs north and south of
Lillooet. Don Serl presented
the first slide show: an introduction to the area and all its
ice treasures, including some
delicious stories. There
seemed to be plenty of goings
on, excited faces, wide-eyed
expression and enthusiastic
gesticulation colouring the
room.
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Needless to say, a
great deal of ice was climbed
that Saturday. In the evening
the participants gathered to
swap stories, eat all the food
provided (we had a tough job
as there was tons of the stuff!)
and also to listen to Will
Gadd’s tales of adventure on
ice and paragliding. (I think it
would be great to combine
the two sports, well at least
combine ice climbing and
base-jumping? Better than the often stressful dusk rappels...). After the
serious entertainment, there was a bundle of trivia prizes and draws and to
our (Conor, Kelly Franz, Guy Edwards and myself) delight we found a
miniature Curling game (hard to miss it actually as it was about 8m long) at
the bar. We were hard pressed to wear the thing out. I'm pretty sure Guy
and myself won though.
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Contemplations on Becoming a Hooker
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By Matt Buckle

By Matt Buckle

If you had told me years ago that at the end of my university degree I would be becoming a hooker, I probably wouldn’t have believed
you. But I suppose it is all part of my natural progression as a climber that
I now find myself from time to time high on a wall, held in place only by a
small iron hook on a crystal of granite. While by no means can I consider
myself an expert of the craft, I have had the opportunity to spend enough
sunny winter days trying out my new toys on the walls of the Chief that I
can begin to contemplate what it is about hooking that makes it so great:
Perhaps it starts with the distinctive jingle of a biner full of hooks
on your rack, a delightful yet ominous sound, like a high pitched transposition of the cowbell ring of hexes. As you progress up the climb on solid
nuts and cams, the occasional phantom ring of the hooks serves as a reminder that soon that crack may run out.
Once you arrive at the end of the crack and must begin to deploy
the hooks, there is a brief hesitation, a moment of reluctance to leave the
comfort of a bomber placement to begin hooking. And then the hook is
set, on an edge or incipient seam you can’t really see but can just feel
through your thrashed and beaten fingers. A couple bounce tests… it
shifts a little, but seems to hold. Nothing left now but to go for it.
Next comes the exhilaration of watching the hook flex each time
you step gently up in your aiders, prehaps looking down occasionally to
see what the line of flight looks like. And then, the feeling of either relief
or horror when you finally get to see the placement at eye level and realize
that it is in fact bomber… or barely maintaining equilibrium, only in contact by a thin hair of steel.
But also, there is something very clean about hooking. It requires
no crack in the wall, only a few fortuitously aligned crystals of granite.
And once you move on, it takes only a quick tug on the daisy chain and
the hook is dangling free, leaving no trace you were ever attached to that
blank wall – and simultaneously removing the only line of retreat.
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The Skyhook
The time honoured classic. An elegant little steel claw, perfectly
suited to sit itself on the top of a flake or incut, or perhaps more frighteningly on a sloping edge or ripple.
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Jay Burbee hookin up “King of Rock”. Matt Buckle
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The Bathook
The bathook brings mixed feelings. On the one hand, it is small
and scary, a few millimetres of iron resting in the remnants of a shallow
bolt hole. On the other hand, it is an artificial placement, an unnatural
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scar in the rock. Perhaps it is kind of an aid version sport climbing, only
much less secure.
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The Bird Beak
The stuff that nightmares are made of. Or so you would think
until you set one of these into an old rurp scar and realize it is the best
hook you have placed all day. Buying one of these at the shop makes you
feel tough, but actually placing it is even better.
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The Fishhook
The biggest of ‘em all, the Fishhook (like its peer the Captain
Hook) has a menacing appearance, a great swathe of metal which looks as
though it would be more appropriate hanging a side of beef in an abattoir.
The scariest part of this hook isn’t placing it, but the thought of falling
with one of these on your harness, awaiting the perfect moment to impale
you.
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The Camhook
It is hard to decide which is the best feature of this relatively recent addition to the wall rat’s arsenal: the fact that when well placed it can
be incredibly solid, or the fact that even when good it still looks really
scary so it makes you feel hard. This piece is invaluable in thin vertical
cracks and flakes that could only otherwise be used by bashing in a pin
and scarring the rock.
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To Kill a Climber

To Kill a Climber

(A Good Toilet Read for Quick Shitters)
By Kelly Franz
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To kill a climber:

To kill a climber:

1. Build baits
Bait: Tie free food sign to sandwich, (to be lodged in crack in rock or
similar such feature upwards of 2m from ground height. See 2b: Placing
Baits) Inside sandwich (preferably something on whole wheat) should be
edible items such as are usually found in sandwiches e.g. cheese, peanut
butter, lettuce, tuna fish, chocolate sauce, onions, oregano etc. Experiment with different combinations but most find the ones described works
best. Produce five to fifteen baits.
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1. Place baits
Place baits strategically leading upwards from a 2m low point up to a
height sufficient to kill prey in event of a fall to the ground. Space baits a
few metres apart. Note: placing bait above ledges may help in death
though may bruise trophy and meat. Take care placing baits, and always
use certified techniques, such as helicopter placing, ladder placing, or employing companies which specialize in this type of activity (see listings in
the back of Guns and Ammo).
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1. Wait
Waiting behind a blind may help. Blinds can be made, stolen, or bought
pre-manufactured from outlets such as Wal-Mart or Canadian Tire (the
ones found at Zellers are crap, they almost always come broken).
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Materials needed
Pen, paper, string, sandwich materials, duct tape (to tape baits to
small holds), large ladder or helicopter, skinning knife, bags for meat,
separate bag for head (trophy), blind, club, barbeque (optional).
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Hints and tips
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The philosophy behind the bait method of climber killing is simple; climbers are suckers for free food. The benefits are many. This method uses
no ammunition, minimal bait, the bait is biodegradable (as are kills), and
the plan can be undertaken in a variety of environments, from distal and
remote peaks in Hytbrechiestuhnn, to the boulder strewn Prairie. Varia-
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tions can be done on ice climbers, boulderers (make sure you get a good
boulder that has a nasty bad jagged landing, sometimes a wounded boulderer must be finished off, and for this the club is needed) and any other
type of climber. It is best to aim for lone climbers aimlessly wandering
and looking weary, this will avoid having the bait stolen by climbers on
lead using roped protection. One way to fool roped climbers is to bait at
locations on a rock face where the climber would put in protection. Of-
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Conor lunging for bait on “Crime of the Century”. Matt Buckle
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tentimes climbers are so excited by the prospect of free food that they
climb ever higher unprotected, only to fall upon removing both hands to
eat bait. Another option is to place baits on previously unclimbed rock
faces that are rotten and loose, so that protection fails. In the case of bagging roped climbers, be wary of the prey’s partner, often attached via rope
to the prey. One must either sedate the “belayer” with free food (try using
rotten meat with a “Free” sign attached, or else any type of food past its
due date). Otherwise, move quickly to transport the kill before the belayer
comes to the ground. You can use the skinning knife in your hunting kit
to cut the rope, stranding the belayer. Suggested areas for the neophyte
hunter include Squamish, Canada, Smith Rock, Oregon, Red Rocks, Nevada, etc. Yosemite climbers have become friendly to these techniques and
so it is not recommended in this area, there have been climber attacks.
Please observe hunting regulations in National and Provincial/State parks,
as fines can be steep.
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There is nothing so fine as fresh meat, grilled to perfection over a roaring
gas barbeque, with the little fat present spattering and sizzling onto the hot
coals below. Take pride in this, your hard work and determination
summed up in a brilliant red roast cheerfully cooking away. Picture the
little gadgets and gizmos that climbers sometimes carry brightening up
your den, and in the centre of the far wall, beside the vicious mountain sea
lion mount, and above the dangerously timid and often elusive pink squirrel’s tail atop the mantelpiece, picture your finest trophies. Dozens of
them, grimacing and wincing, sometimes surprised and always elated with
a mouthful of bait, these are the hunter’s finest catch. These are the
climbers.
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The Game of Geese

The Game of Geese

(A Smith Rock Poem)
By Rebecca Goulding
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Breathe deep, a long
look above,
Aspiring to that cleft,
that bulge, that ledge.
Holds high, flexing a
certain stretch,
Reaching through with
grace,
A simple pace quickens.
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Locked muscles in a
binding trance,
Dancing at Smithrock,
hotrock, basalt bedrock.
Mind racing, no time,
limbs giving,
One mover, shaker,
pump, match and lock,
Vanquish those fears for
now.
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The river geese sigh
relief, it seems,
James Falconer on “Latest Rage” Matt Buckle
Exhale, take in the
sights, the sounds, the sun.
No time like the present, this game teaches,
A Savvy heart and solid head,
Gains the earth.
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Cannabis Farce

Cannabis Farce

By Jeremy Frimer

By Jeremy Frimer

The rains spattered softly on his jacket while water streamed in
waves down the granite wall beside him. Beside a sloping hook placement
on a dyke, Kelly could find nothing on the blank wall. POP! Instantly, he
began sliding as his previous cam hook blew. Just 3 feet off the ground, he
landed well and collected himself. It appeared to us that convention was
inappropriate… One shoulder stand later and Kelly was hooking his way
to a scary flake and then setting off on the bolt ladder leading to the first
belay of Cannabis Wall on the Chief.
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Streaming past, the water spinning off the tires of a car woke me.
Kelly’s “no watch” rule left me wondering what time it was. An hour later,
I had hiked back up to the base and began Jumaring to the ledge (yes,
Kelly and Marsha slept in a portaledge 40 meters off the ground). From
the depths of his sleeping bag, Kelly heard me coming, checked his watch
(cheater!) and yelled “Go back to bed! It’s not even 5am yet!”. But I was
not to be stopped. I left the belay in the dark and headed for P2. Half an
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hour later, I had cracked a flake by nailing it and done my first ever hook
move (followed by my second, third, and fourth: yikes!). The corner I was
climbing was wet and slippery but quite good for nuts and cams. It did
however make it awkward. Soon after getting some happy cheers from en
route Winter Longhikers, my foot slipped and I went tumbling over sideways. The scene was a farce; Robert must be rolling his eyes! There I hung
upside-down, dangling from my feet which were all hung up in my aiders.
Kelly was wondering why the rope wasn’t taught and I was wondering
how to become upright again. Around a corner and I bounced my first
copper head (then my second followed by my fifth hook: yikes!) before
the climbing eased off and the belay was reached.
Marsha figured it was her turn to try aiding on P3. In classic VOC
style, she received directions while on lead. Kelly and I hung out at the
belay, got cold and damp, and laughed a lot at the world. And who says
winter aiding is no fun! Marsha did brilliantly, cruising up the pitch until a
series (6) fixed copperheads loomed above. Bold as a big toe, she jumped
right in! For whatever reason, her bounce-testing became more and more
subtle until POP! And Marsha was off to the races! I grabbed the Grigri.
Kelly grabbed the haul line (?). But she kept falling. Some time later, she
stopped. The wires of two heads had blown sending her for a sick fall. She
decided that was enough. Kelly tagged in and pulled out all the stops including nailing beaks and nailing hooks into the top of heads. As I said, to
hell with convention! Fern arrived at the base and offered moral support
as Kelly reached the third belay and our Cannabis Adventure came to an
end.
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Fat Kidd in the Rockies

Fat Kidd in the Rockies

By Conor Reynolds
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“Look out the window to the right, Conor, you should be able to
see something fairly soon….”
“Oh my God, it’s so fat!”
“What?”
“FAT, man, it’s OBSCENE… quick, pull over so we can have a
proper look….”
On the drive from Calgary into the Kananaskis, the sunlight had
made the mirrored ball hanging in the cab sparkle wildly. Chris Gooliaff’s
truck is called Cisco. Cisco Disco. So much sparkling in the morning is
bad, of course, because it meant that we were about to experience another
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Chris Gooliaff on the ice monster. Conor Reynolds
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crack-of-noon start. It was my fault – that morning I had wanted to be in
town to buy a new pair of Darth Vader plastic boots, but it would be
worth it. It is especially satisfying to have the right gear for ice climbing,
and for this trip we were going to be really well kitted out. The icing on
the cake (pun absolutely intended) was the three different pairs of hide-
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ously expensive ice-tools to try out, courtesy of Chris’ connections with
the MEC. Savour these names and imagine their wicked sharpness: Cobras, Quarks and Rages… I had also brought along my Predators, but
from the moment I tried the others they were destined to act as truck ballast.
Chris pulled into the parking area and we stared up at the sideways Z-fold of limestone that makes Mount Kidd so distinctive. The decision to climb Kidd Falls was made in a second. Fat ice flowed from the
V of the Z, if you get my drift. Frozen blue curtains of obesity that had
expanded to fill the available width and then continued to grow outwards.
Two big pitches of vertical fatness. “You’re the one for me, Fatty…”, I
sang to myself. What a day; a painfully clear sky with just a smattering of
snow on the bare approach ridge. I thought with pity of those who climb
only in the Rockies, and who will never experience the bushwhacking horror approaches of the Coast Range. Honest.
At the base of the route we had five minutes more of sun and
warmth before shadow caught us. It crept up the fall line as we played
Rock-Paper-Scissors in deadly earnest. The winner would get to chase the
sun up the first pitch while the loser shivered. Best of three? Rock blunts
scissors. Scissors cuts paper. Damn. Oh well… I pulled on my warm
mitts and flaked the ropes. As Chris made his way up the line of most
blue, I admired the view, staying out of the way of tumbling ice-chunks
and swinging my arms. It’s a real knack to keep enough blood in your
fingers so that they haven’t frozen solid by the time you start to climb.
Thwack…kick… kickkick… thunk… THUNK... (“Ice!”)… thwack…
kick…kick…. Hypnotic sounds. The last sun illuminated a ghoulish ice
monster that threatened to eat Chris. And at last it was my turn. Following an ice pitch is fun, hooking and balancing, toying with moves you
wouldn’t dare try on the sharp end.
Chris was shivering at the belay so we transferred gear quickly and
I set off. Steep ice makes you plant the axes high, throw your head back
and laugh at the wind. Technique is everything: don’t place that screw
until the secure stance, take the weight off your arms by stemming when
you can, keep moving, keep it together… A bolted belay! Practically sport
climbing. I sat in an ice-bowl of stinging spindrift and white noise,
perched at the lip of this amazing petrified waterfall. How could the valley
below appear so serene while all around me was a chaos of wind and
snow? A mystery. One long rappel took us to the base of the fat Kidd
Falls, and we wrestled the ropes to our feet. As we hiked back to Cisco
the sky glowed.
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An Ascent of the Old
Incinerator Smokestack
By Conor Reynolds
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St. Paul’s Hospital, Vancouver.
(Written at 9:00am on Thursday, August 3rd, 2000 – the morning of the
climb).
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Participants: Mark Grist, Greg Brown, Conor Reynolds.
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3:50

3:50

4:10
4:20

That’s 3.50 AM. My radio alarm wakes me; I drink a glass of milk
and grab my pack.
Greg and I meet outside the Hollywood Theatre on Broadway.
In my pack are two ropes, some slings and carabiners, my harness, rock shoes and a camera.
We arrive by bike at the Burrard Street entrance of St. Paul’s Hospital. It is still dark. Karen arrives, a pathology student friend of
Mark’s who has offered to take some photos of the climb. I give
her my camera too.

Greg Brown and Mark Grist on the Smokestack. Conor Reynolds
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5:10

5:25

5:35

Mark arrives and we enter the building, visit the mad scientist lab
where he does his research. Karen gets herself comfortable at a
chosen viewpoint.
We enter the courtyard where the old smokestack rises above a
disused incinerator building. It is an octagonal redbrick structure,
thirty meters high from the incinerator roof. Where the sides of
the chimney meet the bricks overlap and protrude, making eight
identical, climbable aretes. On two of the sides a steel cable runs
from the base all the way to the top – perhaps the ground wire for
a lightning conductor. It is attached every three meters or so and
we will sling this as protection for the climb. Mark and I test the
strength of this by hanging off it at the bottom. It appears to be
bomber.
At the base of the chimney, (getting there involves combined tactics to reach the lip of the incinerator roof), I play rock-paperscissors with Mark. My paper is cut by Mark’s scissors, and he
scores the lead. We rack up as the sky gets lighter.
The Moose starts climbing. It is straightforward and repetitive
until near the top, but this has to be one of the most dramatic
man-made lines I have ever seen. Mark makes short work of the
crux, (a sizable bulge at the chimney rim), and secures himself to a
cast iron ladder that runs up the inside. It must have been an exciting finish: the cable protection is detached near the top and
seagulls circle and scream in annoyance at our intrusion.
Greg ties on and gets up there, and he is nearly at the top when
two security guards see him and start yelling. He tells them he is
inspecting the chimney on behalf of the City of Vancouver, and I
duck out of sight and curse our luck. They call the police.
My rope comes tight and I step into view and start climbing. I am
told very calmly to get right back down and wait or I will be in big
trouble. I hesitate, call up, climb down a bit. Then I realise how
much this experience means to me, so I explain that I need to
bring the rope up there so that we can all rappel down safely. I
ignore their response and get moving. Besides, I hate conflict
with authority.
We straddle the top and grin at each other. Six police officers and
two police cars have arrived at the (quote) scene of the crime
(unquote)… it was straight out of Arlo Guthrie’s “Alice’s Restaurant”. At least two of them are taking pictures – but whether for
evidence or the sheer entertainment value it is hard to tell. They
use an unintelligible megaphone to call up to us. When we figure
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out that they are talking about the fire department we hastily assure them that we are fine, and that we had actually planned to
come down all by ourselves.
We are seriously enjoying the situation and the adrenaline rush.
Greg and I are definitely more wigged out by the police presence
than cool cat Mark, which is good because he inspires calm and
then volunteers to rap down first. Before we descend, though, we
make a VOC sign with our arms for Karen, who is still busily
snapping shots. The seagulls – having turned us in to the law –
have now disappeared, and it is a beautiful dawn in Vancouver.
We set up a rappel off the old ladder.
Safely down and the ropes pull smoothly. We pack the gear
quickly as if our actions are unobserved. Two policemen have
gained access to a roof above us and they tell us to get down from
the roof “the same way you came up”. We dangle and drop, and
the most senior looking guy offers to help us with our packs. He
looks really amused.
As we walk down the steps where we are to be interviewed by our
uniformed friends, I pass a young officer and say “sorry for getting you out here this early”. He looks startled and tells me that
we are not free to go anywhere yet.
The talking-to begins. The police are definitely interested in why
we climbed it and what it was like. Greg tells them that they are
opening a philosophical can of worms with those questions, but
Mark quickly explains that the views were great and it was a bit of
a challenge, which they seem to understand. They even compliment us on our achievement by saying that they had cancelled the
fire department when they saw how “professional” we looked!
Overall, I get the impression that the police are not too keen on
charging us and giving us a record, (for “mischief”, would you
believe… if I am to be made a criminal then this is the offence I
would like to be charged for). However, they obviously must go
through the formalities so that we don’t imagine that we are getting away with it. At least I hope this is the case. Our real enemies are the two power-junky rent-a-guard types, (Fatty the Tattoo and Dufus), who for some reason badly want us to get into
trouble.
The police take our names, addresses and phone numbers. Fatty
takes Mark’s hospital swipe-card and tells us that we are barred
for life from St. Paul’s Hospital. There is a moment of confusion
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when Mark has to explain why there is a photo of Liberachi on
his ID card – apparently it was a lab joke, and the police find it
pretty funny too. Fatty looks confused. “He’s the one who
wouldn’t come down when I told him”; he points at me like a telltale kid. I explain that this was the only way to bring the second
rope up so that we could rappel down. Not entirely true, but it is
plausible. The Chief looks around and decides that Officer N. is
to be the one investigating the case – a rookie perhaps? Officer
N. checks some details with us, and while we are talking the Chief
grins and takes a picture of the scene. We cannot help ourselves
and burst out laughing.
The crux of the matter is that we are threatened with a summons.
If we get one then we will go to court, and if we go to court there
is a good chance that we will get that criminal record. There are
some obvious downsides to this. We would never be allowed to
enter the United States – I think. Greg would have to come back
from his trip to answer the summons, (he is flying to Hawaii on
September 10th and then plans to sail to New Zealand and climb
with Jeff Martin). Mark could be in more trouble regarding his
research in the St. Paul’s pathology lab, even if his supervisor is a
very understanding guy as he claims. Finally, I suppose it is lucky
that I am a Canadian citizen, or I could be sent back to Ireland.
(Ribs MacLinington, who is not Canadian, made a good call when
he decided not to come with us).
We eat the finest cinnamon buns I have ever tasted and assess our
situation over coffee. All we can do now is wait and see what
happens. I think we are all quite happy that the risks we took
were worth the experience. Greg leaves to get his passport for
the New Zealand trip, so I hang out with Mark for a while and we
muse on the state of this complicated world.
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from his trip to answer the summons, (he is flying to Hawaii on
September 10th and then plans to sail to New Zealand and climb
with Jeff Martin). Mark could be in more trouble regarding his
research in the St. Paul’s pathology lab, even if his supervisor is a
very understanding guy as he claims. Finally, I suppose it is lucky
that I am a Canadian citizen, or I could be sent back to Ireland.
(Ribs MacLinington, who is not Canadian, made a good call when
he decided not to come with us).
We eat the finest cinnamon buns I have ever tasted and assess our
situation over coffee. All we can do now is wait and see what
happens. I think we are all quite happy that the risks we took
were worth the experience. Greg leaves to get his passport for
the New Zealand trip, so I hang out with Mark for a while and we
muse on the state of this complicated world.
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The First Free Ascent of the Cleveland Dam
By Dan Perrakis
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“Some stories are too good to remain untold”. This story began in
classic VOC style. A merry bunch gathered for a fabulous latter-day VOC
tradition, the potluck/ slideshow/ party/ moochfest. At these social
events, the (cheap) old guard members of the club show up bearing corn
chips (if that), and eagerly dispose of the pasta salad, brownies, beer, and
olive tapenade brought by the few enterprising (usually new) members
who don’t know better. Despite this unfair imbalance, a good time is always had. As flowing drink loosens tongues, heroes retell tall tales, both
real and imagined. Ah, those VOC potlucks, I do miss them!
Now, this particular potluck took place in mid-March, 1999, at the
Dunbar house. I believe it was technically a VOC executive turnover
party, where the outgoing exec members bequeath their words of wisdom
to the incoming youngsters. For me, the evening was a welcome relief
from “thesis hell”. I had learnt a week previous that I had less than 10
days to hand in the final copy of my undergraduate thesis, whereas I had
previously believed that I had a whole month left to work on it. A week of
near-sleepless nights and 16-hour days ensued. I badly needed a break.
And so my mind was rather soft and foggy when Mark Grist wan-
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dered up to me, his typical roguish grin enhanced by alcohol. “Hey, Perrakis, wanna come climb the Cleveland Dam?” he asked. “I figure it will
take about two hours.”
He quickly related the details. Apparently, Dick Culbert had gotten busted trying to do the first ascent of the dam back in the ‘60’s, and so
the first ascent was still up for grabs. (Unfortunately, we have since learnt
that Culbert actually went back later and did nab the first ascent, on aid,
decades before. Oh well.) Knowing I would regret it later, but trying to
pretend that it was a reasonable thing to do, I acquiesced. Let the adventure begin, I thought! Surely, I could spare two hours…
In addition to Grist and me, Jay Burbee, also slightly inebriated,
and Jer Frimer rounded out the group. Jay had the distinction of being the
only one of the four who had actually led a pitch of aid. He too was on the
tipsier side of sober. The rest of us would have to be content with a trial
by fire. We left the potluck at around 10:30 pm, if I recall correctly, and
began driving around to collect people’s climbing gear. Armed with both
Jay’s and John Millar’s entire aid racks, including pitons, hooks, and a vast
array of cams and passive pieces, we felt unstoppable. We drove up to the
Capilano River parking lot, and got ready. “Ok everyone, leave your wallets and ID’s in the car”, Mark warned ominously. Then the four of us,
weighed down with enough gear for the Eiger on a bad day, trotted towards the dam, clinking and jingling like Santa’s reindeer. We then did a
long double rope rappel down to the bottom of the cement spout. A brief
15-foot section of nailing (starring Jay Burbee) got us on to the dam itself.
It was 1:30 am, and we were committed and having a great time. There’s
nothing quite like a good dose of midnight mountaineering to get one all
giggly, and banish evil thoughts of theses and school work.
We looked up at an oozing, crumbling wall of coarse cement –
with plenty of garbage lobbed by cretins from above on the edge of the
lip. Two streams of water from the lake poured out at mid-height, on the
left and right sides. Flanking these, parallel finger cracks shot up the full
length of the dam. These then, would be our climbs. The Burbee-Grist
route followed the right-side crack, while the Perrakis-Frimer route went
up on the left. The intrepid foursome tied in, and the race was on!
Well folks, time makes all stories foggy in details (but grander in
the retelling). I won’t bore you with trivia of banging pins and setting anchors. From my side of things, we had two pitches of fine sustained 5.9
cement crack climbing which I managed to climb all free, despite the
weight of two etriers and Jumars on my harness, two free racks over my
shoulders, a full rack of pins and hooks, and a hammer hanging at my
waist. I saw a good deal of aiding going on over on the Burbee-Grist
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route, so perhaps the right side is more challenging. Subsequent climbers
will have to find out. Jeremy said nothing for a long while, and when I
asked, I learnt of his intense need to go to the bathroom. For the sake of
the Vancouver water supply, I bade him to hold on to his load until we
got back into the woods. This took all his focus, and he was silent for
most of the climb.
To make a long story short, Jay and I got to the top of the dam at
about the same time. We couldn’t reach the fixed rope we had left to get
back to the catwalk, so I had to resort to propping him up as high as possible with my hand on his ass until he could get a hold of the rope and fix
his Jumar on it. He got up and fixed a better rope for the rest of us while
we waited shivering in the morning breeze off the lake. We all eventually
made it up, and Jeremy ran to shit in the woods. Joggers paused in their
morning run to stare at these clowns trussed up like Christmas trees clambering over the edge of the dam. It was 8:30 in the morning. Two hours
indeed! Mark summed it all up best: “What a fucking fiasco!” and we both
burst out laughing. It was pure hilarity – a classic VOC epic!
So there you have it: two routes currently grace the mighty Cleveland Dam. The left hand crack, “Pucker Power” (named in honour of Jeremy’s valiant battle against premature defecation), 5.9, and the right, “The
Crap-ilano Classic”, A1 and awaiting a free ascent. Both offer finger
cracks, fun climbing, and “fine situations” (really!), as Kevin Mclane would
say. The Cleveland Dam should be a mandatory tick for every aspiring
prankster and petty criminal climber.
The midnight mountaineer’s Vancouver tick list thus consists of
three notable climbs, as far as I am currently aware: Siwash Rock, the
Lion’s Gate Bridge, and the Cleveland Dam. (Perhaps Grist would care to
nominate a fourth – a certain chimney near St. Paul’s Hospital, but that’s
his story to tell…) For those new-age speed-climbing freaks, see if you can
do all three in a single night! I offer a bottle of Scotch for the first person
to pull this off. Don’t forget your Get Out of Jail Free card!
Partners in Crime:

Jeremy “Battled the Urge and Won” Frimer
Dan “Thesis-bound Geek” Perrakis
Mark “Pretensions of Deviance” Grist
Jay “Nearly Sober” Burbee
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By Jeremy Frimer

By Jeremy Frimer

Through the cone of my headlamp, I watched Mark Grist slip
over the edge and into the darkness below. It had seemed as if Mark had
been plotting this for a while… the mighty Cleveland Dam below Grouse
Mountain must have been taunting. He had no trouble convincing Dan
Perrakis, Jay Burbee, and myself to join him on a midnight stealth ascent
of this unclimbed prize. Leaving before midnight, we hoped to be well off
the climb by dawn.
The approach was arguably the crux. After doing a blind rap off a
railing into a coastal jungle, Jay set out to climb the side of the spillway
(like the arm of an armchair - only
bigger) to establish us in the spillway
itself. A thin crack between two cement blocks was the only weakness.
Being the first aid climbing experience for most of us, Dan, Mark, and
I watched in awe as Jay quickly
learned the art of pin stacking. Five
meters later, he was on top of the
arm. By the time it was my turn to
follow on Jumars, the others had already rapped down the other side
and into the spillway. Above us lay an
80-meter 70° cement wall topped by
a big huge open mouth opening to
Capilano Lake. For now, no water
spilled and all was quiet. The hour
was still young, our racks were
loaded, and excitement was upon us.
Jay and Mark teamed up on
the right crack, aiding the cement
splitter with nuts, cams, and pins.
Singing pins are usually a sound you
like to hear but when trying to deek
the authorities, they can cause problems. Meanwhile, Dan and I teamed
It takes real skill to make a
up on the left one. Dan took the first
tangle
like this. Jeremy Frimer
lead, freeing our larger crack at about
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5.9. I reached the belay some time later and looked at Dan’s 8-point anchor. “I don’t trust this cement stuff, ok.”
“Dan noticed my discomfort: “Are you alright?”
“I think I’m gonna shit my pants.”
“Yeah, it’s pretty scary, huh?” Dan’s so sweet. He wasn’t scared at
all but he didn’t want me to feel like the lamo.
“No, I just have a to take a crap really bad. You’ll have to take the
next lead. If I try it, it’ll be a heavy load to bear.”
Dan took off into the night once again as I writhed in agony,
praying for the end to come soon. As he reached the top of the wall, the
spillway rounded off to be flat with the lake behind. After placing a final
piece, Dan scampered up to the top and traversed right to the top of Jay
and Mark’s crack as well as where we had left a fixed line for jumaring the
open spillway. When I reached Dan’s last point, I realized that if I pulled
Dan’s last piece, I would take a 20 meter pendulum into a corner. That’s
like free-falling off a 7 storey building! I thought about it but decided
against.
Instead, I had to wait (as my pants feared loading) for the first guy
to clear the top and send me down a line to jumar. Time crept on so
slowly until I felt like I could hold it no long: “I’m sick and tired of this
shit!!!” Mark giggled and Jay lowered a line. I jumared for all I was worth,
cleared the top, and ran for the trees for all I my pants were worth.
Feeling fine, I walked back to the bridge over the spillway and
congratulated Mark and Jay as the sun rose. Hey, where’s Dan? One look
over the edge and we saw Dan struggling with some VOC-standard-issue
Jumars. He was pooped as were the rest of us as he pulled over the top,
sporting a clusterfuck that would impress a sparrow. The authorities arrived on the scene right about then but went to our start point while we
scurried off from our finish point to an awaiting get-away car.
A breakfast of champion’s at Mark’s house overlooking Vancouver waking to a new spring day put the final touches on our midnight antics. I heard over the radio that they opened the spillway the next night.
Talk about objective hazard!
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By Ard Arvin

By Ard Arvin

“Ascend first to roof of extension south of the main summit
barn. The first pitch from here on up is too steep to be done on friction,
and was solved on the recorded ascent by means of a shoulder stand three
people high, and then a pull-up on a shingle. Descent was by rappel from
a nail driven into summit apex”
- Route description of B Lot Barn, 1965 (since torn down and
replaced with the new wood science building). Climbers names withheld.
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Since the erection of UBC campus buildings, designed for the
betterment of our education, there has existed an underground culture of
students who have redirected their creativity onto the external faces of the
buildings themselves: builderers. Buildering can be defined as the creative
application of climbing skill to structures not typically designed to be
climbed.
Earliest recorded ascents date back to the 1950’s. Many a bold
route such as the Main Library, War Memorial Gym, or the Clock Tower
have been climbed, using the most ingenious of styles. The fact that
buildings were not designed to be climbed allows for some rather unconventional climbing. Many accounts make reference to the use of vice
grips, c-clamps, claw hammers, shoulder stands, bow and arrows, and pitons in the most unusual of places. This unconventionality gives buildering its inherent essence of playfulness. Combined with the thrill of potential apprehension, buildering is as every bit enjoyable as it’s mainstream
counterpart.
The following is a brief description of a select few UBC “builder
problems”. Chosen for their quality of moves, their friendly nature doesn’t require any special protection other than a competent spotter. Of
course there are many other time tested classic routes on campus, with
bolder styles and greater levels of adventure. Perhaps this selection could
best be viewed as the boulderers introduction to buildering. In any case it
is meant as an introduction, leaving the pleasure of discovering new routes
up to the reader.
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Administration Dyno
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Grab the undercling lip,
smear, pull hard and jump.
Tough but rewarding. Use it
to gauge your climbing
shape. The other side of the
building sports a grate which
makes the route much easier.
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This route offers fantastic
climbing, definitely classic.
Start to the right, pinching the
vertical flutes to their top.
Work your way around the
corner and into an undercling.
A dynamic reach and a tricky
mantel awaits.
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Although this route can be done
static, the real fun lies in doing
the dyno. Go with both hands
for the full effect. Climb the
pillar, dyno, mantel up. Have a
good spot.
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Climb up onto the ledge
above the door. Spooky
fist jamming awaits.
Have two or more good
spots.
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Very good stemming and
crimping up the corner. Grab
the lip and traverse over to the
pipe to descend.
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SRC Cubby Hole
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A seemingly unimpressive
route, but the unorthodox
climbing is classic. Hand traverse out over the bushes. The
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The Toaster and Other Stories

The Toaster and Other Stories

By Kelly Franz

By Kelly Franz

First term this year I lived with Ken Glover, Mark Huscroft, and
Johnkim Millar. Ken and I shared the big room, Mark had a room all to
himself, and McKim took up space in the kitchen closet, a roomy three
feet by seven.
Unlike his sister, Mark’s a real quiet guy. But when you get to
know him, he opens up a little; you just need to give him time. Like one
night, John and I were sitting there on the couch, and Mark’s over on the
other couch.
“What’s up Mark?”, says I.
“Nothing.”
We all resume reading or dreaming or whatever it is we do at
home. A few minutes pass, Mark shifts in his chair, cracks a smirk, and
goes back to being stoic.
“You sure nothing’s up?” prods John.
Sly smirk, then nothing.
A few more minutes pass. You can tell Mark has something to
say, but he just can’t bring himself to say it. Finally, after an eternity, Mark
will pipe up for a few seconds, say what’s on his mind (something about a
trip he’s thinking of or a hard boulder problem he’s done or salsa dancing
with some girl he might like), and then life resumes its previous pace,
friends just hanging out.
Then there’s Johnkim, if you know him great, if you don’t, you
don’t know what you’re missing. Super friendly, super energetic, and if
you don’t get out climbing on a
weekend or during good weather,
you had better have a great excuse. One of the most motivated and capable climbers I
know, a stellar lad to have as a
roommate and friend. Not a
great chef but nobody’s perfect.
Which reminds me of the time
John decided to make his own
granola. John’s a pretty simple
eater, and when he likes something, he’ll eat it all the time.
John spent the better part of two
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days getting the ingredients and perfecting his mixture of granola: rolled
oats, raisins, maybe a few nuts, and for sweetness and flavour and as a
binding agent, thick black molasses. John loved this shit, and it seemed to
love him too, because it always came out and told us. At the time, John
was taking a wilderness first aid course, and even in the classes, John
couldn’t control his excess of gas. Not only was it gas, it was flavoured,
probably somewhere between fresh oats and malt liquor, only nowhere
near as nice. It took him about two weeks to figure out that it might be
the multiple kilogram daily dose of fibrous delight that could be the cause
(though we all seemed to know it from the start). Then he phoned his
dad, a doctor, who told him it could be the food. After he finished that
bag of granola, John shut down his little operation, and the gas plant went
out of business too. Thank god.
My other roommate goes by many names, you may know him
as Ken, but those close to him know him as Cookie, or Flashdance, or
Kenny G, or most often just Frequency. John and I had him trained:
when we would say “What’s the frequency Kenneth?” he would calmly
reply “four-fifty-seven”. “What’s the frequency Kenneth” is from an
R.E.M. song, and four-fifty-seven Ken borrowed from his avalanche tranciever, 457Hz. Needless to say, Frequency stuck.
Ken and I originally moved into the place October 1, and loved
having our own space, privacy, and a home close to school. This bliss
lasted a full 16 days, and by the 17th, we had the rent reduced to cheap (it
was official) and we were all a bit tense about Szeto, the landlord, discovering that there were 4 instead of two in the basement. Originally he came
in unannounced (as was the custom for Szeto) and asked why we put two
beds in one room. I kind of shrugged, and made up some lame excuse.
He could smell a lie, and so said, “three people okay, I understand, you
students, three okay, no more than three.” It wasn’t for about another
month that he discovered we had four people. The next month, he
wanted a hundred more dollars to help with the hydro bill. Sneaky guy
that Szeto, and cheap too.
So why the heck am I telling you about all this? Its because when
you live in a house with three good friends, you can’t help but break the
tense living environment (sarcasm) with a trick here and a joke there. Enter the toaster.
Ken was all packed up for a skiing or hiking trip to Mt. Meagher
with some geology buddies one weekend, and had his bags all packed and
ready to go in the morning, so he could come home from class and leave
right away. John and I were just sitting around, and all of a sudden I had a
wonderful idea. John unpacked Ken’s bag while I tried to empty the
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toaster of most of the
crumbs into the sink.
Then we put in the
toaster and packed the
stuff back in. Ken left
for the weekend, and
John and Mark and I
were trying not to pee
ourselves laughing. I
guess you had to be
there. So the weekend
went without a hitch,
and I even managed to
forget that the toaster
was even missing, cold
pop-tarts already being
the norm for me. It
wasn’t until the Monday that Ken returned,
Matt Buckle leading pitch 2 of
with our beloved
Uncle Ben Carricks. Robert Steiner
toaster, somewhat
amused. He had discovered it in the middle of the night while reaching
for his sleeping bag, and couldn’t figure out what the hell it was until he
stuck his hand right inside (always unplug the toaster before you put anything in the slot).
So days go by, fall turns into winter and winter brings a hot summery trip aid climbing in Yosemite. All thoughts of the toaster vanish, as
more pressing thoughts such as “If the rope broke now I would die” and
“Is the rope running over a sharp edge?” and “I really hope the rope doesn’t break right now, I would die after falling very far” run through my
head. A safe return from Yosemite, and all of a sudden I am not quite as
afraid of aiding (dying), and so decide to give it another go. I round up
some partners (Jeremy and Marsha) and we are off to Squamish, for the
sole purpose of aid climbing.
The haul bag is nice and ready, so it’s out of the truck, and up the
hill we go. The haul bag weighs about 40 kg, and the other two people
carry next to nothing. Anyhow, we get to the base of the climb, I get all
ready, go to pull the rack from the haul bag and get a nice hand jam in the
One Slice Only slot of the toaster. Memory floods back, and all of a sudden I am in the kitchen at home, packing Ken’s bag, careful to keep the
toaster undetectable.
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And I chuckle and think to myself, Ken wins this hand, but who
will win in the end???
Pitch one went slow, as it was late, dark, and raining, and I didn’t
like it when the little bolts wiggled as I hung on them. Well into the night,
long after Jeremy had gone to the truck to sleep, the ledge was set up and
we retired into our luxurious ledge under the trees atop pitch one. Why
sleep on pitch one? Why not!
So the night goes by quickly, I completely forget to sleep, and all
too soon I hear footsteps in the snow below. Jeremy? Its impossible,
probably just a monster, just try to sleep. Steps get closer. Damn, its Jer.
Telling him to leave, come back in a few hours, its too early, etc only make
him angry and he jugs up the rope before I have time to pull it. I consider
cutting it but its my rope, so I’m out of luck. Anyhow, to make a bad story
short, Jer did a nice lead up pitch two, only falling out of his aiders once,
and by the crack of noon we were onto pitch three with Marsha in the
lead. She led up most of the way, clearing all the difficulties with speed
that put Jer and I to shame. Onto the fixed heads she went, and as she
merrily bounced on them, the thought crossed my mind to tell her to
maybe not test that fixed gear, and just get through it. Too late, she fell,
and ripped out two of the heads, shearing the rusty cables. Jer was all over
the belay, no problems catching the fall, as I snapped a hand onto the haul
line, effectively doing nothing at all. A fixed head caught her, the smallest
of the lot. She was slightly shaken, first way sick aid lead and all, so I got
up there and had some fun sticking hooks on top of heads for a few
moves, and even liked it so much I snapped a few photos before we went
home. This is the first time I can say for sure that I had fun aid climbing.
Maybe it was because of way sick nailing, maybe it was due to lying up all
night in the ledge with a cold wet rope on my stomach, daring not to
move for fear of a collapsing ledge, but I really had fun. Toaster and all.
Participants:
Johnkim “McKim” Millar
Mark “Markypoo” Huscroft
Ken “Frequency” Glover
Kelly Franz
Szeto
Jeremy “Waaay Sick” Frimer
Marsha “Waaay Sick” Hamilton
The Toaster (to top of p.1)
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on leavenworth’s classic crack
clean, natural gear
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The Prow

The Prow

By Matt Buckle

By Matt Buckle

At 2 am, after 4 hours of anticipated delays and another 8 hours
of unanticipated ones, we finally got on the road and out of Vancouver.
Sliding quickly across the border and through Washington under cover of
darkness, we just managed to squeeze through Portland before the Friday
morning rush hour hit at 6am. A brief stop for breakfast then back on the
road for the haul through Oregon. We reached our next stop - rainy Sacramento - at 2pm, just in time for Friday afternoon gridlock. As Anne was
about to start a 3 month Outward Bound course (the next day) and
needed hiking boots we spent the next 7 hours searching for and running
between miscellaneous outdoor stores, before getting back on the road for
the final stretch to the mystical climber’s paradise of Yosemite.
As we neared The Valley the roads got narrower and windier and
the fog and rain intensified, as did my exhaustion from having driven almost the whole way and not sleeping the night before. At about 2am, we
finally reached park, and set about to find a campsite. We soon realized
this was not going to happen, at least not before I fell asleep and dreamily
piloted the car through the firs and sequoias into Crane Creek. Eventually
we found a pullout on the side of the road and were quickly asleep, fully
expecting to be woken at 6am the next morning by a ranger extolling the
evils of sleeping in one’s car in a national park. In the end it was not until
10am that the ranger came rapping on the window, letting us off with
“just a warning this time, but don’t do it again”. It is quite surprising how
well one can sleep on a crashpad rolled up in the back seat of a small car
when really tired!
As the storm cleared that morning, Anne took a bus to Fresno to
start her trip, and I set about playing tourist in the Valley and getting my
bearings. I couldn’t get into camp 4 that night, so I found a spot just outside the park on the Merced River and got some much needed sleep. The
next morning I returned to the park and hit camp 4 to find a partner. The
first guy I talked to was a 45 year old Chicagoite, who had just been laid
off from his job and had taken his severance cheque and bought a bunch
of wall gear, then told his wife he’d see her in a couple months and driven
out west. Tom was planning on heading up to solo The Prow that day,
but after talking to him for a while we decided to go cragging for a day or
two, then possibly do The Prow together later in the week.
We opted to start with Central Pillar of Frenzy, a classic 5 pitches
of 5.9 up Middle Cathedral Rock. For a 5-star route with a 15 minute ap-
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proach at 11am on Sunday of the last long weekend of the summer in perfect weather, we expected to be waiting for other parties. Amazingly however we were the first party on the entire Middle Cathedral. Apparently
the storm which had cleared as I arrived had scared all the climbers out of
the Valley! The route was highly enjoyable, up cracks on beautiful smooth
white and orange granite, with the highlight being an intimidating though
not too difficult 1 metre roof on the 3rd pitch. The slick granite took a bit
of getting used to, as it offered much less friction than crystalline Squamish rock, but the climbing was fantastic. Aside from getting the rope stuck
on the rappel, the day went off
without a hitch.
The next day we hooked
up with former Vancouverite Alistair Veitch, and played on the
sunny rock of Churchbowl Terrace. The highlight of the day was
Serenity Crack, 3 beautiful pitches
of mostly 10a finger and hand
crack with a viciously thin 10d crux
where I learned firsthand that #0
TCUs can hold good lead falls. We
finished off the day with some
more enjoyable single pitch cracks
before heading to curry village for
beer and pizza, then back to camp
4 for some sleep.
After all the cragging beneath the big walls, it was time to
Tom carrying haulbag down.
get on something long. So TuesMatt Buckle
day was spent preparing for The
Prow, which would be my first big wall (hell, my first aid climb for that
matter), and tom’s first wall since he had climbed Half Dome 25 years
earlier. After spending the morning buying food and packing the haulbag,
we went up to Glacier Point for pictures of sunset over Half Dome and
the Sierras and to catch a good look at our route on Washington Column
across the valley.
Wednesday we were up at 5:30, and getting lost in the forest on
the approach to the route by 7. After nearly 2 hours we finally arrived at
the base of the wall. We relaxed for a bit, as another party was on the second pitch, then sorted out our gear and ourselves. The plan was to fix the
first 3 pitches, then sleep on the ground. By about 10:30 I started up the
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first pitch, my first aid lead ever. The pitch started out thin hands, and
could have gone free at 5.10, but I figured it was a good idea to get the aid
thing figured out on easy ground, even if it slowed me down a bit. Soon
all was going well – if slowly - leapfrogging cams before a traverse to the
steep and thin section before the sloping ledge atop the first pitch. At the
top, I fixed the lead line for Tom to jug, then set about trying to figure out
the whole hauling deal. It turned out to be not too difficult, and soon the
bag was slowly grinding up towards me.
As this was my first wall we were a bit short on gear. I had no
ledge, only tied off slings for daisy chains, and we were sharing a single
pair of jumars between us. We had agreed that the leader would take one
jumar for hauling, while the second would use one plus a prussik to jug
the lines. This slowed us down a bit as jumaring became a real pain, fighting with sticky prussiks most of the way.
Before too long Tom reached the ledge, we sorted ourselves out,
and he started up on the second pitch. By this time it was already early
afternoon. Tom made slow progress aiding up the thin corner on micro
nuts and cams with occasional fixed pins or copperheads, and linked the
2nd and 3rd pitches together over a long lead of perhaps 4 hours. Thankfully I had a nice ledge to relax on, catnapping in the shade and feeding
the occasional bit of slack through the grigri. Eventually Tom yelled that
he was secure and ready to haul, and I started jumarring up the 60 metres
of fixed line. I had jumared one pitch before in my life, about 15 plumb
line metres with 2 proper jumars and little rope stretch. A full rope worth
of stretch plus my improvised setup and a few traversing and bulging bits
complicated things, and it took me an exhausting hour to jumar, arriving
at the belay just as darkness hit.
The party above had fixed the next pitch then set up a bivi on
Anchorage Ledge atop the 3rd pitch, complicating our belay and hauling.
Eventually we managed to untangle ourselves from the clusterfuck and
rapped to the ground for a hearty dinner of cold ravioli, before a few
hours of poor sleep on the hard and uneven ground.
The next morning saw us awake and moving slowly at a semi reasonable hour, though the party at Anchorage Ledge was moving slowly
too so there was no point in rushing. Jugging was a pain with a heavy day
pack containing all our bivi gear from the night before and the single jumar, and we reached the ledge as the sun hit and it started to warm up. I
started up the pitch, a few bolts to an enjoyable thin seam that took its
share or RPs and offsets and small cams, as well as a few fixed copperheads. Within a couple hours I had reached the hanging belay and started
hauling as Tom jugged, took the rack and started the next pitch.
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share or RPs and offsets and small cams, as well as a few fixed copperheads. Within a couple hours I had reached the hanging belay and started
hauling as Tom jugged, took the rack and started the next pitch.
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Unlike my previous marathon belay on the comfy ledge lower
down, this time I had only 2 bolts in a blank sea of vertical granite to hang
from. By leaving the etriers on the anchor as steps, I could shift my
weight every ten to fifteen minutes to rotate the body parts that were going numb. As Tom made slow progress, it became obvious that we were
not going to make it the 5 pitches we needed to get to the next set of
ledges, and I began to have my doubts. After about an hour, I looked to
the side of the belay and realized the haul line that Tom would need to
haul the bag was still clipped to the anchor.
“Hey Tom”
“Ya?”
“Uh, you realize the haul line is still down here?”
“What?”
“YOU DON’T HAVE THE HAUL LINE!”
“SHIT!”
So I lowered Tom back to the belay, he took the line and started
yarding back up the rope as I pulled in the slack. The incident not only
cost us a fair bit of time, but served to remind me how inexperienced we
were and strengthen my doubts. As the belay became increasingly uncomfortable, Tom continued to make slow progress, finally getting to the long
and reachy bolt ladder with no noticeable change in pace.
“Let’s Hurry it up, you’re on a bolt ladder for fuck’s sake!” I mouthed, but
toned it down to a tactful “How’re you doing up there Tom?” Still, it didn’t speed things up, and we were in the shade by the time I got up to the
belay. We had only a single portaledge between us, and the next ledge was
still 3 pitches away. I felt like bailing, knowing there was no way were getting to the top of this thing the next day, but kept my mouth shut, as I
knew Tom wanted to keep plodding along. He had bailed early off the
last couple walls he had tried, and I think he saw this time as a real test of
whether he was up for big walls any more. We talked a bit, and agreed to
keep going, figuring we would just share the portaledge wherever we
ended up.
I took the next pitch, another fine thin seam with many fixed
heads that gradually arched right towards the top of the vertical headwall.
The climbing was enjoyable as I tried to race the shadows creeping up
Half Dome across the valley, but dusk overtook me before I reached the
belay. By the time I had hauled the bag and Tom arrived it was getting
dark, so we set about to open the ledge. Tom had set up his shiny new
ledge only once before, and that was in his living room. It took us a good
hour to get everything organized and the ledge properly adjusted and to an
angle which vaguely resembled flat. Finally, we were able to sit down on
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the ledge but couldn’t find the
can opener in the hard-to-getat haulbag, so dinner consisted of cold bagels and salami.
In theory, a portaledge is a
really comfortable place for a
single climber to sleep, but we
never got to test that theory,
as there were always the two
of us on the ledge, trying to
sleep with our feet on each
others chests. The first night
I got my head at the downward sloping end, so every
half hour or so I’d wake up
with my head dangling in
space of the end of the portaledge and have to pull myself back up.
Despite being less than spacious, spending a night on the
ledge was really cool. The
time was passed alternating
between brief moments of
sleep and looking down into
the thick blackness below or
watching the stars slowly rotating across the moonlit
Tom at the top. Matt Buckle
silhouette of Half Dome.
Before long the eastern sky
began to fade from black to an ever-lightening shade of blue, and we set
about the task of breakfast. Some granola and a shared can of fruit cocktail and it was time to start making sense of our mess of ropes and slings
and bags and other bits and pieces of gear. It took us a good hour to get
organized, but eventually we were ready to go and Tom set out on the
next pitch, the Strange Dihedral.
30 years of bashing pins into the dihedral has left it somewhat less
strange than when Royal Robbins first led it. It now takes lots of small
nuts and cams and the only really exciting bit was where Tom attempted a
silly hook move to avoid top stepping. It took Tom a few minutes to fi-
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nally commit to the hook that was too small for the edge, only to have it
pop off as soon as he stepped up. The piece below held, and the only
damage was a few scraped knuckles and perhaps a loss of confidence in
hooks. Tom got back up and managed to get by the section by top stepping in his aiders, and finished off the rest of the pitch without incident,
ending at a stance nearly big enough to stand on, the biggest stance we
had in almost 2 days.
The next pitch was mine, a tension traverse off a ratty fixed pin to
a curving crack which took a series of tiny offset brass nuts interspersed
with fixed copperheads and dicey pins. At the top of the crack I managed
to get in a couple good pieces, before a poorly protected free section. I’ve
always found the transition from aid to free climbing very frightening,
leaving the solid foot loops of the etriers for smeared running shoes on
the rock. This section was not that hard, perhaps 5.7, but with a heavy aid
rack and bad rope drag the balancy moves a thousand feet off the deck
were very intimidated. Fifteen metres higher, the sloping ledges of Taper
Terraces – our planned bivy of the previous night– was reached. I was
actually quite glad that we had not made it here the night before, as Tom
would have enjoyed the luxury of the portaledge while I would have been
relegated to a night on the uneven and outward sloping rock ledge.
From here Tom took the next lead up a short but slow corner
above, while I sat back on the ledge and once again watched the shadows
creep up the valley. After about 25 metres the rope stopped moving, so I
assumed Tom had reached the belay. 30 minutes later, nothing had happened, so I began to wonder what he was up to.
“What’s going on up there?”
No response
“Hey Tom! What are you doing up there?” I yelled. Eventually I
got a mumbled response that he was just at the belay.
“Is the lead line fixed?”
“Not yet”
Another 40 minutes ensued with me wondering how the hell it
could possibly take an hour to rig a belay before finally Tom let me know
that the lead line was fixed and he was ready to haul. I released the pig
and started jugging, glad to be finally moving again. When I reached the
belay I was treated to The Most Incredible Gear Belay Ever. Tom had
rigged a fantastic belay consisting of 4 equalized pieces for the lead line, as
well as a separate 4 point anchor for hauling. Between these and a bolt
out on the wall a few lengths of rope ran back and forth so that we could
clip gear in above our bivi without the ensuing clusterfuck of the previous
night. Well worth the wait!
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We organized ourselves at our bivi then I set up to fix the first
half of the pitch above to save time in the morning. It was more enjoyable
through easy aid and I lowered off in the dark after half the pitch for some
dinner and more sleep.
The next morning we got going much more smoothly, thanks in
part to Tom’s fantastic belay setup. I climbed back up to my high point
from the night before, then a few more aid moves and I was into an awkward 5.8 chimney that ran to the end of the 60 metre rope, ending at a
fantastic ledge. As the rock was now somewhat lower angle, hauling became a real pain. Tom had to free it from the little roofs and lips as he
jumared, and I had to push off the anchor with my feet above my head
while pulling up on one end of the rope and down the other end through
the pulley in order to overcome the friction.
As I had lost the coin toss and was the only one with climbing
shoes, the next pitch was mine as well. Up the chimney some more then a
couple aid moves into an awkward 5.9 corner, which I ended up aiding
most of anyway. Above it the rock degraded into a series of large balanced blocks. The climbing became easier, but much less secure as the
loose blocks wobbled when weighted. The pitch ended with some awkward climbing to an uncomfortable belay on a polished slab. The hauling
was again difficult over broken less than vertical terrain, but at least we
were near the top. It was quite a relief to know that we would in fact be
getting to the top of the route that day!
A couple aid moves past a bolt, then Tom disappeared around the
corner. It was hard to hear what he was doing, but eventually he was
ready to haul and for me to follow. This ended up being quite awkward
on the traversing pitch that Tom had only led half way, stopping at a tree.
Above this were 20 metres of 4th class scrambling through decomposing
rock which turned to gravel when you pawed at it. I lead up this mostly
unprotected section, eyeing the tree halfway down which I would aim for
if I fell, then set up an anchor on top and started hauling the pig. Soon
enough both of us and the bag were on top, and I ran off to find a bush to
take care of some business I had been delaying the past couple days.
It was a wonderful relief to finally be on level ground again,
though we were certainly not done yet. We still had to reorganize the bags
and gear, and descend down the North Dome Gully and hike back to the
car. The descent off Washington Column is certainly no Backside Trail…
Thirty minutes of wandering through prickly manzanita bushes
over steep sandy ground with frequent wrong turns eventually led us to a
well cairned trail, and finally a steep gully. The gully would not be too
bad, except that it is steep and full of loose sand and gravel so your feet
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Matt at the top! Tom Sprague
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can slip out at any second. Eventually I found that the best technique was
to just go for it and when I slipped try to land strategically on top of the
haulbag which would act like an anchor and slow me down. The haulbag
also worked great for walking through thick bushes, as the added momentum allowed me to plow through small trees which would normally stop
me in my tracks. As we neared the short 4th class bit at the bottom of the
gully, the sun was sinking low in the sky, but thankfully we made it to the
forest before it got completely dark.
At this point we split up, I headed off to the base of the route to
pick up some gear we had left behind, while Tom took the haulbag
straight down the trail to the car. After picking up the spare rope and
other gear, I bashed my way down through the brush and the boulders,
finally arriving at the bike path that wound its way back to the Ahwanee
parking lot. Arriving at the car, I took all the soft fleece and down out of
the pack and made myself a little bed in the dirt beside the car to settle
down for a nap. Two hours later, Tom had not shown up yet, so I set off
to find him. After 20 minutes hiking back up the trail he was stumbling
his way down, obviously exhausted. I traded him a bottle of water and
some food for the haulbag, and we headed out.
From here it was back to camp 4 to sort gear and trade phone
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numbers, then I packed up my car and headed to Currie Village for a
shower before I hit the road. As it was after midnight the showers were
closed, and the Merced river sounded much too cold, so I feel sorry for
anyone I met on the drive home!
And so I left the valley under cover of darkness, just as I had entered 8 days earlier.
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Notes on the route:
The climbing was very enjoyable, especially the first 8 pitches or
so before it gets a bit slabby. Above this, the mixed free and aid was less
aesthetic, and hauling became a hassle (better rope management would
have helped). Most pitches were C2 and a few were C1, mostly quite
straightforward. There is a lot of fixed gear on the route, all the bolts are
new 3/8”, and all the belays have at least 2 bolts except a couple up top
which take good gear. There are also a fair number of old pins and copperheads in various states, but generally they are either decent or unnecessary. Anchorage Lledge atop the 3rd pitch is a decent bivi for one, while
taper terrace at the 8th pitch offers a sloping bivi for 2 or 3. A portaledge
is certainly nice for this route though. All in all, it is a good route, especially as an introductory wall.
The supertopos guide has an up-to-date topo and gear list. We
used the following:
• Triple set brass nuts including RP’s, HB’s and offsets (very useful).
• Double set regular nuts (not used that much).
• Double set #0 - #3 tcus plus a few small aliens including hybrids
(great in pin scars).
• Double set cams from #1 friend to #3 camalot size
• #4 camalot and #5 Friend
• Hooks (never used except one Tom tried which blew out)
• A few heads (in case fixed heads were missing, never used)
We brought 25 litres of water for the route, planning 4 litres/day
for 3 days, but ended up doing 3 litres/day for 4 days with about ¼ litre
left at the top.
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By Cheryl Sy

By Cheryl Sy

Aromatherapy, massage therapy, hydrotherapy, psychotherapy
and even crystal therapy. One can’t seem to find any end to the endless
parade of therapies that are growing in popularity and in demand from the
increasingly “stressed out masses” that are seeking some form of solace
for their burnt-out souls. I, being one of these burn out souls, believe I
have come across yet another therapy – climbing therapy.
After being diagnosed with severe depression and taking an extended stress leave for nearly a year from school, I returned to UBC with a
markedly different attitude towards academia than the one with which I
left. School was important but it couldn’t rule my life. I needed something
to balance out the all-you-can-cram-all-nighters, the relentless drone of my
absent-minded biology prof and the self-destructive pursuit of academic
perfection.
Enter VOC.
Well, Longhike to be specific to the moment. Being an avid hiker
I promptly signed up for the weekend trip and handed over my $25 before
I even got the low down that it was actually a weekend crash-course to
rock climbing / excuse to party. When I was informed as to the real nature of this famous event I hesitated to the point where I thought I was
going to ask for my money back. Luckily my girlfriend insisted that I go
anyway and dragged me away from the table before I could scratch out my
name on the sign up sheet.
A week later I found myself tripping down the steps outside
Gage, half-asleep at 6:30 in the morning to the waiting car full of 5 total
strangers with whom I would later be entrusting my life. I couldn’t help
thinking then why I just hadn’t joined the origami club.
The ride up to the Smoke Bluffs was a blur, except for the sleepily
mumbled complaints of how cold it was and that the weather looked like
it was ready to drop a dose of cold liquid sunshine.
Thank goodness for Yana. No one else imaginable could have
pepped up our little group of sleepy, shivering novices than our instructor,
whose energy and enthusiasm was jokingly speculated to be fueled by substances toxic and or illegal. After she strapped me into a “home-made”
harness that I thought might make Houdini cry, we decided to do our
christening climb on a 5.7 (or something or other) crack just left of the 5.6
all the other groups were starting out on.
Figuring that I should get my death over with quickly I brazenly
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volunteered to go first.
At this point I actually managed to push all thoughts of breaking
ropes and automatic unbuckling harnesses out of my head and thought
nothing of the rock and where my hands and feet were attached to that
rock. Sticking to a previous silent agreement to myself not to look down
at any point in the climb I was amazed about two or three minutes into it
how much the shoes that were killing my feet actually “stuck to the rock”.
Confident that my Spiderman feet would not fail me, I ended up bounding
up the last few meters of the climb like a baby monkey. I could hear Yana
calling me from below and holding tightly to the anchors I slowly turned
around and looked down to see Yana and the rest of my group to be no
more than 15cm tall. I let out a whoop of congratulations, not just to myself for having done something I’d never imagined myself ever doing but
also for the realization that I had conquered a cliff and the view couldn’t
be any sweeter had I got there any other way.
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I was hooked. I finished the weekend “flashing up” (as Yana
would say) the rest of the routes on that same cliff I started on…. Including a crazy 5.11 with a tiny little finger crack.
But the importance of this newfound love to climb weighed much
more heavily for me than to any other “normal person”. Having felt like a
bit of a “bum” for the past year that I had to take off school and sorely in
need of a sense of accomplishment, climbing was the perfect anecdote for
me. With each climb that I managed to send there was instant gratification
at the summit. Furthermore not only did climbing require much needed
physical effort to improve the effects of my antidepressants but it also
provided me with psychological exercise as well. Getting one’s mind to
conquer the fear of heights and, for me, the fear in my own abilities to
make each move without falling is great “practice” for dealing with all the
real life stressors I am facing. Additional benefits? Meeting an entirely
new “breed” of people to hang out with – other passionate climbers who’s
sense for living life to the fullest was the greatest I’d ever seen. I even
found love out of climbing – but that’s a whole other story.
Funnily enough my ancient psychiatrist at the time didn’t think
highly of my new “extreme pursuits”. He diagnosed me with manic depression thereafter, put me on lithium mood stabilizers, told me to forget
about climbing and stick to studying. Believing that the rest of the climbing population couldn’t be “manic” too, I promptly sought a second and
even third opinion which both came out in my favour. I have since fired
that particular shrink and treated myself to trips to Smith Rock, Skaha,
Red Rocks and Joshua Tree since. There was a t-shirt I saw in a shop just
outside Smith Rock that I wish I had picked up at the time; on one side it
said, “Who need’s therapy?”…. And on the other side: “I go rock climing.”
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Ice climbing, its like rock climbing but different. Until I tried it
that’s what I thought. All I knew is what people told me: its fun, its cold,
and if you lead, don’t fall because your gear might not hold. I got out
about five times in the winter 99-00 season and learned the ropes. Sure, it
was nice to know about rock climbing, but aside from a few things, ice
climbing was generally much different. You hold on with ice tools, not
hands, you wear crampons, not shoes, and you screw gear into the ice
more often than you put in rock gear. And don’t fall, your gear might not
hold. Another thing, don’t kick the rope or put your pick through it either, in case you do fall and your gear does hold, because you need an intact rope to catch you.
But it’s not that bad. When
I heard about the ice festival planned
for January, I couldn’t wait to get out,
and neither could my roommate. In
the balmy Vancouver climate, we
were thinking of ways to practice.
We got out a few times, but couldn’t
seem to find any ice in town and finally settled uneasily to waiting. The
days dragged on but finally the festival weekend approached. Conor had
thoughtfully arranged a motel room
in Lillooet, and somehow we mostly
all fit. I think there were about ten of
us, mostly VOC and UBC folks, and
some other friends. We all met at the
Legion Hall, registered, and got down
Conor & Jay: Best Buds.
to business. Rebecca, Ken, Conor
and I had stopped in at the thrift
store on the way up, and Conor was sporting a lovely lady’s pantsuit, two
tone peach and black, while I had a red and black striped mumu. It was
nice to see Guy “McKim” Edwards sporting similar attire (all for respect
for the real mumu man Johnkim Millar who couldn’t climb due to a bad
shoulder), and the evening went off without a hitch.
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While the primary event may have been ice climbing, there were
numerous peripheral activities planned for the evenings. Don Serl gave a
slideshow Friday night, most entertaining and most of all inspiring, making all of us want to get out and climb all the ice that was out there. In
spite of all the partying and free food (!) and door prizes (!) we did manage
to get out climbing. Ken was going to be my climbing partner, and Guy
was all set to climb with Mike Spagnut, but for some reason, Ken and
Mike ended getting a boat ride out onto Seton Lake to do a climb. That
left me at the mercy of Guy for Saturday, and he put me through the
paces. Originally Guy was scheduled to offer a free clinic at Marble Canyon, but he wasn’t really into it. So about five minutes down the road to
Marble Canyon I barely had to say a peep to convince Guy to turn around,
and we were off to do some route Guy had looked in mind along the Duffey Lake road.
We parked off the main road on a ploughed side road, and hiked
up a creek to the base of a climb. It looked great, nice fat ice and a pillar
up higher. Then Guy pointed out a dry looking rock pitch, and told me
that was our line. Okay, I’ve never really done any mixed climbing before
but what the hell. Guy took off, bouldered up the start, placed some pro,
downclimbed a bit, repositioned, and came back down. I gave him the
bolt kit, and a sling to step in, and he placed a bolt pretty high over his
head. This took some time so I admired the scenery and thought of getting pummeled by an avalanche. Morbid thoughts, but soon they were
over. Guy finished with his bolt, did the moves, put in a few sketchy
pieces (the ice hook into moss, screws into 2cm thick ice over snow) then
ran it out a bit onto easier ground. Some snow removal on rock and a
weird step from rock to ice, and he rigged up a belay in the gully above,
consisting of an alright screw and 2 bad nuts in loose rock. That’s okay, I
wasn’t planning on falling anyhow, but when I was climbing I could have
fallen at any second. Somehow I made it up without hanging on the rope,
and in a brief moment of insanity, I thought that Guy could have the next
pitch too. As I was getting pummeled by ice chunks, Guy went up above.
I cursed our belay spot and Guy and everything I could think of, most of
all myself for not leading the pitch. Guy finished pitch two, and I followed up the ice (much easier than the mixed below) to join him at the
belay. I led the next “pitch”, and I think I got about two real ice moves on
lead, and kicked up some snow to look around the jog in the gully. No
more ice, drat, so down we rapped, doing the down in two with a wee
jump at the end of the first rap for good measure.
On the way home Guy felt a bit bad for ditching his clinic at
Marble Canyon, especially since he promised Lyle Knight he would go.
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We thought of names like “Detention” or “Skipping School on Mr.
Knight’s class” but I think we eventually settled on “Playing Hooky”, at
least that’s the one I like best. So Saturday was a success, as we managed
to have lots of fun and we didn’t even get killed by ice chunks or morbid
thoughts.
Saturday night was great,
more door prizes, enough free
food (very important) to make
lunch for Sunday, and a slide show
by Will Gadd, most of which I
missed playing shuffleboard with
Rebecca and Conor.
Sunday,
much indecision led us finally to
the Rambles area on the Duffey
Lake road. Though we had been
there before, we heard of a gully to
the right that we hadn’t tried out
yet, so Ken and I and Conor and
Rebecca all headed up. One easy
step led us up to a ramp, which led
to three beautiful climbs above. I
led the one on the left, and for fun
so did Ken, and Conor and Rebecca top roped it. This was a
popular area, as there were two
other teams already climbing when
we got there. I think their sole
Rebecca Goulding
purpose was to entertain, especially
Robert Nugent and Anders Ouram, the most unlikely and different pair of
climbers I have seen. Anders was leading a climb, supposedly his first lead
in about ten years, and the whole time we couldn’t stop laughing at the
way Robert would make degrading comments at Anders as he climbed, all
in a Scottish accent that alone could make me chuckle. Anyhow, when
Anders finally finished and Robert followed, we got onto the right hand
climb. Ken led in fine style and set up a top rope. All the standing around
had made me cold enough to actually want the screaming barfies in my
hands just to warm them up. After Ken was done, I decided to top rope
the climb and practiced hooking all the tool placements already there.
Then Conor gave it a whirl and we were out of there like yesterdays breakfast.
Down on the road, we happened upon Guy and Mike who had
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had an interesting day. Apparently Guy was on a climb that didn’t agree
with him, so most of the climb decided to peel off the cliff and nearly
squashed them both. Alas it did not and all was well that ended well, so
off home we headed. In Squamish, we stopped for gas at the same place
as Guy and Mike, and Guy left a lovely impression of his ass on Conor’s
passenger side window. I loved it but Rebecca washed it off. So back to
Vancouver we chugged in Conor’s car, I even found my sandwiches, and
everyone was content, a great weekend in Lillooet ice climbing.
Present: Conor Reynolds
Rebecca Goulding
Fern Webb
Drew Brayshaw
Fred Touche
Marsha Hamilton
Guy Edwards
Mike Spagnut
Ken Glover
Kelly Franz
Jay Burbee
Jeremy Frimer
And about 120 other people
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Thanks to everyone like Lyle Knight and Don Serl who put on
the Lillooet Ice Climbing Festival (especially for the METOLIUS T-shirt
and the ON-SIGHT slings). I would love to go again in future seasons!
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Learning to Jug Half-Way Up El Cap
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By Mark Huscroft

By Mark Huscroft

It was eight o’clock in the morning when I pulled up to the frat
house. What a climber was doing living in a frat house is uncertain. I
wasn’t even sure if he was going to be there. I’d been trying every day for
a week to get a hold of Robert Steiner to tell him what our plans were. I
thought about leaving him behind, but that would have been a very unwise
thing to do. I had to try everything to find Robert, he was the only one
out of the four of us who knew how to aid climb. As I walked into the
house I noticed that the place was empty, I guess everyone went home for
Christmas. I came around the corner and saw a person standing there.
“Is that Robert?” I thought to myself “…yeah that’s Robert”.
“Hey Robert, are you ready to go?”
Robert turned to me and stared with a somewhat surprised, somewhat confused look on his face. Robert and I had only very briefly met
once before. I wasn’t even sure
if he knew who I was or that I
was coming on this trip.
“It’s time to leave for
Yosemite.”
“Where’s Kelly and
Ken?” That’s Kelly Franz and
Ken Glover he was referring to,
the other two climbers on this
trip.
“Oh, they’re in the
Okanagan.”
“They told me that
they’d pick me up this afternoon.” Robert said.
“Plans have changed” I
replied.
“But, we’re still going to
Yosemite right?”
“Of course.”
I think that was all that
mattered to Robert: that he
would eventually make it to YoKen McKim Glover leading pitch 8 semite. It didn’t matter who
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with, or how many people he was going to haul up the wall. At least that’s
what he was thinking before he got on the wall with us. Robert had nothing packed so I rushed him into throwing everything into his huge haul
bag. Off we went with Robert paranoid that he had forgotten something
vital.
We arrived in the Okanagan five hours later and threw
what we could into Ken’s newly purchased Subaru. What we couldn’t fit
inside the vehicle we threw into to massive haul bags and strapped them
to the roof. Ken and Kelly said one last farewell to their parents, then the
four of us were off to Yosemite.
Our plans were ambitious; we were going to climb El Cap. This
was especially ambitious considering three of us had very minimal aiding
experience, myself having never stepped into a pair of aiders before. But
hey, we’ve read How to Climb Big Walls by John Long…at least we
looked at the pictures. There are some great illustrations in that book.
Also, we were prepared for everything. We had down jackets, sleeping
bags, plastic boots, balaclavas, and more. You would have thought we
were going to Baffin Island with all the stuff we had. After much debate
we decided to leave the ice axes behind. We kept thinking leaving them
behind would be our undoing. The top of El Cap might be iced up, you
know. Kelly, Ken, and I had recently bought an A5 double portaledge
ready to withstand the worst storms. Also, we had borrowed John “aid
climber extraordinaire” Millar’s well used single portaledge and haul bag
(not that either of them were about to fall apart or anything).
After a full day and night of driving we decided to stop at a small
town outside of Yosemite for some groceries. Much to our liking there
was a large bin of half priced discount food out in front of the grocery
store. Underneath all the leftover Christmas chocolate were cans of good
nutritional food. We cleaned the bin out of every last can, except for the
dog food. The sequence of events that happened next I’m not too sure
of, but somewhere between the cans of healthy nutritional food and the
cash register, someone decided that it would be a good idea if chocolate
was our primary source of nutrition for the entire next week. Honestly, by
weight we probably had close to as much chocolate as canned food. Who
know that chocolate could make you so sick?
As we left the small town and headed towards Yosemite, our anticipation of seeing El Cap for the first time grew strong. Kelly was the
only one of us who had seen the enormous wall before. Ken, Robert, and
I had our faces planted against the windows trying to get the first glimpse
of the wall as we rounded each bend in the valley. Then, as we rounded
the next it appeared. It’s impossible to describe this immense wall. Yeah,
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Hardman Huscroft atop pitch 6 on “Zodiac Wall” . Kelly Franz
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I could tell you that it’s thousands of feet high and extremely steep and
huge. Yet nothing I could say would be able to describe the sensation that
comes over you. We stopped and stood there below the Captain. After
several minutes of standing there with the backs of our necks becoming
sore the question arose.
“So, how are we gonna get up this thing?”
In particular, which route were we going to climb? We were deciding between two routes The Nose, 29 pitches of easy aid and some free
climbing, or Zodiac, 16 pitches of moderate to hard aid. Robert and Ken
were leaning more towards The Nose (keeners) and Kelly and I were
thinking Zodiac. The second choice would be the more reasonable option
considering it would probably take us a millennium to climb The Nose.
After much debate it was decided, Zodiac would be our climb.
The next day, after spending the morning on the ground sorting
through gear, stuffing haul bags, and making sure we had twice as much
stuff as we actually needed, we decided it was time to start climbing. We
threw the massive haul bags onto our backs then started up the long trek
to the base of the climb. Well, it wasn’t that long, but the haul bags were
really heavy so it seemed long. Robert took off in front of us and ran into
a man named Chongo. When I caught up with him, Chongo was ready to
start climbing after having a chat with Robert. Robert and I continued on
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our way when Robert turned to me and said, “That man’s crazy”. I didn’t
begin to know what Robert meant until later and I don’t think I truly ever
will.
We arrived at the base of the climb at two o’clock in the afternoon, a true alpine start. Robert and I fixed the two first pitches with
Robert taking the lead. I didn’t finish cleaning the second pitch until ten
thirty that night.
We spent that night on the ground. I spent most of that night
only partially asleep wondering if the drops falling around me was water
seeping off the cliff or piss from the climber above. Then, at three in the
morning one of us starts to scream. “A MAT!” What? “RAT!” Robert’s
english still leaves a little to be desired. What happened was that a rat decided to crawl into Robert’s sleeping bag. Must have been an unpleasant
surprise waking up next to a rat.
The next day Kelly and Robert started jugging up the fixed line.
Ken and I went back to town for some more gear, water, pizza, and bacon
double cheeseburgers. On the way back to the climb we ran into Chongo
again. We stopped and talked for a while about the experiments he was
conducting. He convinced us that we should be climbing Zodiac using
the continuous loop self belay system. If we could only understand what
the double continuous loop system was. By the time we arrived at the
base of the climb to start jugging it was two o’clock in the afternoon, another early alpine start.
The next nine hours were spent jugging, rappelling (because we
forgot something), jugging again, and hauling. Hauling was done using
only our arm strength; it took us a few minutes to think of using aiders to
assist in the hauling process. At the start of one traverse pitch Ken and I
must have spent close to an hour discussing how we were going to lift the
haul bag off the anchor, lower it out, and then lower myself out. I wish I
took a closer look at the illustrations in the big wall book. Kelly latter told
me that during that evening, it seemed like Ken and I spent the evening
mumbling back and forth at belays interrupted by short periods where one
of us would actually be jugging or hauling. It wasn’t until eleven when Ken
and I finally caught up to Kelly and Robert. It then took us a couple more
hours to assemble camp.
If you’ve never slept in a portaledge before you probable think it’s
a scary, frightening, and sleepless experience. In fact it’s the exact opposite, it’s the climbing that scares you. The entire day your mind is racing:
Are you anchored in? Is that piton going to hold? Is that copper head going to blow? Are you going to hit a ledge? Your mind doesn’t slow down
until you crawl into your sleeping bag. You stare up at the stars. An eerie
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sensation comes over you. It feels as if you’re sleeping over the edge of
the earth. There’s no ground below you and the stars seem to wrap down
beneath you. Everything is quiet and peaceful now as you begin to drift
off to sleep. “SNAP!!!” What was that? I quickly lookup to see the portaledge above me tip over. An orange sleeping bag came crashing down
towards me with Kelly inside of it. Is he going to hit me? Is he going to
miss the ledge? Is he tied in? Everything came to a sudden stop with
Kelly hanging there upside down from his backup anchor. Kelly didn’t
scream in terror or anything, he just turned himself around and reassembled everything. I’m sure inside that hard exterior shell he was a frightened man and I think we all slept a little less that night.
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The next morning it was time to get down to business. I mean, it
was time to go to the washroom. Again, if you’ve never been big wall
climbing you’re probably wondering how it’s done. We were kind of wondering too. Yosemite Park has rules about taking a crap on climbers below. So, this meant going in a plastic bag and hauling it up the wall in a
poop tube. First up was Kelly and what a mess that was, missing the bag
and shitting on the ledge below right where the next climbers had to
climb. A poor performance by Kelly but who could blame him after the
night before. Next up was Ken and with an extremely intense look on his
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face he gave a good performance, landing in the bag without a mess.
Robert and I decided we were going to hold it for now.
That day Ken and Robert took turns leading and Kelly and I
stayed behind to jug and haul. I didn’t care much for leading hard aid
pitches. Things went a little smoother that day and by the evening we
were at the top of pitch 7 with a fixed pitch above us.
Robert raised the point that we might run out of water. We had
planed for two litres per person per day for five days. At the end of day
three, being only half way up the climb, it would likely take another three
days to finish the climb and we were drinking more than two litre of water
a day. So, it was decided the next day we going to bail. Truthfully, I was
kind of glad we were heading down. Spending another three days on the
wall didn’t appeal to me. I’d rather be bouldering.
The next day was probably the scariest for me. My job was to
rappel with a haul bag hanging from my harness. The extra weight from
the rope and the system isn’t that much, but for me it seemed extremely
heavy and it gave me the illusion that ropes were going to snap and anchors were going to break. I was feeling much safer when we reached the
ground.
On the way back to the car we ran into Chongo again. Robert
asked him about the A5 pitch on the climb he was doing. “Balls to the
wall man. Well not, balls to the wall, hair ball, rad.” Chongo responded.
Then told us about his final experiment the triple continuous loop.
Chongo also mentioned the two books he was writing, one was the book
on big wall climbing and the other was a physics book about life.
The next few days we spent in the valley relaxing and doing a little
climbing and hiking. Robert took off to solo The Nose; we wouldn’t see
him for the rest of the trip. Kelly and Ken spent one day climbing Snake
Dike on the back of Half Dome and I went bouldering.
Thinking back, it was enjoyable trip. No, we didn’t make it up El
Cap but I gained some valuable memories of myself and three close
friends trying. It’s those memories as well as the challenges and successes
that are of value. Next time we’ll make it up Zodiac. Next time we’ll use
the quadruple continuous loop.
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Inclined to Accident
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I have a friend named Dan that I would call “prone to injury”. If
Dan’s around and something bad happens to somebody, it’ll be Dan who
it happens to. It always does. For instance, I remember a day when Dan
was bouncing on a trampoline with some friends. The trampoline had no
pad covering the metal perimeter and when Dan miscalculated a back flip
it wasn’t pretty. A little under rotated and a little off center, Dan’s shins
struck the frame with full force. The impact was enough to create two,
two-inch gashes, each requiring several stitches. Needless to say, Dan now
sports two very impressive scars.
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Ah, but that could happen to anyone you say, and I agree with
you. The majority of the ill-fated events Dan has been involved in are
much more bizarre. For example, Dan once hurt his neck so badly he
couldn’t move his head for three days, simply by looking up and to the
left. I was belaying him as he climbed an easy route on a climbing wall.
Suddenly, Dan let out a shriek of pain and yelled for me to lower him.
Dan’s face held an expression of part anguish and part bewilderment. His
neck had painfully locked in place when he was merely looking up to the
left for a distant hold. I’ll never know how it happened, but I’m not the
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least bit surprised that it did happen. After all, we’re talking about Dan
here.
When Dan headed off to the Bugaboo’s to attempt Snowpatch
Spire it was a recipe for disaster. The route he chose is called Sunshine
Wall, and the first pitch is a nasty, full on, 5.9+, sandbagged offwidth.
Dan was keen, as always, and shot up the pitch full of gumption. And he
was doing good, great even. He had the technique figured in no time. With
one leg thigh deep and an arm chicken-winging like mad, he made speedy
progress. Then his knee jammed, and I mean really jammed. Fortunately,
he had just clipped a bomber chock stone from which he could hang a
sling to stand in. With his weight now off his knee he could twist and pull
freely, but alas, it still would not budge. As Dan began to realize his situation, images of a rescue operation complete with jackhammers and dynamite filled his head. Panic set in. Dan started doing the only thing he could
do. He repeatedly stood up in the sling and slammed his knee upwards
with all the force he could muster and then dropped all his weight back
down onto it. Now, in his state of hysteria, I don’t know if he was hopping to wiggle it free or just plain rip it off, but eventually, after about
forty five minutes of abuse, his knee, heavily lubricated with blood, no
doubt, finally popped free. Shaken but otherwise okay, Dan retreated.
I think I can give Dan credit for taking the biggest whipper I’ve
ever seen, I mean, who else would the title go to. It happened one day at
a little local climbing area that Dan and I frequented quite often. He was
climbing a classic 11a that we had both done numerous times and we now
worked into our warm up routine. This climb ends in a long runout to the
anchor, however this section of the climb is so easy that one hardly even
notices. Upon reaching the anchor the leader is greeted by a large comfortable ledge from which to clip in. Dan gained this stance with ease. On
the other end of the rope, I paid out a large loop of slack for Dan to clip
in with. The next thing I remember was looking up to see Dan about 10
feet out from the vertical wall with an unbelievable amount of slack swinging in a huge arc between him and the wall. I met Dan at the first bolt
about fifteen feet off the deck. Dan had fallen almost the whole 20m
pitch. When I questioned him about how it happened, Dan replied, “I
don’t know, one minute I was standing looking at the anchor and the next
minute I was falling.” Once again, I was not surprised.
That may have been the longest fall Dan has taken, but it wasn’t
the worst. For this next gruesome adventure, Dan would travel to Squamish and attempt the classic Clean Crack at the Malamute. Dan started up
the crack and at about at 10 feet placed his first piece, a bomber nut. He
then made his way another ten or so feet and placed a second bomber nut.
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After another body length there is a comfortable stance with good feet on
the slab, just below the crux. Dan reached this stance and upon inspecting
the crack found a perfect nut placement. Now for those who haven’t
climbed Clean Crack, this particular placement is really as good as a nut
placement can ever be. The nut fits in like a key and then drops an inch or
two, deep into a perfect bottleneck. Bomber. Unfortunately, Dan had
already placed this nut at his feet. No problem, he thought and reached
down, plucked it out and repositioned it at head level. At this point, Dan
probably considered the fact that if he was to fall on this nut and it was to
pop, he would surely deck. But look at the nut, it wasn’t going anywhere, I
mean you could hang a truck off that thing. Furthermore, due to the keyhole nature of the placement, it would be impossible for the nut to rattle
out. With nothing to worry about, Dan committed to the crux and, with
the nut at his feet, fell. And it held of course. Dan tried a few more times
and kept falling. Finally, after a long rest he decided to really go for it. He
stepped up, established himself in the two poor finger locks that mark the
crux, smeared his left foot in the crack just below the nut, shot for a good
handjam where the crack widens and missed it. Dan must have wondered
why the fall felt a little longer than usual this time. The next thing he knew
he was on the ground.
He landed in the
coarse gravel beside
the train tracks feet
first then fell backwards onto his ass. He
immediately shot to
his feet, eyes the size
of eggs, his face filled
with bewilderment as
his mind struggled to
grasp the strange concept that he was on
the ground. Then the
pain hit him and he
was immediately doubled over grasping
both his feet, rolling
around on the ground,
writhing in agony.
The thin rubber soles
of rock shoes do little Conor Reynolds at Horne Lake. Kelly Franz
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to pad the impact of a 35-foot ground fall.
How did it happen? How could that nut have popped? Wait a
second it didn’t pop, the nut was still hanging, complete with quickdraw,
in that perfect placement, now about thirty feet above. Somehow, when
Dan slipped off, his foot kicked the biner and unclipped the rope. Amazing. It could only happen to Dan.
After soaking his feet in the nearby cold water while his belayer
rapped the route to retrieve the gear, Dan crawled back to the highway
and slept the night in the parking lot. The next day he learned that he was
pretty much okay, no broken bones anyway. He had, however, flattened
his arches and that was pain enough to end that road trip. The next time
you’re at the Malamute, I urge you to have a look at Clean Crack. The first
good hand jam, where the crack widens, can be plainly seen. This is what
he was reaching for when he fell. It’s pretty high.
Another incident found Dan about a ten-minute ski, or an hour
walk, off a ski hill with a sprained ankle after launching into tree on his
snowboard. High-lead logging, Dan was hit in the head by the butt of an
eighty-foot tree when a pile of logs he was slinging shifted. The tree
swung down and struck him much like a hammer and Dan, much like a
peg, shot down into the slash below. Luckily the tree caught, inches before turning Dan into pancake. He escaped with nothing but a smashed
helmet and an extra lunch break worth of shock. The list goes on: a dislocated shoulder snowboarding, countless broken bones, sprained wrists and
ankles, tweaked tendons and ligaments. And the whole time Dan has
never stopped to consider himself unusual or cursed. He just keeps on
doing the thing he loves to do, damned if he’ll let a few pesky injuries slow
him down.
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Prussik Peak and the 3-lb Yam
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By Sarah Goldin
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For one family-size yam (serving eight people), butter a big Pyrex baking dish. Add
broiled yams, making sure to drain them well (yam juice is gross). Add 1/2 cup firmly
packed dark brown sugar or blackstrap molasses, 1/2 teaspoon ginger, one teaspoon
whole cloves, and 3/4 cup chopped sugar or molasses, or try orange marmalade (Gidget
et al, 2001)
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Part 1 - Vancouver
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Friday night, IGA White Rock. One random German exchange
student, the potential Vancouverite Matt Buckle and I, pseudo Aussie.
While the German exchange student tackled the labyrinth of the IGA
mega store, Matt and I were in disagreement as to what ‘light weight’, but
gourmet food we should buy. Matt went for the traditional ‘Thanksgiving’
pumpkin pie, complete with aerosol cream, while I insisted on purchasing
a gnarly 3-lb yam. 29 cents per bound, total 87 cents. Beverage store and
back on the road.
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Part 2 - Leavenworth

Part 2 - Leavenworth

For those of you haven’t had the ‘pleasure’ of visiting the Bavarian village of Leavenworth, and have dreams of traveling in Germany, you
will truly love this little village, nestled between the Cascade Mountains in
Washington (SeasonedwithLove, 2001).
Awakened from my blissful slumber, by the allure of fresh baked
goodies. Matt and I hurried off to negotiate a permit to camp in the Enchantments. Among the other sixty odd people, we found fellow VOCers
squabbling for one of five permits available. Team effort; one pass for
Colchuk Lake. Hurrying back to camp, in our excitement we sped past
the bakery. Breakfast, of not so fresh muffins, packing, hot tea and repacking. Check: rope, “yes”. Tent, “yes”. Rack, “yes”. Yam, “No, no
yams Sarah, think light!” More hot tea, and we depart, neglecting to tell
the exchange student we were taking the car and its content!
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Part 3 – Colchuk Lake

Part 3 – Colchuk Lake

Bumpy logging road and an over crowded parking lot. We pile
out of the car and amble 5 miles up to Colchuck Lake. Exquisite crystal
waters framed by golden birches and rugged peaks. As we sauntered
around the perimeter, we passed a man in full angler regalia, fishing for
trout. Inquiring how the trout made their way to the lake at 4000ft, he
explained how the fingerling are annually airdropped… extreme trout?
Across the other side of Colchuk Lake loomed Asgard Pass, 2000ft of
steep granite choss we would have to hike over the next morning. Finding
a picturesque campsite, as far as possible from the overindulged yanks, we
set about exploring. The silent water reflected and a collage of fall hues.
We pondered what lay beyond the pass in the Enchantments.
On returning to our campsite, we were greeted by Matt Gunn,
Jacqui and boyfriend Steve, whose permit we were to share. Tents
pitched, the lake turned silver and the stars appeared. Dinner time. Our
colleagues dined on smoked salmon and sundried tomato gnocchi, topped
with fresh cream, followed by an even more opulent desert. Meanwhile,
Matt and I struggled with our instant noodles and oatmeal, never again are
weight restrictions dictating our diet!
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Part 4 - Prussik Peak

Part 4 - Prussik Peak

Four a.m.: tepid oatmeal. Rope, rack, headlamps on, we set off.
In the distance we could see another party making their way up Asgard
Pass. Making good time, we pass the puffing headlamps, reaching the top
of pass at sunrise. The path plateaued off and began winding its way
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around low angle granite slabs, snowfields and aqueducts. Sun in our eyes,
we wander through the truly enchanting landscape. Our first sight of
Prussik Peak, framed by glassy lakes, alpine meadows and golden birches.
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Racing another group to the base of the ridge, the party of three
set off ahead. Roped and rack, we started up the West Ridge (5.7). Intending to simul-climb most of the way, after half a pitch we had caught
up to the other party. Sharing climbing stories at belays with the friendly
folk from Seattle, ‘Wild man’ and ‘Hooch’ as they endearingly called each
other. Five pitches of casual climbing, on exquisite granite. A few little
exposed bits; on pitch three a “5.7” friction slab protected with an old
piton, and pitch four, a thin ridge with 300ft drop off on either side.
Creeping along the ridge you get a neat view of the South Face (5.9). The
last pitch ends in a 10ft chimney squeezing you out at the summit. 360degree views of blissful alpine aptly named the Enchantments. In a hurry
to descend, we double rope rapped with ‘Wild Man’ and ‘Hooch’, down
the south side. Flailing in patches of choss, I believe our friends took us a
little off route. Safely deposited on the ground we set off 7 miles back to
Colchuk Lake
Descending Asgard Pass, not so fun in runners, we bumped into
Matt, Jacqui and Steve, who had set off earlier to climb some mysterious
route on Colchuk. The lack of ice axes left them hiking around for the
day; we spotted them from the pass frolicking with a herd of mountain
goats! Pressing on we reached camp at dusk and then packed out to the
car. The 5-mile decent seemed somewhat longer this time. Hungry, we
slipped into an idle chat of what culinary delights lay back in Leavenworth.
Delirious, Matt had mirages of pumpkin pies, while I yams. Back at the
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campground we joined the rest of the VOCers in a Thanksgiving potluck.
Campfire, red wine, pumpkin pie, and we quietly passed out.
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Part 5 – The Yam

Part 5 – The Yam

The next day: cragging. Arlin racked up, and gracefully ascended
Classic Crack (5.9) placing the yam, with stunning precision. Later, rendezvousing with Matt, Jay, Jan, Steph, and the sorely neglected German
exchange student. We were met with much merriment. Jay, being the
metals guy, stuck a rusty piton in the yammie, which made wracking and
placement much easier; CLIP!
On my return from Leavenworth that night, I carefully placed the
yam and a note in front of my roommate’s door. Yana, the budding geologist, awoke the next day, blurry eyed she mistook it for a glacial erratic
and add it to her rock collection – Yana, when was the last time a glacier
snuck through your house? On finding the piton and reading, “please
bake”, she removed it from her windowsill and with her fabulous culinary
skills, cooked up a tasty stir fry.
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The Midnight Watch on Baffin Island

The Midnight Watch on Baffin Island

By Matthew Maddaloni

By Matthew Maddaloni

Seventeen years old and just graduated from high school - the
only thing I knew for certain for the life ahead of me was that I had to go
to Baffin Island. Inspired by an article in the Canadian Alpine Journal
about climbers in the Sam Ford Fjord area, I envisioned myself putting up
a big wall. It took me five years of gaining climbing experience and two
years of wasting time in university to even attempt such a trip. In April of
1999, I worked out the final details sitting in the Brew Pub in Squamish,
BC, with my two friends John Millar and Ben DeMenech.
Like most parties before us we used the help of Quillikkut Outfitters to get into our fjord of choice,the Gibbs Fjord, using snowmobiles
and komotiks (sleds). Our first realization of the trip becoming a reality
was when Lee, a Texan base jumper following us out to Gibbs Fjord, had
his komotik fall apart. The high drone of the snowmobiles combined with
the extremely rough ride resulted in us not noticing his disappearance. By
the time we did he was far behind us, out of sight behind icebergs. John
and Ilkoo, one of our guides, couldn't hear our shouts to stop and continued on. Jake, our other guide, stopped his machine, unhooked Ben’s and
my komotik, turned around to look for Lee, and then sped off with a high
rev roar. After five minutes we could neither hear nor see any of our
friends and Ben and I found ourselves standing in the middle of the arctic
alone. "Freakin' crazy man," I whisper to Ben. "Why don't we hike out to
that iceberg while we’re waiting." Its takes us twice as long to get to it as
we thought and we scramble up its sloping side. Ben stands like he's made
a first ascent of a grand peak and I take a picture of him with our tiny komotik out on the ice in the background. "Beautiful..."
Lee had to go back to get help from Clyde River and Jake returned to continue with our journey to Gibbs Fjord. Other than this short
delay, the 12 hour ride was uneventful until we reached the fjord. We
drove up and down most of the fjord looking for a worthy wall to climb
and finally picked one near the entrance. Tired and cold we started to
unload our stuff when not five minutes later an American team showed
up, pulled ahead of us and started to unload their gear. Since we had previously discussed our climbing objectives back in Clyde River with the
Americans, this mix-up was quite unexpected. We had a brief discussion
with the American climbers but they refused to compromise stating that
they had made up 150 T-shirts with this wall printed on it. John to my
surprise, and out of character, became somewhat aggravated. I told both
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Ben and John that I hadn't come all the way out here to argue over who
“gets” what wall. So we spent the night, and the next day we headed off
for a different objective.
Half an hour down the fjord a wall presented itself that we had
not noticed before. Since we had been on the other side viewing these
walls this one had not been immediately obvious. Now at the bottom
looking up it truly was an impressive bit of rock. Five hundred feet of
talus and steep slabs stood in front of about 3000 feet of vertical granite.
The first section of the wall was vertical for a thousand feet and then a
pillar began which took the climbing to overhanging with multiple roofs
sticking out like the underside of a staircase for another two thousand. A
crack split the pillar in two for most of its length and it was along this line
that our dream became a reality.
Though John and I had done numerous walls together in the past,
Ben and I had only climbed Atlantic Ocean Wall on El-Cap together as
well as a couple of single pitches here and there. As a result he claimed
every pitch he led in Baffin was the hardest aid-pitch he had ever done
and they seemed to just get harder and harder during the climb. The granite was unlike anything I'd ever seen. The surface was gray and had large
crystal quartz imbedded in it but the left or right facing corners were dark
red. Most cracks were very shallow even though most of them were wide,
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No, this isn’t the wall they climbed. But if you took Baffin Island,
melted all the snow and ice, filled all the fiords in with dirt and
roads, and moved the whole shabang to California, then you’d have
this: Zodiac Wall, El Capitan, Yosemite. Kelly Franz
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they would just abruptly end flat in the back with tons of loose blocks and
flakes jamming them. I truly believe the hardest aid climbing is on loose
and shattered rock where lots of preparation is needed to even begin a
placement and I found I was being schooled hard.
In six days we had base camp well established on the ice, all our
wall gear and food hiked up the hour long 35 degree snow slog to the
base, and six pitches fixed. We brought only five ropes so on day six we
hauled all our gear to camp one and committed ourselves to the wall. We
didn't bring a rifle, mostly because of laziness, so we were pumped to be
off the ground and safe from polar bear attacks. Furthermore, every four
days or so the hanging glacier nearby would release tons of ice to crash
down beside our wall and out over the ice beside base camp. We kept far
enough away from it so its only effect was psychological.
At the end of day five I had reached a blank section between two
cracks side by side. I drilled a bolt ladder across this fifteen-foot gap and
turned it into camp one using cams on either side to spread things out.
After setting up wall camp on day six we noticed a very thin crack running
across below us and came to the realization that the three of us and all our
gear were bolted to a detached pillar.
The first pitch after the Panic Pillar bivy began with a large traverse. John was trying to get us over to the crack that split the pillar and a
straight line to the top. He had placed numerous hooks when a sawed off
pin he was on, hammered in disintegrating rock, blew out and sent him
into a 30 foot pendulum directly into the portaledge at the belay. I got
pulled flat into the ceiling of our diamond fly and John’s feet ripped a twofoot hole through the side. Ben put John back on belay and I began the
frustrating job of figuring out how to sew our fly back together which had
ripped at a pressure point directly above the door. Fortunately I managed
to repair the hole. The next day I started the overhanging rock section of
the wall. The pitch required 14 bird beaks with a hook traverse at the halfway point. The pitch seemed very similar to the overhanging triple cracks
on the Shield except that the cracks were in seamed corners that grew
from the rock like three rippled waves. I called the pitch, “That’s The Way
I Wanna Rock n Roll” after an AC/DC tune. I had brought nothing but
AC/DC and some Everclear much to the misery of my friends. Ben had
picked Dave Matthews Band and John had chosen Paul Simon to soothe
their thoughts.
The next pitch was memorable for Ben. He pulled out around a
roof to avoid its blankness and hooked and headed his way towards more
difficulty. He had to eventually drill a bat hook but the rock unexpectedly
shattered resulting in a ten-foot fall. He went back up after re-climbing the
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section and made it a few moves before his karma completely ran out.
From below on the portaledge I could see him leave the wall in a seated
position and begin to rag doll down the bumps he had aided over. After
passing some hook moves and ripping a couple of beaks a .75 camelot
gets its sling cut by its own cable sending only a slight jolt to Ben’s flight.
After a couple more blown pieces a #4 camelot prepares to take on his
weight when its carabiner comes unclipped from the sewn side of a sports
draw. What? Luckily a screamer rips its full length connected to a copper
head and equalizes with a hybrid alien. I wish I was making this up. Ben
finally came to a stop with bruises and karma level in check.
Since the wall faced north and the sun spun circles in the arctic
sky it would only shine on the wall from about 5pm to 8pm in which time
we climbed. With the addition of the fact that Ben and I worked graveyard
security all winter to afford this trip it began to seem like a “Midnight
Watch”.
On pitch eleven I encounter some of the hardest loose climbing
I’ve ever fucked with. Hooking and bird beaking around a corner I find a
wall covered in inch thick-stacked squares with more shattered rock underneath. All I could do was try to hold a bunch of squares together with
my hands as I hook between their crumbling edges. After 20 feet of this it
abruptly ends and an amazing thin crack shoots up the middle of the corner. Three beaks, small blades, longer blades, lost arrows, and finally tcu’s
to the anchor, oh baby! Here we establish camp two.
From the ground we knew that the crack we were in would eventually turn into an offwidth. The crack ended up getting too big and Ben
mumbles something down about passing his rock shoes up; up go his
shoes, down come his plastics and all we can hear is silence and the occasional grunt for the next fifteen minutes. Ben manages to pull out an
offwidth roof with freezing hands and feet and throws a cam in over the
lip. Bitterly cold, he pleads for his boots back and drills a belay.
Pitch fourteen turns out to be a 50 foot roof and our wonderful
crack line we’ve been following ends at its base. An incredible piece of
architecture, I try to negotiate its puzzle and end up hooking out a hanging
corner to gain the lip of the roof and find a deteriorating crack traversing
around the face. Each pin I nail into it makes a perfect ringing noise but
pulls right out by hand. Several moves later I see that the hanging corner is
actually a suspended block pasted to the underside of the roof. What
keeps me nailing this death block is the hope that if it did go it would fall
away from me, and due to the steepness of the wall completely miss both
Ben belaying me and John pitches below in Camp two. Halfway across the
block a crack just happens to lead me directly over the last bit of the roof.
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Overtop I can see the crack widen to hand size and shoot off towards the
summit. It doesn’t get any better than this!
On the next pitch a storm blows in, but not until John is well into
the pitch. I’m freezing at the belay as snow is being blown sideways and
the whole fjord is choked with clouds. John finally feels like he’s getting
what he’s been looking for and revels in the storm, yelling out, “Now this
is real climbing!” His pitch takes him up a thin seam to a ledge on the corner of the gigantic pillar that most of the route was on. Standing on top he
has three choices; Either make a belay here and later down traverse a ledge
to an offwidth on the main wall, keep going straight up a seam that’s less
then vertical or fire out the center of a tidal wave overhanging wall with a
fractured splitter crack. John picks the craziest line just for fun and aids
out the tidal wave. Upon cleaning the pitch I had no idea of where John
went and as I peer around the corner and see the rope crazily arching out
over my head through a roof all I can say is, “Fuckin’ proud!” Swinging
around in my aiders cleaning the wave in the blowing snow I knew this
pitch had to be called “Proud to be Canadian”.
Since we estimated that the summit was going to be farther away
then we had ropes to fix close enough to, we needed to move camp higher
to just under the 50-foot roof. After the storm most of the wall was plas-
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tered in snow except for a patch under the roof where we lay huddled on
our ledge. The sun finally came out and we spent most of the day with the
doors open soaking in sun, listening to Everclear and shoving chocolate in
our faces. At this height we could see an obelix balancing on a ridge that
arched away from us with spires similar in color to the Porcelain Wall in
Yosemite towering behind. In the other direction the fjord opened out
onto open ocean. We saw Scott Island supporting the Ships Prow standing
at attention over icebergs akin to great white sailing ships at sea.
The most frustrating time of the trip for me was the second to
last pitch. I initially thought that this pitch would reach the top. First I
tried right of a massive leaning flake and found a flaring bottomless chimney with massive moving blocks. I tried left and found an even bigger
chimney choked with spindrift. In between I hooked, bird beaked and
came to a 20-foot blank section and decided I didn’t want to drill so I
down aided to the ledge. Going back right I decided to try for the main
wall beside the pillar and had to step over a chasm splitting the feature we
had been climbing for the last two weeks from the main wall. Here the
face was shattered like the pitch before camp two. I was extremely pissed
off and more aggravated. At times like these I figure its better to let it all
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out now instead of it getting me killed later, so I screamed and bashed my
hammer into the rock. Pieces of stone fell into the gap I was stemming
between and spun out towards the snow thousands of feet below. Ben
patiently waited, knowing from our close kinship in climbing I’d become
calm and reasonable soon. Closing my eyes I committed to the twisted
rock. After gently moving from several body weight placements I felt like
I was holding my breath until I made it to a pleasant and safe bird beak
seam, “Oh baby how I love solid rock!”
Half a pitch from the top I run out of rope. John jugs up and
brings an extra rope, summit goodies and hot chocolate. Ben dispatches
with the last pitch, which is vertical immaculate rock for its entire length
including the mantle onto the summit ridge. Over the top the mountain
slopes away into talus and glacier and the ridge shoots to the top 200 feet
away. We run up like little kids across a playground and dance around in
the snow on top. The ridge drops off towards other peaks and we can see
right over Jushua tower, a wall climbed the previous year. Beyond that lies
the Cat’s Eye Wall that two guys from Whistler had just ascended a week
ago. Open frozen ocean beyond that and wherever you imagination will
take you. A little hacky sacking, a picture or two and even some time for a
little exploration before heading down.
We spent a night at camp 3, then 24 hours getting down which
brought the total days to 25 climbing with 18 spent on the wall. Rappelling
down I back-aided the overhanging pitches as Ben cleaned and John lowered the bags. Eventually we reached our traverse and Ben and I would
hang at the end of our ropes and drill side by side a new rappel station.
Kinda cool. In the knee-deep snow at the bottom we had to figure out
how to get our six haul bags down the steep snow gullies to the ice. Ben
and I started to hammer in a bolt to rap off on a boulder and John passed
us kicking steps with a haulbag clipped to his harness. The haulbag somehow unclipped itself and cartwheeled down the slope into the talus below.
Everything blew out of the bag and somehow a large spray of something
brown left a patch in the snow. John grabbed another bag and started
down. Ben and I gave up on our slow rappel idea and followed John’s
lead. Halfway down Ben slipped on some ice and without an ice axe
picked up some scary speed. All I can think about is please don’t start to
cartwheel. Ben managed to stay in a sitting position and John moved in to
stop Ben’s momentum. Ben gave a look like get the hell out of my way or
you’ll end up like me and John jumped away. Ben ended up using his butt
as a brake on the talus slope and eventually a boulder stopped him and his
haulbags. Scattered around Ben lay the contents of John’s lost haulbag
including a smashed thermos with remains of hot chocolate freezing in the
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snow. After a while Ben is fine enough to haul his own body down the
remaining gully and John and I drag the six bags down the last slope. I’m
so tired at this point I have to literally crawl through the snow dragging
the two haulbags behind watching John steam past with unending energy.
After that long day a four-day storm hits and piles snow over the tents.
Our battery was running low on our radio and it was not until after the
storm that we contacted our guides in Clyde River to arrange a pick-up.
But we can’t complain since as we only had three days of storm on the
wall and the rest perfectly sunny days. We spent the time mostly eating of
course but also brainstorming a name for the peak. Mount Ursa Major,
“Big Bear,” out of respect for the polar bears who considerately left us
alone.
Back in Clyde River we scheduled our flight to come the next day
and without a shower for a month and a half we boarded the plane. In the
air Ben gets hot, takes off his jacket and realizes that he can finally smell
himself. The woman in the seat in front of us states, “Yes, so can the rest
of us!” She asks the stewardess to find her another seat, preferably as far
away from us as possible. John starts to laugh and Ben and I can’t help
ourselves either. Later to my delight we pass over the mythical Mt. Asgard
and Mt. Thor. In the distance I saw an unclimbed wall that beckoned me,
and I knew I wasn’t finished with Baffin.
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The following article was first published in Volume 65 of The Canadian
Alpine Journal as the "1979-1981 Squamish Update". {I’m not quite sure
why it’s being reprinted here. ~ed.}
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In terms of sheer numbers, the last two years have seen more first
ascents and first free ascents than any other two year period at Squamish.
Although not all of these 100 plus routes are of "classic" quality, many
rank as some of the best routes done to date. Along with the increase in
new routes, there has been an explosion in the number of people climbing
them. Gone are the days when you could recognize every car in the parking lot - nowadays, it's hard enough just to get in. But on the whole, free
climbing at Squamish has been enhanced by this recent trend and there
now exist, more than ever before, a complete spectrum of types of climbs
which span the entire range of grades.
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THE LITTLE SMOKE BLUFFS
The Little Smoke Bluffs, owing to their quick drying southern
exposure and generally friendly nature, have rapidly become the most
popular climbing area at Squamish. If so inclined, it is possible to climb
virtually all year around but generally the best months are from March to
October. Granted most of the routes are fairly short (one pitch) but a
moderately enthusiastic pair (no, not Blake and I) can easily do eight or so
good routes in a day without much trouble. The major stumbling block
usually is to decide which routes to do. Most new routes have been intensively gardened prior to first ascent, usually a legitimate and accepted practice here. Several rather unsightly messes have resulted, but overall most
here feel that they would rather have the first ascenders do a "good" cleaning job if one need be done at all.
Starting at Crag-X, the most northerly cliff, Jim Cambell and
friends have managed to snatch most of the best lines and wear out the
greatest number of wire brushes in the process. Center Street (5.10C;
Cambell and Huges) follows a thin crack up the main wall to give one long
pitch with a stemming fingery crux near the top. In the same area is
Auntie Gravity (5.10; Cambell, Coope, Doig) which is a good steep face
climb mainly protected by fixed pins and one bolt. Campbell and Hughes
also added Cold Comfort (5.9), a delightful deep finger crack with plenty
of face holds. Kevin Duck and Robin Barley climbed a new route near
Easy Does It called Outer Mongolia. The pair encountered some hard
5.10 face climbing off the ground. They were forced to use a few points of
aid to surmount a seemingly holdless slab and reach the "easier than it
looks overhang", the top of which marks the end of the climb. Shortly
after the fist ascent, Richard Suttaby and Peter Croft arrived on the scene
and dispersed with the aid, giving yet another hard 5.11 desperate to the
area. Two other good routes are Easter Island (5.8; Coope, Doig, Cambell)
and Earth Trip (5.6; Spatt and Paquette). Both offer excellent protection
and a good introduction to the area and its grading system.
In the vicinity of Jabborwalky, several new routes have become
quite popular. Wonderland (5.9; Barley, Shackleton, Murell) climbs a nice
buttress above and to the left of Jabborwalky. The route is surprisingly
exposed and a definite must on any Smoke Bluffer's list of "to do's". On
the tier below Wonderland, Cambell and Hughes have added Mosquito
(5.9), a good exercise in liebacking and hand jamming. To its left is S-M's
Delight (5.10; Cambell and Kubik) with some tricky flared finger crack
moves midway.
Over by Neat & Cool, Phil Kubik and Tim Ryan climbed Pink
Flamingo (5.10b), an interesting dyke below the popular Cat Crack. Gross
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Incompetence (5.8; Barley and Murrell) takes a line to the right of Neat &
Cool and involves an off balance step across a void before finishing up the
final crack in Neat & Cool. To the right of Geritol is Where Ancients Fear
to Tread (5.10c; Barley. FFA Suttaby and Barley), the crux being the difficult unprotected face moves off the ground. The turkey skewer-like
stumps below are more than adequate incentive for the leader not to fall
off.
The cliff below has been peppered with new routes. Two of the
better contributions are Move It On Over (5.9; Tooley and Beeckman)
and a rather bold for its grade Burgers and Fries (5.7; Manuel, Donhertog,
Spatt).
On the Penny Lane tier, several good new lines have been added.
Beginning from the left-hand side is Clandestine Affair (5.9; Barley and
Shackelton), a pleasant finger crack to a hand traverse. Its companion, the
Yorkshire Gripper (5.11b; Barley. FFA Croft), goes straight up a disappearing finger crack where the previous route traverses left. In the groove
to the right of these climbs is the very exciting Popeye and the Raven
(5.10d; Cambell and Smith). A series of very thought provoking liebacking
and stemming moves are required to reach the crux, a deceivingly awkward mantle. Further right is Health Hazard (5.10b; Barley and Cody),
aptly named when the leader of the second ascent fell at the crux, popped
a bolt and almost grounded out. The bolt has since been replaced, but
even with a Friend to back it up, the climb still remains a serious undertaking, very unrepresentative of The Bluffs. Some recent desperates on this
cliff include Foot in Mouth Disease (5.11b; Croft, Fulton, Kindree) requiring who knows what, and Climb and Punishment (5.11c; Barley. FFA
Croft and Knight). Near Split Beaver - one of the first Smoke Bluff climbs
- is Heavenly Ladder (5.9; Barley and Shackelton), one of the better 5.9's
on The Bluffs, and Organ Failure (5.11e; Barley. FFA Croft).
A special note of interest to Smoke Bluff enthusiasts is the recent
closure of three good climbs due to encroaching housing development.
Potty Room, Little Stinker, and Rat Trap are not on private land, but have
fallen into disuse, mostly as a courtesy to the house owner who doesn't
seem to enjoy opening his bedroom curtains in the morn and seeing
someone plummet down so close to his property line. Personally, I hope
that if other climbs become subject to similar pressure, that the climbing
community will be more assertive in trying to protect the rest of this great
little climbing area.
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was the completion of Dream On
by Carl Austrom. For those unfamiliar with the climb, it follows a
line between Unfinished Symphony and Bloodlust up the
steepest and blankest section of
the Apron. The routes was first
attempted by Scott Flavelle, Dave
Lane, and a host of others a couple of years ago, but was left incomplete halfway up the fourth
pitch. Carl eventually had to use a
few points of aid on the second
last pitch in order to complete this
eight pitch Apron test piece. Undoubtedly, some will questions
Carl's style on his many attempts,
but few will dispute his determination and perseverance. Croft
and Johnston freed Bastille
(5.10a), a long forgotten climb
rising out of South Gully. After an
Sieging Squamish, VOC style.
initial scruffy pitch and the rest of
Longhike
this climb makes it well worth the
hike if you don't mind coastal type approaches.
Diedre, an Apron classic, had its first nude ascent last summer by
three unidentified climbers. The group, clad only in EB's, swami belts, and
with paper bags over their heads, made the ascent much to the amusement
of the rather large group of onlookers in the parking lot. The only one
who didn't take the prank in stride was John Coope, on the route at the
time, who was passed in a series of embarrassing stemming moves by this
understandably quick party.
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who didn't take the prank in stride was John Coope, on the route at the
time, who was passed in a series of embarrassing stemming moves by this
understandably quick party.

THE GRANDWALL
This section of the Chief saw considerable activity over the past
two seasons. Most impressive was the freeing of Roman Chimneys by
Croft, Foweracker, and Knight. This upper section of the original Grandwall route slipped into disuse when the Bellygood escape was discovered
in the late 60's. The Chimneys have now been free climbed in five pitches
(two graded 5.11) which, if combined with the lower 11 pitches of the
Grand, give an almost free, very sustained, grade V.
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Croft went of to climb the thin crack to the left of the Sword
pitch of the Grandwall, calling Grinning Weasel (5.11a). The crack is a
continuation of Grand Wazoo, upgraded to 5.12.
Uncle Ben's had a considerable portion of its aid whittled away by
the Croft/Foweracker team, reducing the total number of aid pitches to
four. Foweracker freed all but the last 15 feet of the traversing pitch heading off left at the top of Merci Me, while Croft eliminated the aid on the
rotten A3 traverse pitch as well as that on the final very awkward chimney
off-width pitch which he thought "wasn't that bad". All of these pitches
are 5.10.
On the lower half of the Grandwall, Perry Beckham pieced together what has to be one of the best routes at Squamish. Cruel Shoes (IV
5.10d) is a creative combination of several different climbs, each with its
own character and reputation. It begins with the first pitch of Apron
Strings, then follows Phew for a pitch where it traverses right to the previously aided overlapping dihedrals on Up from the Skies. After following
this route for a pitch it takes its own line to the base of Split Pillar. The
route is characterized by excellent belay ledges, continuously difficult
climbing, and excellent protection. The exception is the fifth pitch which
involves an unprotected 5.9 lead up a steep headwall. But if you make it
that far, you're not likely to blow it there.
A long standing friendly argument was finally settled when Pery
Beckham free climbed the first pitch of Mess Led (misnamed Misled) on a
top rope. Satisfied, Croft went on to free the previously aided bolt ladder,
rating it a nasty 5.11d. Above Bellygood Ledge, Coope and Campbell
freed Colon (5.9) which takes a meandering line to the South Summit and
is reportedly a good route.
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THE BULLETHEADS
Bullethead Central has its remaining aid eliminated by Croft and
Foweracker, upgrading it to 5.11a. Croft and Knight added Chimp Dip
(5.11a), a thin crack near Compression Crack. Hidden away in the obscure
area near A Cream of White Mice is Golden Labs (5.10c; Croft, Howe,
Robinson) which consists of an ascending 5.9 hand traverse to a tree
where you can belay or continue on with the last 25 ft of a 5.10 finger
crack. If you can find this one you won't be disappointed. Cambell, Miller
and Klein produced Bite the Bullet, a two pitch 5.10c crack and face climb
starting just left of Constriction chimney.
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CAJ Squamish report, I know that A Duet For Two Hands was not the
last significant remaining line on the crag. Blake Robinson and I climbed
what I consider a very significant good three pitch route to the left of Pinup, called Centerfold. The route begins to the left of the direct start of
Papoose One, follows a groove system past a bolt to Moccasin Ledge
where it joins Pin-up for half a pitch, then takes a leftward trending line
to the top of the cliff.
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THE MALAMUTE
Croft climbed an amazing new route in the shattered rockfall section of this crag. Croft described Fungus Razor (5.12) as being "technical
and acrobatic". I believe him. Just watch him do it someday. Overly Hanging Out was finally completely free climbed by Croft and Knight (5.11c).
The remaining aid points were at the final series of overhanging overlaps.
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MURRIN PARK
Big daddy, one of the big aid roofs at Nightmare Rock, had its
first free ascent last Autumn by, you guessed it, Peter Croft. The old rusty
bolt at the lip was replaced which apparently gave Pete the confidence to
work out the very difficult 5.12 sequence. So far these big roof problems
are not that popular as free climbs; most prefer to aid them, mainly because few can do them free.
Rob Rohn and Tom Gibson climbed the obvious and long overlooked diagonal cracks leading up to the final section of Granddaddy.
Their route is called Shiver Me Timbers (5.11a). Richard Suttaby freed
Tourist Delight (5.11a) and Croft added a direct start to Sentry Box
(5.11d).
On a sadder note, Squamish had three serious climbing accidents
over the summer. Luckily none involved fatalities. Two happened when
climbers were soloing and the third involved a leader fall where the belayer
had too much rope out and was unable to check the leader in time. It's not
necessary to place blame or discuss further these unfortunate events other
than to say that they demonstrate the serious consequences of soloing and
poor belay techniques.
As for future climbing at Squamish? Well - your guess is as good
as mine. There's still plenty of potential out there - it's just a matter of developing an eye to find it. And I have this sneaky suspicion that the best
crag as Squamish is yet to be discovered! Oh yeah - don't forget your wire
brushes!!
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